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In recent years there has been enormous interest in the economic rise of
East Asia. However, little attention has been paid to the role of the agricultural
sector, either in the ‘miracle’ industrialisation of the region or in the political
economy of the mature industrial economies that have now emerged.
Meanwhile, moreover, the growing protection of East Asian agriculture has
become the focus of bitter trade disputes and the region’s farmers now face
the uncertain prospects of liberalisation and internationalisation.

This new study describes and analyses agriculture’s contribution to the
‘East Asian model’ of development and the reasons behind the dramatic rise
in agricultural protection. The authors employ case studies from Japan,
Taiwan and South Korea that cover the decades of rapid economic growth
and industrialisation, as well as the more recent period of ‘agricultural
adjustment’. A comparative framework is used to highlight both the common
characteristics of agriculture’s role in the region’s development, and particular
features of the political economy of agriculture in each country, against the
background of rapid economic and political change.

Agriculture and Economic Development in East Asia provides the basis for an
understanding of the historical background and future trends in the economics
and politics of the region’s agriculture. It demonstrates that in East Asia the
economic, political, strategic and environmental issues raised by agriculture’s
changing role in the economy and society remain key areas of debate and
conflict.
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Preface

 

The idea for the research project on which this book is based arose out of
puzzlement at the lack of attention given, in the voluminous literature on
the East Asian success story, to the part that might have been played in the
process by the region’s farmers. Coming from a background in Development
Economics, and many years of work on Japan’s agricultural development,
to teaching courses on the ‘East Asian miracle’, it seemed to me particularly
strange that the ‘East Asian model’ is almost unique amongst development
models in prescribing no apparent role for agriculture. The opportunity to
investigate the extent to which this neglect was justified was, however, to be
provided as a result of funding under the Economic and Social Research
Council’s Pacific Asia Programme, and the project which was set up on this
basis was designed to bring together the material, in English and in East
Asian languages, which would make possible a comparative study of
agriculture’s role over time in the economies of the three now-industrial
East Asian economies with significant agricultural sectors.

A substantial part of the results of our work concerns the contribution
which the agricultural sectors of Japan, Korea and Taiwan made, during the
‘miracle’ development of the three economies, to the speed and character of
industrialisation and to the avoidance of many of the problems of rural poverty
and inequality which other developing countries have faced. At the time of
writing, however, a number of Asia Pacific nations, and Korea and Japan in
particular, are facing economic crises arising, in the long run, from the
difficulty of adapting the institutions and policy approaches which lay behind
miracle industrialisation to the new realities of the ‘globalised’, ‘post-industrial’
world. In all three countries, agriculture represents a central, and politically
highly sensitive, example of the conflict and trauma which this process
involves, as the region’s farmers and their representatives battle to sustain rural
society in the face of the forces of ‘internationalisation’. Japan, Korea and
Taiwan will not be the last of the Asia Pacific countries to struggle with the
‘agricultural adjustment problem’ to which many Western industrial nations
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have equally not yet found a viable solution, and our research led us on to
consider the lessons to be learnt about the economics and politics of agriculture
in economies which have successfully achieved ‘East Asian-style
industrialisation’.

The ESRC’s funding enabled us to collect and analyse material in Britain
and in Japan, Korea and Taiwan and we would like to express our gratitude
for this and for the support and encouragement offered by the Director of the
Pacific Asia Programme, Dr Gerry Segal, and by other participants in it. We
received much help, both academic and practical, in the course of our research,
especially while away in East Asia, and we would like to thank the following:
in Japan, Professor Kiyokawa Yukihiko and his colleagues at the Institute of
Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University; Dr Okama Kunio, Dr Tsubota
Kunio and the library staff at the National Research Institute of Agricultural
Economics (Nogyo Sogo Kenkyu Jo) in Tokyo, and Professors Takashima
Mitsuo and Takashima Michie. In Korea, special thanks to Ms Park Sir Young,
who set up a number of interviews with policy-makers concerned with rural
development in the 1960s and 1970s; Dr Park Jin Whan who supplied
valuable research materials; Mr Kim Chun, former director of the Saemaul
Education Programme, and Mr Kim Chung Yum, former chief secretary to
President Park, both of whom provided information and research materials
on agricultural policy developments in Korea during the 1960s and 1970s,
and Mrs Na So-won, regional director of Saemaum Public Services in Pusan
in the 1970s, for access to video-taped material on rural development. In
Taiwan, interviews and other assistance were kindly provided by Julian Baum
of the Far Eastern Economic Review and Ken Davis of the Economist Intelligence
Unit; at the National Taiwan University, Associate Professor Chang Ching-
Chen and Professor Chen Hsi-Huang of the Department of Agricultural
Economics and Kuan Hung-Chan of the Department of Politics; Professor
Lo Min-Che of the Department of Agricultural Economics, National Chung
Hsing University; Fu Tsu-Tan of the Academica Sinica; Lan Min-Chuan and
Lo Ming-Che of the Economics and Planning Department of the Council of
Agriculture; Deputy Governor Sheu Jia-Dong of the Central Bank of China;
Tsai Shih-Yuan, Member of Parliament for the Democratic Progressive Party
and Wu Chung-Lih of the Government Information Office.

Colleagues in the Department of East Asian Studies at Leeds bore with us
during the course of the project, providing both practical help and moral
support, and I am especially grateful for the sabbatical semester which made
the writing of this book possible. Mr and Mrs Kim gave their son both
logistical assistance and many useful introductions and contacts. Meanwhile,
Richard, Jens and Hyung-Sim discovered all they ever wanted to know about
East Asian agriculture.

Penelope Francks, Leeds, July 1998



Conventions
 

Personal names in Japanese, Korean and Chinese are presented in the East
Asian manner, with family names first.

Metric measurements are used. In particular, the East Asian measures of
area, the cho, chongbo and chia, are treated as equivalent to one hectare (1
ha = 100 ares), to which they are all almost exactly equal. Quantities are given
in metric tonnes (mt).

Frequently used statistical sources are indicated by abbreviated forms. Full
details can be found in the bibliography.





1 Agriculture and
industrialisation
The East Asian case

One way of defining the difference between developed and developing
countries is in terms of the extent to which the nation’s resources have to be
devoted to the production of food and the other basic necessities derived
from the cultivation of the land. Almost without exception, rich countries
devote only a small proportion of their labour and capital to agriculture,
whilst poorer ones of necessity devote more, and development is frequently
described and modelled as a process of resource transfer out of agriculture
and into an expanding industrial sector. Like it or not, development is equated
with industrialisation and the role of the farm household in the process has
essentially been to discover ways of contributing its labour and output to
the growth of the non-agricultural sector.

In due course, therefore, in cases of successful industrialisation,
agriculture is bound to become a declining and increasingly less significant
area of economic activity. As incomes rise, smaller and smaller proportions
of them are spent on food and the technical constraints on the growth of
agricultural output make it increasingly difficult for farm households to
match the income growth experienced by their urban industrial
counterparts. For farmers and policy-makers in industrial countries,
agriculture then comes to present new kinds of problem involving complex
mixes of issues, ranging from intersectoral income distribution through food
security to the environment and the cultural and spiritual value of the
countryside.

Until relatively recently, the only examples of the long-term development
of agriculture’s role in industrialisation were to be found in ‘the West’ and the
nature of the issues involved was defined, on the one hand, by the pattern of
European and American industrialisation experience and, on the other, by
the responses of farmers within the particular forms of agriculture practised
in those environments. However, the emergence of first Japan and then South
Korea (hereafter Korea), Taiwan and the other newly industrialising ‘tigers’
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and ‘dragons’ into the ranks of industrial countries has in many ways
revolutionised our understanding of the possibilities of industrialisation and
opened up the prospect of new forms of rapid development in East and South
East Asia and perhaps beyond. What the ‘East Asian miracle’ also
demonstrated, though, was the process of development within economies and
societies based on forms of agriculture organisationally and technologically
very different from those of Europe and North America. For example, for the
first time we have been able to observe industrialisation in the context of
irrigated rice cultivation, the paradigm of agriculture in many parts of the
Third World.

Much has been made of the idea that the East Asian economies have
produced a new model of the industrialisation process. Students and policy-
makers may take their pick amongst a variety of versions of the model, with
key features ranging from the adoption of strategies based on free trade and
comparative advantage to the interventionist methods and institutions of the
‘developmental state’, from luck, timing or US aid through to the tenets of
Confucianism. In the excitement generated over the rapid industrialisation
of these countries, however, little was heard of or from their farmers. This
contrasted sharply with the situation in many other parts of the Third World,
where the problems of agriculture, arising from slow growth, inappropriate
technology and growing inequality, were often severe. Ironically, it was only
as Japan and then Taiwan and Korea emerged as significant players in the
world economy that their dwindling numbers of farmers began to make their
presence felt. The levels of protection given to agriculture in Japan, and now
also in Taiwan and Korea, have risen to exceed even those applied in Europe
and have generated not only increasing friction with trading partners but also
the idea that the East Asian development model may carry within it the seeds
of a different and more intractable agricultural adjustment problem than that
confronted by earlier-industrialising countries.

This chapter will explore the role that agriculture has played, in theory
and practice, in the process of development, as it has been experienced
historically in the now-industrialised West and more recently in the
developing Third World. It will look both at agriculture’s contribution to
the first stages of industrialisation and at its long-term adjustment within
an increasingly industrially-dominated economy, and will seek to pinpoint
the factors which need to be considered in analysing agriculture’s part in
East Asian development. First of all, however, it will be useful to outline the
characteristics of East Asia’s particular mode of industrialisation as the
context within which the region’s farmers made their contribution and
formed their response.
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East Asian industrialisation

The ‘East Asian development model’ which has by now become an accepted
part of the development literature is principally based on the industrialisation
experience of Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. The model
is nowadays also often applied to some of the rapidly-industrialising South
East Asian countries—the World Bank’s East Asian Miracle study, for example,
also includes Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand among its ‘high-performing’
Asian economies—and sometimes to parts of China, but nonetheless it is
only in Japan and the ‘four tigers’ that ‘East Asian industrialisation’ has
been carried through to completion. As far as agriculture’s role in the process
is concerned, however, the island city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore
have to be excluded from consideration as exceptional cases of industrialising
economies without agricultural sectors of any significance. This leaves Japan,
Taiwan and Korea as the central examples of the complete operation of the
East Asian model in the context of an initially agricultural economy and it is
these countries that constitute ‘East Asia’ for the purposes of this comparative
study.1

The rise of first Japan and then Taiwan and Korea to the status of industrial
economies is remarkable perhaps above all for its speed and unexpectedness.
Japan was, of course, well on the road to industrialisation before the outbreak
of the Pacific War, but still in the late 1930s around half its labour force was
employed in agriculture. Although its heavy industrial firms had mastered the
basics of the technology on which the strength of the West was seen to lie, and
its exports of products such as textiles had carved large holes in the Asian
markets of its Western competitors, nonetheless much of its industry,
particularly in areas such as consumer-goods production, remained small-
scale, labour-intensive or ‘traditional’ in its technology and often closely linked
to the rural sector. The war itself devastated large sections of Japanese industry
and infrastructure and left the nation close to starvation in 1945. Meanwhile,
as Japan began the process of recovery in the late 1940s and early 1950s, its
former colonies, Taiwan and Korea, were engulfed in civil strife which
destroyed much of the investment in rural and urban infrastructure and
industry which had been built up during the colonial period. South Korea after
the end of the Korean War in 1953 and Taiwan after the Nationalist take-over
in 1949 were amongst the poorest countries in the world at the time, and
heavily dependent on American aid.2

Japan’s rise to economic super-power status during the ‘economic miracle’
period, from the mid-1950s until the ‘shocks’ of the early 1970s which ushered
in the ‘era of slower growth’, is by now too familiar to need recounting in detail.
On the basis of their massive investment in plant and equipment embodying
the backlog of technological advances made in the West over the years of their
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country’s isolation, Japanese manufacturers caught up with and, through their
own innovations, surpassed their Western competitors in many significant
industrial fields. In addition, their expansion of production for the growing
home market, and in due course for export, drew the majority of the Japanese
labour force into urban industrial and service-sector employment. By the
1970s, Japan was a fully-fledged industrial economy poised to continue to
grow, at a slower but steady pace through the subsequent decades, into the
rival of the United States as the world’s greatest economic power.

The rise of Taiwan and Korea to the status of industrial economies began,
perhaps not coincidentally, a decade or so after Japan’s economic miracle but
was in some respects even more spectacular. During the 1950s, the
governments of both countries pursued the kind of import-substitution
industrialisation strategy then widely advocated as the means to escape from
underdevelopment and dependency. However, although some would argue
that these phases of their development provided the basis for subsequent
growth, the industrial capacity established remained limited, inefficient and
over-protected and, for a variety of political and economic reasons, in both
countries the early 1960s saw a switch to a new development strategy based
on the promotion of manufactured exports. The removal of restrictions on
export production or, alternatively, the active assistance and subsidy provided
to exporters stimulated unprecedented rates of growth in manufacturing
output and a consequent rapid expansion in industrial employment. Through
the 1960s and 1970s, as technological capacity increased and wages in due
course began to rise, investment shifted towards more capital-intensive and
technologically sophisticated lines of production, so that, by the 1980s, in
terms of income per capita and the scale and productivity of industrial activity,
both countries were deemed to have joined the developed world.

Thus, Japan, and even more so Taiwan and Korea, achieved the
transformation from predominantly agricultural to predominantly industrial
economies in unprecedentedly short periods of time and agriculture’s
involvement in and subsequent adjustment to the growth of the industrial
sector—processes which had evolved over, in some cases, generations in
Europe—were compressed into decades in East Asia. However, rapidity is not
the only feature distinguishing the industrialisation processes of Japan, Korea
and Taiwan from their equivalents in the West, and others of the
characteristics which they share may also have significant implications for
agriculture’s part in East Asian development.

As already suggested, there is no general consensus as to the causes or
strategies that have produced the East Asian miracle, but there is broad
agreement on the ‘stylised facts’ which describe it.3 First, it is generally
accepted that East Asian industrialisation has not resulted in the kinds of
dualistic inequalities, both within the industrial sector and between it and the
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other sectors of the economy, that have arisen elsewhere in the developing
world. The rapid expansion of labour-intensive forms of industry generated
employment considerably more successfully than did the capital-intensive
industrial development achieved elsewhere under import-substitution
strategies and despite what are often seen as limitations on the development
of labour movements, real wages have generally risen as industrialisation has
proceeded. As a result, East Asian income distributions remain substantially
more equal than those generally observed in other developing and industrial
countries.4 Furthermore, levels of education and welfare amongst the broad
mass of the population have been consistently high and the general neglect
of infrastructure provision for those outside the privileged modern industrial
sector, which has been such a feature of ‘urban-biased’ developing countries
elsewhere, has not emerged (see e.g. Teranishi 1997:286–7).

Second, the East Asian countries stand out as economies whose
development has hinged crucially on relations with the outside world. All are
resource-poor and heavily dependent on imported raw materials. For Taiwan
and Korea, with their relatively small home markets, exports have represented
a vital source of demand, with at times as much as half of Taiwan’s output
being sold abroad. For Japan, exports have generally generated a much smaller
proportion of GNP but nonetheless constitute a highly important market for
significant sections of Japanese industry. For all three countries, the acquisition
of technology from abroad, whether or not embodied in direct foreign
investment, has been a major source of growth in output and productivity.
The extent to which East Asia’s infant industrial sectors were protected from
import competition, and the significance of the methods used to provide that
protection, remain the subject of debate but it is undeniable that, as they grew,
they took advantage of, and became heavily embedded in, the world
economy. East Asian agricultural sectors have therefore had to seek to respond
and adjust to industrialisation within economies which depend on outward-
looking relationships with the world trading network.

Third, whether or not the role of the state has been, as is often suggested, the
secret behind East Asia’s rapid development, it has to be accepted that Japan,
Taiwan and Korea are all societies in which the influence of government over the
economy is pervasive. Where Japan has operated, since at least the inter-war
period, within a democratic political framework, Taiwan and Korea have been
governed, until quite recently, by more-or-less authoritarian leaderships, but in
all cases, the day-to-day operation of economic policy has been in the hands of
an elite, apolitical and, to a large extent, respected bureaucracy. As Chalmers
Johnson’s seminal work showed, the forms of intervention in the economy used
by East Asian governments conform neither to the liberal ideology of the Anglo-
American world nor to the model of Soviet-style planning.5 Rather, East Asian
bureaucrats adhere to the benefits of the market economy, but within that
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framework seek to ‘guide’ private-sector businesses, by means of ad hoc,
pragmatic, often informal, carrots and sticks, to pursue the course seen as most
likely to achieve the national objective of economic growth. The very success of
East Asian industrialisation, whether or not attributable to the methods of the
‘bureaucratic developmental state’, has consolidated such forms of government/
private sector interrelationship and this, combined with the strong sense of national
identity of relatively homogeneous populations and the existence of clear outside
threats, has meant that pluralistic political opposition has emerged only fitfully
and interest groups have represented the main form of organisation through which
individuals’ concerns have been expressed. It is within this broad political culture
that East Asian agricultural policy has been devised and implemented.

Finally, just as government/business relations have been held to represent
a distinctive element in the picture of East Asian industrialisation, so too have
organisations and relationships within the business sector itself. Various terms
have been coined to describe what is seen as a different form of capitalist
market structure from that observed in ‘the West’ (‘alliance capitalism’,
‘Confucian capitalism’, etc.), one in which not only is the internal organisation
and management of the company different from the standard model, but so
too are the relationships between individual companies. Thus East Asian
industrial sectors tend to be dominated by one or other form of ‘industrial
group’ (zaibatsu, keiretsu, chaebol, etc.) within which firms are linked together,
financially, technologically and through sales, in long-term mutual
relationships.6

Again, the developmental value of such relationships, as a means of
ensuring the allocation of scarce capital funds to the larger-scale, modern-
sector firms best able, managerially and technologically, to make use of them,
can be debated, but what is striking about the industrial structures which have
emerged within and around the industrial groups in East Asia is the
significance within them of small firms (see e.g. Campos and Root 1996: 60–
4). Japan and Taiwan in particular contrast sharply with many other industrial
economies in the proportions of their output and employment still derived
from the small-scale business sector.7 Where the standard model of the
development process sees a modern sector dominated by large-scale
businesses gradually absorbing ‘traditional’ small-scale firms, the East Asian
model sees large and small firms surviving and developing alongside one
another, in mutual interrelationships or within their own niches in the
economy. An industrial structure in which the informal sector of small firms
continues to play a part not only in the developing but also in the developed
economy presents farm households with rather different opportunities, as
regards their production activities and employment possibilities, from the
usually assumed either/or choice between large-scale factory employment or
remaining on the farm.
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There are of course many differences between Japan, Taiwan and Korea,
both in the nature of their industrialisation processes and in the industrial
structures that have emerged, and the effects of these differences on their
agricultural sectors will be explored in later chapters. Nonetheless, few would
disagree that there is enough in common within the East Asian economies,
and enough that contrasts with the ‘Western’ model of a perhaps equally
varied reality, to talk of a distinctive East Asian pattern of industrialisation.
This being so, the purpose of this study is to examine the ways in which this
distinctive pattern affected, or indeed was affected by, the contributions,
responses and adjustments that agriculture made to the growth of industry.

Agriculture’s role in development

Economic development as it has been experienced over the past two centuries
or so has always been assumed to begin from a ‘state of nature’ in which the
bulk of the economy’s resources are devoted to agriculture and the production
of goods to meet basic needs, and to encompass the growth of manufacturing
sectors employing forms of technology and industrial organisation which
are not constrained, in the same way as agriculture is, by dependence on
natural resources and the environment. Approaches to the analysis of what
happens to agriculture during the industrialisation process, going back to
the work of some of the earliest economic theorists, have always tended to
assume that agriculture’s role was to provide the resources of capital and
labour needed to fund and man the growing industrial sector. The key to
development was the emergence of an ‘agricultural surplus’ which could be
creamed off to provide the resources for industrialisation without reducing
the availability of agricultural output, and the secret of success lay in devising
the mechanisms whereby the surplus could be transferred. However, the
experience of Third World countries attempting to achieve industrialisation
since World War II has cast doubt on the applicability of this approach to
their circumstances and has led to a substantial reappraisal of agriculture’s
role in a successful development process. It is within this context that we
need to assess the part played by the agricultural sector in the development
of the East Asian countries, to date the only economies to achieve high levels
of industrialisation within an agricultural environment much more akin to
that of significant parts of the Third World than to that of Europe or the
United States.

The earliest post-war attempts to model the process of industrialisation—
Rostow’s famous ‘stage theory’, for example—were based on an understanding
of the historical experience of the existing developed countries of Europe and
North America and assumed that an ‘agricultural revolution’ which raised
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output and productivity in the agricultural sector and generated the essential
‘surplus’ was a precondition for the ‘take-off’ into industrialisation. The
existence of the surplus would enable agriculture to fulfil what was seen as
its dual role in the development process, on the one hand, as the source of the
savings which made possible capital accumulation in the industrial sector and,
on the other, as the supplier of the ‘wage goods’ required by the growing
industrial labour force. In this conceptualisation of the intersectoral relations
which underlie the development process, industrialisation is made possible
by the transfer of the surplus agriculture can generate, via the mechanisms
of the financial markets, which shift agricultural savings voluntarily into
industrial investment, or the ‘forced savings’ produced by agricultural taxation
and movements in the agri-culture/industry terms of trade.

This was a depressing conclusion for those concerned to promote the
development of the vast areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America where
population density was high and/or land and labour productivity in
agriculture low. Where the mass of the population was close to subsistence
level and the rural rich had no incentive either to allow themselves to be taxed
or to invest in risky industrial projects, it was difficult to see how an agricultural
surplus could possibly be mobilised, short of some kind of drastic political
revolution and land reform. However, a possible way out of this impasse
emerged with the appearance of development models based on the idea that
the agricultural surplus could simply take the form of the labour resources
which farm households were unable to utilise at anything above very low levels
of productivity. Thinking about agriculture’s role in development in the 1950s
and 1960s was thus dominated by two-sector models in which the ‘surplus
labour’ which agriculture could give up without reducing the level of
agricultural output represented the resource on which industrial accumulation
could be based. Only once the labour surplus was exhausted would urban
and rural wage rates begin to rise, leading, as far as agriculture was concerned,
to a shift towards the kinds of larger-scale, mechanised forms of farming which
would generate higher levels of labour productivity, in the way that similar
developments in farming had done in the West.8

The implication of this kind of approach was that, in the early stages of
development, agriculture’s sole function was to give up labour (capital as well
if possible); in due course, the development of the agricultural sector itself,
including the means to raise farm incomes, would follow as a natural
consequence of the growth of industry. The allocation of scarce development
resources for investment in agriculture was therefore unnecessary and the
approach was, in a sense, a recipe for the neglect of agriculture in which, as
Michael Lipton famously showed, the ‘urban-biased’ elites of many
developing countries and development agencies were only too happy to
indulge (Lipton 1977). However, the consequences of this neglect, in the form
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of inadequate agricultural output growth and food shortages, along with
growing inequality between rural areas and limited but protected modern
industrial sectors incapable of generating the level of employment growth
necessary to have any impact on the surrounding rural economy, became
increasingly problematic as the 1960s progressed. Moreover, the possibility
that investment in agriculture might be not only desirable on equity and
welfare grounds but also profitable was enhanced by the increasing availability
of the ‘miracle’ high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat whose diffusion
constituted the so-called Green Revolution.

As a result, in thinking and policy on agriculture’s role in the
industrialisation process, the pendulum has, since the 1960s, swung back
towards an emphasis on the importance of agriculture and rural development.
Agriculture is now seen as an important source of overall output growth, and
major developing countries which were dependent on food aid and imports
in the 1960s are now approaching self-sufficiency in basic foodstuffs. In
addition, the agricultural sector is seen as having an important role to play in
generating employment for the still rapidly growing labour forces of the Third
World and the employment consequences of new agricultural technologies
have been a matter of much concern. Finally, the need to discourage the
migration of the rural population towards urban centres in search of industrial
jobs, which are not being created, has led to examination of the value of rural
industry and of the small-scale, informal business sector with its close links
to the rural economy.

Increasingly, therefore, the focus of both academic research and development
strategy has been on the active role of the farm household in the development
process, as a generator of income, employment and entrepreneurship, as a source
of demand for consumer goods and production inputs, and in general as a rational
and positive actor contributing and responding to the overall development of the
economy. Nonetheless, as various studies have shown (e.g. Krueger, Schiff and
Valdes 1991: ch. 1), discrimination against the agricultural sector remains a
prominent feature of both the trade policies and the patterns of taxation and
government expenditure of many developing countries. Fear, no doubt justified,
of the potential political and social consequences of increases in food prices leads
to policies which dampen incentives to invest in increasing output or to market
more. Import restrictions and overvalued exchange rates protect infant domestic
industries at the expense of agricultural producers and exporters and, while aid
agencies may be convinced of the importance of ‘rural development strategies’,
governments often have other, and con-flicting, agendas.

One of the major objectives of the subsequent chapters is to locate East
Asian agriculture within the context of these changing approaches to the role
of the agricultural sector within an industrialising economy. On the one hand,
it is clear that, in Japan, Taiwan and Korea, resources for investment in the
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expansion of industrial capacity were mobilised on an unprecedented scale.
Moreover, in all three cases, mechanisms for the transfer of resources from
agriculture to industry, through taxation, price manipulation, the mobilisation
of rural savings and the labour market, were well developed. On the other
hand, however, while agricultural output continued to grow and to meet the
demand for food, the small-scale family-farm enterprise remained intact,
providing intensive employment for its members, a market for industrially-
produced goods and an economic and social link between the rural and
industrial worlds.

The question of whether, and if so how, the East Asian industrialising
countries did indeed achieve the best of both worlds as regards agriculture’s
role in the first stages of industrialisation is one which later chapters seek to
explore. However, the East Asian case-study also enables us to examine the
consequences of that apparent success for the later stages of agriculture’s
adjustment to the industrial economy and it is to the contrasts between this
experience and that of the earlier-industrialising countries of the West that we
now turn.

Agricultural adjustment

If all developed countries have begun as predominantly agricultural
economies, they have ended as predominantly industrial, or at least, non-
agricultural, ones. As industrialisation proceeds and labour moves steadily
out of agriculture into industrial employment, the proportion of the nation’s
output and employment provided by the agricultural sector is bound to
decline. Even in those developed countries able to maintain a comparative
advantage in agricultural products and to specialise in agricultural exports
(such as the United States, Australia or New Zealand) the proportion of the
labour force employed in agriculture is still small. However, few of today’s
developed countries have accomplished the transition to this apparently
desirable state, in which only a small proportion of the nation’s resources is
needed to meet basic food and raw material requirements, without the
emergence of significant economic, social and political problems and conflicts.
The East Asian countries, as they have become industrial economies, have
proved no exception to this rule and in order to appreciate why this is so, it
is necessary to outline the causes and consequences of the so-called
‘agricultural adjustment problem’ which has beset farmers and policy-makers
throughout the developed world.

Like most questions in economics, that of the causes of agriculture’s relative
decline within industrialising economies is one of demand and supply. On the
demand side, the problem arises from the fact that, despite all the efforts of
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food producers to generate an ever wider variety of processed food products,
there are limits to consumers’ capacity to spend money on what they eat. It
appears to be a universal law (Engel’s law) that, despite the diversification of
diets away from staple grain and root crops towards higher-value meat and
dairy produce, as incomes rise, a smaller and smaller proportion of them is
spent on food. Demand for agricultural products can therefore never rise as
fast as that for manufactured goods and services, and market forces, if left to
themselves, will tend to produce declining relative prices for farm products.
This situation should, in the natural course of events, induce entrepreneurs
and workers to shift their resources of capital and labour out of the relatively
unprofitable business of growing food and into more lucrative lines of
production in manufacturing or services.

Meanwhile, as industrial capital and technological capacity accumulate,
the country’s comparative advantage is likely to shift towards industry, and
the laws of the market would tend to point towards more and more of the
nation’s food demand being met from imports from countries which maintain
a comparative advantage in agriculture. Under these circumstances, farm
businesses can only survive if they are able to offset the effects on their returns/
incomes of the declining relative prices of their products by increasing the
productivity of the labour they use. This could be achieved through
expanding their scale of cultivation and applying more capital, in the form
of agricultural machines, fertiliser, etc., to their operations. Thus, the
developed country would end up with an agricultural sector producing only
those crops and products which, for reasons of perishability for example,
cannot be imported or which are suitable for large-scale, capital-intensive (or
land-intensive in the case of land-abundant countries) methods of production.

It is, however, immediately obvious that this sequence of events is likely
to proceed smoothly only in a hypothetical world of perfect free markets and
no politics. In the real world, it is far from easy for farmers to transfer their
resources to more profitable lines of business: farm workers tend to have very
specific skills which are not in demand outside agriculture; farmers’ capital
is generally tied up in land and buildings which have often belonged to their
families for generations and is economically and emotionally hard to liquidate.
The scope for raising labour productivity through economies of scale and
technological change is much more limited in agriculture than in industry:
the workable size of farms is restricted by managerial and transport
possibilities; agricultural operations have to be carried out in a sequence
determined by the passage of the seasons and the lives of plants and animals
(i.e. not simultaneously as in industry), so that machinery designed for specific
tasks will lie idle for much of the year. Thus, for economic and technological
reasons, there may be considerable lags, to say the least, in the process of
responding to the market forces which dictate a transfer of resources out of
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agriculture and in the meantime farmers’ incomes will continue to rise less
rapidly than those of industrial-sector workers.

In this situation, farmers have every incentive to resort to political action
to try to remedy their declining relative income position in the economy and
they are able, in this action, to draw on concerns about some of the non-
economic consequences of the idealised sequence outlined above. There may,
first of all, be strategic worries about the increasing reliance on imports for
basic foodstuffs, and the slogan of national self-sufficiency in food can often
be a powerful one. Declining numbers of farmers and farm households bring
forth the spectre of rural depopulation and deterioration in the quality of the
environment, at a time when the growing majority of urban dwellers are
coming to appreciate and enjoy what is often increasingly a romantic myth
of rural life. On the other hand, however, large-scale mechanised farms bring
their own environmental problems. Meanwhile, increasingly well-off urban
consumers are less and less concerned about the cost of the food which is
taking up a smaller and smaller proportion of their budgets, whilst more and
more are prepared to accept, or not to notice, high food prices in return for
non-economic forms of satisfaction. Politicians may therefore be left with a
relatively free hand to respond to the demands of farmers’ representatives.

The consequence of this has been the emergence in almost all now-
developed countries of an array of measures designed to maintain an
agricultural sector larger than that which market forces and comparative
advantage would produce. These measures usually involve two connected
prongs. On the one hand, they take the form of restrictions on imports of
agricultural products which compete with those that domestic farmers want
to produce, whilst on the other they encompass all kinds of mechanisms for
directly raising farmers’ incomes, including price supports and subsidies of
many different types. In some cases, the measures are also intended to reduce
the costs and pains of adjustment for farmers, providing incentives to increase
scale and acquire large-scale equipment, or retraining and other kinds of
assistance to those leaving farming. Agriculture thus tends to become one of
the most highly protected and subsidised areas of economic activity in almost
all developed countries.9

The East Asian countries, as they have joined the ranks of industrial
nations, have proved no exception to this pattern. As industrialisation has
proceeded, the share of agriculture in GDP and in total employment has
rapidly declined and, as subsequent chapters will show, has now fallen to levels
comparable to those of the industrial nations of Europe and America. At the
same time, as resources have moved out of agriculture, rates of overall national
self-sufficiency in agricultural products have also begun to fall and Japan in
particular now ranks amongst the world’s largest food importing countries.
Meanwhile, as has been shown in the various efforts undertaken in recent
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years to estimate the changing levels of protection and support given to East
Asian farmers, these developments have been accompanied, just as they have
been elsewhere in the industrialised world, by steadily rising rates of both
border protection and subsidies to agricultural producers. In fact, nominal
rates of direct protection for food production in Japan and Korea have risen
faster and to substantially higher levels than those of the EU, and Taiwan’s
rates, although not so high, have also tended to rise. Anderson’s survey
(Anderson 1994) of the available literature and empirical data clearly shows
the East Asian countries, and gradually the other industrialising countries of
Asia, pursuing the same shift from taxation and general exploitation to
protection and subsidy of their agricultural sectors.

If agriculture’s role in the economy has thus followed broadly the same
pattern in East Asia as in earlier-industrialising countries in Europe and
America, the exceptionally fast rate of industrial growth in Japan, Taiwan and
Korea has however meant that the agricultural adjustment problem has
appeared sooner and with greater force than in earlier, more gradual
industrialisers. The faster the rate of growth of industrial output and labour
productivity, the sooner will the gap between agricultural and industrial
incomes emerge and begin to grow. Farm households in the rapidly
industrialising countries of East Asia have therefore had to confront a more
dramatic outflow of resources (especially labour) from agriculture and a more
drastic and sudden decline in their relative income positions within the
economy than was ever faced by the farmers of the industrial West. It is not
surprising, then, that the demand for agricultural protection and support has
emerged more quickly and with greater intensity than was the case earlier in
Europe and America.

At the same time, however, it can also be argued that the faster the rate of
industrialisation, the less significant will be resistance from consumer and
industrial interests to the growth in expenditure on subsidy and price support
which the maintenance of the agricultural sector seems to demand. The faster
incomes rise, the more rapid will be the decline in the proportion of them spent
on food and food prices soon become a less and less important element in the
determination of wage costs. Equally, however, the faster agriculture declines,
the earlier will appear the kinds of political and social concern over strategic
self-sufficiency and the decline of the rural community and environment
which provide the rationale for state support of agriculture. Thus, despite in
many ways rather different political systems, in all three East Asian countries,
over a relatively short period of time, farm interests have been mobilised and
broad political support generated for the rapid growth in agricultural
protection and subsidy which has been observed.
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Most studies of agricultural policy and the growth of protection in East Asia
have therefore concluded that the emerging agricultural adjustment problem
is the consequence of the same forces as have operated in all industrialising
countries, the only difference being that the much faster rate of industrial
growth within the East Asian model has caused the elements of the problem
to appear more dramatically than in the earlier, slower industrialisers of
Europe and North America (e.g. Homma and Hayami 1986). However,
whilst in broad macro terms this must surely be the case, it should also be
noted that the East Asian response to the agricultural adjustment problem does
present some striking and distinctive features which differentiate it from
responses observed elsewhere. These features appear to be related to the
particular characteristics of the East Asian natural, social, economic and
political environment—to rice cultivation and the demands it makes on social
and economic organisation, to the relation between state and citizen in East
Asian political culture, and to the development strategies adopted—and it is
on these that subsequent chapters will concentrate in the effort to analyse
agriculture’s role in the East Asian development model at the micro level.

An East Asian model of agriculture’s role in industrialisation?

During the years in which the agricultural sectors of Japan, Korea and Taiwan
were contributing and then adjusting to the growth of the industrial economy,
the ‘East Asian miracle’ began to blossom in other parts of the Asia Pacific
region and the similarities in development strategy and experience amongst
the ‘miracle economies’ gave rise to the idea of an ‘East Asian model’
underlying the region’s economic success. Little thought was given, however,
to the role of agriculture in this model10 and the case studies of agriculture’s
part in the complete process of economic development in Japan, Korea and
Taiwan provide the opportunity to consider the extent to which the particular
characteristics of East Asian industrialisation are correlated with a particular
development path for agriculture.

The ‘East Asian model of industrialisation’ largely centres on the role of
the state in promoting economic development and any analysis of agri-
culture’s part in the process must take as its starting-point the involvement in
the agricultural sector of the ‘bureaucratic developmental state’. For Japan,
Korea and Taiwan, the importance of rice, both in the economies of farm
households and in the diets of consumers, has meant that this involvement
has tended to focus on state intervention in the production, distribution and
consumption of this ‘staple food’. Rice was central to the mechanisms whereby
agriculture played its role in the early stages of industrialisation and, as
agricultural adjustment set in, its rates of protection and support far exceeded
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those for all other agricultural products, as very high levels of rice self-
sufficiency were sought and generally obtained.11 Although East Asian
consumers, as they have grown richer, have increasingly switched away from
rice as the staple of their diets, it has remained central to the politics and
economics of agriculture and the focus of agricultural policy throughout the
region.12

The second feature of any model of agriculture’s role in East Asian
development must relate to the micro level and structural response of the farm
sector to the increasing dominance of industry within the economy. The
‘Western’ model of agricultural adjustment assumes that farm businesses can
only survive in a predominantly industrial economy if they can achieve levels
of labour productivity comparable to those in industry and that this has to
be achieved through increases in cultivation scale and mechanisation. Yet, as
later chapters will show in detail, there has been only a limited tendency
towards increased scale of cultivation in industrialising East Asia and
households cultivating what are, by all international standards, extremely
small holdings have remained the basic units of agricultural production.
Mechanisation and some degree of farm diversification have taken place
within the confines of this structure, but the chief method by which farm
households have sought to maintain income levels comparable to those in
industry has been the strategy of part-time farming. Thus, in Japan and
Taiwan especially, though increasingly in Korea too, the large majority of farm
households earn a substantial part of their total income through paid
employment off the farm and full-time farm businesses continue to constitute
only a small proportion of all cultivating households. The clear dividing line
between agriculture and industry, which has, in the past at least, been a basic
assumption of analysis and policy as regards agriculture in developing and
developed countries, is still not apparent in East Asia and the ways in which
the persistence of the small-scale, ‘pluriactive’ farm household has influenced
agriculture’s role in the industrialisation process will represent another theme
of later chapters.13

Third, although farmers in developed countries in general have succeeded
in forming organisations to represent their joint interests, nowhere, it seems,
has communal or co-operative activity amongst farm households become so
highly developed or so effective, commercially and politically, as in industrial
East Asia. The strength of the village community in rice-cultivating economies
and societies is well recognised, but what is striking about the East Asian cases
is the extent to which it has been by means of farmers’ organisations that small-
scale farm households have been integrated into the political, administrative
and commercial structures of the industrial economy. Just as industrial groups
and industry associations, acting as co-ordinators and representatives of
particular interests, play a crucial role in the operation of East Asian industrial
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policy, so, it might be argued, do co-operatives and other kinds of village-based
organisation fulfil the same kind of function in the determination and
implementation of the agricultural policy of the bureaucratic developmental
state.

Finally, East Asia’s agricultural development has been striking as regards
its international connotations and repercussions. Although agricultural
protectionism elsewhere in the world, by the EU for example, has generated
protests from agricultural exporters and last ditch, all-night, international
negotiations, East Asian agricultural trade barriers are actually and potentially
much more explosive issues, since they cannot be seen in isolation from the
export-oriented industrialisation strategies alongside which they have
operated. On the other side, however, agriculture, and rice in particular, has
become something of a last bastion of national identity in the face of the
liberalisation and internationalisation which have been forced on East Asian
countries by their involvement in and dependence on a world economic
system still dominated by the Western rules of the game. As not just Japan
but also Korea, Taiwan and in due course other major economies of the region
become world economic powers, their agricultural adjustment is set to become
far more of a domestic and international issue than its equivalent in Europe
ever could have been.

The agricultural environments of the countries to which the ‘East Asian
miracle’ has spread in recent years undoubtedly differ in important respects
from those of Japan, Korea and Taiwan. In China, the enormous
environmental diversity means that, while some parts of the country depend
on agricultural sectors resembling the intensive, small-scale, rice-growing ones
of Japan, Korea and Taiwan, others are characterised by different crops and
patterns of agriculture. Meanwhile, although state intervention in the
agricultural sector remains pervasive, the dramatic political and organisational
changes that have taken place in rural areas over the course of China’s post-
war history have left a different institutional legacy from that bequeathed by
the incremental process of change elsewhere. Nonetheless, the ‘pluriactive’
farm household predominates in those parts of China experiencing the most
rapid industrial growth, and policies to support agriculture and promote
national self-sufficiency in rice and other basic crops are already on the
agenda.14 In South East Asia, conditions for agriculture are generally more
favourable than further north so that, on the one hand, cropping patterns are
more diverse, and, on the other, comparative advantage in agriculture opens
up scope for exports of agricultural products, including in some cases rice.
At the same time, state intervention in agricultural production and marketing
is already widespread in a number of the South East Asian newly
industrialising economies and in Indonesia, in particular, the economic crisis
of 1997–8 highlighted the significance of food price policy for the maintenance
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of the conditions on which economic growth had been based.15 It remains to
be seen how far these contrasts will prescribe differing experiences for
agriculture as industrialisation proceeds in the wider region, but the
delineation of the role played by farmers in those economies which have
pioneered and largely completed the process of ‘East Asian-style’ development
represents a first step towards the incorporation of agriculture into the East
Asian model.

Questions and hypotheses

Many commentators have pointed out the apparently puzzling fact that poor
countries tax their farmers whilst rich countries subsidise them. When farmers
are poor and numerous, with their greatest potential to contribute to the
growth of the economy and, one would have thought, in their strongest
position to cause trouble and to demand political accommodation, they are
most exploited; once they are few and better off, states appear most responsive
to their demands and happy to lavish funds on them and to intervene to rig
markets in their favour. The East Asian industrial countries have
accomplished this transition, from treating agriculture as the source of the
requirements for industrial growth to allocating it a disproportionate share
of the benefits of that growth, in record time. In a sense, therefore, the role
of agriculture within their industrialising economies can be seen as paralleling,
though within a compressed time-scale, the path followed by the earlier-
industrialising nations of the West and aimed for by the developing countries
of the post-war Third World. Yet accumulating research on the nature of
their industrialisation is increasingly demonstrating the distinctive character
of both the strategy that achieved this and the forms of industrial organisation
that have resulted. The questions to which this distinctiveness gives rise as
regards agriculture’s part in the industrialisation process form the subject of
this book.

The first set of questions relates to agriculture’s contribution to the
spectacularly rapid growth of industry in pre- and post-war Japan and in
Taiwan and Korea in the 1960s and 1970s. To what extent was this growth
supported by the transfer of labour and capital resources from agriculture?
Through what mechanisms was any transfer accomplished? Why did such
resource transfer as occurred apparently not result in the kinds of dualism,
inequality and general neglect of agriculture that have beset other developing
countries pursuing different paths to industrialisation? In particular, how did
the small, rice-cultivating family farm survive within its network of village-
level co-operative organisations? As is the case with East Asian
industrialisation, there are those who would argue that the real keys to success
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lay in developments prior to the rapid growth phases—in agri-culture’s case,
these would include previous investment in the irrigation infrastructure, the
accumulation of technological knowledge, the post-war land reforms, and so
on—and that the distinctive preconditions to East Asia’s rapid growth nullify
any general conclusions which might be drawn from their experience. To what
extent, then, was agriculture’s apparently successful and appropriate role in
the East Asian countries’ development prescribed by the industrialisation
strategy they pursued and to what extent a consequence of their varied and
unique histories?

The second set of questions relates to the part played by agriculture in the
industrial economies that Japan, Taiwan and Korea have become. As in the
rest of the developed world, agriculture in East Asia has become increasingly
protected, subsidised and politicised and the domestic and international
problems it generates are, in a sense, versions of those experienced elsewhere,
but made more intense by the speed of the industrialisation process. However,
governments and agricultural bureaucrats in East Asia operate within the
distinctive framework of the bureaucratic developmental state and subsequent
chapters will consider how far policies to deal with the agricultural adjustment
problem bear similar hallmarks to those of the industrial policies for which
these states have become famous. Moreover, the adjustment strategy pursued
by the farm households of East Asia and their representatives, with its
concentration on rice and on the small-scale, pluriactive/part-time farm
business, has at the same time produced a very different kind of agricultural
sector from that predicted by standard models of the adjustment process. How
far is this the consequence of the nature of the East Asian industrialisation
strategy itself? How is it related to the technical and economic requirements
of rice cultivation? What are its consequences for the internal economic and
political structures of East Asian societies and for their relations with the
outside world?

In the light of these questions, the research on which this study is based
focuses on the three East Asian countries with significant agricultural sectors
that have achieved industrial country status, and deals with both the period
during which that status was achieved and the period when the resulting
adjustment problems emerged. Subsequent events in the Asia Pacific region
in the late 1990s have emphasised the extent to which the region’s
industrialisation has been bound up with ‘global’ economic forces and the
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, central to which was the issue of trade
liberalisation in agricultural products, in many ways marked the point at
which external pressures came to outweigh internal ones in the determination
of the agricultural policies and agricultural structures of the now industrial
countries of the Asia Pacific. This study takes the story of East Asian
agriculture up to this point and traces the changing balance of internal and
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external forces that represented the background to the eventual Uruguay
Round agreements on agricultural trade. The future path of agricultural
policy in the region will increasingly be determined by regional and global
forces outside the scope of this study, but the responses of the farmers and
agricultural policy-makers of those countries which have achieved
industrialisation on the basis of the East Asian model will continue to be
conditioned by the history which the following chapters seek to describe and
analyse. 



2 East Asian agriculture  
Patterns and trends

The object of this chapter is to extract and describe some of the common
features of agriculture in Japan, Korea and Taiwan. These features include,
on the one hand, elements of the basic environmental, economic and
institutional structures conditioning agricultural production and farm
household organisation and, on the other, aspects of the experience of
agriculture’s role in the economy as development took place. These common
features represent the background against which the individual agricultural
sectors described in the case studies played their parts in the industrialisation
processes of their countries. However, to the extent that they are common
to the three complete examples of East Asian industrialisation within
economies that have significant agricultural sectors, they also represent
elements in any general analysis of agriculture’s role in the East Asian
development model.

The existence of these common features does not of course imply that
the development experience of Japan, Korea and Taiwan, as regards agri-
culture’s part in it as much as industry’s, does not differ in many respects
as a result of the variations in their histories and cultural traditions and in
their contemporary political structures and international relations. As
subsequent chapters will show, in many of the details of their agricultural
organisation and of the responses of farmers and policy-makers to
agriculture’s changing place in the economy, there are significant and
interesting differences between the three countries. But in the context of,
on the one hand, the agricultural development experience of much of the
contemporary Third World and, on the other, of the pattern of agricultural
adjustment pursued in the earlier-industrialising West, the common features
of agriculture in the three countries which have so far successfully completed
the process of ‘East Asian industrialisation’ do stand out and it is these which
will be analysed below.
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The agricultural environment

It goes without saving that there are, of course, large differences in natural
environment across the East Asia of this study, stretching as it does from the
ski resorts and ‘snow country’ of northern Japan to the tropical, banana-
growing south of Taiwan. However, from the point of view of the conditions
for agriculture, Japan, Korea and Taiwan share one, perhaps overriding,
characteristic, in the form of limited resources of land suitable for arable
cultivation. The agricultural systems developed over the generations in the
region have therefore been designed to make maximum use of available
land to support the population and have centred on the practice of irrigated
rice cultivation. This section will examine the common consequences of
this for the infrastructure of farming and its interaction with the social and
political organisation of life in rural areas.

Land and climate

Japan, Korea and Taiwan share a number of topographical features which
condition the possibilities for food production and the support of the
population. Most significantly, all three are mountainous countries in which
the availability of land suitable for cultivation is limited. Around 14 per cent
of Japan’s total area is cultivable, about one-quarter of Taiwan’s and one-
fifth of Korea’s, and in all three cases the limit to the expansion of the cultivated
area had largely been reached by the early decades of this century. At the
same time, rivers tend to be short and fast-flowing, precluding the
development of the large-scale flood plains to be found elsewhere in South
and South East Asia, so that much of the land that is cultivated is created by
terracing. Fields or plots are typically small, posing problems for the use of
draft animals and machinery, and in general conditions are far from ideal
from the point of view of types of farming system based on arable grain
cultivation or livestock production. In contrast, the large areas of forested
hills and mountains have traditionally provided many resources that could
be used to complement agriculture and the proximity of much of the available
cultivable and habitable land to the coast has meant that farming and fishing
have often gone together.1

As far as climatic conditions are concerned, Taiwan has certain advantages
over the other two countries. Both Korea and Japan have essentially temperate
climates, although both experience monsoon-like rainy seasons in the early
summer. Northern Taiwan, like the very south of the Japanese archipelago,
is sub-tropical and southern Taiwan tropical, so that average temperatures and
rainfall are significantly higher than elsewhere in the region. While the
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northern parts of Korea and Japan lie under snow in the winter months, in
Taiwan two rice crops per year, as well as another winter crop, are the norm.

Nonetheless, despite what is in many ways an unfavourable environment
for agriculture, all three countries have succeeded in supporting large
populations relative to their land resources. Although population growth rates
in East Asia have not typically been high when compared to some other
regions of the world, Taiwan’s population increased from 8 million in 1952
to over 20 million by the 1990s, South Korea’s grew from just over 20 million
at the time of partition to over 40 million by the 1990s, and Japan’s grew from
around 35 million in the 1870s to over 70 million on the eve of the Pacific War
and to 125 million now. As a result, with cultivated area increasing little if at
all as economic development has proceeded, figures for land area per capita
and, even more significantly, cultivable area per capita are now among the
lowest in the world, the latter standing at around 0.04 hectares for Japan and
Taiwan and 0.05 for Korea (Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:392–3; BAS: 12–
13; Song 1990:24–7). In all three countries, therefore, agriculture’s part in the
development process has been conditioned by the overriding concern to make
effective use of limited land resources.

Rice-based agriculture and irrigation

The key to supporting a high density of population on a limited land area
throughout much of Asia has always been irrigated rice cultivation and Japan,
Korea and Taiwan present key examples of this proposition. Rice cultivation
spread through South East Asia and China from around the fifth millennium
BC, reaching Japan, probably via Korea, around 300–400 BC (Bray 1986:10).
There are two main types of rice, indica, which has long grains that remain
separate when cooked, and japonica, which has short grains that become
sticky on cooking. Both were grown in China, but japonica varieties do
better in colder climates and have predominated in Japan and Korea. High-
yielding varieties of Japanese-style rice were brought to Taiwan during the
colonial period and Japanese/native Taiwanese crosses were also developed.
Within this broad categorisation of rice types, numerous varieties exist,
differentiated both by growing characteristics and by taste, and rice has proved
to be highly adaptable to many kinds of environment and market.

The spread of rice cultivation over such large areas of Asia can be explained
by its many advantages. Provided that adequate irrigation is available, paddy
rice can generate higher yields of edible grain per hectare than almost any
other crop and can be planted over and over again, without fallow periods,
deriving the nutrients it needs from the standing water in which it is grown.
Its short growing period means that, in warmer climates, multiple rice
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cropping is possible and even in cooler climates, a winter crop of something
else can often be grown. It responds well to fertiliser and, above all, to intensive
inputs of labour in transplanting, weeding and land preparation. Where, as
in Japan and Taiwan and, to a lesser extent, Korea, natural flooding is
generally not available to provide a water supply, a substantial investment in
the irrigation infrastructure is necessary if paddy rice is to be grown. However,
once this has been made, rice cultivation offers the means to support and
employ a more densely packed population on limited land resources than any
other form of agriculture.

Thus, once rice cultivation was established in East Asia, it became, and
has remained, the central element in agricultural systems. Table 2.1
demonstrates how, in all three countries, 50–60 per cent of the cultivated area
has been developed as paddy land and almost all farm households have
normally grown rice wherever they can. Historically, rice became a medium
of exchange and store of wealth; people made alcohol from it, built houses
and manufactured furnishings from its by-products, and fed it to their gods
(see e.g. Ohnuki-Tierney 1993; Wang and Apthorpe 1974:1–5). In early times,
poorer people could not always afford rice and subsisted on inferior crops such
as millet and barley or sweet potatoes; with increasing wealth in recent
decades, diets have diversified and wheat-based products have become more
popular. Nonetheless, rice has consistently remained the desired basis of most
meals, supplemented as circumstances permitted with fresh and pickled
vegetables, fish, soya products and, more recently, meat and dairy products.
Moreover, as East Asian consumers have become richer, they have been able
to exercise their preferences for higher quality in their rice, in terms both of
appearance and polish and of taste, and Japanese supermarkets for example
now offer customers a wide choice of varieties and regions of origin, and of
course of prices.  

Given the value and centrality of rice cultivation, other agricultural
activities have had to be fitted, in time and space, around it. On paddy fields
themselves, where climate and drainage facilities permit, other grain crops

Table 2.1 Land use in East Asia (1,000 ha; %)

Sources: BAS: 7; Korea Statistical Yearbook various years; LTES: 216–17;
MAFF Abstract: 9.
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such as wheat, barley and millet can be grown during the winter months, and
elaborate rotations can be practised. Meanwhile, upland areas which can be
cultivated but not irrigated are used to grow vegetables, soya beans and
rootcrops, and fruit orchards, mulberry groves for silk-worms and forestry
plantations have, at one time or another, covered accessible hill-sides. In
Taiwan, sugar cane has also been an important crop on dry land in climatically
suitable areas. Thus, although irrigated rice is a demanding crop in terms of
labour input, its pattern of labour use is such that suitably phased and timed
agricultural, and indeed non-agricultural, activities can accompany it in often
complex rotational structures. What such agricultural systems do not
accommodate, however, is grazing land for animals. In Japan and Korea,
traditional diets did not involve animal products and it is only relatively
recently that beef and dairy products have come to be produced, on the basis
of often imported feed crops. Traditionally, pork was eaten on special
occasions in Taiwan (Thompson 1984:583), although pig-raising, using
mainly imported feed, has become a major industry in recent years.

However, the undoubted superiority of rice-based agriculture, as the means
of supporting a large population on a limited area, is not achieved without a
cost, and rice cultivation imposes significant requirements in terms of
infrastructure and economic organisation on those who practise it. The
provision of an adequate water supply for the growing plant generally requires,
under the climatic and topographical conditions prevailing in East Asia, the
construction of reservoirs and feeder-channel systems, as well as dykes to
retain water. In Japan, rainfall is inadequate during the summer growing
period and the damming of rivers or the creation of reservoirs to store rainfall
is essential if rice is to be grown. In Taiwan, the cultivation of more than one
rice crop per year depends on the storage of water, creating the incentive to
construct controlled irrigation systems. In Korea, the pattern of rainfall
distribution through the year is such that rice cultivation is possible without
irrigation. However, the provision of water storage capacity not only reduces
the danger of drought in bad years but also makes possible the controlled
application of water to the fields which is a pre-condition for the cultivation
of high-yielding varieties and heavy fertiliser use. Hence, ever since the
Japanese colonial period in Korea, substantial investment programmes have
been carried out to bring the range and quality of irrigation up to the levels
inherited from earlier periods in Japan and Taiwan (Wade 1982:24–9). By
the early 1960s, Japan, Taiwan and Korea stood out as a group well ahead of
the rest of Asia in terms of both the proportion of the cultivated area irrigated
and grain yields per hectare (Ishikawa 1967:74; Bray 1986:62–3).

The East Asian irrigation infrastructure thus represents the investment of
generations in moulding the environment to the requirements of rice
cultivation. As Ishikawa and many others after him have shown, this
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investment has been a precondition for the adoption of high-yielding
technology and hence for the agricultural growth which preceded and
accompanied industrialisation in the region. It has also, however, conditioned
the ability of East Asian farmers to respond to the economic changes which
industrialisation has brought and raised the costs of agricultural adjustment.
Efforts to increase cultivation scale or to convert agricultural land to other uses
are significantly hindered by the existence of long-standing and inter-
connected irrigation structures. Terraced paddy fields help to prevent erosion
and in many ways define the rural landscape, so that they cannot be
abandoned without considerable environmental and emotional costs.

Although the importance of rice in terms of the area devoted to it and its share
of total agricultural output has declined as the East Asian economies have
industrialised (most notably in Taiwan where it is no longer the chief crop), its
past dominance as the ‘staple food’ has given it a significance which transcends
its actual role in people’s diets. This has meant that, particularly in Japan and
Korea, agricultural policy is frequently synonymous with rice policy and in all
three countries, food security implies national self-sufficiency in rice. The East
Asian countries are the first rice-cultivating societies to industrialise and the first
to experience agricultural adjustment, and subsequent sections and chapters
will be tracing the ways in which the nature and importance of rice cultivation
have conditioned these processes.

Irrigation and the political and social organisation of rural life

The need to construct, maintain and administer the irrigation network on
which rice cultivation depends has also exerted a strong influence on the
structures of political and social life in East Asia. This influence, interacting
with ‘Confucian-style’ approaches to government and social organisation,
has tended to produce, on the one hand, strong administrative structures
reaching down from the central government to the countryside and, on the
other, effective group organisations at the bottom of the hierarchy in the
villages.

There is of course a long-standing view that the development of irrigation
facilities has provided an opportunity for local and central governments to
exert control over the rural population, and certainly much of the funding for
the development and improvement, if not the initial construction, of irrigation
facilities in East Asia has come from governments, for example through
Japanese government schemes for irrigation development on the mainland
and in the colonies during the pre-World War II period (Ishikawa 1967:94–
109). In contrast, most irrigation facilities in East Asia are relatively small-scale,
supplying the needs of quite limited areas, so that maintenance and water
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allocation do not require large-scale administrative structures and village-level
organisations frequently exist to manage irrigation. The village- and
sometimes supra-village-level organisations that were managing irrigation
systems in Japan by the later nineteenth century provided the model for similar
organisations established in Taiwan and Korea under colonial rule (see e.g.
Wade 1982:24) and, in all three cases, the same institutional structure has been
maintained through the post-war period. Thus state investment in and, to a
greater or lesser extent, control over the agricultural infrastructure has been
effected through a structure based on group organisation at the village level.

Meanwhile, systems for social and political control in the countryside have
hinged on a similar relationship between the centralised hierarchy of
government and group organisation in the villages. All three countries are
heirs to a tradition of hierarchical bureaucratic administration, within which
a class of officials manned a structure of government reaching down from
Emperor/King through local-level rulers to the villages. The ‘feudal’
government systems of Japan and Korea secured peace, order and the effective
taxation of farmers in the centuries leading up to the beginning of
‘modernisation’ and, as later chapters will show, the arm of the state has
continued, in all three countries, to regulate much that goes on in rural areas.
In particular, rice has been too important as a source of income and taxation
and as a major element in the diet for the state to ignore it, and government
efforts to influence its production and distribution have a long history. The
principle that the government is responsible for ensuring an adequate supply
of the ‘staple food’ for the people was inherited from China and colours both
historical and post-war approaches to state intervention in agricultural
matters.2 As a result, East Asian farmers have found themselves enmeshed
in a pervasive and generally effective structure of state rule and regulation.

On the other hand, the nature of irrigated rice cultivation has helped to create
the strong village-based group organisation which interacts with the arms of the
state. As a rule, the houses of the households that constitute a village are
assembled together on higher ground, surrounded by their paddy land, and
scattered settlements are rare. The intense peak labour demands of the rice cycle,
especially at transplanting and harvesting times, encourage the development
of inter-household arrangements for exchanging labour and equipment, which
operate alongside village structures for sharing the costs of maintaining and
administering irrigation facilities. Such relationships have often been based on
strong, intra-village kinship ties, linking households together in clan or lineage
groups, and the village has traditionally acted as the locus for much social and
religious activity.

East Asian farmers thus operate on the basis of a highly developed capacity
to work within groups which has continued to condition their social, political
and economic lives. The widespread establishment of village-level co-
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operatives as the means to cope with the demands of the market economy is
evidence of this, as is the mobilisation of village groups in support of farmers’
political goals in recent years. At the same time, however, the village has also
acted as the basic unit within wider structures of administration, taxation and
political control, focusing on irrigated rice cultivation, and the interaction
between the two has proved to be a key element, as later chapters will show,
in the operation of agricultural policy and state intervention in rural life
through to the present.

The economic organisation of agriculture

Within the context of their less than abundant natural environment, East
Asian farm households have thus devised farming systems, created an
agricultural infrastructure and learned to live within social and political
organisations designed to ensure subsistence and survival. In this section,
we will consider their agricultural organisation from an economic point of
view, looking at the distribution of the land and labour resources which
generate agricultural output and incomes, at the technology which underlies
the use of those resources, and at the institutional organisation of economic
life in rural areas. All have combined to place the control of cultivation in
the hands of the small-scale, family-based, farm household on whom, as
subsequent sections will show, agriculture’s role in the development process
depended.

Land and labour

Given the geographical environment in East Asia, it is clear that land is the
key scarce resource as far as agriculture is concerned. However, what is
striking about all three countries, as compared to many other parts of the
developing and developed worlds, is the extent to which access to land to
cultivate has been widely spread. Historically, tenancy was common in all
three countries, with typically around 50–60 per cent of the cultivated acreage
farmed by someone other than the owner in the pre-war period (Ka 1995:149;
Mason et al. 1980:84; Kayo 1958:94). However, most landowners owned
relatively small areas over and above what they might have been cultivating
themselves, and the large-scale absentee landlord was a relative rarity.3 In
terms of cultivation scale, the distribution of land has generally been more
equal than that of landownership. In pre-war Japan, fewer than 10 per cent
of households farmed more than 2 hectares and as industrialisation
progressed, especially during the inter-war period, the concentration of
households in the 1–2 hectares scale intensified (Francks 1992:133). In pre-
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war Taiwan, three-quarters of farm households cultivated less than 2 hectares
(Ka 1995:102). In 1937, half the farm households in what is now South
Korea farmed less than half a hectare (Ban et al. 1982:294).

The position of landlords was beginning to decline in Japan by the inter-
war period but the land reform which took place there (as in Korea and
Taiwan) in the late 1940s and early 1950s resulted in an equalisation of
landownership to parallel the distribution of cultivated land. In all three cases,
the American-led reforms confiscated the vast majority of previously tenanted
land, redistributing ownership of it to cultivators, with compensation paid to
landlords at what turned out to be relatively low rates. A normal ceiling of 3
hectares was placed on the area that could be owned. In all three countries,
tenancy virtually disappeared as a result and, in Japan and Taiwan especially,
the land reform legislation has continued to inhibit the development of a land
market and the use of leasing. Tenancy subsequently reappeared in Korea in
various more-or-less illegal forms, so that by 1985 around one-quarter of the
cultivated area was tenanted again and over 60 per cent of farm households
rented some land in addition to what they owned (Moon 1995:82). In 1986,
the government accepted the inevitable and passed legislation making leasing
of land legal. However, this does not seem to have encouraged consolidation
into larger holdings in Korea, any more than has occurred in Japan and
Taiwan, and, as Table 2.2 shows, the structure of small-scale, owner-cultivated
holdings which the land reforms cemented has continued to prevail in all three
countries.

Thus, the basic unit of cultivation in all three countries has remained, through
pre-industrial and colonial times right up to the highly industrialised present,
the family farm of around 1 hectare or less. Larger landowners, when they have
existed, have generally found it more advantageous to rent out land to small-
scale cultivators than to manage larger-scale cultivation themselves. Although
in the past a significant proportion of households owned no land, and may
indeed have spent some of their time working for other households, the numbers
of pure agricultural-labourer households who had no access to land which they
managed themselves were uniformly low. The polarisation of rural society into
large-scale landowners, managing their farms on the basis of hired labour and/
or large-scale equipment, and landless-labourer households, which has often
been assumed to be an inevitable consequence of industrial development, has
not occurred in East Asia. Instead, growth and development seem to have
consolidated the position of the small-scale family farm unit.

As a result, as Table 2.3 demonstrates, the number of farm households did
not decline in any dramatic fashion as industrialisation took place in the region
and it is only in more recent years that the outflow of workers to the non-
agricultural sector, which the table also shows, has eventually taken its toll
in reducing farm household numbers. The main impact of changes in the
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labour supply has therefore fallen on the composition of the agricultural
labour force within the household. It has been predominantly the younger
members of the rural labour force who have left for non-agricultural
employment, at first the younger sons and daughters of the household but
eventually even the eldest sons who might have inherited the farm. In Japan,
women have outnumbered men in the agricultural labour force since before
World War II and by the 1990s, over one-third of the men and one-quarter
of the women working in agriculture were over 65 years old (Hakusho Fuzoku
1996:36–7). In Korea in 1960 almost all those recorded as employed in
agriculture were men, but by 1990 nearly half were female and almost one-
quarter of the agricultural labour force was aged over 60 (Korea Statistical
Yearbook 1961 and 1991). In Taiwan, men have continued to represent
around 70 per cent of those employed in agriculture, but the proportion of
them over 60 had risen from 2–3 per cent in the 1960s to 15 per cent by the
early 1990s (BAS 1995:15). East Asian farm households thus face a mounting
problem of retaining younger workers and household successors, whilst at
the same time the structure of small-scale farms, which is in large part, perhaps,
the reason why farming is not an attractive occupation for young people,
persists.

Paths of technological development

The survival of the small-scale farm in Japan, Korea and Taiwan is also
inextricably linked with the development of the technological means whereby
an abundant labour supply can be accommodated on a limited land area.
Even in the simplest forms of rice cultivation, the returns to increased inputs
of careful labour are considerable: transplanting of rice seedlings into the
flooded field significantly increases yields; careful attention to weeding and

Table 2.2 The distribution of farm households4 by area cultivated (%)

Sources: Kayo 1958:135; Ino 1996:442; Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics,
various years; BAS: 9–10
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pest control pays dividends, given the relatively large yield of grain per plant;
these yields in turn generate substantial labour requirements at harvest time.
Such labour-intensive techniques are hard to practise and manage on a large
scale and measurable economies of scale were not discernible in Japanese
agriculture, for instance, until at least the mid-1960s, when larger-scale
machinery finally began to be introduced (Hayami and Yamada 1991:201–
20). On this basis in East Asia, first in Japan and then through technology
transfer in Taiwan and Korea, a technological development path emerged
in agriculture which generated rapid growth in yields and a more effective
use of labour both within and outside agriculture, and which enabled the
small-scale cultivator to participate in the industrialisation process.

The basis for this technological development rested on fertiliser-responsive
seed varieties, just as the later Green Revolution in Asian agriculture has done.
Japanese farmers and agricultural experts are known to have been
experimenting with improved high-yielding varieties (HYVs) of rice in the
period prior to the opening up of the country and, as Chapter 3 will show,
the subsequent growth in agricultural output which coincided with the first
stages of industrialisation was largely the result of the diffusion of such
varieties over a much larger part of the country. The value of these HYVs
depended on their use within a complementary package of inputs and
techniques, including heavy application of fertiliser and controlled use of
irrigation. However, their use resulted not only in higher yields per rice crop
but also, because of their fixed growing periods and the irrigation
improvements which they required and induced, in the ability to use labour
more effectively through the year by means of multiple cropping. Japanese
HYVs and the accompanying package of techniques were introduced into
Taiwan and Korea during the colonial period and, by themselves or through
cross-breeding with local varieties, provided the basis for the same kind of yield
increase, during the Japanese occupation and afterwards, as had occurred
earlier in Japan (Hayami and Ruttan 1971:198–212).

Table 2.3 Agricultural households and the agricultural labour force (10,000s)

Sources: Kayo 1958:134; LTES: 218; Hakusho Fuzoku: 36–7; BAS: 13–14;
Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years.
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In their seminal work on comparative agricultural development, Hayami
and Ruttan sought to demonstrate that this path of technological development
can be seen as ‘induced’ by the prevailing factor proportions in Japan, where
it originated. That is to say, whereas in the United States, where land was
abundant but labour relatively scarce, technological development in
agriculture took forms which enabled one worker to cultivate an ever-
increasing area of land, in Japan, where land was scarce but labour abundant,
the direction of change was towards the utilisation of labour to increase yields.
Thus, US agriculture moved towards mechanisation and increased cultivation
scale, while Japanese agriculture moved towards the application of greater
amounts of labour and fertiliser per unit of land. In due course, Taiwan and
Korea followed Japan along the same technological path.5

The consequences in terms of the growth of rice yields of the path of
technological development that has been induced by factor proportions in East
Asia can be seen in Table 2.4. Although there is still controversy over the data
(see Chapter 3), it seems likely that Japan began its industrialisation in the
second half of the nineteenth century with rice yields per hectare significantly
higher than those prevailing in much of the Asian Third World in the post-
World War II period, and yields continued to rise steadily through to present
times. In Taiwan and Korea, rice yields—already relatively high by the
standards of other Asian countries—approximately doubled over the course
of their industrialisation periods (see also Barker, Herdt and Rose 1985:47).
According to estimates by Van der Meer and Yamada, in the early 1960s as
their periods of miracle industrialisation were just beginning, Taiwan and
Korea had levels of gross value added per hectare as high as those of the most
intensive agricultural countries of Europe, at least three or four times those
of other Asian developing countries, and at least ten times that of the US.
Indeed, Taiwan’s level was higher than Japan’s (Van der Meer and Yamada
1990:48). The possibilities which the ‘Japanese-style’ path of technological
development opened up for achieving increases in agricultural output through
the intensive application of labour and fertiliser created preconditions for
industrialisation which stand out in comparison with those of other parts of
the developing world at the time.  

Moreover, it is clear that it is the small-scale family farm which is best able
to exploit these possibilities. Unlike capital embodied in machinery, fertiliser
is an infinitely divisible input which, under the right institutional conditions,
can be applied by small-scale farmers as well as large and skilled, careful labour
is something which a family labour force is generally thought to provide better
than the hired workers that a large-scale farmer needs. The technological path
followed thus enabled the small farm, its position consolidated by land reform,
to survive through the industrialisation process.
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Once a high level of industrial development had been achieved, the survival
of the small-scale farm, on the basis of the appropriate technology which had
done so much both to raise output and to maintain relative equality in rural
areas, limited the possibilities of raising labour productivity in agriculture.
Despite stated policy aims in all three countries to encourage the increases in
the scale of cultivation which would have made possible the efficient use of
capital, the vast majority of farm households continued to cultivate less than 2
hectares of land. Mechanisation indeed proceeded rapidly, as capital was
substituted for the workers who had left for industrial employment, but it took
the form of the use of small-scale power-tillers, transplanters and harvesters
designed, with great ingenuity, to operate within the prevailing structure of tiny
plots and small-scale holdings. Japanese evidence (Van der Meer and Yamada
1990:147–8) suggests that the efficiency with which agricultural capital can be
used in this way is significantly lower than that possible with large-scale
equipment, and the scope for raising output per worker is thus much reduced.
Again using Van der Meer and Yamada’s estimates, by 1985 gross value added
per agricultural worker in East Asia was at best around one-tenth of European
levels and even lower relative to the US (Van der Meer and Yamada 1990:45).

Altogether, therefore, the path of technological development that Japan and
then Taiwan and Korea have followed undoubtedly contributed, as later
chapters will demonstrate in more detail, to their successful and relatively
equal development processes. However, its very success resulted in the
persistence of an agricultural structure which presented significant barriers
to the achievement of scale economies, labour productivity growth and
diversification in response to changing consumer demand, that is to say to
agricultural adjustment within the industrial economy.

Table 2.4 Rice yields (kg/10 ares)

Sources: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years; Taiwan
Food Statistics Book 1995:32; Hayami 1975:121; Kyodo Semina
1996:13.
a Average of first and second crops.
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The farm household and the rural economy

In the context of the small scale of cultivation and the labour-intensive
technology generally applied in East Asian agriculture, the household has
remained the basic unit of agricultural organisation. Land is owned, or in
the past wholly or partly rented, by households; capital, in the form of fertiliser,
draft animals and machinery, is usually supplied by them and it is household
members who constitute the central labour force of the farm. As pointed
out earlier, relatively few rural families in any of the countries have survived
without access to land which they themselves manage and cultivate.

The idea that farming is essentially a family-based, household-organised
operation has therefore been fundamental to the way in which agriculture is
viewed in East Asia. Restrictions enshrined in Land Reform legislation made
it more-or-less impossible for any organisation other than a farm household
to own agricultural land, and the idea that a farm might be treated as some
kind of business enterprise has until relatively recently seemed inconceivable
to, for example, Japanese policy-makers. In order to try to achieve economies
of scale, forms of leasing or co-operative management of pooled land have
become more common, but the fear that ownership of leased-out land might
be lost is widespread and the basic idea that it is the household that is ultimately
responsible for the cultivation of its land remains deeply ingrained.

However, East Asian rural households, as economic organisations, have
always been complex and adaptable bodies. In particular, they have not
necessarily restricted themselves to agricultural activities and have allocated
the labour available to them so as to take advantage of whatever income-
earning opportunities emerged. Rice cultivation, with its ability to sustain the
large population needed to supply its peak labour requirements, leaves
significant labour resources available at other times of the year. In the pre-
industrial period, the growing of rice was typically combined not just with
upland-field cultivation of fruit, vegetables, etc. but also with mulberry
growing and silk production, fishing, or any of a whole range of craft-based
manufacturing activities (see e.g. Bray 1986:130–9). Seasonal work off the
farm was regularly undertaken for example in mines, saké breweries or soy-
sauce factories in Japan, or on sugar plantations in colonial Taiwan.

Once industrialisation began, new possibilities for supplementing farm
household income opened up. Girls from rural households, contributing
income and expected to return to their families, constituted the bulk of the
labour force in the pre-war Japanese textile mills and in much of Korea’s early
industry. Rural industrialisation, especially in Japan and Taiwan, created
possibilities of employment for male and female workers which could be
combined with at least the basic maintenance of farm operations. As Table
2.5 shows, throughout the region, although especially in Japan and Taiwan,
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the proportion of their income that rural households earn from agriculture
has steadily declined and the part-time farm household has become the norm.

Whilst the household is the basic unit of East Asian rural society and the
rural economy, households do nonetheless operate inside wider networks
within and beyond the village. As already suggested, the management and
maintenance of irrigation systems has often required village-based
organisation and the village unit has generally operated as the lowest level in
the local government structure. In more recent times, in all three countries,
co-operatives or farmers’ associations have been active in a wide range of areas
including irrigation management and development, marketing, fertiliser
supply, the provision of credit and subsidies and as the agents of state
intervention in the agricultural sector in general. Village-based organisations
have thus served, in many ways, as a form of mediation between rural
households and the outside world, including the markets with which many
farm households have been involved since well back into the pre-industrial
period.

In general, therefore, throughout the region, larger-scale farm units
managed as specialised farm businesses and utilising hired labour and/or large-
scale machinery have not developed, as a rule, in arable cultivation, although
they do exist in some less land-using types of operation such as pig-raising in
Taiwan. Instead, the pluriactive farm household which combines agriculture,
especially rice cultivation, with other sources of income has remained the basis
of the agricultural structure. Such households have come to rely on group-
or village-based organisations to provide the services and facilities they are
too small to provide for themselves, and to act as intermediaries with both the
market and the state. Pluriactivity amongst agricultural enterprises is by no
means limited to East Asian agriculture and continues even in advanced
industrial economies in Europe, for example.6 Moreover, in some respects,
even the largest American farms are still family businesses. But on the
spectrum of agricultural organisation that stretches from the subsistence
peasant to the giant agri-business, East Asian farmers have carved out a niche
as small-scale, commercial, pluriactive, household-based units and, as the next
section will suggest, have developed their own role, as such, in the East Asian
economy.

Agriculture in the economy

Having examined the environmental factors conditioning the nature of
agriculture in the East Asian region and the common economic characteristics
displayed by the agricultural sectors of our three countries, we can now turn
to considering the changing role of agriculture in their overall economies.
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In these more-or-less completed cases of East Asian industrialisation, we are
able to follow agriculture’s path through, on the one hand, the phases of
‘miracle’ industrial growth, and, on the other, the subsequent phases of
adjustment in agriculture’s role within the developed economies that all three
countries now are. The final section will consider the part played by the
state in determining agriculture’s position in the East Asian economies, and
in particular the common phenomenon of rapid growth in the levels of
protection and support for farmers which all three countries have
demonstrated.

Agriculture and industrialisation

Japan, Korea and Taiwan are of course remarkable for having reached in
spectacularly short periods of time the levels of industrialisation achieved
only over much longer time-spans in the earlier-industrialising nations of
Europe and North America. The process was more gradual in Japan: from
the time when the first acquisitions of modern industrial technology were
being made in the 1870s and 1880s, almost a century had elapsed before
Japan could claim, at the end of the economic miracle, to be an industrial
power on a par with Western ones. Taiwan and Korea accomplished the
process of ‘late industrialisation’ much more quickly, transforming themselves
from very poor countries in the 1950s into developed industrial ones by the
late 1980s. Nonetheless, in all three countries, the structural transformation

Table 2.5 The growth of part-time farming

Sources: Hayami and Yamada 1991:98; Poketto 1996:122; Hakusho Fuzoku: 44;
BAS: 11, 44; Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years.
a   1971.
b  Agricultural gross receipts as proportion of total receipts.
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from a predominantly agricultural to a predominantly industrial economy
occurred as it had done in the West, but within an unprecedentedly
compressed time scale.

What this meant for the position of the agricultural sector within their
overall economies is illustrated in Table 2.6, although it should be borne in
mind when considering these data that sectoral divisions, especially of
employment, can be misleading where the pluriactive farm household is
prevalent. Nonetheless, Japan and Korea clearly began their periods of rapid
development with very small industrial sectors and agricultural production
constituted the major part of total output and far and away the most important
source of employment. Taiwan had already experienced some industrial
growth in the period prior to the start of its export-oriented miracle growth
phase, but agriculture still remained the major employer of the population.
Thereafter, in all three countries, agriculture’s share of output and
employment declined quite dramatically as the structural transformation of
the economy took place.

Later chapters will consider in more detail for each country the part played
by agricultural resources in the industrialisation process. However, it is clear
that in all three cases agricultural output continued to grow alongside the
spectacular rise of industry, despite the decline in agriculture’s share of the
labour force. Table 2.7 shows the significant rates of growth of agricultural
output in Taiwan and Korea, especially during the 1960s when industrial
growth was taking off, and the steady growth in Japanese agriculture over the
longer period of its industrialisation.

This continued growth of agricultural output alongside the pursuit of a
strategy of industrialisation distinguishes the East Asian economies from
many other developing countries, and the World Bank talks of the ‘dynamic
agricultural sectors’ which have characterised the ‘high-performing Asian
economies’ (World Bank 1993:32–7). All three countries appear to have
avoided the worst of the dualism which has pervaded other parts of the Third
World where resources have been concentrated in urban areas, drawing in
the migrants who people the slums and informal sectors of the ever-expanding
cities. In East Asia, urban/rural income differentials do not appear to have
widened sharply until well into the industrialisation process (see Table 2.10)
and the subsequent case studies will suggest that living standards and levels
of welfare in rural areas generally improved, so that agricultural workers seem
to have been pulled into industrial employment by the growth in opportunities
rather than pushed by rural poverty.

In part, these phenomena have to be explained by the initial conditions on
the basis of which the take-off into economic growth took place in East Asia.
High levels of commercialisation and well-developed rural infrastructure and
irrigation facilities, the result of the long period of growth and market
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development in pre-industrial Japan and, to some extent at least, of Japanese
colonial policy and investment in pre-war Korea and Taiwan, left farm
households better placed to respond both to new technology and to growing
market opportunities than their counterparts in areas of the developing world
with less highly developed ‘traditional’ rural sectors. The wide permeation
of the money economy, combined with low inflation and the existence of
accessible financial institutions in rural areas, made possible the market-based
intersectoral resource flows through which rural capital could be invested in

Table 2.6 Sectoral distribution of GDP and employment (%)

Sources: BAS: 4, 14; Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years; Ohkawa and
Shinohara 1979: Tables A12, A53; MAFF Abstract: 75.
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rural industry, generating employment, income and demand which could be
accommodated alongside agricultural growth. Many would also argue that
the relatively equal distribution of land ownership and cultivated area,
facilitated by the requirements of rice cultivation but consolidated by land
reform, was another factor in promoting output growth and welfare equality.

The case studies will also show, however, that East Asian policy-makers
have been less prone to neglect agriculture in pursuit of industrial goals than
many of their counterparts elsewhere in the developing world. Although
resources transferred out of the agricultural sector, through market activities
or by means of taxation by the state, undoubtedly contributed to the growth
of investment and employment in industry, Teranishi argues that these were
significantly counter-balanced by the state investment in rural infrastructure
which enabled farm households to respond to the demands of a growing
economy (Teranishi 1997). The World Bank concludes that the East Asian
countries have tended to allocate significantly larger shares of public investment
to rural areas than has been the case elsewhere and that this has resulted in better
communications, wider use of electricity, improved irrigation and agricultural
extension services, higher levels of education, health and welfare and lower levels
of rural/urban inequality (World Bank 1993:32–7; Teranishi 1997:281–9).

Altogether therefore, despite the rapid decline in their weight within the
economy, East Asian agricultural sectors appear to have played a positive role
in the development process. Significant output growth was maintained despite
taxation and other forms of resource transfer, and the kinds of urban/rural
dualism experienced elsewhere in the developing world do not seem to have
emerged to the same extent. Subsequent chapters will examine in much
greater detail how and why this has been achieved.

Agricultural adjustment

The speed of the development process in East Asia meant that within relatively
short periods of time Japan, Korea and Taiwan had become industrial

Table 2.7 The growth of agricultural production (average annual growth rate of
total output, %)

Sources: Chowdhury and Islam 1993:60; Ban et al. 1982:40–1; Song 1991:4;
Hayami and Yamada 1991:19.
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economies and faced the agricultural adjustment problems which had come
to plague Europe and North America as industrialisation was achieved. As
elsewhere, these took the form of relatively slow growth but increasing
diversification in consumer demand for food, declining national self-
sufficiency in agricultural products, and widening agriculture/industry
differentials in labour productivity and incomes.

In all three countries, the proportion of consumer expenditure taken up
by food (the Engel coefficient) has steadily declined and the pattern of food
consumption has diversified. In Japan, the Engel coefficient had fallen to 50
per cent by the 1930s and continued to decline to around 25 per cent by 1990
(Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:160; Kyodo Semina 1996:6). In Taiwan and
Korea similar declines took place, from 50 per cent in the late 1960s to 25 per
cent by 1990 (BAS 1995:48; Song 1990:150). Meanwhile, as Table 2.8 shows,
as in the rest of the industrialised world, higher incomes have led to a more
diversified and cosmopolitan diet. Per capita consumption of basic staples
(principally rice) has fallen, although wheat consumption has tended to rise
as demand for bread has increased. At the same time, much greater quantities
of meat and dairy produce as well as fruit and vegetables have come to be
consumed.  

The changing pattern of food demand as East Asian consumers have
grown richer has, however, presented considerable problems for East Asian
farmers. The share of rice in the overall value of agricultural output has
steadily declined in all three countries, while the shares of livestock, fruit
and vegetables have risen. However, the centrality of rice within the
structure of agricultural production has been eroded only slowly, especially
in Japan and Korea (Table 2.9). Meanwhile, reliance on imports, particularly
for wheat and fodder crops, has continued to increase and Japan and Korea
in particular have become major world importers of agricultural goods.

Table 2.8 Per capita annual consumption of various food items (kg)

Sources: BAS: 51–2: Kuramochi 1994:247; Mochida 1990:27, 175; MAFF Abstract: 16.
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Overall national self-sufficiency in food products has thus fallen sharply in
Japan and Korea, although Taiwan, once a major agricultural exporter, has
remained largely self-sufficient in fruit and vegetables and in the pork and
chicken that constitute the main meats eaten. In all three countries, the goal
of national self-sufficiency in rice has been achieved, but dependence on
imports of wheat, fodder crops, pulses and oils and fats has become almost
total (see e.g. Anderson 1992:42).

Meanwhile, although agricultural output continued to grow, as
industrialisation proceeded agricultural growth rates could not match the
miraculous rates of manufacturing growth. Moreover, all three countries
experienced sharp drops in agricultural growth rates in the 1970s (Table 2.7)
as the potential for yield increases through intensive application of labour and

Table 2.9 The composition of the value of agricultural output (%)

Sources: BAS: 18–19; Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years; Hayami
and Yamada 1991:27; Kyodo Semina 1996:7.
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fertiliser was exhausted and output increases through improvements in labour
productivity proved much harder to achieve. Data assembled by Timmer show
that Japan is highly unusual among developed countries in experiencing, over
a long period of time, slower rates of growth of labour productivity in agriculture
than in industry, whilst Van der Meer and Yamada’s study confirms this and
shows that Korea, Taiwan and some other Asian countries were experiencing
the same phenomenon by the 1970s and 1980s (Timmer 1988:285–6; Van der
Meer and Yamada 1990: 24–6).

A consequence of this and of the relatively slow growth in the demand for
food compared with that for industrial products is likely to be a widening of
income differentials between those who work in industry and those who work
in agriculture. Table 2.10 suggests that all three countries experienced quite
a sharp turning point—in Japan round about 1960 and in Taiwan and Korea
about ten years later—when farm household incomes began to decline relative
to non-farm incomes. As subsequent chapters will show, the perception that
the relative income position of farm households was declining seems to have
been widely held in all three countries by the end of their miracle growth
periods and resulted in the political pressures which were a major factor
behind the growth of agricultural protection and the recovery in relative farm
incomes which the table demonstrates.  

Agricultural policy and protection

As suggested in Chapter 1, agriculture’s declining comparative advantage
as industrialisation is achieved, as manifested in increasing agricultural imports
and relative declines in the incomes of agricultural workers, is liable to lead
to pressure to provide support for domestic agriculture, and a number of
studies now exist which show that both the border protection and the value

Table 2.10  Income per farm household as a proportion of income per non-farm
       household (%)

Sources: BAS: 45; Song 1990:170; Hayami and Yamada 1991:102.
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of subsidies provided to East Asian farmers have risen very fast and to
exceptionally high levels.

Table 2.11 shows trends in the nominal rate of protection for agricultural
products (domestic prices as a percentage of border prices) and demonstrates
the rapid transition, especially in Korea and Taiwan, to high levels of border
protection. In all three countries by 1990, border protection for agricultural
producers exceeded the average for the EC, in the cases of Japan and Korea by
a long way. Table 2.12 similarly reveals, again especially for Japan and Korea,
the high levels, relative to the EC for example, and steady growth through the
1980s of overall direct and indirect transfers to agriculture.

There thus seems little doubt that the process of agricultural adjustment
in East Asia has generated faster rises in, and higher levels of, agricultural
protection than have been experienced in much of the industrial West.7 As
later chapters will show, all kinds of assistance—tariffs, quotas, price support,
subsidised credit, state-funded infrastructure investment—have been offered
to producers of a wide range of agricultural goods, but the most striking feature
of East Asian agricultural support systems has remained the centrality within
them of protection and subsidy of one crop, rice. The main vehicle for this
has been rice price support and the case studies will demonstrate for individual
countries how state intervention to raise the price of rice came to absorb a

Source: Huang 1993:59.

a Ratio of direct and indirect policy transfers to value of production, 11
major commodities, calculations by USDA.

 

Table 2.11 Nominal rates of agricultural protection (%)
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major part of government expenditure on agriculture. Table 2.13 reveals the
impact of this on the nominal rate of protection for rice, which has been
consistently higher than the average rate for agricultural products.

Any explanation of the growth of agricultural protection in East Asia must
therefore be able to take account of the rise of rice price support systems and of
the drive for self-sufficiency in rice. The focus on the support of small-scale
producers of one particular crop has been a striking characteristic shared by all
three East Asian countries, and one which has coloured the rest of their agricultural
policy structures and differentiated their responses to the agricultural adjustment
problem from those adopted elsewhere in the industrial world. For the agricultural
officials of the bureaucratic developmental state, the importance of rice, within
both the diets of consuming households and the structure of agriculture
production, made intervention in the rice market the obvious means to influence,
initially, the levels of prices and real wages and, later, the relative incomes of farm
households. For the representatives of the body of increasingly part-time farm
operators, the price of rice represented the major determinant of agricultural
incomes, dependent as they were on cultivation of the crop which could most easily
be grown on a part-time basis. Political pressure for agricultural support, as it has
been applied on East Asian governments, thus tended to focus on rice self-
sufficiency and the preservation of small-scale rice cultivation, with all that that
means for the landscape and the traditional diet and way of life, and produced
the elaborate structures of state intervention in the rice market which later chapters
will describe.

Despite significant differences in the nature of their political systems, East
Asian governments do therefore seem to have been subject to similar kinds of
pressure from farmers and to have responded in similar, and strikingly generous,
ways. At the same time, however, they have also been subject to similar
countervailing forces and these have come from the outside world on which,
as a result of their common ‘outward-oriented’ development strategies, they
have perforce become increasingly dependent. ‘Trade friction’ between the US
and all three of our East Asian countries intensified during the 1980s, as the ‘twin
deficits’ in the US balance of trade and the government’s budget increased and
as American farmers, under pressure at home, sought to expand their exports,

Table 2.13 Nominal rates of protection for rice (%)

Source: David and Huang 1996:478.
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lobbying their government to confront East Asia’s ‘closed agricultural
markets’. However, on both the international and domestic fronts, it was the
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations that acted as the climactic focus of
conflict over East Asian agricultural protection.8

The reduction of barriers to agricultural trade was a major objective of the
Round, which began in 1986, and the international negotiators aimed to
achieve a situation of so-called ‘tariffication’ in which all quantitative
restrictions on the international movement of agricultural products were
removed and tariffs became the only permissible form of border protection.
However, if there is one area of economic life above all others in which the
free trade principles which underlie the GATT clash with East Asian
approaches to the role of the state in the market, it is agriculture, which, in
this context as in so many others, meant above all rice. Having over the years
conceded gradual moves towards liberalisation as far as a number of other
significant agricultural products was concerned, Korean and Japanese
negotiators in the Uruguay Round fought to the last ditch to preserve the
principle that their rice markets should be insulated from international trade.
This turned out, however, to be a losing battle and their Uruguay Round
agreements may mark, symbolically at least, the beginning of the end of the
distinctive systems of agricultural support and agricultural policy that have
characterised the adjustment process in East Asia.

Conclusion: the pattern of change in East Asian agriculture

Japan, Korea and Taiwan are of course very different countries and very
different societies in many respects. Subsequent chapters will follow the
particular courses that each has taken as far as agriculture’s part in their
industrialisation processes is concerned. However, this chapter has sought
to show that they do also share some broad similarities as regards their
agricultural sectors, in terms of economic, social and technological
organisation and of the patterns and policies adopted as agricultural
adjustment has taken place. Moreover, these characteristics do to a significant
extent distinguish the role of agriculture in East Asian industrialisation from
that of agriculture in earlier industrialising nations.

As far as initial conditions are concerned, all three countries have limited
resources of cultivable land and have supported densely packed populations
on the basis of high man/land ratios by means of intensive rice cultivation.
Prior to industrialisation, the capacity of rice-based cultivation systems both
for generating relatively high grain yields and for facilitating the development
of other agricultural and non-agricultural activities stimulated
commercialisation and the development of economic communications. At the
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same time, the construction and maintenance of irrigation networks
strengthened village organisation and local political control. In Japan, and then
in Taiwan and Korea as its colonies, these features produced agricultural
sectors in which there existed the preconditions at least, in the form of
irrigation infrastructure and the potential for the use of high-yielding varieties,
for agricultural growth, in which the distributions of landownership and
cultivated area were dominated by relatively small-scale landlords and farm
households, and in which the capacity for local-level group organisation was
well developed.

Once industrialisation began, these agricultural sectors proved capable of
generating steady output growth despite contributing substantial resources,
especially of labour, to the growth of industry. The technological basis for this
growth lay in labour- and fertiliser-intensive methods in which the small-scale
farm household, using its own family labour, had substantial advantages. Scale
economies did not emerge and no tendencies towards consolidation of land-
ownership appeared, even in pre-war Japan where, unlike the case in all three
countries post-war, no land reform legislation existed to prevent it. As a result
of this, and of the expansion, especially in Japan and Taiwan, of non-
agricultural income-earning opportunities for rural households, rural/urban
dualism appears to have been less marked than in other developing countries
and the basis was laid for the relatively high level of equality which has
famously characterised the East Asian development model.

If the nature of East Asian agricultural sectors determined the rather
positive role that agriculture appears to have played in their development, it
also conditioned the nature of the agricultural adjustment problem these
countries had to face once the industrial sector had become established. Whilst
the broad macro trends—decline in agriculture’s share of income and
employment, increasing agricultural import competition, pressure on the
relative incomes of farmers—followed the same pattern as elsewhere in the
industrial world, albeit compressed into a shorter time-scale, the responses
of farm households and policy-makers did not result in a shift away from the
pattern of small-scale cultivation centred on rice. Mechanisation and some
diversification took place, but the persistence of the small-scale farm unit
implied that support for the agricultural sector in the face of industrial growth
meant support for household-based farming and the rice cultivation that was
central to it. After ‘turning points’ in Japan in the late 1950s and Taiwan and
Korea in the late 1960s, overall protection of agriculture rose rapidly to reach
the levels necessary to maintain the position of farm households in the face
of the dramatic growth of industrial labour productivity and incomes. Central
to this was the exceptionally high level of support and border protection for
rice which was deemed necessary to achieve the goal of complete national self-
sufficiency in the symbolic ‘staple food’ of the region.
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Within these broad patterns there were undoubtedly significant differences
between the countries both in their pre-conditions and in the responses of their
agricultural sectors to industrial development. Korean agriculture was less
highly developed than Japanese or Taiwanese prior to the start of miracle
growth and faced many more problems during the 1950s. Korean
industrialisation was also more concentrated in urban centres, so that fewer
opportunities for by-employment were open to farm households. In terms of
agricultural resources, Taiwan is better endowed than Japan and Korea, and
diversification out of rice has proceeded faster, while overall national self-
sufficiency in food has remained higher. Japan’s democratic political system
and extremely well-organised agricultural lobby have made political pressure
for agricultural support more overt than has been the case within the more
autocratic political structures of Korea and Taiwan. Nonetheless, in
comparison with the patterns of agricultural change, both over the course of
earlier industrialisation in the West and elsewhere in the developing world
today, the roles played by agriculture in the development of Japan, Korea and
Taiwan do appear to have some striking features in common. The East Asian
model of industrialisation can thus be argued to have its agricultural
counterpart and the chapters which follow will attempt to investigate its
characteristics, as well as its variations, as they have emerged over the course
of industrialisation in Japan, Korea and Taiwan.



3 The role of agriculture in
Japanese industrialisation

 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse and assess the part played by the
agricultural sector in the process whereby Japan became an industrial country
in the period up to World War II. Although the industrial sector had not by
this stage ‘caught up’ with the developed countries of the time and it was
only as a result of the post-World War II economic miracle that Japanese
industry came to equal and, in many notable cases, surpass in scale and
technological capabilities the industries of the developed West, the economy
had nonetheless clearly ceased to be a non-industrial one by the time it was
placed on a war footing in the late 1930s. Hence, if we are to use the Japanese
case as a standard against which to compare agriculture’s role in the
industrialisation of Taiwan and Korea, we must go back to the time of Japan’s
first steps towards modern industrial growth in the later decades of the
nineteenth century and consider a process which, whilst long drawn out in
comparison to its equivalents elsewhere in East Asia, represented a rapid
transformation when compared to prior experience of industrialisation in
Europe and North America. As Chapter 4 will suggest, by the inter-war
period the symptoms of the agricultural adjustment problem were already
beginning to appear within Japan’s political economy, implying that
agriculture’s transformation from the nation’s dominant economic and social
force into a problem sector of an industrial economy was nearing completion.
The first part of this chapter will trace the dimensions of this shift within
pre-war Japan’s macro economy.

If Japan had thus become an industrial country by the time of World War
II, what part had agriculture played in the process? As Chapter 1 outlined,
views on the role agriculture can play as development proceeds have
themselves changed and developed over time and in what follows, Japan’s case
is considered in the light of the approaches which have emerged from analysis
of the experience of developing countries in recent years. Much of the earlier
work on agriculture’s contribution to Japan’s development was conducted
within the framework of the two-sector or dual-economy model and sought
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to measure the intersectoral resource flows which resulted from the movement
of labour and capital out of agriculture into industry. However, the
consequences of regarding agriculture as simply a reservoir of resources for
the industrial sector have become all too apparent in the contemporary Third
World and the importance of rural development itself has come to be widely
recognised. In the development strategies advocated for today’s developing
countries, agriculture must generate incomes, employment, appropriate
technologies and appropriate products, and must contribute towards ‘growth
with equity’ and the provision of basic needs. Historical data to use as the basis
for an assessment as to which kind of role agriculture played in Japan’s
development are of necessity somewhat limited and need to be interpreted
creatively, but the second part of this chapter will survey attempts to do this.

Agriculture’s theoretical transformation from unfashionable and neglected
source of industrial inputs to key component in an equitable growth process
is mirrored on a practical level in the changing policies of developing countries
towards agriculture. Under early post-war development strategies based on
import substitution, policies of protection or subsidy were focused on the
urban industrial sector and measures to promote institutional or technological
reform in rural areas were not considered necessary. However, with the
recognition of agriculture’s potential for output growth and for the generation
of much-needed incomes and employment, few developing countries could
afford not to introduce policies for the promotion of technical change and
commercialisation in agriculture and for the provision of improved
infrastructure, education and welfare in rural areas. The impact and
effectiveness of such programmes has been widely debated and in the light
of this, the final part of this chapter will examine the policy approach of the
Japanese state towards agricultural development as industrialisation
proceeded.

Industrialisation and agricultural growth in pre-war Japan

Over the course of the period from the mid-nineteenth century until the
outbreak of the Pacific War, Japan witnessed, at the macro level, the same
kind of structural change within the economy as has been observed in other
industrialising countries before and since. However, as elsewhere in East
Asia, the combination of the initial conditions of the rural economy with the
pattern of industrial growth generated interactions between the agricultural
and industrial sectors, as industrialisation took place, which complicated
the picture at the micro level. This section explores that interaction and
considers how, within such a context, agricultural output continued to
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increase, so that agriculture remained, until the inter-war period at least, a
relatively dynamic sector of the economy.

Agriculture in the structural transformation of the economy

Japan is remarkable amongst present-day developed countries for the
availability of historical statistics which quantify the macro-economic changes
wrought by industrialisation, and the monumental labours of Ohkawa
Kazushi and his colleagues have transformed them into an accessible and
usable data source (hereafter referred to as LTES) for present-day economic
historians.1 These data enable us to trace the structural transformation which
took place in the Japanese economy between the 1870s and the 1930s as the
industrial sector grew and as agricultural output and employment became
increasingly less significant within the overall totals.

As Table 3.1 shows, at a macro level the Japanese economy of the mid-to-
late nineteenth century remained dominated by agriculture. In 1880, the
primary sector produced around 40 per cent of estimated net domestic
product and around 70 per cent of the labour force were recorded as employed
in it. Thus, the large majority of Japanese households continued to practise
agriculture and to derive their main source of income from it. In other respects
too, agriculture dominated economic life. Despite the existence of a number
of large cities, the majority of the population remained rural, with 87 per cent
of the 1888 population living in communities of fewer than 10,000 people
(Taeuber 1958:49). The taxation of farm households, via the land tax
introduced by the new Meiji government2 in 1873 to replace the dues formerly
paid by villages to the lord of their domain, represented the largest source of
state revenue until after the turn of the century (Minami 1986:340). The
ownership of land, formal title to which was allocated for the most part to
cultivating households as a precondition to the levying of the land tax,
continued to represent the main source of wealth. Although the elite of
commerce and government maintained the long-standing traditions of
Japanese urban life, the rural village was home and agriculture the main source
of livelihood for the vast majority of nineteenth-century Japanese citizens.

However, as Table 3.1 shows, agriculture’s dominant position in the
economy was continuously eroded in the decades which followed by the faster
growth of the industrial sector, so that by the mid-1930s its share in output
had dropped below 20 per cent and of employment to less than 50 per cent.
In fact, the absolute number of those recorded as employed in agriculture
remained more-or-less constant at around 15 million throughout the pre-war
period, while the non-agricultural sector absorbed the doubling of the total
population which took place between 1880 and the outbreak of the Pacific
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War (Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:392–3). ‘Modern’ industrial growth is
generally thought to have ‘taken off’ in the late decades of the nineteenth
century with the expansion of the textile industries—first silk spinning and
weaving and then cotton—employing principally the daughters of farm
households. From around the turn of the century, however, the heavy
industrial sector began to expand, recruiting more male labour into larger-
scale, urban factories. The World War I period saw a sharp rise in urban
industrial employment and despite the economic problems of the inter-war
period and the continued significance of textiles and other small-scale or light
industries in total output and employment, it is clear that by the 1930s the
Japanese economy was essentially one based on urban factory industry.

Thus, the structural transformation of the economy which industrialisation
entails can be seen to have taken place in Japan over the period of
approximately half a century up to the Pacific War, and agriculture’s role in
the economy appears at the broad macro level to have followed the path
described in standard two-sector models of the development process. Later
sections will examine in more detail the mechanisms whereby that role was
performed and the precise nature of agriculture’s contribution to Japan’s
economic transformation. However, before that, it is also worth considering
whether this broad macro picture accurately reflects the speed and nature of
the structural changes taking place. The substantial body of research that now
exists on the economic activity of both pre-industrial and industrialising Japan
suggests that the clear intersectoral line which the macro level data
presupposes is hard to draw in practice at the micro level and that the
transformation of the economy, prefiguring in many ways the pattern to be
observed later in post-war Taiwan, was both a more gradual and a more
complex process than the macro picture might suggest.

It is now widely accepted that the two-and-a-half centuries of relative peace
and order, known as the Tokugawa period, which preceded the turmoil of the

Sources: Hayami and Yamada 1991:16–17; Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:38.

Table 3.1 Agriculture in the economy during Japan’s industrialisation
(shares in average% p.a.)
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1850s and 1860s and the adoption of a conscious strategy of modernisation
and industrialisation, did in fact witness substantial economic growth and
change in Japan. The growth of towns led to the development of trade and
communications and to the spread of the money economy throughout much
of the country and manufacturing activity, employing traditional technology
but operating within sophisticated forms of economic organisation, met a
substantial domestic demand for such items as textiles, processed agricultural
products and metal goods.

What research on the Tokugawa economy has now made clear, however,
is that this growth of commerce and manufacturing was intimately connected
with agriculture.3 Farm households in regions experiencing the impact of
urban growth and widening communications responded by developing and
adopting improved methods of cultivation which enabled them both to raise
the yields of their basic crops (most importantly rice) and to devote more of
their labour time to commercial activities within and outside agriculture. At
the same time, as the period progressed, manufacturing entrepreneurs
increasingly sought to move their production facilities out into the countryside
to escape the restrictions of urban economic life (e.g. guilds) and to take
advantage of the available labour time of farm households. Thus, in the textile
industries in particular, rural production, making use of putting-out systems
and small-scale local workshops, became widely established.

As a consequence of these developments, it now seems likely that, as the
Tokugawa period progressed, growing numbers of farm households, at least
in the more commercialised regions of the country, came to derive significant
portions of their income and employment from non-agricultural sources and
the pluriactive farm household with multiple sources of income, from
subsistence agriculture, commercial agriculture and manufacturing or
commerce, was already emerging as the Tokugawa economy developed.
Thereafter, as growth accelerated in the second half of the nineteenth century,
pluriactivity came to represent the means whereby rural households were
drawn into the industrialisation process.

There was considerable variation in the amount and nature of by-
employment available for farm households in pre-war Japan but the data
assembled by, for example, Nakamura (1983:114–25) and Ito (1990:253– 65)
suggest that, from the 1880s through to the 1910s, in most prefectures
somewhere between one-third and one-half of agricultural workers had
secondary occupations. In the more remote and less commercialised parts of
the country, secondary employment often continued to mean seasonal
migratory work, with male workers in particular travelling to industrial or
construction sites in more developed regions. In silk-growing areas, the care
of silkworms and subsequently the spinning and weaving of silk thread
provided rapidly growing employment opportunities for female members of
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farm households, whilst elsewhere, in the most highly developed parts of the
country, a wide range of side-employment was opening up. As a result, the
proportion of the industrial labour force working in anything that could be
described as a modern factory remained small throughout the pre-World War
I period and indeed less significant than the proportion employed in the small-
scale sector even after that (see e.g. Minami 1986:318).

The effects of this blurring of the distinction between the agricultural and
industrial sectors on our understanding of agriculture’s contribution to
Japanese industrialisation will be discussed more fully later, but at this stage
it is important to recognise that the multi-functional character of farm
households from the Tokugawa period onwards may result in an over-
estimation of the extent to which agriculture dominated the ‘traditional’
economy and an under-estimation of the persistent significance of agricultural
activities as industrialisation proceeded. Undoubtedly, in general terms,
agriculture’s position in the structure of the Japanese economy as it
industrialised followed the standard path of decline. Throughout, the growth
of industrial production, first in light industries such as textiles and then in
heavier ones, exceeded that of agricultural output, absorbing the increase in
the labour force due to population growth and effecting the standard shift in
employment structure away from agriculture. Nonetheless, through the
persistence of the pluriactive farm household, agriculture and industry were
in many ways intertwined, despite their changing relative significance within
the overall economy. Moreover, agriculture remained a growing sector of the
economy and the next section considers the contribution of agricultural output
growth to the overall development of the economy in the pre-war period.

Agricultural output growth in industrialising Japan

In the early stages of the emergence of Development Economics in the post-
war period, when stage theories were popular and the dual-economy model
was beginning to be constructed, there was considerable debate as to whether
or not industrialisation could take place before improvements in agricultural
technology had led to sufficient increases in yields and labour productivity
to generate a ‘surplus’ of labour and capital for use in industry. Must an
industrial revolution be preceded by an agricultural one? Japan was often
held to be a key example in this debate, with one school of thought arguing
that agricultural output and productivity grew at a steady rate, from a low
base in the mid-nineteenth century, concurrently with the first stages of
industrialisation, and another arguing that relatively high levels of output
per capita, by the standards of present-day developing countries, had already
been achieved before modern industrialisation began.4 This statistical
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controversy had wide implications for the understanding of the
industrialisation process in non-Western ‘late-developing’ countries, since
extracting resources from agriculture for industry may be a very different
matter where agriculture is a dynamic and growing production sector from
where it is a static one (see e.g. Timmer 1988:231). No clear-cut answer was
ever possible but, according to the most consistent and comprehensive figures
available (the LTES ones), Japanese agricultural output does appear to have
continued to grow at a steady rate alongside the first stages of industrialisation.
However, this was on the basis of preconditions, in terms of prior investment
in irrigation facilities and other infrastructure and the past accumulation of
technological knowledge, created during the earlier stages of Japan’s
development.5

Table 3.2 therefore presents the LTES data, which show total agricultural
output growing, throughout the period up to the end of World War I, at a rate
of around 1.5 per cent p.a., accelerating somewhat in the early years of this
century. Growth slowed down significantly in the inter-war period, with
consequences to be considered in Chapter 4, only to pick up again in the
changed circumstances after World War II, when rates substantially higher
than pre-war ones were achieved. Breaking down the pre-war figure by crops
(Table 3.3) shows that growth in the most important crop, rice, continued at
a steady rate but slower than that of some other items of agricultural output
including silk and, for example, fruit and vegetables, generating a marginal
shift in output structure towards crops meeting new demands. In general,
however, output growth occurred across the board throughout the period up
to the 1930s, alongside the industrial ‘take-off’.

If Japan has thus been taken as a model as regards agriculture’s ‘concurrent
growth’ alongside industrialisation, so has it also as regards the sources of that
growth. The pre-World War II growth rate is largely explained by growth in
the productivity of labour and capital inputs, since there remained by this time
little scope for expanding the cultivated area (except by double-cropping) and,

Source: Hayami and Yamada 1991:19, 26.

Table 3.2 Growth rates of agricultural output 1880–1955 (% p.a.)
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as we have seen, the agricultural labour force did not increase.6 Increases in
yields were achieved through the widespread diffusion of improved
techniques, many already known in the Tokugawa period, which included
the use of higher-yielding seed varieties, intensive fertiliser application and
better methods of planting, irrigating and weeding. Over significant parts of
the country, where climate and irrigation facilities were suitable, this package
of techniques could be combined with double-cropping and the overall effect
was to make possible a more intensive use of the existing labour force
throughout the year. Thus, the technical change which supported agricultural
growth in industrialising Japan is generally taken to have been land-saving
and labour-using. It required increasing use of current inputs (fertiliser) and
depended on past investment in the irrigation system, but in general its
demands on scarce national resources of capital and technical expertise were
limited. It might also be pointed out that the technological package was one
which small-scale farmers were widely able to adopt, at least within the kind
of institutional framework that prevailed in Japanese villages.

Agricultural supply in industrialising Japan thus grew at a steady, if not
spectacular, rate, but agriculture’s contribution to the development process
also depends on the extent to which that supply is able to meet changing
demand at home and, if possible, overseas. There seems little doubt that, in
the period up to World War I, agricultural growth in Japan was adequate to
meet the increasing and changing demands placed on it. As Table 3.4 shows,
primary product imports represented only a small share of total imports in
the early stages of industrial growth in the late nineteenth century and
although their share grew over time, food occupied only a relatively minor
proportion, the bulk of such imports consisting of fuel and other raw materials.
Meanwhile, in the 1870s and 1880s, around 40 per cent of the value of exports
was derived from primary products, principally silk and tea. Thereafter, this
share declined steadily as manufactured exports, especially of textiles, started
to grow and the structure of trade changed. Nonetheless, until at least the inter-

Table 3.3  The composition of agricultural production 1878–1962
(% of total value of production)

Source: Hayami and Yamada 1991:28.
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war period, agricultural growth was adequate to meet domestic food demand
and even, in the early stages, to generate export earnings.

The ability of Japan’s farmers to meet the food demands of an
industrialising society must certainly have been aided by the stability in
consumption patterns that was maintained despite dramatic changes in other
aspects of the way of life. Japanese households, urban and rural, continued
to eat meals composed chiefly of rice (diluted if necessary with other grains)
and vegetables, with beans and sometimes fish or meat as their source of
protein, and Western influences seem to have had little impact on diet
(occasional exotic treats excluded) at least until after the Russo-Japanese War
(1904–5) (Hanley 1986:454–61). Meanwhile, the marketing of agricultural
produce was encouraged by the Land Tax Reform, which required farm
households to pay their taxes in cash and not, as before, in rice. Rents on the
third, rising to a half, of the cultivated area which was tenanted continued to
be paid as a rule in rice, which landlords were able to sell through the already
well-established rice-marketing network.

Altogether, therefore, stability in consumption patterns combined with the
relatively long-standing experience of the market economy in rural areas to
ensure that the growing food demand of the industrial sector was met.
However, in contrast to the situation in post-war Taiwan and Korea, where
agricultural output growth was generally faster and deliberate policies were
pursued to keep food prices low, there was a tendency for the agriculture/
industry terms of trade to move gradually in favour of agricultural products
in the period up to World War I.7 The proportion of income spent on food
remained much the same, declining only very gradually from 67 per cent in
1874–83 to 59 per cent in 1917–26, implying that, with incomes rising, more

Table 3.4  The composition of Japanese trade 1877–1936
(% of total value at current prices)

Source: Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:135.
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was being spent in real terms on food (Hanley 1986:465). However, it was
not until the beginning of the inter-war period that rising food costs began to
emerge as an issue.

The industrial boom of the World War I period led to a sharp increase in
the size of the urban industrial labour force and this, combined with
speculation in the rice market, generated substantial rises in the price of rice
during the later years of the war. This eventually resulted, in 1918, in the
widespread and serious demonstrations, by housewives and other urban
dwellers, known as the Rice Riots and led to the policy moves designed to try
to ensure the supply of rice on the Japanese market which will be described
in Chapter 4. By this stage, Japanese agriculture had ‘exhausted its potential’
for growth on the basis of its existing technological backlog, but it seems clear
that until then output growth based on appropriate land-saving technical
change had enabled Japan’s farmers to meet the demand for food, as the first
stages of industrialisation were accomplished.

Agriculture’s contribution to industrialisation

According to the standard framework for analysing agriculture’s part in a
successful development process, the growing industrial sector relies, on the
one hand, on the transfer of agricultural savings to finance investment and,
on the other, on the supply of labour released by the agricultural sector,
whilst rural areas continue to provide markets for industrial goods. This
conventional framework will be broadly followed below and its emphasis
on agriculture’s resource contribution is reflected in much of the work that
has been carried out on agriculture’s role in Japan’s development. However,
we shall also try to assess agriculture’s wider role, as a source of income and
employment, in maintaining living standards and providing for the ‘basic
needs’ of the mass of the population, that is to say in avoiding the acute
problems of inequality and neglect of rural areas that have beset other
developing countries.

The savings surplus

The measurement of movements of non-labour resources between the
agricultural and industrial sectors of a developing economy is usually carried
out within a framework analogous to the balance of payments accounts,
covering ‘current account’ trade in goods and services between the sectors
and ‘capital account’ or financial movements, such as net flows of taxation
and subsidy and private-sector capital flows. For a historical case like that of
pre-war Japan, by no means all of the elements in these accounts can be
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estimated, but Table 3.5 presents some of the results of the most
comprehensive of the attempts to do so.

As far as the ‘current account’ is concerned, by the 1880s, when estimates
of intersectoral trade begin to be possible, the marketed surplus of the
agricultural sector already accounted for around half of agricultural value-
added but was more-or-less matched by purchases from outside the sector.
Agricultural sales rose steadily through the period up to World War I,
constituting about three-quarters of value-added by then. Purchases rose less
fast, so agriculture’s intersectoral trade surplus grew, at its peak representing
around 15 per cent of agricultural value-added, though only 6 per cent of the
value-added of the non-agricultural sector. Thereafter, sales and purchases
tended to decline in the depressed inter-war years and agriculture’s trade
balance was negative in some years.

However, these are figures measured in current prices and if we look at
estimates of the agriculture/industry terms of trade (Table 3.5, final column)
we find that, in the period up to the 1920s at least, these moved steadily in
favour of agriculture, so in real, purchasing-power terms, the value of
agriculture’s surplus was still less significant (Mundle 1985:52; Karshenas
1995:132–3). What this confirms, therefore, is that the agricultural and non-
agricultural sectors were quite highly integrated through product markets
from early on and agriculture’s contribution cannot be said to have taken the
form of an outflow of goods not matched by purchases of non-agricultural
goods by farm households. As we shall see, the Meiji state was not in a position
to intervene in agricultural markets so as to manipulate the intersectoral terms
of trade and impose a ‘hidden tax’ on agriculture, as its Taiwanese and, to
some extent, Korean counterparts were later able to do.

If agriculture did make a major contribution of non-labour resources to
the industrialisation process, it would therefore have to have been on the
capital account side, in the form of the transfer of agriculture’s ‘savings surplus’
to capital accumulation in the industrial sector. The available estimates of this
‘surplus transfer’ (as shown in Table 3.5) suggest that, looked at from
agriculture’s point of view, it was substantial: with taxation included in the
surplus, transfers out of the sector represented around 40 per cent of total
agricultural savings in the 1880s, rising to a peak of around 70 per cent at the
time of World War I. Looked at from industry’s point of view, however, the
surplus appears less significant, representing 7–8 per cent of non-agricultural
value-added in the pre-World War I period. Estimates of the contribution it
made to non-agricultural investment vary, but the highest suggest it may have
amounted to 20–30 per cent in the 1900s and 1920s but less before and after
(Mody, Mundle and Raj 1985:274–5).  

Within the overall savings surplus, it was undoubtedly the flow of taxation
that constituted the most important component by far in any surplus transfer.
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Teranishi’s data (Teranishi 1990:66) show that the outflow of private
agricultural savings (as measured by changes in the difference between the
financial assets and liabilities of farm households) represented a very small
proportion of total non-agricultural capital accumulation throughout the pre-
war period. The proportion of agricultural savings that was invested outside
the agricultural sector grew with time and responded to business conditions,
but was never very significant. The main source of private capital for Japan’s
economic development thus clearly lay in industry and commerce, not
agriculture, and non-agricultural savings were normally more than enough
to finance non-agricultural investment (Teranishi 1990:63).

It thus follows that, if the agricultural surplus is to be regarded as having
contributed significantly to the development of industry, this would have to
have been as a result of a net (of subsidies) outflow of taxation from the
agricultural sector. Taxation of agriculture continued to provide the bulk of
government revenue up to World War I, generating over 80 per cent in the
1880s and 1890s, declining to 50 per cent around the time of the war, while
agriculture’s share of net national product declined from 45 to 30 per cent over
the same period (Teranishi 1990:71). However, it is not clear that agriculture’s
tax outflow should be regarded as straightforwardly ‘channelled into
industrialisation’. The role of government expenditure in bringing about
Japan’s industrialisation is by no means clear-cut: although government

 Table 3.5  Estimates of the transfer of resources out of agriculture
(million yen at current prices; %)

 Sources: Mody, Mundle and Raj 1985:270–5; Mundle 1985:52.
a   including taxation.
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infrastructure investment was important, the significance of government-
funded enterprises, for example, has been strongly questioned and of course
military expenditure remained the largest item in the government’s budget
(Oshima 1965). On the other hand, the relatively heavy taxation of agriculture
enabled the government to carry out its spending plans without imposing as
high a level on the infant industrial sector. The burden of taxation on
agriculture was thus substantially higher than that on industry, so that
agriculture clearly did subsidise industry in this more indirect way.8

Altogether, therefore, it has to be concluded that, if agriculture contributed
to Japan’s industrialisation through surplus transfer, it can only have been
through taxation which did indeed represent a considerable drain on
agricultural savings in the period up to World War I. However, if it is difficult
to demonstrate that agricultural resources made a significant contribution
beyond this, it may simply be because agriculture and industry were
interrelated in complex ways not captured by the simple two-sector model.
Market relationships were sufficiently well developed for there to be continual
flows of goods, labour services and capital funds amongst households and
businesses within and between sectors, and a significant number of
households straddled the intersectoral dividing line. It may perhaps be rather
through these broader, market-based relationships, whereby the rural sector
served as a source of income and employment and consequently as a market
for industrial goods, that agriculture played its chief role in promoting the
growth of Japan’s early industries.

Labour

In the 1870s, on the eve of Japan’s first steps towards industrialisation, official
figures recorded around three-quarters of gainful workers as employed in
agriculture (Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:243). In the years that followed,
the absolute number of those agricultural workers varied only marginally,
rising from 15.75 million in the 1870s to 16 million by the outbreak of World
War I, then declining to 14 million by the later 1930s; meanwhile, the non-
agricultural labour force rose from 5.5 million in the early 1870s to 10 million
by 1914 and doubled again to reach 20 million by 1940 (Ohkawa and
Shinohara 1979:392–3). The source of this growth lay in a combination of
population growth and labour movement from the agricultural to the non-
agricultural sectors.

Japan’s population was growing at around 1 per cent p.a. in the second half
of the nineteenth century, accelerating to a peak of around 1.5 per cent by the
1920s (Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:10–11). The contribution of labour
outflow from the agricultural sector to the growth of the industrial labour
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force, meanwhile, is shown in Table 3.6. Over the pre-war period as a whole,
this outflow contributed around 60–80 per cent of new recruits to non-
agricultural jobs. As a proportion of the total agricultural labour force, it varied
from a low of around 0.3 per cent to a high of 1.8 per cent, rising in response
to the boom conditions of the 1900s and 1910s, and in general, the outflow
appears to have been correlated with fluctuations in non-agricultural job
opportunities rather than with intersectoral wage differentials (Minami
1986:290). By the inter-war period, the agricultural sector was still providing
about half of the workers required by the increase in non-agricultural
production and the burgeoning conurbations of industrial Japan were
populated in large part by relatively recent migrants from the countryside.

Thus, agriculture clearly played the role of main supplier of labour to the
growing industrial sector, but consideration of the mechanisms whereby this
labour transfer took place suggests that the macro data outlined above may
not tell the whole story of agriculture’s labour contribution to
industrialisation. As already pointed out, by the end of the Tokugawa period
significant numbers of Japanese farm households and of the farm workers
that composed them pursued more than one occupation and, as Umemura
(1969) and Tussing (1969) both show, the prevalence of the pluriactive farm
household complicates the picture of intersectoral labour transfer. In the
early stages of development, agriculture will constitute the main occupation
for most households, with manufacturing and commercial activities pursued
in a more-or-less unspecialised way alongside it. As the rural economy
expands, however, commerce and manufacturing become more significant
and the specialisation of workers and production facilities is likely to
increase. Members of farm households will tend to spend more and more
time on their non-agricultural work until in due course it comes to represent
their main occupation, with agricultural work fitted in around it. Statistics
which record workers according to their main occupations will thus tend
to underestimate the scope of manufacturing activity in the early stages of
development and of agricultural in the later and they will conceal the gradual
nature of the transition from farm to factory experienced by many rural
workers.

After the turn of the century, and especially during the World War I boom,
the scope for increased labour utilisation within the pluriactive farm household
was beginning to reach its limits. With the expansion of urban industry
dependent on factory technology, labour transfer could only be achieved
through full-scale migration to the cities. In the transition towards this,
employers in the textile industries (especially cotton spinning), the dominant
factory industry throughout Japan’s early industrialisation, made increasing
use of the labour of the daughters of farm households, recruited from ever-
greater distances, who came to live in dormitories located at the mill and
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worked for limited periods of years before, in theory at least, returning to their
rural homes to marry. From the 1910s onwards, however, the growth of full-
scale rural-urban migration was reflected in much higher rates of labour
outflow from agriculture (see Table 3.6), even though the agricultural sector’s
proportional contribution to the overall growth of the non-agricultural labour
force was substantially lower than it had been. Labour outflow was
increasingly taking the form of the permanent relocation of male workers from
farm households rather than the temporary migration and by-employment
of female household members of earlier years.

The truism that the agricultural sector must have supplied the labour
required by Japan’s growing industrial sector thus conceals a complex and
changing set of mechanisms whereby the labour transfer was achieved.
In the early stages, much of the transfer took place through the
intensification and reallocation of the available labour time of workers still
based in agriculture and deriving part of their income from it. This was
achieved through the expansion of the rural economy to incorporate
commercial and manufacturing activities which met new and growing
demands. It was only with the emergence of the heavy industrial and
factory sector on any scale from around the time of World War I that the
symbiotic links between agricultural and industrial employment began to
be broken. As we shall see in Chapter 4, the successful survival strategy
adopted by many farm households after World War I I continued to
depend on the possibility of combining agricultural and non-agricultural
income, but by then it was the industrial sector that dictated the conditions
of employment, as part-time farming systems, under which the majority
of farm household members commuted to full-time jobs away from the
farm, became the established norm.

Table 3.6 Agriculture’s labour contribution to the industrial sector

Source: Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:246.
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Agricultural incomes and demand

As has already been made clear, despite the emergence of a substantial and
significant industrial sector, the majority of Japanese people remained resident
in rural areas, deriving all or part of their income from agricultural activities,
throughout the period up to at least the inter-war years. Agriculture therefore
remained the predominant determinant of the way people lived, of the level
and distribution of income, and of living standards and the quality of life
well into the period of Japan’s industrialisation. In what ways, then, in this
broader sense, did agriculture affect and contribute to the pattern and nature
of Japan’s industrialisation?

Agricultural output and labour productivity (at least in terms of output per
worker, if not necessarily output per hour worked) were rising steadily if not
spectacularly throughout the first stages of industrialisation up to World War
I. The agriculture/industry terms of trade were also moving if anything in
favour of agriculture. Broadly speaking, therefore, income from agricultural
activity should have been rising. Taxation of the agricultural sector remained
heavier than that of the non-industrial sector, but the Meiji Land Tax Reform
is not generally thought to have increased, on average, the tax burden on farm
households and the rate of taxation on land declined through the later decades
of the nineteenth century (Yamamura 1986). In aggregate, therefore, the
disposable income from agriculture available to farm households must have
been rising.

The impact of any such increase in income on, for example, consumption
patterns and living standards would however depend on how that income was
distributed amongst farm households, and this in turn largely depended on
the distribution of cultivated land and of the ownership of it. As far as
cultivation scales are concerned, no radical changes appear to have taken place
and the trend if anything was towards a decline in the proportions of
households cultivating either very large or very small holdings, resulting in
some concentration of households in the middle of the size-distribution of
holdings.9 The ‘family-sized’ cultivation unit of between 0.5 and 2 hectares
remained dominant in the Japanese countryside throughout the
industrialisation process and indeed beyond.

As regards land ownership, the available data suggest that approximately
30 per cent of the cultivated area emerged from the Land Tax Reform of the
1870s as owned by someone other than the cultivator and that tenancy grew
through the period up to World War I, so that by the inter-war period around
half the cultivated area was farmed by tenants.10 Land ownership did therefore
become more concentrated as industrialisation took place, but nonetheless
Japanese landlords remained for the most part, in comparison with landlords
in many other parts of the world, very small-scale. By 1940, when the first
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national statistics on all kinds of landlord were collected, fewer than 100,000
of the 1,738,000 landlords recorded owned more than the 5 hectares generally
considered necessary to generate a rental income adequate to support a family
(Waswo 1977:8–9). In earlier periods, moreover, the evidence suggests that
the ‘cultivating landlord’, renting out only such land as his family labour force
could not farm themselves and remaining resident in his village, was even
more common.

Thus, although tenancy was widespread, with a little over a quarter of
cultivating households in the inter-war period owning no land and a further
40 per cent renting in part of what they cultivated, the degree of inequality
in incomes and life-styles which this implied was not by any means as great
as is reported in many other developing societies. Moreover, although the
increasing prevalence of tenancy does suggest some growth in income
inequality, this was offset to an extent by the fact that rents failed to keep pace
with increases in yields and the proportion of their income from cultivation
that farm households paid as rent was falling through the prewar period
(Smethurst 1986:88; see also Brandt 1993:270).

Meanwhile, the package of yield-increasing techniques which was the basis
for output increase appears to have been labour-using and largely neutral to
scale and diffusion mechanisms were such that small-scale farmers were well
able to adopt it. Indeed, in some respects they were better placed to take
advantage of it, through the increased utilisation of their household labour
forces, than were larger-scale cultivators who would have needed to hire in
extra labour. Similarly, it was to a large extent the smaller-scale cultivators who
were best able to take advantage of the growth in non-agricultural employment
opportunities as a means of supplementing their household’s agricultural
income and, according to Ishikawa’s calculations, by the time of World War
I the inflow of wages for non-agricultural work by members of farm
households was ten times the value of rents paid to non-cultivating landlords
(Ishikawa 1988:288–9). It has frequently been argued that many farm
households suffered and lost ownership of their land during the so-called
Matsukata deflation in the 1880s11 and, as Chapter 4 will show, the position
of farm households, at least relative to non-farm households, may well have
deteriorated during the inter-war period. However, during the initial stages
of Japanese industrialisation up to World War I, the evidence suggests that
the mass of farm households were able to benefit both from the adoption of
improvements to agricultural technology and from participation in systems
of non-agricultural employment which enabled them to utilise their labour
resources more fully.

What, then, was the influence of rising and relatively equally distributed
rural incomes on the demand for industrial goods and the pattern of
industrialisation? Ohkawa and Shinohara’s analysis of the LTES data shows
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that, in the initial stages of Japanese industrialisation up to World War I,
growth in personal consumption expenditure was the most important
contributor to the overall growth of the economy (Ohkawa and Shinohara
1979:21–3). By the inter-war period, investment and exports were taking on
a greater role in the expansion of demand, but in the earlier phases the
traditional sector was the driving force and ‘the modern sector’s development
depended on it’ (Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979:23). The growth in demand
on the part of the rural households who constituted much of the ‘traditional
sector’ must therefore have played a crucial role in stimulating Japan’s early
industrial growth.

Something of the nature of this demand can be gathered from Hanley’s
survey of evidence on the consumption patterns and life-styles of ordinary
Japanese households in the nineteenth century (Hanley 1986). She suggests
that consumption habits were slow to change as the economy developed and
that increments to income were spent on higher-quality, but still Japanese-style
food (more white rice, fruit, tea, soy-sauce, less millet), improvements to
housing (increased use of tatami matting, hibachi stoves, glass windows,
kerosene lamps in rural houses) and better-quality clothing (wooden instead
of straw footwear, warmer Japanese-style clothing in the winter). Many of
these goods would have been produced in precisely the kinds of small-scale
workshop or local factory in which rural dwellers found the by-employment
which enabled them to boost their farm household’s income. Thus, during
the long growth phase of the Japanese economy which reaches back into the
Tokugawa period and includes the late-nineteenth century expansion of
relatively small-scale and labour-intensive industry, farm households appear
to have provided not only an accessible supply of labour but also a significant
source of demand for the growing output of more-or-less basic consumer
goods.

Ohkawa and Rosovsky, in a pioneering article, demonstrated how
significant the production of ‘indigenous’ consumer goods remained in
Japan up to and beyond World War II (Ohkawa and Rosovsky 1961). The
maintenance, and indeed growth, in demand for such products is clearly
intimately connected with the survival of important sections of the small-
business sector in Japan to this day and it could be argued that the structure
of Japanese industry, like that, as later chapters will show, of Taiwan,
remains conditioned by the consumption patterns of the rural households
who provided the first growth in demand for manufactured products.
Thus, agricultural growth in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
in its symbiotic relationship with the first stages of industrial development,
generated increased employment and the means to satisfy growing
demands for ‘basic-needs’ goods, in forms which continued to condition
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the structure of the Japanese economy well into the period of ‘modern’
industrialisation.

Agriculture, society and the state in industrialising Japan

As earlier sections have shown, agriculture dominated the economy of mid-
to-late nineteenth-century Japan and continued to provide the basis for
economic growth as industrialisation proceeded through the turn of the
century. However, numerical dominance within the economy has by no
means always guaranteed farmers political influence or favourable policy
treatment, and ‘urban bias’ has been a common trait of the social and political
elites of developing countries. The next section will consider agriculture’s
position within the social and political context of industrialising Japan as
background to the discussion which follows of the policies pursued by the
state towards the agricultural sector.

Agriculture in the social and political consciousness

As we have seen, the rural economy of nineteenth-century Japan experienced
not only agricultural growth but also expanding commercial and industrial
development and rural areas were clearly not the neglected backwaters,
abandoned by all those with the money, education or spirit that migration
demands, which they have become in some more ‘urban-biased’ developing
countries. Rural society supplied the capital, labour and entrepreneurship
that such development requires and in turn benefited from the emergence
of an agricultural and commercial elite who retained, at least through the
early stages of industrialisation, their roots in the countryside. As a result,
the rural economy was integrated into the wider worlds of commerce and
industry and retained a significant place in the social and political
consciousness of an increasingly industrial nation.

The leading role in this process of integration is generally held to have been
taken by the class of ‘cultivating landlords’ within the villages. Although levels
of mass education in nineteenth-century Japan, both before and after 1868,
were quite high for a nation at Japan’s stage of development and, given the
well-developed communications system, knowledge of the wider world was
by no means restricted to the elite, it was nonetheless the case that the ability
to respond to the opening up of new economic opportunities was not
necessarily equally distributed. In practice, it seems in most cases to have been
households cultivating the larger holdings within villages who were initially
best placed, in terms of financial, social and personal resources, to take
advantage of widening commercial opportunities. Nineteenth-century
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Japanese villages typically contained perhaps two or three households with
larger-scale land-holdings, who often possessed long-standing cultivation and
irrigation rights, who held village leadership positions, and who increasingly
came to use their resources to engage in, for example, rice-trading, money-
lending or the financing of local manufacturing activity, alongside their own
farming.

However, what marks out these ‘cultivating landlords’ in comparison with
descriptions of rural elites in many other societies is the fact that on the whole
they remained, throughout the early stages of Japan’s industrialisation at least,
small-scale operators based in their villages and operating within local
economic, social and political networks. Moreover, given this, they had
incentives to ensure that those around them similarly participated in the
growth and commercialisation that was taking place. As Dore has shown, in
some cases cultivating landlords may have been motivated by altruism and
the widespread contemporary belief in progress, as they sought to introduce
agricultural improvements, schools or roads to their villages, but in general,
given the economic and social interconnectedness of Japanese villages fostered
by a mutually shared irrigation system, there were solid practical reasons for
encouraging tenants or other dependent households to produce more, for
ensuring co-operation in developing irrigation facilities, and broadly for
bringing everyone along as commercial activity spread (Dore 1960).

In this way, the cultivating landlord class is often seen as having acted as a
conduit, bringing new agricultural techniques, commercial opportunities and
ideas and education into nineteenth-century Japanese villages. In doing so,
as Waswo describes, it unwittingly brought about its own downfall: as the
mass of ordinary small- to medium-scale cultivators learnt about new farming
methods, became literate and discovered new opportunities for employment,
they developed the ability to exploit the advantages they possessed, in their
family labour forces, for making the most of both intensive agricultural
methods and outside employment. As this core of ‘middle-class’ households
became socially and economically more independent and less reliant on larger-
scale landowners for protection, relief when times were hard and
representation with the outside world, so the returns, both social and
economic, from life as a village-based cultivating landlord declined, and many
turned more of their attention to their non-agricultural interests, beginning
the process of breaking their ties with the life of the village (Waswo 1977:137–
8). Nevertheless, the intermediating role of the rural elite through the early
stages of Japan’s industrialisation played a considerable part in ensuring that
rural areas were integrated into the commercial and industrial development
of the country.
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The social and political implications of the continued dynamic role of the
agricultural sector and the rural elite throughout the first stages of
industrialisation are considerable. Government, whether in the form of the
increasingly well-organised state bureaucracy or as represented by the party
politicians whose influence as Diet members began to grow once the
democratic institutions established under the Meiji Constitution of 1889 took
root, could not afford to ignore the countryside. The state’s attempt to increase
its control over rural areas by amalgamating natural villages into larger
administrative units was widely resisted, and villages retained a degree of
autonomy over their own activities and the resources they had always
communally managed (Waswo 1988:574–5). In due course, the state
bureaucracy had little choice but to co-opt existing village organisations in
its efforts to promote national goals (see next section). Meanwhile, politicians,
at national and local levels, came to rely on the support of local leaders who
could deliver the votes of rural communities, and to return the favour through
influence over the projects and investments which mattered to rural interests.
In addition, the other increasingly important element in the equations of
political power at national level, the military, was also beginning, by the 1900s
and 1910s, to concern itself with the rural environment from which the
majority of its conscripted recruits came.

The real significance of bureaucratic, political and military concern with
rural areas became much more apparent once agriculture had developed into
a problem sector of the economy in the inter-war period, but its roots lay in
the refusal of the agricultural sector to lie down once industrialisation began.
Moreover, as the next section will show, despite the relatively heavy taxation
of agriculture on which the Meiji government depended, rural areas were not
neglected as far as a whole range of economic and social policies was
concerned. As Yamamura notes in the context of the declining burden on
farmers of the Meiji land tax, the Meiji state ‘possessed neither the political
power to withstand the farmers’ demand for a reduction in the tax rate nor
the political strength to share in the gains resulting from increases in the rice
price, productivity and trade’ (Yamamura 1986:393).

Finally, at the level of ideology too, the agricultural sector remained
decidedly significant. As in many industrialising societies, there was emerging
by late Meiji times a strand of agrarian romanticism which saw the villages
as preserves of everything that was being swept away by the growth of the
wicked and corrupting cities. However, at the same time there were also
appearing influential thinkers who viewed rural life in a less wistful light, as
embodying the fundamental values of Japanese society but also the potential
for adaptation and development. Thus, what may have begun as a celebration
of ‘traditional values’ had become, by the 1890s, a bureaucratic campaign to
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assist agriculture and the rural economy and a drive to promote local self-
government and community self-reliance (Gluck 1985:178–204).

The full flowering of what came to be known as nohonshugi (agriculture-
as-the-base-ism) would await the inter-war period, when bureaucrats,
politicians and the military stepped up their efforts to support the self-
governing, self-reliant, rural community in the face of agriculture’s
increasingly difficult position within the national economy. However, it is clear
that, from the beginning of the industrialisation process, influential sections
of opinion in Japan did not regard agriculture as a necessarily backward and
declining element in a modernising state. Agrarian ideology, like the small-
scale farm household which it glorified, survived and adapted through the
Meiji period, serving its purpose in the nation-building of that time, and went
on to exert a considerable influence over the approaches adopted to deal with
agriculture’s position in the fully industrial economy Japan was to become.

Policy towards agriculture in industrialising Japan

The government of Japan, like those of Korea and Taiwan in the 1960s, saw
industrialisation as the key to national strength and survival. The chief
requirement of agriculture was therefore that it contribute towards the
achievement of this goal and for the Meiji government, as for its Tokugawa
predecessors, the agricultural sector was above all a source of revenue. The
Land Tax Reform, under which all cultivable land was surveyed and
ownership rights allocated, enabled the government to replace the cumber-
some Tokugawa system of dues paid in kind and to levy in cash the taxation
which was to represent the main element in its revenue throughout the early
stages of its rule.12 However, the political and social context outlined above
imposed limits on the extent to which it was possible to ‘squeeze’ agriculture
and policies to promote agricultural growth were gradually adopted, as later
in Taiwan and Korea, alongside those which sought to ‘extract the surplus’.

First of all, it is worth noting that, given that the majority of the Japanese
population continued to live in rural areas, much of the government’s wider
economic, social and political agenda had a considerable impact on the
farming community. Infrastructure investment, in roads, railways, the tele-
graph and in due course electrification, reached out into the countryside;
schools were established nation-wide and attendance was compulsory for
rural and urban children alike; conscription took the young men of Japan’s
villages to distant places they would never otherwise have experienced and
introduced them to the food, clothes and social habits of a wider world. In
its efforts to consolidate the nation, the Meiji government was as concerned
with rural as with urban areas and although direct spending on agriculture
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was, as we shall see, limited as compared with the assistance provided to
industry, it is difficult to see the overall impact of government policy as ‘urban-
biased’.

After their accession to power in 1868, the Meiji government soon became
convinced that the survival and development of the industrial sector in Japan
depended on acquiring and mastering the technology and business methods
of the developed West and, when it came to specific agricultural policies, they
naturally assumed, having no prior models to go by, that the same principle
applied to agriculture. Missions were dispatched to study the agricultural
systems of the US and Europe, and during the 1870s the government set up
facilities for testing imported machinery, animals and plants and providing
training in the techniques of large-scale, Anglo-American farming methods
(Hayami and Yamada 1991:67). However, it soon became clear that, unlike
imported industrial techniques, these methods could not be satisfactorily
adapted for operation under Japanese conditions and that strategy for
promoting agriculture would have to rely in the short term on indigenously
developed technological improvements and in the longer term on the more
basic application of Western science.

As already suggested, the agricultural development which produced higher
yields, diversification and commercialisation had begun in certain regions well
back into the Tokugawa period and it continued to spread as a result of the
efforts of enterprising farmers and local elites. By the early Meiji period, local
agricultural discussion groups and training centres were already in existence,
supported by a body of ‘experienced farmers’ who proselytised new methods.
After the failure of the experiment with imported technology, it was this
network which the state gradually tried to mobilise as the means of promoting
agricultural improvement in support of industrialisation.

Agricultural policy was the responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Commerce, which was formally established in 1881, and it was not until
1925 that, in recognition of the fact that by this stage the interests of agriculture
and industry no longer coincided, the Ministry was split and the specialist
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry formed.13 The various agricultural
bureaux of the Agriculture and Commerce Ministry sought to integrate the
‘experienced farmers’ as ‘itinerant instructors’ within a system of research and
extension based initially on national experiment stations. The instructors were
employed to travel the country, holding meetings with farmers and conveying
the results of experiment-station research into the best prevailing techniques.
Prefectural governments were encouraged to set up similar structures and
eventually, in 1899, subsidies were provided for prefectural experiment
stations. As the scientific capacities of the experiment stations increased, they
began to work with techniques such as cross-breeding, and by the inter-war
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period they, rather than farmers themselves, had become the source of new
seed varieties.

Meanwhile, the state also gradually sought to incorporate village-level
farmers’ organisations into a national structure. This culminated in the
establishment, in 1894, of the National Agricultural Association (later the
Imperial Agricultural Association) and its associated pyramidal organisation
of local agricultural associations, reaching down through the prefectures and
counties to the villages. Membership of the local agricultural association and
payment of the membership fee were compulsory, and the network served
as provider of a range of extension services to farmers. However, to some
extent unlike the equivalent Taiwanese and Korean systems modelled on
it, the network of agricultural associations in Japan also came to act as a
pressure group in support of the farm interest and, by the inter-war period,
was lobbying for agricultural protection and support in political arenas such
as the Diet. The Imperial Agricultural Association is often argued to have
been ‘landlord-dominated’, but it did serve to establish the existence of a
hierarchical network of farmers’ organisations, reaching down to the village
level, which combined activities as the agent of state agricultural policy with
the political representation of agricultural interests. After the abolition of
the agricultural associations during the Occupation, these functions were
to be taken over by the network of agricultural co-operatives which was also
becoming established, under legislation passed in 1900, during the pre-war
period.

The state’s efforts to promote agricultural development in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries thus depended on the incorporation
of private-sector initiatives and did not involve large-scale government
expenditure. In addition to funding the national and prefectural experiment
stations, central and local government undertook some investment in irrigation
and riparian work and subsidised credit was made available for land
improvement projects under the Arable Land Replotment Law of 1899. Post
Office savings were used to fund various agricultural credit banks and subsidies
began to be provided, after the turn of the century, through the agricultural
associations and co-operatives. Nonetheless, agriculture’s share of the overall
government budget stood at little more than 1 per cent in the early 1890s,
although thereafter it did rise gradually to reach around 5 per cent by the inter-
war period (Yamamoto 1987:28–9).

Thus, during the first stages of industrialisation, the Japanese state
succeeded, as its Taiwanese and Korean counterparts were later to do also,
in extracting resources from agriculture whilst witnessing, and to some extent
promoting, output growth. During the nineteenth century, the main driving
force behind economic and technological development in agriculture came
from farmers themselves, but in due course the Japanese agricultural
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authorities began to mobilise farmer organisations as the means to implement
agricultural policy and thereby created the model for the mechanisms of state
intervention in the agricultural sector which governments in Taiwan and
Korea, and indeed post-war Japan, were to continue to employ through into
their agricultural adjustment periods.

Conclusion

The historical role of agriculture in Japan’s pre-World War II industrialisation is
bound to differ in significant respects from the experience of other parts of East
Asia, where industrialisation was not achieved until the post-war period. Japan’s
emergence as an industrial power took longer and depended on a considerable
accumulation of human and physical capital, in agriculture, manufacturing and
commerce, in the pre-industrial period. The technological potential available to
both industry and agriculture was not of the same order of magnitude as that
which had built up by the time Korea and Taiwan began to industrialise, and
the possibilities for trade, investment and technology transfer generated by the
development of the world economy in the post-war period were not open to
pre-war Japan. With few precedents to go by, the modernising Japanese state
only gradually built up the repertoire of forms of intervention in the economy
which later governments in East Asia were able to utilise to promote ‘miracle’
industrialisation. Nonetheless, the Japanese case does provide a model against
which to examine the other East Asian cases and it does raise various of the
themes which will recur in analysis of the later industrialisations of Taiwan and
Korea.

As we have seen, much of the literature on agriculture’s role in Japanese
industrialisation has been concerned with the significance of ‘surplus transfer’.
It is clear that the Japanese state did seek, via taxation, to mobilise agricultural
resources in the pursuit of its industrial goals, just as its later Korean and
Taiwanese counterparts did by somewhat more indirect routes. However,
whatever the actual significance of this resource transfer for the growth of
industry, it undoubtedly depended on the past and concurrent growth of the
agricultural sector. Responding to a variety of economic, social and political
pressures, the Japanese government recognised, if in a somewhat tentative and
groping way, that agriculture could not be neglected and policy to promote
development in rural areas needed to be pursued alongside any ‘squeeze’.

In the course of this, the Japanese state began to utilise mechanisms for
government intervention in the agricultural sector which have continued to play
a part in agricultural policy in Japan and, in similar forms, elsewhere in East
Asia ever since. Initially it was straightforward direct taxation that was used to
try to ensure agriculture’s contribution to industrial growth, but over time the
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mobilisation of the network of farmers’ organisations, reaching down into the
villages, became the chief means whereby agricultural bureaucrats sought to
influence what went on in agriculture. Although, in the Japanese case, it was
not until the inter-war and, even more so, post-war periods that the role of
farmers’ organisations in state/agri-culture relations was to reach its apotheosis,
its origins lie in the activities of village groups and their co-optation by the state
in the earlier stages of agricultural development.

Finally, however, it needs to be stressed that the contribution of the state
to the dynamism of agriculture during the early stages of Japan’s development
was in fact relatively limited. The rural economy grew, providing employment
and income for its population and a market for industrial goods, as a result
of, on the one hand, technological developments in agriculture and, on the
other, the initiative of farm households in taking up opportunities for by-
employment. In both respects, although ‘cultivating landlords’ in the villages
may have taken the lead in introducing new agricultural and commercial
activities to their localities, it was ultimately the small-scale, pluriactive, family-
farm household that was able to make the most of the opportunities that rural
development presented. The implications both of this integration of the rural
economy into the industrialisation process and of the persistence of the small-
scale farm household which it permitted will recur as constant themes of our
discussion of agriculture’s role in industrialising and industrial East Asia.



4 The state and agricultural
adjustment in industrial Japan

 

Having been the first East Asian country to initiate industrialisation, Japan
was also the first to encounter the agricultural adjustment problem. The
early symptoms of it were beginning to appear in the inter-war period, as
urban industry came to dominate the economy. The food supply problems
of the war-time and immediate post-war periods placed renewed priority on
agriculture, but once recovery had been achieved in the mid-1950s, the shift
of comparative advantage away from agriculture, together with its attendant
pressure on relative farm incomes, resumed with a vengeance as the economic
miracle took off. In response, there was in place, by the end of the decade,
the system for farm support which was to generate one of the highest levels
of agricultural protection in the world.

The Japanese system for agricultural support via state intervention in rice
production and marketing, generally known as the Food Control System, has
been perhaps the most elaborate of the three under consideration here. It had
its origins, like the others, in war-time and immediate post-war systems for
rationing scarce food supplies, and its institutional mechanisms, like theirs,
were in due course converted for use in the support of farm incomes. However,
in the more politicised environment of Japan’s democracy, it became, more
so than elsewhere, the focus of agricultural policy and the central determinant
of farmers’ production activities and of consumers’ access to their ‘staple food’.
In due course, it too encountered the pressures of ‘liberalisation and
internationalisation’ and in some respects the process of reform began earlier
and went further than elsewhere in the region. Nonetheless, the Uruguay
Round negotiations, coinciding as they did with an exceptionally bad rice
harvest in Japan, were equally traumatic and the acceptance of the agreement
has led to the same search for the key to a viable future for the rural economy.

In what follows, therefore, the Japanese Food Control System will be set
out as, in many ways, the most complete example of the methods by which
the bureaucratic developmental state in East Asia has sought to deal with the
agricultural adjustment problem. At the same time, Japanese attempts to
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confront the contradictions between an income support system focused on
the small-scale rice cultivator and the structural requirements for a viable
agriculture in a rich society represent a model against which to assess
responses to the same problem elsewhere in the region. Whilst other East
Asian countries did not suffer the ‘rice crisis’ that hit Japan in 1993 and 1994,
the underlying problems which gave rise to it—those of agricultural adjustment
in the context of East Asian industrialisation—confront them too, and they too
remain in search of the politically and economically workable solution that
has so far largely eluded them all.

Agriculture in industrial Japan

Over the course of the period which stretches from the inter-war years to
the 1990s, Japan’s economy, which had ‘taken off’ into industrialisation during
the second half of the nineteenth century, matured into that of a ‘post-
industrial’ power. This section traces agriculture’s relative decline, as a
producing and employing sector of the economy, over that time and outlines
the characteristics of farm households’ efforts to adjust to their changing
circumstances. Later sections will consider in more detail the government
policies which accompanied and, in many ways, supported these responses,
but which ultimately helped to generate the crisis which has faced Japanese
farmers and policy-makers in recent years.

The inter-war years and the first steps towards agricultural support

The Rice Riots in Japan in 1918, like the Corn Law debate in Britain some
three-quarters of a century earlier, can be taken as marking the symbolic
point at which industrial interests came to predominate in the economy. In
the subsequent inter-war years Japanese agriculture came to be seen not as
the basis of the economy and the source of output growth, labour, taxes and
exports, but rather as a problem sector no longer capable of meeting the
demands of an increasingly industrial society and in need of subsidy and
protection. Although the impact of the Pacific War, the Land Reform and
the post-war recovery somewhat disrupted the trend, the inter-war years
can be seen as the transition period during which Japan, like other
industrialising countries before and since, moved from the exploitation to
the subsidisation of the agricultural sector.

Although total output and farmers’ incomes continued to grow, by the end
of the nineteenth century the rate of increase in rice yields had begun to decline
and the rice price was beginning to rise (Hayami and Ruttan 1971: 219, 161).
The industrial boom around the time of World War I caused a sharp increase
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in the demand for food and the speculation and rising rice price that triggered
the riots. The fear of social unrest, presaged by the riots, amongst an
increasingly urban population led to the development of plans to expand the
role of imports from Japan’s major rice-producing colonies, Taiwan and Korea,
in the domestic market. Although imports of rice from outside the Empire
continued to be restricted, the cultivation of Japanese-style rice in the colonies
was promoted and imports rose from around 5 per cent of domestic
production at the turn of the century to over 20 per cent by the 1930s,
significantly dampening the rising price trend (Francks 1997:89; Hayami and
Ruttan 1971:218–28). On the other hand, for much of the inter-war period,
labour costs in agriculture—viewed principally as the opportunity cost of not
sending household members out to non-agricultural employment—were
considerably higher than they had been during the earlier phases of
agricultural development, and Brandt argues that the unavailability of suitable
mechanised technology restricted the ability of farms to substitute capital for
labour and maintain former rates of output growth (Brandt 1993; see also
Francks 1996). Thus, the classic symptoms of the agricultural adjustment
problem were clearly beginning to appear during the inter-war years.

In response, increasing efforts were being made to try to offset the decline
in the rate of growth of rice yields and encourage diversification into the fruit,
vegetable and livestock products that urban consumers were beginning to be
able to demand. However, such developments were no longer to be achieved
by means of the diffusion of best practice and the efforts of enterprising farmers
and landowners themselves. Further improvements to irrigation and drainage
systems, in terms of both quality and regional spread, required increasingly
heavy investment and higher-level organisation and these had to be provided
by the government. Agriculture’s share of the government’s budget began to
rise and the proportion of it represented by subsidies increased dramatically
(Francks 1997:91).

In this context, agricultural co-operative organisation was beginning to
become increasingly attractive, both to farmers trying to meet diversifying
demand for marketed output and their own growing commercial input needs,
and to the government in its efforts to provide subsidies and promote the
supply of agricultural products to urban consumers. By 1939, 96 per cent of
farm households belonged to a co-operative, and it was during the inter-war
period that the co-operative network began to take on the role as the agent of
state intervention in agricultural markets that it was to develop to such a high
level after World War II (Kawagoe 1993a).

As far as farmers were concerned, however, increasing state concern for
the agricultural sector did not, under the wider conditions of the inter-war
economy, necessarily imply an improvement in their relative, or even at times
absolute, position in the economy. The end of the World War I boom period,
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combined with the market impact of colonial imports, resulted in declining
prices for rice and other agricultural products and a reduction in opportunities
for off-farm by-employment. On top of this, the agricultural sector in general,
and silk-producers in particular, were hard hit by the impact of the world-wide
depression of 1929–31. As industrial growth picked up again during the
1930s, demand for both agricultural products and labour began to rise again,
but with urban heavy industry providing much of the impetus for growth,
labour demand shifted towards permanent male workers and increasingly it
was those left behind in the village—eldest sons, women and the elderly—who
sought ways to respond to the diversifying demand for marketed agricultural
produce.

At the same time, however, the declining importance of agriculture and of
farmers in national life produced the same kind of political and ideological
reaction as has been experienced in other industrialising societies. Rural
romanticism and political and social movements stressing the importance of
rural life as the basis of the nation grew up, castigating the evils and deca-dence
of urban industrial life (Waswo 1988:589–603). The widespread political
support for this view, and the conversion to it of much of the agricultural
bureaucracy, lay behind the substantial programme for rural reconstruction
agreed by the Diet in the depths of the recession in 1932 (Francks 1997:93).
The increasingly national socialist character of Japanese governments in the
1930s and the growing influence of the military are thought to have received
widespread support in a countryside resentful of its declining relative position
in the predominantly industrial economy that Japan had become by the time
of the outbreak of war with China in 1937.

Agriculture and the post-war recovery

Japan’s agricultural sector continued to play its part, under increasingly
difficult circumstances, in the war effort but by the end of hostilities shortages
of manpower, fuel and equipment had reduced the level of agricultural output
well below its pre-war level. With severe shortages of food in Japan’s cities,
the recovery of agricultural production was a priority for the Occupation
government and preference was given to agriculture in the allocation of
resources and government expenditure. Meanwhile, as later sections will
describe in more detail, requisitioning and rationing of rice were continued
in the effort to ensure food supplies to the cities.

However, the Occupation authorities’ concern with rural areas was not
solely economic. Very real fears of political unrest in rural areas, borne out
by the good showing of Communist and other left-wing candidates in rural
constituencies in early post-war elections, along with beliefs as to the part
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played by tenancy in generating rural support for pre-war militarism, led the
authorities to press for a land reform designed to create a solid and, hopefully,
conservative class of small-scale rural landowners. The reform as finally
implemented during 1946–50 transferred ownership of the vast majority of
previously tenanted land to its cultivators and placed a ceiling of 3 hectares
on the scale of land ownership (higher in Hokkaido), while the compensation
which landlords received in government bonds turned out to be worth little
in inflationary times. The Agricultural Land Law passed in 1952 further
restricted land sales and strengthened the rights of tenants, and by 1955 only
9 per cent of the cultivated area was tenanted (Kawagoe 1993b:195–6). In the
years since, little more than tinkering has taken place with regard to the
restrictions created under the Land Reform on the market in agricultural land
and it resulted, as did the concurrent reforms in Taiwan and Korea, in the
freezing in place of an agricultural structure dominated by small-scale, owner-
farmer households.

Under the stimulus of the Land Reform, farm households set about playing
their part in the recovery of the economy. With renewed provision of labour
and fertiliser, the output of major crops had returned to pre-war levels by 1950.
Swords were turned into ploughshares as major military suppliers switched
into the production of agricultural equipment and the newly established land-
owning farm households provided a ready market for items such as the power-
tiller, the spread of which became symbolic of the increasing prosperity of rural
areas. Although requisitioning and rationing of rice continued and the price
at which the government bought rice was kept low as an anti-inflationary
measure (see later), the black market provided many farmers with scope for
something better and the late 1940s and early 1950s offered the rural
population a brief revival of their power as controllers of the nation’s food
supply.

Agriculture’s adjustment to the economic miracle

By 1955, the Japanese economy had regained pre-war levels of output and
entered the miracle period of spectacular economic growth. GNP growth
rates well in excess of pre-war rates and averaging around 10 per cent annually
were recorded, but industrial growth constituted the basis for the miracle
and the growth rates of industrial output, employment and labour
productivity frequently exceeded this. The rapidly expanding industrial
employment opportunities drew workers into the cities at an unprecedented
rate, although the role of smaller-scale businesses, often located in provincial
towns and even villages, in supplying both sub-contracted parts and basic
consumer goods meant that increasing numbers of jobs were also available
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within commuting distance of agricultural areas. By the early 1970s, Japan
was a fully fledged industrial economy, and in many industries Japanese
producers had caught up with, and even in some cases surpassed, the
technological levels of competitors in the developed West.

Throughout the miracle period, agricultural output growth continued,
averaging an annual rate of 3 per cent during 1955–70 (Hayami and Yamada
1991:19), but the phenomenal pace of industrial growth meant that the gap
between sectoral growth rates in output, productivity and incomes was bound
to widen, and by the 1960s labour productivity in agriculture was only about
one-quarter of that in manufacturing (Hakusho Fuzoku 1995:58). Table 4.1
brings together data to illustrate the dimensions of the resulting agricultural
adjustment problem and the responses of farm households to it.

As economic growth took off in the later 1950s, agriculture/industry
income differentials began to widen and rural-urban migration continued at
a steady pace (Table 4.1, columns 1 and 2). For those left behind in farm
households, however, income from rice cultivation, the major operations of
which could be carried out, with the help of newly available machinery, in
the evenings and at weekends, could be combined with earnings from outside
employment in construction, local government and sub-contracted
manufacturing (column 3). The combined effects of part-time earnings and
government support for rice cultivation (see later) ensured that farm
household incomes soon regained and indeed surpassed the rising income

Table 4.1 Indicators of agricultural change during the adjustment period (1955–90)

Sources: Hayami and Yamada 1991:102 updated from Hakusho Fuzoku: 60;
Hakusho Fuzoku: 36; Hayami and Yamada 1991:88; MAFF Abstract: 17;
Poketto 1994:153; Kyodo Semina 1996:7.
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levels of urban worker households (column 1). As a result, small-scale, rice-
cultivating farm households were enabled to stay in business and the typical
farm remained at about the 1 hectare size, with progress towards consolidation
into larger units, restricted in any case by the provisions of the Land Reform
legislation, limited (Table 4.2).1 Households continued to invest heavily in
small-scale, labour-saving equipment such as power-tillers (Table 4.1, column
4) and, in due course, tractors, transplanters and harvesters, but by
international standards the efficiency with which this capital was used
remained low (Van der Meer and Yamada 1990:147–8).2

Meanwhile, as incomes rose, per capita consumption of rice declined
steadily and consumers came to demand a wider range of fruit, vegetable,
meat and dairy products (see Table 2.8). However, the growing majority of
part-time farmers continued to specialise in rice, with the protection and
support, as later sections will detail, of government policy, and diversification
into other crops was only gradual (Table 4.1, column 5). Domestic production
of non-rice crops, which was principally carried out by the limited number
of full-time, specialist farmers, was heavily protected under a variety of
schemes involving tariffs, subsidies, support prices and quantitative controls
(see later), but in many cases was unable to meet growing demand.
Consequently, an increasing proportion of domestic food consumption was
supplied by imports and, whilst the level of agricultural protection steadily
rose (see Tables 2.12 and 2.13), overall national self-sufficiency in food began
to decline (Table 4.3).

Thus, as Japan’s industry grew at an unprecedented rate, agricultural
adjustment proceeded according to a pattern which was in some respects
similar to, but in other respects rather different from, that observed in many
earlier-industrialising Western countries. As elsewhere, agriculture’s share

Table 4.2 The distribution of farm households by area cultivated 1955–90 (%)

Source: Calculated from data in Ino 1996:442.

a From 1990 onwards, the lower limit for inclusion in statistics for
cultivation scale was raised and only ‘trading farm households’
cultivating more than 30 ares and witha turnover of over ¥500,000 are
included. 
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of overall output and employment fell dramatically. At the same time, the share
of expenditure on food in consumers’ total expenditure (the Engel coefficient)
also declined and, despite rising protection, a growing proportion of an
increasingly diversified demand for food was met by imports. However, in
contrast to the ‘standard’ pattern and despite substantial mechanisation of
farm operations, the majority of holdings remained very small and farm
households sought to maintain their relative income position not so much by
increasing their scale of cultivation as by seeking out additional sources of
income from more-or-less part-time employment off the farm. As subsequent
sections will show, this form of agricultural adjustment was both encouraged
and supported by the policies for the support and protection of the agricultural
sector that were adopted by the Liberal Democratic Party governments of the
period.

Agriculture in post-miracle Japan

The end of the economic miracle is generally attributed to the oil crisis and
other shocks which hit the Japanese economy in the early 1970s, but there is
also no doubt that the sources of industrial growth during the 1950s and
1960s, including the scope for the movement of labour out of agriculture,
had begun to dry up by that time. As measures were taken to cope with the
impact of the rise in oil prices and the consequent inflation, and at the same
time to improve the levels of welfare of the Japanese people, slower growth,
accompanied by a growing government budget deficit, set in. Meanwhile,
in the face of a significantly slower rate of growth of investment and consumer
demand at home, businesses increasingly turned to export markets and import
penetration failed to reach the levels common in other industrial countries,
so that, through the late 1970s and into the 1980s, the Japanese trade surplus

Table 4.3  National self-sufficiency in food
(domestic production as proportion of domestic consumption; %)

Source: Nihon no Tokei 1996:115.
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continued to grow, instigating increasingly difficult trade friction disputes
between Japan and its major trade partners in North America and Europe.
The up-valuation of the yen, resulting from the Plaza Accord of 1985,
represented a drastic international effort to correct the trade imbalance, but
the Japanese policy response to it set in motion the speculative spiral of rises
in the prices of land and other assets known as the Bubble Economy. The
collapse of the Bubble in 1989 coincided with the onset of the worst recession
since the time of the oil crisis and pessimistic observers in the early 1990s
were widely announcing the end of the great days of Japanese economic
power.

As a result, Japanese businesses and policy-makers faced new problems as
they sought to adapt the institutions and practices on which the miracle had
been built to the new situation of slower growth. It was eventually accepted
that both external adjustment and the maintenance of the competitiveness of
Japanese producers required the kinds of deregulation and liberalisation which
would encourage domestic consumption, promote imports and enable
Japanese firms to operate successfully in the global economy. At the same time,
however, government efforts to stimulate the domestic economy were
restricted by the need to control the budget deficit and to prepare for the
impending welfare costs of supporting a rapidly ageing population. Much was
expected of the new government which came to power in 1993, ending the
long hegemony of the Liberal Democratic Party, but despite the passage of
legislation substantially reforming the electoral system, the subsequent
political instability and eventual return to dominance of the LDP have so far
precluded, in the face of significant bureaucratic opposition, the drastic
reduction in state intervention in the economy which foreign pressure has
demanded.

The agricultural sector was expected to play its part in this process of
adjustment to slower growth and greater ‘internationalisation’ in the economy.
However, the ability of the mass of small-scale, part-time farmers to respond
to changing patterns of demand remained limited. Agricultural output growth
slowed to less that 1 per cent p.a. during the 1970s and 1980s and Japan
emerged as the world’s largest food importer. International pressure resulted
in the removal of most quantitative restrictions on agricultural imports, but
levels of tariff protection and other kinds of price support remained high in
many cases. Despite a substantial shifting of the cost of protection from the
taxpayer to the consumer (see below), the insulation of the domestic rice
market, perhaps the most contentious agricultural trade friction issue,
remained complete until the conclusion of the Uruguay Round in 1994.

Meanwhile, efforts to increase the efficiency of resource use in the
agricultural sector had only limited effects. Although the contracting out of
farm operations became more common, measures to promote the pooling of
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land into larger-scale units did not result in the widespread establishment
of full-time, specialist farms capable of providing an income comparable to
an industrial one and the number of such ‘viable’ units rose only marginally.
As the younger generations of rural men and women left for the towns, the
average age of the farm labour force steadily rose, and by the early 1990s
one-third of the agricultural labour force was over 65 years old (Hakusho
Fuzoku: 36). In the more remote and mountainous rural areas, the absence
of successors has led to the abandonment of agricultural land, as household
heads age and die, and to environmental problems, as irrigation
infrastructure and field systems fall into disrepair. Consequently, one million
hectares of land, about one-sixth of the total, went out of cultivation between
1960 and 1990 (Hakusho Fuzoku 1996:40). On the other hand, in areas
where agricultural land has potential alternative uses, high and rising land
prices, especially during the Bubble Economy, encouraged owners to hang
on to their land as an asset for themselves and their children, and favourable
provisions for agricultural land as regards inheritance and other taxation
provided the incentive to continue more-or-less token ‘urban farming’
(Homma 1994:175–8).

Thus, as with other areas of the economy, the complex network of rules
and regulations which provided protection and support through the period
of Japan’s transformation into a great industrial power in the longer run
created the obstacles that have stood in the way of economic and
environmental viability and ‘internationalisation’. The next section will focus
on one particular set of those rules and regulations, those concerned with state
intervention in the rice market, as a case study of perhaps the most significant
area in which Japanese farmers, bureaucrats and politicians have interacted
to achieve their ends in the agricultural adjustment process. In this way, we
can look in more detail at the causes and consequences of the particular path
that agriculture has followed in industrial Japan.

The state and agricultural adjustment: the rise of the Food
Control System

The central position that rice occupies in the diets of consumers and in the
production activities of farmers has meant that, whenever Japanese
governments turn their attention to agricultural policy, it is rice that principally
concerns them. Until relatively recently, the price of rice was a major
determinant of consumers’ buying power and living standards, and it has
continued to be regarded as the most important factor in determining the
incomes of farm households. Although Japanese farmers do grow a range
of other crops, and policies to promote and support their cultivation have
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proliferated, it has been through state intervention in the rice market that
the government has principally attempted to fulfil its objectives as regards
the agricultural sector. Moreover, what Rothacher calls the ‘contaminating’
impact of policies to protect and support rice cultivation has led to efforts to
offset the resulting distortions through price support and border protection
for other crops, producing the very high overall level of protection for Japanese
agriculture.

Rice thus remained the focus of attention for both farmers and policy-
makers as they confronted the agricultural adjustment problem in industrial
Japan. The result was an institutional structure for the management of state
intervention in rice production, marketing and consumption which
represents in many ways the most complete example of the devices used by
the bureaucratic developmental state in East Asia to deal with the
agricultural sector in an industrial context. This structure has become
known as the Food Control System and has its origins in pre-war and war-
time measures to manage the supply of staple foods. However, over the
course of the post-war period, it developed into the chief mechanism for
supporting farm incomes, the focus of farmers’ political pressure and of
debate over the concerns of consumers and producers as regards food safety
and the environment, and a major source of increasingly intense trade
friction with the United States. Although in broad macro terms the growth
of state intervention and protection in the agricultural sector in Japan
parallels, if at a faster rate, similar trends elsewhere in the industrial world,
the story of the Food Control System illustrates, in perhaps their most
developed form, the distinctive approaches of the East Asian state to the
declining but yet still politically and symbolically significant sector of the
economy that agriculture has become.

The origins of the Food Control System

Government efforts to influence the price of rice through interventions in
the market have a long history in Japan, but it was during the inter-war
period that the precursors of the institutions and practices which were to
characterise the Food Control System were first put in place.3 In the wake of
the 1918 Rice Riots, the government became increasingly concerned to ensure
adequate and stable supplies of rice, from both domestic and colonial sources,
in the Japanese market, and the maintenance of a stable price began to be
viewed as essential to the achievement of this objective. Border controls and
tariffs on rice imported from outside the Empire had been in place since the
turn of the century, but their impact on the domestic market was limited by
the fact that Japanese-style rice was not produced elsewhere and extra-colonial
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imports had never represented a major factor determining internal prices.
Government efforts to stabilise prices therefore depended on the passage of
legislation enabling the Agriculture Ministry to intervene in the market
through direct purchases and sales. The first such law was passed in 1921,
permitting the Ministry’s Food Bureau to buy and sell rice in the market,
using a special account set up for the purpose, on the advice of a committee
established to assist in the determination of intervention policy.

As the 1920s progressed, and colonial imports began to depress the domestic
rice price, the Food Bureau’s purchases started to increase, exceeding its sales,
and the funds available to it in the special account had to be raised. However, it
was not until the full impact of the Depression on agricultural prices was felt
after 1930 that state purchases began to represent a significant influence on the
market price and government-held stocks began to accumulate. The agricultural
crisis caused by the collapse in silk and other prices also led to the first more-
or-less explicit recognition that state intervention in the rice market could be used
to support farm incomes. In the legislation put in place to define the methods
for determining the minimum and maximum prices which would trigger state
purchases or sales, the floor price was clearly related to farm production costs
and designed to try to ensure the survival of the small-scale farm households
now seen as the suffering backbone of Japanese national society. Meanwhile,
the ceiling price was determined on the basis of what consumer budgets were
deemed to be able to bear. Thus, the principle that the producer and consumer
prices might be different and might be determined according to different
criteria— a fundamental feature of post-war approaches to rice price
determination— was already accepted.

However, as industrial growth revived with the build-up to war in the later
1930s, the government’s concern shifted from the maintenance of rural
incomes towards the problem of securing adequate food supplies for the war-
time economy. Poor harvests in 1934 and 1935 were followed by drought in
western Japan and Korea in 1939, and thereafter the government took
increasing control of the acquisition and distribution of rice supplies. This
process culminated in the passage of the 1942 Food Control Law, the
legislative basis for state intervention in the rice market right up until the
passage of the so-called New Food Law in 1994.

The Food Control Law gave the Agriculture Ministry, through the Food
Agency set up within it, responsibility for and control over the entire supply
of ‘staple foods’, principally rice and wheat. Under its provisions, farmers were
required to hand over all the rice they grew, less their own rationed
consumption, to the state’s authorised collectors and distributors. The pre-
war network of private-sector rice traders was effectively abolished and, as
the system emerged through the war-time and immediate post-war periods,
the government instead made use of the already existing and highly
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convenient network of agricultural co-operatives, by now organised to reach
down from the national level through the prefectures to the villages, as the
means of collecting and distributing the available rice crop. Thus, farmers
handed over their rice to authorised ‘first-level collectors’, almost always the
local co-operative, who then forwarded it on to ‘second-level collectors’, the
prefectural co-operative organisations, who in turn passed it over to the
national-level co-operative organisation, known as Zenno. Zenno sold it for
the government, at a government-determined selling price, to licensed
wholesalers who sold on to licensed retailers. During the war and for some
years thereafter, consumption of rice was rationed, but throughout rice could
only be bought from licensed dealers at prices determined by government-
controlled mechanisms.4

What emerged was thus an essentially non-market system for the
distribution of the rice crop and, as a necessary concomitant of this, the
Food Control Law gave the Ministry the sole right to import or export rice.
On this basis, it was required each year to draw up a plan of expected
supply and demand and to use imports or exports to deal with any deficits
or surpluses. Prices within the system were set by recognised, though as
we shall see increasingly politicised, mechanisms and were not required
to bear any relation to market conditions, domestic or international.
Meanwhile, as the system became entrenched in the post-war years, it
created its own structure of institutional relationships: on the one hand,
the co-operatives came to act both as the organs of the state’s collection
and distribution system and as the representatives of farmers’ interests in
negotiation with the bureaucracy, and an increasing amount of their
business came to depend on their role in the Food Control System;5 on the
other hand, authorisation by the Ministry gave wholesalers and retailers
local monopolies of rice sales and their status as ‘clients’ of the Food
Agency drove them to act as the same kind of industry-based pressure
group (gyokai) as emerged in other areas of the economy where producers
were closely dependent on bureaucratic powers. Retiring Food Agency
officials moved on to posts in co-operative and rice trade organisations,
cementing the network of relationships just as similar amakudari practices
did in those parts of the industrial sector subject to bureaucratic state
intervention (Domon 1995:98–9).

As the Japanese economy recovered after the war and began its miraculous
growth, it was by means of this structure, the legal basis and institutional
outlines of which lay in measures to deal with war-time supply problems and
rationing, that farmers and the state sought to confront the emerging
agricultural adjustment problem.
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Agricultural politics and the Food Control System during the miracle
years

In the initial years of economic recovery after World War II, the major
problem with which agricultural policy-makers and officials had to deal was
that of ensuring adequate supplies of food at non-inflationary price levels.
Hence, under the Food Control System as it operated through the late 1940s
and early 1950s, farm households were legally obliged to sell the rice they
intended to market to the state at a price which was kept relatively low in
the interests of consumers and wage-paying employers. However, as industrial
growth quickened and the urban population and its income began to rise,
the buoyant demand conditions for rice led to the emergence of a thriving
black market and a growing proportion of the crop found its way to consumers
through unofficial routes in the form of so-called yami-mai.6 It was clear that
the Food Control System was being undermined from within and could be
maintained only if the state were willing and able to pay higher prices for
the rice it bought.

Meanwhile, as the economic miracle took off and the growth of urban
industrial employment and incomes accelerated, farm households began to
experience the sense of relative decline which is symptomatic of agricultural
adjustment. By the mid-1950s, largely as a result of the growth of rural
households’ off-farm income, there was more-or-less equality between the
incomes of farm households and those of urban worker households, although
the larger size of rural households meant that urban workers were still better
off per capita (Hayami and Yamada 1991:102; see also Table 4.1). However,
the rapid rise in urban industrial incomes thereafter resulted in a decline in
farm households’ relative income through the later 1950s and early 1960s,
and this provided the basis for intensifying demands that the government do
something to support the farmers who grew the nation’s rice.

In this situation, a combination of political and institutional
circumstances put Japanese farmers in an especially strong position to press
for state action to improve their relative incomes (see e.g. George and Saxon
1986:92–7). On the political side, the large-scale movement of population
from rural to urban areas was not accompanied by a concomitant redrawing
of electoral constituency boundaries, so that rural areas became increasingly
over-represented and rural votes increasingly valuable to Diet candidates.
On the institutional side, the co-operatives, with their strong position in
village life and their organisational network reaching up to the national level,
were in an ideal position to be able both to mobilise votes on behalf of
sympathetic candidates and to lobby at national level in support of their
members’ interests. Throughout the economic miracle period, the rural vote
provided a strong support base for the Liberal Democratic Party which
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formed the government from 1955 through to 1993, and within the party
a significant ‘agricultural tribe’ (norinzoku) of Diet members with particular
agricultural concerns could always be mobilised to press for farmers’
interests. Meanwhile, the national-level co-operative federation had access
to both bureaucrats and politicians, as well as the organisational resources
to conduct public campaigns and demonstrations in support of farmers’
interests.

Those interests have consistently been seen to lie predominantly in support
for the small-scale rice cultivator through the maintenance of a high government
buying-price for rice. The view that the small-scale rice farmer represented the
backbone of Japanese agriculture was already the basis for much agricultural
policy in the pre-war period. However, for post-war farm households, as they
sought to find a modus vivendi within the industrial economy that Japan had
become, the economic survival of the cultivation of rice—the easiest crop to grow
within a part-time context—was crucial. At the same time, for the co-operatives,
revenue, much of it derived more-or-less indirectly from their role as rice
collectors within the Food Control System, depended on rice. Moreover, the
maintenance of significant numbers of small-scale cultivators guaranteed the
membership (and members’ votes) on which political power and influence
rested and ensured the demand for services which larger-scale specialised farms
might not have required. The Food Control System conveniently provided the
mechanism through which these interests could come together to provide the
income support which was increasingly demanded in the face of agriculture’s
relative decline in the economy. Data illustrating how this was done are brought
together in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 The operation of the Food Control System 1950–90

Sources: Hakusho Fuzoku 1996:73–4; Kyodo Semina 1996:12–13; Ouchi and
Saeki 1995: 156–7.
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The Food Control System operated by means of government purchases
of rice and the price at which the government bought rice could thus be used
as the means to raise the incomes of rice-cultivating farm households. Hence,
the government buying-price for rice began to rise from around 1960,
doubling by 1970 and inexorably increasing through until the mid-1980s
(Table 4.4, column 5). The annual negotiation of the buying price each year
became the focus for the co-operatives’ campaigns and the application of
political pressure on behalf of farmers. Although the price was supposed to
be calculated according to a formula designed to maintain farm households’
income parity with their urban industrial counterparts, there was much scope
for interpretation and statistical manipulation and the Agriculture Ministry’s
recommendations were frequently overruled by political decisions (Mochida
1990:168–9).7 The rising government price encouraged farmers to switch
their sales back to the official system which steadily increased its share of a
continuously increasing rice harvest, through into the 1970s (Table 4.4,
columns 1 and 2). At the same time, while rice remained a significant element
in consumer households’ expenditure, the government was unable to increase
its selling price in line with rises in the buying price, fearing the potential
inflationary impact on wage costs. Consequently, as the gap between the
government buying and selling prices widened (columns 5 and 6), the Food
Agency’s deficit grew and the burden of rice price support fell more and more
heavily on the taxpayer.

The impact of the fact that rice cultivators were able to sell as much rice
as they were able to grow to the state (via their local co-operative) at a steadily
rising price coloured the development of agriculture as a whole. Despite a
policy commitment, embodied in the Basic Agricultural Law of 1961, to the
support of viable full-time farms, the small-scale, part-time rice cultivator
was enabled to survive and the attractions of rice cultivation meant that
other crops also had to receive high levels of price support, subsidy and
protection if farmers were to continue to grow them. The increasing
divergence between domestic and international prices is reflected in the
standard measures of the degree of protection (see Tables 2.12 and 2.13),
yet at the same time steadily growing imports were required to meet the
diversifying demands of consumers for food products which domestic
farmers were unable or unwilling to produce. However, although the Food
Control System was saved as a result of its usefulness as the mechanism
through which the interests of farmers’ organisations, politicians and
bureaucrats could be co-ordinated in a mutually satisfactory way, the
paradoxes and contradictions which were thus generated in due course had
to be confronted. Moreover, as agriculture’s political significance began very
gradually to wane, Ministry bureaucrats came into their own as they sought
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the means to accommodate market forces within forms which they could
guide and control.

Guiding the market in the post-miracle years

By the late 1960s, the operation of the Food Control System within the
political context of the miracle period had begun to generate considerable
problems. The commitment to purchase however much rice farmers wished
to sell at the high government buying-price was clearly bound to encourage
them to stay with rice, to expand their output if possible, and to sell to the
state. As a result, the Food Agency was required to buy a large part of a
continually rising rice harvest. At the same time, however, the diversification
of consumers’ diets was reducing demand for rice and the Food Agency
consequently found itself unable either to raise the consumer price of rice
along with the producer price or to sell all the rice that it was obliged to buy.
Thus, it found itself in possession of a mounting surplus of unsold rice,
equivalent in volume by 1970 to a year’s sales of government rice (Saeki
1987:4; Table 4.4, column 4), and at the same time imposing a growing
burden on the Agriculture Ministry’s budget, almost half of which was being
allocated to meeting the costs of the Food Control System by 1970 (Table
4.5). In the aftermath of the oil crisis, as the miracle came to an end and the
concerns of the government began to shift towards efforts to control inflation
and government spending, it was clear that something would have to be
done to reduce the costs of rice price support to the taxpayer.

Table 4.5 Government spending on agriculture and the Food Control System

Source: Ino 1996:451.
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At the same time, however, the Food Control System also faced an enemy
within. As with other kinds of planned price control and distribution system,
it was based on the assumption that rice was a uniform product with a single
price. However, to East Asian tastes, rice is not all the same and, as they grew
richer, Japanese consumers sought ways of expressing their preferences for
what they regarded as the most ‘tasty’ varieties. In theory, licensed rice dealers
within the official system could not respond to this by differentiating within
the government rice that they handled, but in practice they did, separating
out the preferred varieties of rice and selling them on the side to consumers
prepared to pay a higher price. Thus, although black market rice in the form
of sales outside the controlled system largely disappeared in the 1960s, the
emergence of this new type of unofficially sold rice, known as jiyu or ‘free’ rice,
began to undermine it from within, introducing uncontrolled price
differentials and ‘outside plan’ dealings between the various layers of the
distribution network (Homma 1994:166–7; Ouchi and Saeki 1995:54–5).

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the bureaucrats of the Food Agency,
alongside the co-operatives and the Food Control gyokai, sought to develop
methods to deal with these problems without unleashing market forces in an
uncontrolled way, and they tackled them from both the demand and supply
sides. Their demand-side response was to set up, in 1969, a new distribution
route for rice which became known as the jishu (voluntary/autonomous)
market. In this market, the collectors of rice from the farmers, represented by
Zenno, were permitted to sell directly to the organisation of rice wholesalers,
thus cutting out the Food Agency. Annual negotiations were to take place
between them to determine the price of jishu rice, although regulatory limits
were imposed on the extent of price movements. Access to the market was
confined to the particularly tasty varieties of rice and the ostensible rationale
for its establishment was the need to provide an outlet for this kind of demand.
However, rice sold through the jishu market was able to command a
significantly higher consumer price than ordinary government rice, and
although initially substantial subsidies were required to induce suppliers to
use the new market, the more rice could be diverted on to it the less would
have to be sold by the Food Agency at a loss and the more of the cost of price
support could be passed on to the consumer. It seems unlikely, therefore,
especially in the wake of two exceptionally good harvests in 1967 and 1968
and the consequent ‘rice mountain’ piling up in warehouses at the Food
Agency’s expense, that the government did not view the jishu market as a
means of reducing the burden of the Food Control System on the budget.

The jishu market proved to be unexpectedly successful. Jishu rice was
differentiated according to variety and region of production and the co-
operatives, as monopoly suppliers to the market, clearly stood to gain from
encouraging farmers to produce what became known as ‘branded’ rice. Local
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governments also were keen to help establish the regional identity of their farm
produce and in due course the consumer was faced with a choice of brands
defined by place and variety names (Akita Komachi, Niigata Koshihikari, etc.).
The higher prices and subsidies attached to these brands led to significant
increases in their production, and sales on the jishu market steadily increased
(Table 4.4, column 3). As a result, it was possible to halt the rise in the
government buying-price without disastrous effects on farm incomes and the
gap between the Food Agency’s buying and selling prices for the declining
share of the crop that it continued to handle was gradually narrowed, finally
disappearing in 1987 (Table 4.4, columns 5 and 6). Although other elements
in the agricultural budget increased in the effort to promote the jishu market,
the costs of price support for the Food Agency fell, thus pleasing the Ministry
of Finance (see George 1993).

Nonetheless, while the jishu market price did begin to move, within limits,
in response to demand and supply, the government buying-price remained
as a kind of support to the price structure and part-time farmers uninterested
in growing branded rice could continue to sell to the government in the old
easy way. The co-operatives profited from their participation in the jishu market
and although there was some deregulation, over the years, in the distribution
system, introducing a degree of competition at the wholesale and, especially,
retail levels, the Food Agency’s gyokai retained a privileged position in the trade
in government and jishu rice. Meanwhile, the consumer was offered—at a price
of course—a somewhat greater choice of types of rice, and it could be argued
that market forces had been allowed to come to play in the rice market in a
manner which satisfied everyone.

However, the limited and controlled way in which these market forces had
been introduced meant that they were not allowed to solve the other, supply-
side, problem that the agricultural authorities faced. The fact remained that
the supply of rice produced in Japan continued to exceed the (declining)
demand and as long as the rice price was to be maintained at a level adequate
to ensure the survival of the majority of rice cultivators, other means would
have to be found to deal with the surplus. Thus, the Ministry had no option
but to begin to devise the Japanese version of the acreage reduction schemes
which have became a feature of agricultural policy in Europe and the United
States. However, whereas in the EU, for example, such schemes provide
economic incentives for farmers to participate on a more-or-less voluntary
basis, the bureaucratic developmental state in Japan employs something much
closer to ‘administrative guidance’ and, whatever the success of such methods
in the industrial sector may have been, in agriculture they have produced
frustrating and ineffective results, in many ways compounding the problem
they set out to solve.
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The first acreage control scheme was set up in 1971 and offered farmers
payments simply for not growing rice (gentan). This produced a public outcry—
how can a country with such famously limited land resources allow rice fields
to lie fallow? —and subsequent schemes, which continued to be introduced
with ever-more ambitious targets through the 1970s and 1980s, provided
subsidies for the cultivation of specified alternative crops on fields formerly
growing rice (tensaku). However, it was clear that no amount of subsidy was
really going to induce or enable the majority of small-scale, part-time rice
farmers to attempt to grow, say, wheat on a commercial basis and the Ministry,
along with its agents the co-operatives, was obliged to employ other weapons,
adding to the familiar ‘carrots and sticks’ characteristic of industrial policy the
manipulation of the traditional community-consciousness of Japanese villages.

Thus, each year, the Ministry would determine a national acreage
reduction target on the basis of its estimates of the extent to which the
production planned would exceed demand. This would then be broken down
into prefectural- and, eventually, village-level targets which the co-operatives
would try to achieve. Failure to meet tensaku targets would result not only in
straightforward reductions in the amount of rice which village households
would be allowed to sell through the official system the following year, but
also, more subtly, in the threat of removal of the many subsidies available at
the village level to Japanese farmers. In this situation, in which the village as
a whole had reason to ensure compliance with its target yet few individual
households would want to grow anything but rice, the solution was commonly
to share out the burden of acreage reduction more-or-less equally amongst
everyone.

This procedure was unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. Whereas
under a system of individual economic incentives, it would tend to be the least
productive and most marginal farms which had most to gain from reducing
acreage, under the Japanese system of carrots, sticks and moral suasion, the
most efficient households shared the burden with the marginal, part-time
cultivators, undermining any impact acreage reduction schemes might have
had in improving the agricultural structure and promoting ‘viable’ farms.
Moreover, since few of those who undertook rice acreage reduction were in
a position to switch seriously into the cultivation of something else, the
proportion of the tensaku acreage that the Ministry regarded as ‘fixed’ was very
low and it had to be assumed that, as soon as the subsidies were removed, rice
cultivation would be resumed (Ouchi and Saeki 1995:36). Thus, although
by 1990 around one-third of the paddy acreage was being taken out of rice
cultivation, it was clear that potential rice output was still well in excess of
demand.
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By the early 1990s therefore, the Food Control System had evolved into
a complex structure combining a highly regulated market with measures to
restrict supply. Consumers were faced with a wider choice of types of rice and,
to some extent, of retail outlet, but at the level of the collection and distribution
of rice from village to wholesaler, the co-operatives retained their dominant
position. Although the government no longer controlled the price of rice to
the same extent through its own purchases and sales, it remained responsible
for the management of supply and continued to require farmers to register
the quantities they intended to sell, to the Food Agency and to the jishu market,
on the basis of which supply and demand plans were drawn up.

There seems little doubt that the writ of the plan did not run everywhere
and that enterprising rice dealers and farmers who wished to avoid its
restrictions were finding ways to do so. This was reflected in the growing
proportion of the rice crop which appeared not to be following the official
government/jishu route but to be traded as ‘free’ (jiyu) rice (Ouchi and Saeki
1995:54–5). The majority of jiyu rice was traded by dealers within the
distribution network trying to compensate for the failure of planners to predict
actual movements in supply and demand for the now more differentiated rice
crop. However, some was also the result of sales direct to consumers by
farmers seeking to by-pass the co-operatives (and the commissions they
charged all along the line) or to evade tensaku restrictions.8 Criticism of the
Food Control System became more common in the media and dissatisfaction
with it amongst consumers and enterprising farmers seemed widespread.
However, it was from the outside world, engaged as it now was in the Uruguay
Round, that the most serious threat to the System, and to the interests of those
who depended on it, was to come in the crisis period of the early years of the
new Heisei era.9

The end of an era in agricultural adjustment: the crisis of 1993–4

By the early 1990s, Japan’s dwindling and ageing farm population faced a
more complex and to some extent more demand-responsive system for
marketing the rice that still remained, for the majority of them, the main
crop. New kinds of institutional arrangement enabled those too old or too
much engaged elsewhere to consign all or part of the rice production process
to others, through contracts or forms of lease to co-operatives or to other
households, but fundamentally rice production remained the preserve of
the small-scale, part-time cultivator. However, there were also increasing,
though still small, numbers of larger-scale rice farmers, growing branded or
other kinds of high-quality rice (e.g. organic) to meet consumer demand
and making use of the jishu market or of direct sales to consumers (e.g. by
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mail order).10 In a sense, rice cultivators were beginning to divide into the
mass of small-scale, part-time producers who relied on the government/co-
operative system and a growing minority of entrepreneurial commercial
producers who were recognising the potential of the Japanese demand for
high-quality, differentiated varieties of rice.

Meanwhile, consumers and specialist producers of non-rice crops were
beginning to experience the impact of concessions on agricultural protection
that the Japanese government was forced to concede to the United States and
other major agricultural exporting countries in the light of the burgeoning
Japanese trade surplus of the 1980s and the trade friction which it aroused.
Increasingly, however, moves towards the removal of agricultural trade
barriers became focused on the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations. It
was impossible to exclude rice from the negotiations and as a result ‘outside
pressure’ was finally brought to bear on the Food Control System, as had
already been the case for much of the rest of Japanese agriculture.

From within and without, therefore, the policies and institutions that had
formed the basis of Japanese attempts to deal with the agricultural adjustment
problem since the onset of the miracle came under increasingly severe threat
as the 1980s gave way to the 1990s. As the old political order began to
crumble, culminating in the eventual fall of the LDP government in 1993, two
major crises—one the bad harvest of 1993 and the other the conclusion of the
Uruguay Round in 1994—brought matters to a head and forced politicians,
bureaucrats and farmers’ representatives finally to accept the need for change.

Agricultural liberalisation and the Uruguay Round

As we saw earlier, border protection for Japanese agricultural producers goes
back to the inter-war period and it was still the case in 1960 that all major
food crops were subject to border restrictions, although few at that stage
(the notable exceptions were rice and wheat under the Food Control System)
received domestic price support (Egaitsu 1992:104–5). However, as incomes
rose in the post-war period, consumption of a much wider range of food
items increased, and recourse to imports to meet Japan’s food requirements
became inevitable. At the same time, protection for those Japanese farmers
who had to compete with imports steadily rose. The methods of border
control and domestic price support employed varied from product to product
and time to time. Rice, wheat and barley remained ‘state-traded’ items under
the Food Control System, and tobacco was also a government monopoly;
in all these cases, imports were strictly controlled by quota. Pork and beef
prices were maintained within a stabilisation band setting minimum and
maximum prices, and imports were initially controlled by quota. Sugar and
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starch producers received a guaranteed minimum price, financed by a levy
on imports. Deficiency payments were available to producers of milk for
processing, eggs, soya beans and many fruit and vegetable items, with costs
met in some cases entirely by the state and in others by the state and producers’
organisations jointly.11

Liberalisation of quota restrictions and reduction of border tariffs
proceeded fairly steadily from the beginning of the miracle period. Apart from
various fairly peripheral products in which Japanese farmers would never be
able to compete (e.g. bananas, natural cheese), the major items on which
quantitative restrictions were removed during the 1960s were soya beans and
fodder crops. Although wheat imports remained subject to quota, their
volume increased dramatically as demand for bread developed and as
Japanese rice farmers, increasingly involved in their other, non-agricultural
jobs, gave up growing wheat as a second crop on their paddy fields. The
number of products on which quantitative import restrictions existed declined
from 81 in 1962 to 22 in 1974 (Homma 1994:27), but the pattern of protection
was such that grains (except rice), pulses and fodder crops could be imported
freely and cheaply, whilst meat (produced using cheap imported fodder) and
many fruits and vegetables remained highly protected and supported.
Meanwhile, as a result either of the competitiveness of domestic producers
or of restrictions that included transport costs and hygiene regulations, self-
sufficiency in dairy produce, fresh chicken and eggs remained high (Homma
1994:26).

The trend towards liberalisation slowed up during the 1970s. In an
atmosphere of some panic, brought on by the oil crisis and by the 1973 US
threat to ban exports of soya beans, ‘food security’ became the overriding goal.
The belief that Japan, with its limited land resources, was somehow uniquely
vulnerable to food supply problems was widespread and opinion polls
revealed overwhelming public support for measures to promote food self-
sufficiency, even where, as in the case of rice, this involved high costs and
surplus production (Hemmi 1982:245–55). Despite this, food imports
continued to grow, with a high proportion of them, given the nature of the
products concerned, coming from the US, the world’s major supplier of traded
wheat, feed-grains, oil-seeds, soya beans, etc. This created a kind of mutual
dependence between the US and Japan, with Japan representing the number-
one market for exporting US farmers in various fields and Japanese reliance
on the US for crucial elements of the food supply continuing to increase
(Houck 1982:65–7).

The conflict between, on the one hand, the Japanese desire for self-
sufficiency and food security and, on the other, the increasing importance of
the Japanese market to American farmers continued, through the 1970s, to
generate trade disputes. At the Tokyo Round of GATT negotiations, taking
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place between 1973 and 1979, Japan was subject to ‘intense negotiating
pressures’ (whereas at the previous Kennedy Round in the 1960s, the
European Community had been the chief target) and made significant
concessions to the US in the form of tariff and quota reductions on agricultural
products, notably soya beans (Houck 1982:75–8). As overall trade friction
with the US worsened in the 1980s and American farmers faced their own
crisis of over-capacity and rising debt (see e.g. Le Heron 1993:99–102), Japan
was forced to accede to demands, often backed up with referrals to GATT,
for the removal of further quantitative restrictions on agricultural trade, and
in June 1988 a bilateral agreement was reached to remove quotas on two of
the most contentious agricultural products, beef and oranges.12 Meanwhile,
the appreciation of the yen after the 1985 Plaza Accord substantially reduced
the price of imported food. This led to significant growth in imports, especially
of meat and fruit, and to the quite sharp decline in overall food self-sufficiency
in recent years shown in Table 4.3.

However, for the most important crop grown in Japan, rice, self-sufficiency
remained complete. In the context of the trade friction of the 1980s, the
American Rice Millers’ Association began to put pressure on the American
government to demand the opening of Japan’s rice market. As the Uruguay
Round was taking shape, the US government neatly took the opportunity to
pass this most significant and symbolic agricultural protection issue over to
the multilateral negotiators. Although Japan had supported and taken part
in the initial proposals for a new GATT round, moves by the United States
in October 1986 to put agriculture on to its agenda, setting ambitious targets
for a comprehensive reduction in agricultural trade barriers, paved the way
for the crisis that the Uruguay Round was to represent, as regards Japanese
attitudes towards food self-sufficiency and the nature and provenance of the
‘staple food’.13

The major focus of the Uruguay Round agriculture negotiations through
the late 1980s and into the 1990s was on the European Community’s
agricultural protection, and Japan was able to stand by as fraught negotiations
continued. However, once agreement had been reached with the EC, attention
switched to the issue of agricultural protection in Japan and elsewhere in East
Asia, and to the rice market in particular. In its public pronouncements, the
Japanese government declared itself firmly opposed to any liberalisation of
the restrictions on rice imports, with ministers pro-claiming that ‘not a grain
of rice shall be imported’, and indeed resistance to the opening of the rice
market remained firm across the political spectrum. Needless to say, the
agricultural co-operatives regarded the survival of the Food Control System
and the concomitant restriction of rice imports as non-negotiable and in this
they had the backing of major organisations representing consumers (Rapkin
and George 1993:61–7). In support of their stance, the Japanese negotiators
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made use of the doctrine of ‘food security’, arguing that exceptions to the
tariffication rule should be made for ‘staple foods’ which were central to
national diets in the way that rice was in Japan. The Korean negotiators
followed the same line, although the opportunity to develop a united Korean/
Japanese front seems not to have been developed.14

Behind the scenes, however, there were undoubtedly cracks in Japan’s
monolithic stance against rice imports. Japanese business interests had for
some time advocated agricultural liberalisation and sections of the
bureaucracy, including MITI and the Ministry of Finance, had ceased, for
their own trade and budgetary reasons, to be enamoured of the Food Control
System. It was clear that an influential body of opinion believed that Japan’s
greater interest in the provision of a free-trading environment for
manufactured goods through successful GATT negotiations should not be
sacrificed on the altar of a protected rice market. Reflecting this, a number of
senior LDP politicians were reported as making speeches during 1991 and
early 1992 to the effect that the opening of the rice market was inevitable in
the national interest (Ino 1996:370–1). The media too were largely in support
of liberalisation and the reduction in the rice price that it might bring about,
although there was still little evidence that the majority of consumers objected
to the costs of protecting rice farmers (Rapkin and George 1993:69).

Ultimately, however, Japan’s stance in opposition to the opening of its rice
market proved untenable. By the time that the final agreement was reached,
the LDP government had fallen and it was Prime Minister Hosokawa, leader
of the new coalition government, who had to announce, at a late-night press
conference, the ‘heart-breaking’ news that tariffication for rice had been
conceded (Nikkei Weekly, 20.12.93). The gloss on this, however, was that a
significant transition period had been agreed, during which only ‘minimum
access’ imports of 4 per cent of domestic consumption in 1995 rising to 8 per
cent in 2000 would be allowed. ‘State trading’ for rice and wheat was to
continue, but phased reductions in the levels of tariffs on a wide range of
agricultural products were to take place and overall agricultural support was
to fall by 20 per cent (Nihon Nogyo Nenkan 1995:122).

The agreement represented a massive defeat for the agricultural co-oper-
atives. However, despite their earlier vociferous commitment against rice
imports, all the political parties, with the exception of the Communists,
supported the market-opening package when it went through the Diet in
December 1994 as part of the legislation connected with Japan’s acceptance
of the WTO. As in other areas of Japanese politics and international relations,
however, this apparent submission to the force of ‘external pressure’ may not
have been unconnected with concurrent domestic developments which had
undermined consumer confidence in the Food Control System and exposed
the contradictions dogging agricultural policy ever since the miracle. These
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developments culminated in what were called, in a conscious parallel with the
public demonstrations that had marked the previous great turning point in
agriculture’s political and economic role in Japanese life, the Heisei Rice Riots.

The Heisei rice crisis

If there was one thing upon which all the agricultural experts could have
agreed as the decade of the 1990s began, it was that the fundamental problem
faced by Japanese agriculture was a surplus of rice production capacity. Twenty
years of acreage reduction programmes had ultimately failed to combat the
effects of rice price support, and this had made possible the survival of enough
small-scale, part-time rice cultivators to ensure that, potentially at least, the
land devoted to rice cultivation could produce more than consumers could
possibly want to eat. Nonetheless, the majority of these cultivators were
aged over sixty, farmers in only a very marginal sense and dependent on the
co-operatives for many of their farming operations. Moreover, tensaku had
at least held the growth of surplus production in check, so that the government
no longer stored large stocks of unsold rice. Few, therefore, were prepared
to deal with the impact on the rice crop of the exceptional cold weather that
hit Japan in the summer of 1993.

The rice harvest of 1993 in fact turned out to be the worst in post-war
history. By the late summer of that year, it was clear to many observers that
this was going to be the case and that, in place of the perennial surpluses, there
was likely to be a shortage of rice on the market after the harvest and into 1994
(Koizumi 1994). The prime raison d’être of the Food Control System was
supposed to be the need to guarantee the supply of Japan’s staple food and
there seemed little doubt that, in this exceptional year, the Food Agency would
have to exercise its sole right to import rice if demand was to be met. However,
this situation coincided with the critical phases of Japan’s Uruguay Round
negotiations over the liberalisation of the rice market and it would hardly have
strengthened the negotiators’ hand if imports were seen to be coming in. Thus,
the Food Agency appears to have put off the inevitable moves to acquire the
necessary supplies of imports on the world market.

As a result, through the early months of 1994, the spectre of rice shortage
began to emerge, giving rise to one of the episodes of panic to which Japanese
consumers are periodically prone. Shoppers determined to lay their hands on
a share of the dwindling stock of Japanese rice queued and stock-piled, creating
the disorderly scenes labelled, with some exaggeration, ‘rice riots’, while the
black market flourished. Meanwhile, the Food Agency had finally moved to
buy in supplies of imported rice but, having left it so late, was obliged to acquire
the necessary amounts, which were large in relation to normally traded
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volumes on the world market, from wherever it could find them, and
substantial quantities of (long-grain) Thai rice were bought, as well as any
available japonica rice from Australia, California and China. Consumer
resistance to the imported rice, fuelled by scare stories in the media, remained
intense and the stocks proved almost impossible to sell, so that ultimately rice
dealers were ordered to blend imported and Japanese rice (Koizumi 1994).

The panic proved to be short-lived and good harvests in subsequent years
restored the underlying surplus of rice production. However, the episode held
lessons for all concerned. Public faith in the ability of the Food Agency to
ensure rice supplies was shaken and resentment of the arrogance of its officials
in trying to dictate what people ate was widely expressed in the media
(Koizumi 1994:179–80). For the first time, opinion polls began to reveal
substantial support for reform or even abolition of the Food Control System
(Ouchi and Saeki 1995:63). Meanwhile, enterprising farmers had been given
a vivid demonstration of the preference of consumers for genuine Japanese
rice, which the rules and regulations of the Food Control System and the
complex, co-operative-dominated marketing network prevented them from
exploiting to the full.

The crisis of 1993–4 may well thus have to be interpreted as marking a sea-
change in perceptions of the role of agriculture in Japan’s economy and society.
Although dramatic in the short term, it was clearly the culmination of long-
term changes in the domestic political economy and in Japan’s relations with
the rest of the world. On the one hand, the electoral significance of the farm
vote was slowly eroding as farmers became fewer, older, more part-time and
less easy to organise, and as reform altered the political map (George 1997).
On the other hand, by the 1990s Japan was a global economic power
enmeshed in the trade and financial systems of the international economy and
inhabited by sophisticated consumers of products from all over the world. Rice
had represented one of the last bastions of Japanese ‘exceptionalism’, but by
the 1990s agricultural officialdom no longer had the power to resist the forces
of liberalisation and internationalisation and failed in its last stand to preserve
the remnants of the old Food Control System which had protected the rice-
centred agricultural structure for so long. If Japanese agriculture were to
survive into the twenty-first century, a new role, and a new relationship with
the state, had to be found for Japan’s farmers. The first attempt to establish
the framework for this role was embodied in legislation passed, with
unprecedented lack of debate and controversy in the Diet, in the wake of the
Uruguay Round Agreement and the Heisei Rice Crisis. This has become
known as the New Food Law, superseding the 1942 Food Control Law on
which the old system was based, and it provides us with a concluding glimpse
into the possible future for Japanese agriculture.
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Conclusion: the New Food Law and the future of Japanese
agriculture

Discussion about a new direction for Japanese agriculture and agricultural
policy predates the 1993–4 crisis. As far back as the well-known 1986
Maekawa Report, which attempted to chart a new role for Japan in the world
economy based on the expansion of domestic demand and economic and
cultural internationalisation, there had been advocates of deregulation and
liberalisation in the agricultural field. Business interest groups also continued
to argue that the benefits to consumers and non-agricultural producers of a
more open domestic food market outweighed the costs of reducing protection
for farmers. By the early 1990s, the Agriculture Ministry itself seems broadly
to have accepted the need for relatively radical policies to promote the
structural changes necessary to create a viable agricultural sector that could
survive in more open domestic and international markets. Thus, in June
1992, the Ministry published what was, in many ways, its rethinking of the
Basic Agricultural Law of 1961, and which became known as the ‘New
Policy’.

The ‘New Policy’ is said to be the first official document on agricultural
policy in Japan not to refer to farms using the emotive term ‘noka’ (farm/
agricultural household) and to accept the demise of the family farm as the basic
social and economic unit of the Japanese countryside (Homma 1994: 190;
Ino 1996:285). It set a target under which, within 10 years, 80 per cent of rice
production would be in the hands of 15,000 individually-managed farms and
20,000 group-managed ones of 10–20 hectares in size (Homma 1994:190).
Restrictions on land ownership would be relaxed to enable this increase in
cultivation scale to take place and to make it possible for organisations other
than households to operate farms as businesses. Price policy should reflect
supply and demand and be used to support these structural objectives.
Resources should be concentrated on supporting those areas of the country
where larger-scale farming might be feasible and more remote and
mountainous regions would have to rely on other activities, such as tourism,
to generate employment and incomes.

However, the New Policy did not tackle the Food Control System head on.
This was left to the Agricultural Policy Deliberation Council (Nosei
Shingikai), one of a kind of commission frequently used by Japanese
governments to consider and come up with proposals on difficult or
controversial policy issues. In the wake of the Uruguay Round agreement,
the Council deliberated the future direction of agricultural policy and
published its report in August 1994, shortly before a ¥6 billion package of
help to farmers to enable them to deal with the impact of trade liberalisation
along ‘New Policy’ lines went through the Diet. The report formed the basis
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for the New Food Law, which passed the Diet in December 1994. The
Communists were the only substantial political party to vote against it and it
is clear that the defeat of the co-operatives in their battle over rice imports had
undermined the coalition of interests that had always in the past opposed the
kinds of reform the Law embodied.

Fundamentally, the New Law relieved the state of the responsibility to
manage the demand and supply of rice in the rice market.15 Instead, market-
determined changes in price were to become the basic means of equating
demand and supply. Farmers were no longer to be legally obliged to sell
through state-regulated distribution channels, and although the government
would continue to make purchases of rice, the purpose of these would be to
maintain a stock in order to ensure security of supply, not to manipulate the
price. Moreover, responsibility for maintaining much of the stock and for
organising the market was to be ‘privatised’ into the hands of the co-operatives
and the jishu market organisation. Organisations other than co-operatives were
to be permitted to engage in rice collection and distribution, and trading
outside the official system was legally sanctioned. Acreage reduction was to
become voluntary and any surplus rice produced would be managed by the
co-operatives, not the government.

In practical terms, the government was obliged to acquire a stock of rice
equivalent to 15 per cent of annual consumption (1.5 million tonnes). This
was to include the minimum access imports which the Uruguay Round
agreement allowed to remain ‘state-traded’. However, the stock was to be
recycled annually, with old rice sold off and new acquired. The government
would only buy from farmers co-operating with acreage reduction schemes,
and although the arrangements for the determination of the government
buying price remained vague, it was clear that the floor it once provided to
price falls had been removed. Although the co-operatives retained a privileged
position as collectors of rice in the villages, they now had to compete with other
kinds of rice trader, and distribution routes were significantly opened up,
enabling organisations such as trading companies, supermarkets, consumer
co-operatives and restaurant chains to deal directly with farmers if they chose.

It cannot of course be argued that, under the New Law, the rice market in
Japan became free of regulation and open to all comers, and it is not to be
expected that the bureaucrats of the Food Agency will not be able to find new
ways to occupy their time. However, the New Law brought in in the wake of
the dramatic events of 1993–4 did represent something of a revolution in the
underlying approach of agricultural policy in Japan. It registered the new
understanding that farming is an economic operation which has to be able
to survive in the market and that rice is a traded good which cannot be treated
as too significant to be subject to market forces. Although the kind of ‘viable
agriculture’ which it envisioned bears considerable resemblances to the future
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structures proposed by their governments for Korean and Taiwanese farmers,
it went further in putting into practice the deregulation which was seen as a
necessary precondition. Whether the approach which it embodied can
provide the basis on which to map out a sustainable future for Japanese, or
indeed East Asian, agriculture in the ‘post-adjustment’ era of
internationalisation remains, however, to be seen.
 



5 Agriculture and
industrialisation in Korea

 

Of the three countries studied in this book, Korea began its process of rapid
industrialisation under the least favourable circumstances, both as regards
the economy in general and agriculture in particular. In the mid-1950s, in
the aftermath of the Korean War, the per capita incomes of the largely rural
population were extremely low and extensive food aid was required to stave
off starvation. Yet thirty years later, Korea was a fully fledged industrial
economy and substantial trading power and Korean farmers were already
receiving the protection and subsidy typically granted to developed-country
agriculture.

For some commentators, Korea also stands out amongst the three East
Asian countries for the limited role agriculture is seen as having played in the
process of industrialisation: it was the growth of the industrial sector that led
the transformation of the economy in a classic, Lewisian-style, two-sector
growth sequence based on the movement of surplus labour from agriculture
to industry. Agricultural output grew, but only in response to the increase in
the demand for food in the swelling urban centres in which industrial growth
was concentrated. Rural households gave up their sons and daughters to the
cities, but in other respects intersectoral linkages were few and the industrial
sector grew on the basis of capital generated within itself or borrowed from
abroad.1 For others, however, Korean agriculture was efficiently exploited,
through manipulation of the agriculture/industry terms of trade, by the most
authoritarian of the three states with which we are concerned and the one most
intent on keeping urban food costs and wages low (see e.g. Bello and Rosenfeld
1992: ch. 4). And yet, for still others, agricultural output continued to grow,
as a result of appropriate, yield-increasing technical change, and Korea is seen
as being blessed with the ‘dynamic agricultural sector’ characteristic of the
‘miracle economies’, avoiding dualism and inequality on the basis of a
responsive, small-scale farm structure (e.g. World Bank 1993:32–7).
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The aim of this chapter is therefore to consider the extent and nature of
the part played by agriculture in Korea’s economic miracle, in the context of
the parallel processes in Japan and Taiwan. It will take the story of agriculture’s
role in Korea’s industrialisation up to the late 1970s, in order to consider the
growth and development of the agricultural sector during the period of the
push for heavy industrialisation during that decade. By this time, the state had
already begun to intervene to support and protect agriculture, so that the
switch from ‘exploitation to subsidisation’ cannot be located as neatly, in
chronological terms, as it can in Taiwan and Japan and this chapter’s story
will overlap somewhat in time with that of Chapter 6, in which the policies
and mechanisms of agricultural support in industrial Korea will be discussed
in greater detail. Meanwhile, however, this chapter will briefly outline the
stages of Korean industrial growth which provided the environment for
agricultural change, before analysing the various aspects of agriculture’s part
in the industrialisation process and the policy framework within which this
part was played out.

Korean industrialisation

The Korea that the Japanese took over as their colony in 1910 was a primarily
agrarian economy and during the initial years of colonial rule the imperial
authorities continued to regard Korea, as also Taiwan, as a developing source
of food and agricultural raw materials. However, as the drive for heavy
industrialisation took off in Japan itself in the 1930s, colonial planners came
to view Korea, rather more than Taiwan, as in addition a potential source of
industrial goods, and zaibatsu companies moved in to set up manufacturing
facilities in light industries such as food processing and textiles but also in
metals and chemicals production. Mining and manufacturing output probably
grew at almost 10 per cent p.a. on average over the colonial period (Mason
et al. 1980:76) and a significant number of Koreans were working, more or
less voluntarily, in industry, in Korea or elsewhere in the Empire.

The industrial base that the Japanese created in Korea was heavily
concentrated in the North, where hydroelectric power supplies were best, and
this, combined with the impact of the Japanese withdrawal and then of the
Korean War, meant that post-division South Korea was nonetheless still
largely dependent on the agricultural sector in which around three-quarters
of the labour force were employed (Yu 1979:145). Economic strategy under
the government of Syngman Rhee focused on recovery and the utilisation of
aid supplies from international agencies and the US, which largely took the
form of commodity imports of food and other basic products. Trade barriers
were erected to protect domestic producers and import-substituting industrial
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growth, in lighter industries such as textiles, was not insignificant, especially
in the period up to 1957 (Mason et al. 1980:98). By the end of the decade,
however, growth had stagnated and a period of considerable political unrest
culminated in the military coup of 1961, led by General Park Chung Hee,
and a sharp reversal of economic strategy.

Park, and the economic bureaucracy which he created and led, initiated
the export-oriented industrialisation strategy for which Korea is now famous.
Disincentives to exporters were dismantled and by means of credit allocation,
subsidy, exhortation and threat, businesses were encouraged to invest in the
expansion of production for export. Growth was thus concentrated in those
activities in which Korean producers had a comparative advantage, principally
relatively labour-intensive manufacturing industries such as textiles. The
results were spectacular, with manufacturing output growth averaging over
17 per cent p.a. during the 1960s (Chowdhury and Islam 1993:88) and export
growth averaging around 40 per cent p.a. (Sakong 1993:228). By 1970,
industry accounted for about 20 per cent of GNP and in 1971 a new campaign
was launched to shift the industrial structure towards heavy industries.
Incentives, principally in the form of access to bank credit, together with
significant protection in the domestic market, were provided for investment
in designated industries and the chaebol conglomerate groups poured funds
into the establishment of facilities in shipbuilding, iron and steel, chemicals
and machinery. Debate as to the rationality of this strategy continues, but the
industrial growth rate was maintained and the industrial and export structures
deepened, so that by the 1980s the Korean economy could be regarded as a
modern industrial one, with significant technological capacity of its own,
playing a substantial role in the world economy.

Two decades of such rapid industrial growth produced the dramatic shifts
in the overall structure of the economy shown earlier in Table 2.6. In the 1950s,
agriculture’s share in Korea’s GDP was significantly larger than the ‘normal’
level for a country of its size and level of development. By the 1980s, its share
was still somewhat larger than ‘normal’, but the gap had greatly reduced and
meanwhile manufacturing, the share of which had been below average in the
1950s, had risen above the cross-sectional predic-tion by the 1980s (Leipziger
and Petri 1989:168). This industrialisation, especially given the emphasis on
heavy industry in the 1970s, also produced a rapid urbanisation of the
population, as industrial employment growth, concentrated in the Seoul/
Pusan region, drew workers in from the countryside. Much of the industrial
sector remained dominated by relatively large-scale chaebol companies closely
tied into the government’s industrial policy and dependent on credit provided
by the banking system. Thus, while sharing the characteristics of rapid, export-
oriented industrial growth and a dramatic transformation of the economy’s
production and employment structure, Korean industrialisation has tended
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to be more urban, large-scale and state-dependent than that of Taiwan and
Japan.

Korean agriculture on the eve of industrialisation

Although the situation in rural areas of Korea in the mid-1950s, as in the
rest of the country, was extremely poor and although, as suggested in Chapter
2, Korea is not blessed with a favourable environment for agriculture, it
could nonetheless be argued that Korean farmers faced the impact of
industrialisation on the basis of better initial conditions than those prevailing
in many other developing countries. On the other hand, post-war Korean
agriculture proved less able than Japanese or Taiwanese to meet national
demand for food grains, so that food aid and then imports remained significant
throughout the period of rapid industrialisation.

As Chapter 2 pointed out, rice has been grown in Korea wherever
conditions permitted and has formed the basis of the diet through to very
recent times, although barley has been an important, though inferior,
supplement to it. During the colonial period, the main concern of the Japanese
authorities, from the time of the Rice Riots in Japanese cities in 1918, was to
develop the production of rice for export to Japan and by 1935, 12.9 per cent
of the demand for rice in Japan was being met by imports from Korea (Hayami
and Ruttan 1971:220). Although Korea’s climate is more like Japan’s than is
Taiwan’s, so that conditions were better suited to Japanese varieties of rice,
and Korea had better access to supplies of Man-churian and later domestically
produced fertiliser, it proved difficult to achieve the kinds of yield increase
possible in Japan and Taiwan without large-scale investment to bring the
previously under-developed Korean irrigation system up to the levels
prevailing there (Hayami and Ruttan 1971: 207–11). Thus, large-scale
development programmes were initiated in the later 1920s and early 1930s
which resulted in a substantial increase in the proportion of the paddy area
which could be irrigated (Ishikawa 1967:102– 5). The extension services set
up by the Japanese to introduce new varieties and improved cultivation
techniques were apparently so pervasive that agricultural extension work was
largely abandoned in the post-war period because of its association with
colonial rule (Moore 1988:145).

As a result, Korean rice yields in the mid-1950s, whilst not as high as
Japan’s, exceeded Taiwan’s (per single crop) and were over twice as high as
those achieved in India and Thailand in the same period.2 The basis for this
lay in the experience gained by Korean farmers during the colonial period in
the use of fertiliser, inputs of which remained high by international standards,
once the Korean War was over, thanks to fertiliser imports subsidised by US
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aid (Mason et al. 1980:222–3). Nonetheless, whilst over 40 per cent of the
Korean peninsula’s rice production had been exported to Japan in the 1930s
(Ban et al. 1982:27–8), by the later 1950s domestic demand in South Korea—
its population swelled by the influx of refugees from the North—could not be
met. Food aid, in the form of grain imports from the US under the PL480
system,3 served both to meet the shortage in supply and to exacerbate it by
lowering prices and discouraging efforts to increase marketed output. As will
be discussed later, the Rhee government continued to requisition rice from
farmers at prices which did not cover costs of production and as long as aid
was available, agriculture at home could be largely neglected.

However, if the demand side of the market that faced them offered little in
the way of incentive to Korean farmers, the institutional conditions under which
they operated on the supply side did on the other hand become much more
favourable to them. The extraction of rice for export to Japan before World War
II had been facilitated by the high level of tenancy which came to prevail during
the colonial period. The proportion of pure tenant farm households rose from
38 per cent in 1918 to 55 per cent in 1937, by which time 57 per cent of the arable
area was farmed by tenants (Mason et al. 1980: 84), and the distribution of land
ownership in colonial Korea appears to have been more unequal than that in
Japan and Taiwan at the same time. In reaction to this, almost as soon as war
was over in 1945, the US Military Government began the process of land
reform, to be completed by the independent Korean government in the period
up to 1952, which effectively ended tenancy for the majority of farmers.

The process of land reform involved the acquisition by the government of
all land owned by absentee landlords and of any owned by cultivators in excess
of a 3-hectare ceiling. Compensation was paid to Korean, though not
Japanese,4 landlords in the form of bonds which in practice turned out to be
virtually worthless. However, the former tenants were still required to pay 30
per cent of their main crop to the government for five years as payment for
their land. It was in fact advantageous to both landlord and tenant to arrange
a deal outside the Land Reform framework and many did this, so that, by
whatever means, by the end of the process only around 5 per cent of
households remained as tenants. Despite the compensation payments to the
government, the vast majority of farm households were made significantly
better off at the expense of the 4 per cent or so of households that had formerly
been landlords. As in Japan and Taiwan, the land reform cemented a basis
of equality in a still largely agrarian society, and Moore argues that the Korean
land reform was more radical than the others in destroying the old elite, leaving
no layer of society between the village and the state (Moore 1985:170).

The redistribution of land ownership did not have a dramatic impact on
output. Farms remained extremely small, with 45 per cent of households in
1953 cultivating less than half a hectare and a further 34 per cent cultivating
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0.5–1 hectares (Ban et al. 1982:295), so that resources for investment in land
improvement and inputs were limited. The government’s attempts to replace
the functions of credit provision and input supply formerly fulfilled by
landlords were inadequate and it seems likely that, given the difficult
circumstances of the mid-1950s and the low prices available for marketed
output, farm households used the improvement in their circumstances to
increase their own consumption rather than their savings and investment
(Whang 1982:34).

Taken altogether, therefore, the position of Korean agriculture on the eve
of rapid industrialisation could be regarded as more favourable than that of
the agricultural sectors of many other developing countries at the time, but
backward compared to Japanese and Taiwanese agriculture at similar stages
in the development process. On the plus side, the colonial period bequeathed
Korean farmers a much-improved irrigation network and considerable
experience with the use of fertiliser in rice production. The provision of
education in the countryside had also been much expanded (Mason et al.
1980:81). The Land Reform placed farmers within the kind of structure of
small-scale owner-cultivators which seems best suited to achieving high levels
of land productivity in rice cultivation. On the other hand, although yields
were high, pressure on the land, in terms of arable area per member of the rural
population, was even more intense than in Taiwan and Japan (Mason et al.
1980:227). Irrigation provision was still not as good, with only around 30 per
cent of the paddy area regarded as ‘securely irrigated’ in 1955 (Ban et al.
1982:121), and double-cropping was less widespread than in Taiwan or pre-
war Japan.5 Infrastructure and communications were less well developed,
partly because the Japanese had invested less, especially in the south of the
peninsula, and partly because what industrial and trading activity there was
was concentrated around Seoul and Pusan, away from the main agricultural
areas (Moore 1985:170–1). Low agricultural prices and the general neglect
of agriculture during the 1950s meant that, although total output was growing
(at 2.75 per cent p.a. during 1954–60; Ban et al. 1982:40), little had been done
to develop the potential of the agricultural economy in terms of commercial
crop production or by-employment. Korean farmers thus appear to have been
less well placed initially to contribute to the industrialisation process than were
their Japanese and Taiwanese counterparts.

Agriculture’s contribution to industrialisation

Korea’s rapid industrialisation began in earnest after General Park’s coup
in 1961, with the switch from the import-substitution industrialisation strategy
in operation up to then to one based on export orientation. Following the
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model outlined in Chapter 1, agriculture’s part in the process can be analysed
in terms of its contributions to output growth, to savings and capital formation,
to the industrial labour supply and to the growth in incomes and markets.

Output growth

Total agricultural output continued to grow throughout the two decades of
Korea’s industrialisation, rising at 5.5 per cent p.a. during the first half of
the 1960s and at somewhat less spectacular rates of around 3 per cent
thereafter through the 1970s (Ban at al. 1982:40–1; Song 1991:4). However,
these rates were of course much slower than those of the manufacturing
sector over the same periods (17.2 per cent and 14.2 per cent for the 1960s
and 1970s, respectively; Chowdhury and Islam 1993:60). Table 5.1 shows
growth rates for the output of individual crops and livestock products and
reveals how growth was considerably faster in non-grain production.
Domestic production of wheat and other non-rice grains, which are mainly
used as animal feed, more-or-less ceased and, as elsewhere in East Asia, the
expanding livestock industry came to rely almost entirely on imported fodder.
Growth in rice output proved inadequate to meet the expansion in domestic
demand during the miracle period and, as Table 5.2 shows, imports were
consistently necessary throughout the late 1960s and the 1970s, with secure
self-sufficiency only achieved in the mid-1980s. Thus, although the
agricultural sector was by no means stagnant during the period of rapid
industrial growth, it did not contribute a great deal to the overall growth of

Table 5.1  Growth rates of output of major crops and
livestock products (average % p.a.)

Source: Kuramochi 1994:251, 253.
a  1962–71 for livestock products.
b  1971–81 for livestock products.
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GDP and appears to have been rather less successful than its counterparts
in Japan and Taiwan in meeting the growth in food demand.

Table 5.3 brings together data on the sources of output growth and shows
that the cultivated area continued to rise marginally up to the late 1960s, as
a result of aid-funded development projects, but thereafter began to decline.
However, the quality of agricultural land continued to improve, with the
proportion of the paddy acreage served by a proper irrigation system rising
from about 40 per cent in the early 1950s to 70 per cent by the mid-1970s, by

Table 5.2 Rice production and imports (1,000 mt)

Source: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years.
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which time only 7 per cent remained dependent on rainfall alone (Ban et al.
1982:94–5). Meanwhile, labour input into agriculture was declining. Labour
migration to the cities was rapid (see below) and as a result of this, and also
of reductions in labour hours on the part of those remaining (through non-
agricultural work but also, for example, longer periods in education), labour
hours per farm household fell (Mason et al. 1980:220). There is little evidence
that ‘surplus labour’ in the form of total or seasonal under-employment
remained in rural areas of Korea by the 1960s and indeed rising rural and
urban wage rates from the mid-1960s onwards suggest that labour shortages
were being experienced (Ban et al. 1982: 71–4, 79).6

If increases in land and labour inputs therefore cannot account for the
growth of agricultural output, the source must lie in increases in current capital
inputs, i.e. fertiliser, and in the improvements in technology, i.e. fertiliser-
responsive seed varieties, that made more intensive fertiliser use effective. As
pointed out earlier, Korean farmers inherited from the colonial period
considerable experience in the use of fertiliser combined with improved
varieties and aid-financed fertiliser imports made it possible to sustain levels
of application, despite the loss to the North of all Korea’s fertiliser plants.
Fertiliser input continued to grow at around 8 per cent p.a. during the 1960s
and into the 1970s (Ban et al. 1982:56). By the 1960s, however, Korea was
having to pay for fertiliser imports with its own foreign exchange and a large-
scale push to develop domestic production was launched. As a result, by the
1970s, Korean fertiliser production was able to meet a continually expanding
demand as varietal development continued.

Table 5.3 Changes in agricultural inputs

Sources: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years; Korea Statistical
Yearbook, various years.
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As far as rice is concerned, the great leap in output and yields occurred after
1971 when the government began a sustained effort to convert farmers to the
cultivation of a new ‘miracle’ rice variety, T’ongil, which, unlike earlier
improved varieties, had initially been developed outside Korea at the
International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines. As later sections will
show, neither farmers nor consumers took to T’ongil rice very willingly, but
its quite dramatic yield-increasing effect lies behind the sustained growth in
output during the 1970s shown in Table 5.2.

When compared to the performance of the agricultural sector in many
other post-war developing countries, the output contribution of Korean
agriculture to the overall growth process was far from negligible. Output
growth exceeded population growth and although, as in the other East Asian
countries, reliance on imports for relatively land-intensive grains, most
importantly wheat, became almost total, increases in the output of other food
products broadly succeeded in meeting the growing and diversifying demands
of the rapidly expanding urban population. However, when compared to the
speed of development in the industrial sector, and to some extent with
agricultural growth in Japan and Taiwan, Korean agriculture does appear to
lag: agriculture’s share of GDP declined very rapidly and the achievement
of complete self-sufficiency in rice proved a long struggle. The causes of this
contrast may lie partly in differences in initial conditions and in the relative
neglect of agricultural development by the government until the 1970s, but
they must also have been the product of the nature of Korean industrialisation
itself, leading, as subsequent sections will show, to less mutually sustaining
interaction, in terms of capital flows, employment practices and market
growth, between the two sectors.

Savings and capital formation

For Korea, there has been no attempt to measure total direct intersectoral
resource flows—the transfer of the agricultural surplus—comparable to those
of Lee for Taiwan or of Ohkawa and his colleagues for Japan. This may be
because the data that do exist suggest that net direct intersectoral flows were
probably not large. If agriculture did contribute non-labour resources to the
growth of the industrial sector, the mechanism would therefore have had to
involve terms-of-trade effects and these will be considered in a later section.

As far as flows mediated by the government are concerned, taxation of the
rural sector appears to have been relatively light throughout the period of rapid
industrialisation. Taxes on farmland represented 7 per cent of total tax revenue
at their peak in 1963 and thereafter declined to little over 1 per cent in the 1970s
(Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years). The yield from total taxes and
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public charges on farm households was not large and amounted to no more
than 2–3 per cent of farm household income in the 1960s, declining to 1–2
per cent in the 1970s (Ban et al. 1982:18 and Farm Household Economy
Survey, various years). Indirect taxation was principally levied on alcohol and
petrol and it seems unlikely that rural households paid more than their share
of these taxes (Ban et al. 1982:23).

Taxation of agriculture therefore did not play the significant role in
government revenue that, for example, the Land Tax played in the
government finances of early Meiji Japan. Moreover, it seems likely that the
outflow of tax revenue from farm households was largely offset by the inflow
of government spending and investment in rural areas. Government
expenditure on agriculture, forestry and fisheries more than tripled in real
terms between 1963 and 1975, growing faster than GNP, and government
investment and loans to these sectors represented about one-quarter of the
government’s total investment and loans throughout (Mason et al. 1980: 230–
3). Teranishi’s attempt to demonstrate the impact of government investment
on the rural sector through its results suggests that the Korean government
did more for rural areas than the governments of the majority of developing
countries, in terms of investment in irrigation development, roads, electricity
provision and sanitation (Teranishi 1997:286–9).7 All in all, therefore,
whatever the government’s direct role in industrial capital formation might
have been, it seems that the agricultural sector contributed little to it.

A similar picture emerges from the data on private capital flows. According
to the estimates of Ban et al. (1982:17–23), farm households began to find
themselves in a position to make savings in the early 1960s and their savings
rate rose steadily from around 6 per cent then to at times over 20 per cent in
the early 1970s. However, the mechanisms whereby such savings could have
been transferred to the non-agricultural sector were not well developed,
especially in the earlier part of the period, so that it seems likely that most
savings were invested within the rural sector and even had the whole amount
been transferred, it would have represented no more than 10–20 per cent of
total gross fixed capital formation. Whereas in pre-war Japan (via landlords)
and post-war Taiwan (via rural industry) there were routes whereby savings
generated in agriculture could find their way into rural or urban industrial
investment, this seems to have been much less the case in Korea.

Measures of intersectoral financial flows also need to take account of
private transfers of income between agriculture and industry. This presents
large estimation problems in the cases of Japan and Taiwan, where the
pluriactive farm household operating in both sectors was and is common.
However, as the next section will show, rural by-employment was much less
widespread in Korea and intersectoral income transfers generally took the
more easily measurable form of remittances from those employed in industry
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to their rural families. Nonetheless, ‘donations from family’, although rising
as industrial employment opportunities grew, do not seem to have represented
a very significant source of income to the farm households in the Farm
Household Economy Survey, increasing from around 2 per cent of their total
household income in the late 1960s to around 4 per cent by the early 1980s.

All in all, therefore, it seems unlikely that the agricultural sector contributed
much to the growth of industry through direct transfers of income and savings.
In comparison with Japan and Taiwan, the initially lower levels of farm
household income and the less-developed rural financial and communications
infrastructure would seem the likely reasons why industrial investment in
Korea depended more heavily on other sources of capital, such as foreign
borrowing. Teranishi uses the ratio of M2 to GNP as a measure of the degree
of financial development in a country, and although in general the East Asian
developing countries in his sample perform relatively well on this indicator,
Korea does not stand out and countries such as India, Pakistan and Malaysia
appear more ‘financially developed’ throughout the 1970–1990 period
(Teranishi 1997:291–2). If Korean farmers did contribute to industrial capital
formation then, more indirect means must have been found and these will be
considered later.

Labour

As previous data have indicated, the rapid growth of industrial production
in Korea entailed a dramatic shift in the structure of employment away from
agriculture and towards industry and services. Although some of the increase
in the non-agricultural labour force was the result of population increase,8 it
is clear that its major source was migration from farm households which, in
the Korean case, was largely synonymous with rural-urban migration. Thus,
agriculture’s main contribution to industrialisation con-sisted of labour, and
the large-scale movement of population which industrial growth brought
about was in many ways the most important factor conditioning agricultural
development through the 1960s and 1970s.

As Table 2.6 showed, agriculture’s share of total employment in Korea
declined from just under 80 per cent to 34 per cent in the space of the twenty
years between 1960 and 1980. Table 5.4 demonstrates the extent to which
this involved the urbanisation of the population. Unlike the situation in Japan
and Taiwan, the vast majority of manufacturing activity in Korea has taken
place in towns and cities: in 1970, 67 per cent of manufacturing firms were
located in urban areas, employing 82 per cent of the manufacturing labour
force and the proportions had changed little by 1980 (Kim 1983:12).
Furthermore, urban employment is in fact largely concentrated in one urban
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area along the Seoul-Pusan axis, and by the 1980s over 80 per cent of
manufacturing employment was located there (Kim 1991:4). Up to the mid-
1960s, urban population growth contributed as much to the growth of urban
employment as did migration, but thereafter the share of migration rose to
around three-quarters (Kim 1991:3), as rural migrants moved to the cities to
satisfy the demand for industrial labour.

Sloboda (1982) provides a detailed analysis of the patterns of off-farm and
rural-urban migration in the 1960s. He points out that the dislocations of the
colonial and Korean War periods had caused population movements and
disruption to ancestral village patterns, so that Korea may have possessed a
potentially more easily mobile rural population than Japan or Taiwan.
Conscription into military service also served to broaden the horizons of
young rural men, creating both the desire and the capacity to move away from
the confines of village life. Nonetheless, the rural population did continue to
grow through the first half of the 1960s, peaking in 1967 as the rate of
outmigration more than doubled in the second half of the decade. As in most
countries, the vast majority of migrants came from the younger age groups
of the rural population,9 and although males outnumbered females in the first
half of the decade, the second half saw substantially more women than men
leaving for employment in the labour-intensive export manufacturing sector
(Sloboda 1982:377). As would be expected, migrants tended to come
particularly from households owning or cultivating the smallest areas of land,
although at the same time migration was positively associated with higher
levels of education (Sloboda 1982: 367–8). Korean families appear to have
been less reluctant than their Japanese and Taiwanese counterparts to see heirs
to agricultural holdings migrate, and the number of farm households also
peaked in 1967 and declined thereafter. However, although the number of

Table 5.4 Urban and rural population of Korea

Source: Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years.
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very small holdings did decline as a result, the average size of holding increased
only marginally, as the proportion of households farming 0.5–1.5 hectares
increased.10

Thus, rural Korea gave up to the urban industrial sector a substantial
proportion of its youngest and best-educated population. The farm population
in the 0–19 and 20–49 year age groups declined by one-fifth between the mid-
1960s and the mid-1970s, while the total farm population fell at a rate of 2.4
per cent p.a. between 1967 and 1975 (Sloboda 1982:321–3). The spectacular
growth in industrial output was thus made possible by the very rapid transfer
of labour from agricultural to industrial work, principally via the mechanism
of rural-urban migration. However, although Korea thus fits the standard two-
sector development model better than Japan and Taiwan, where rural
industrialisation and by-employment represented significant mechanisms for
labour transfer, there is little evidence that the labour so transferred was
‘surplus’ to agriculture and hence costless to industry. Real urban wage rates
began to rise from the mid-1960s, while the rural/urban wage differential
narrowed (Ban et al. 1982:78–9). Their growth rate was then even higher in
the second half of the 1970s than it had been in the previous ten years, and
Haggard et al. (1994:188) point out that the Harris-Todaro model of rural-
urban migration would predict growing urban unemployment as migrants
continued to be attracted into the cities. However, unemployment went on
falling during this period, suggesting that the growth of industrial labour
productivity was fast enough to absorb the effects of rising wages, so that the
disincentive of reduced chances of finding an urban job did not emerge to
reduce rural-urban migration. Throughout, therefore, the growth of industrial
production and the rapid absorption of new technology which raised labour
productivity represented the driving force that drew rural workers into the
urban industrial sector, and agri-culture’s labour contribution to the growth
process must be viewed as a passive or facilitating one, which contrasts with
the active development of forms of labour transfer within the rural sector in
Japan and Taiwan.

Prices and incomes

As many examples in the developing world have shown, where the
requisitioning of the ‘agricultural surplus’ through direct means such as
taxation is not feasible, it may still be possible to transfer resources from
agriculture to industry through the manipulation of the prices that farm
households receive for their produce and pay for their inputs and consumption
goods. Those who suggest that Korean agriculture was ‘exploited’ in the
interests of industry11 argue that food prices were deliberately repressed so
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as to limit pressures on industrial wages, while the prices of industrially
produced agricultural inputs, especially fertiliser, were kept high. Industrial
profits were thus enhanced at the expense of farmers. The mechanisms
whereby the government sought to achieve this will be considered later in
this chapter. Here, it is the macro impact of the agriculture/ industry terms
of trade on resource flows and on rural incomes and living standards that is
of relevance.

During the 1950s there were undoubtedly factors tending to depress the
prices of agricultural goods. These included government policies under which
grain was requisitioned from farm households at low prices, and the impact
of grain received as aid. PL480 grain imports were equivalent to about 9 per
cent of domestic production in the late 1950s and ensured that food needs
could be met without recourse to the incentive of higher prices (Ban et al.
1982:239). At the same time, fertiliser had to be paid for in rice (see below)
at an unfavourable exchange rate for farmers, and the overvalued exchange
rate required by the import substitution industrialisation strategy also
discriminated against potential agricultural exports.

However, as is clear from Ban et al.’s terms of trade estimates (Ban et al.
1982:244), the position of farmers had begun to improve by the end of the
1950s and the terms of trade continued to move in their favour until the mid-
1960s. They worsened somewhat during the later 1960s, but thereafter
resumed their improvement. Underlying this lay the growth in demand for
food as industrialisation proceeded and policy moves to try to stimulate
domestic production and reduce the growing reliance on imports, especially
once PL480 aid was phased out in the late 1960s. As will become clearer later,
the switch towards the support and protection of agriculture occurred
relatively early in Korea’s industrialisation process and although efforts
continued to be made to keep food prices down, this was not at the expense
of the farmer. It thus becomes difficult to argue that, once rapid
industrialisation had begun, farm households were heavily exploited through
terms-of-trade effects.

This is confirmed by the work of Moon and Kang (1991) who attempt to
estimate the impact on intersectoral transfers not just of domestic price
movements but also of international trade and exchange rate policies. They
show that, if measured in nominal terms (domestic price/border price at the
prevailing exchange rate), the rate of protection for major agricultural products
such as rice was already positive in the 1960s and continued to rise thereafter.
However, if account is taken of exchange rate overvaluation, their estimates
suggest that agricultural protection was negative in the 1960s. Thus, food
imports at the overvalued exchange rate tended to depress agricultural prices,
while exporting manufacturing industries benefited. By the 1970s, however,
the overvaluation of the exchange rate was being reduced and at the same time
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domestic price support was coming into operation, so that the overall effect
of price and exchange rate policies on intersectoral resource flows shifted from
a situation in which there was some transfer from agriculture to industry in
the 1960s to one of a reverse flow thereafter.

This does not mean to say that those who remained as members of farm
households necessarily benefited from the growth of the economy as much
as those who left to seek their fortunes in the cities. Ban et al. (1982:299– 301)
estimate that average farm household income did not recover its pre-war level
until the late 1950s or early 1960s. However, the land reform meant that the
majority of farm households were better off than they had been in the pre-
war period through the redistribution of rental income. Through the 1960s
and 1970s, output increases and switches into higher-valued crops continued
to raise farm incomes, but the extent of this was significantly affected by
changes in the farm household’s terms of trade. In particular, the deterioration
in agriculture’s terms of trade in the second half of the 1960s slowed the growth
of farm incomes, but their improvement thereafter, as the government reacted
by increasing support for agricultural prices and incomes, accelerated it. Ban
et al. conclude (1982:305) that, as a result of the combination of output increase
and income redistribution from industry to agriculture, the incomes of non-
landlord farm households in 1975 were more than double what they had been
in the 1930s.

In relative terms, however, agricultural output growth could nowhere near
match the rates achieved in the manufacturing sector, and it is clear that,
during the exceptionally rapid export-oriented growth phase of the late 1960s,
the income differential between urban and rural households substantially
widened (Table 2.10). However, the policy measures designed to support
agriculture reversed this trend in the first half of the 1970s, and although there
have been year-to-year fluctuations in the relative position of farm households
since then, there appears to have been no general tendency for it to decline
(Haggard et al. 1994:211). During 1960–9, the average income of urban wage-
earners was rising at a rate of 14.6 per cent p.a., whilst that of farm households
rose at only 3.5 per cent; during 1970–6, however, farm household income
rose at 9.5 per cent p.a., whilst the rate for urban wage-earners had fallen to
4.6 per cent (Moon and Kang 1991:55). Hence, it is unlikely that, apart from
during the (politically crucial) period of the late 1960s, Korean farm
households lost out greatly on their share of the income benefits of economic
growth.

This is also reflected in trends in the overall welfare of the rural population
during the industrialisation period. Improvements in levels of health and
education were taking place during the 1960s (Ban et al. 1982:310–15), but
the early 1970s saw a new drive (see below) to improve living conditions in
rural areas which resulted in substantial investment in roads, electricity
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provision, housing, etc. Although Korean rural areas probably lagged behind
their Taiwanese and certainly their Japanese counterparts in the development
of infrastructure facilities, there is no doubt that Korean farm households have
become significantly better off in broader welfare terms, as well as in terms
of their disposable incomes.

Taken altogether, therefore, it is difficult to argue that Korean agriculture
was ‘exploited’ to a very significant extent in the interests of industrial growth.
Its major contribution to the process clearly lay in its provision of relatively
well-educated and mobile workers to the industrial sector, whilst agricultural
output continued to grow at a rate more-or-less adequate to meet much of the
expansion in the domestic demand for food. This was achieved, however,
within the context of a relatively equal distribution of income, both within
the agricultural sector and for much of the time between agriculture and
industry, so that, although, unlike the situation in Japan and Taiwan,
agriculture’s labour contribution was largely achieved through the classic form
of rural-urban migration, dualism emerged as a significant issue only relatively
briefly in the late 1960s. We can now go on to consider the ways in which
government policy may have played a part in facilitating agriculture’s positive
contribution to industrialisation.

Agriculture and the state during Korea’s industrialisation

As previous sections have shown, Korean agriculture was not able to make
the kinds of direct contribution to the growth of industry expected of the
agricultural sectors of Japan and Taiwan. Nonetheless, what happened in
agriculture did continue to affect the extent to which industrialisation goals
could be achieved, via the supply and price of food to urban areas and the
migration of the rural population into the urban industrial work-force. Hence,
the Korean government found itself unable to ignore agriculture and
proceeded to set up mechanisms for state intervention in agricultural
production and in agricultural markets which in many respects resemble,
despite the rather different context in which they began to operate, their
counterparts in Japan and Taiwan.

Approaches and objectives

Korean governments, from the end of the Pacific War through the 1950s,
were principally concerned to achieve the survival and recovery of the state
which, as far as agriculture was concerned, meant ensuring the provision of
adequate food supplies at affordable prices for crucial sections of the
population in urban areas. When this could not be achieved through the
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market, resort had to be made to direct intervention, but the availability of
PL480 grain relaxed food supply constraints and enabled the Rhee
government to neglect agriculture. The reaction to colonial Japanese
agricultural policy, which, by 1939, had involved requisitioning and rationing
of grain, encouraged this but the political leadership in Korea did not seem
to be under the same kinds of pressure to secure support in rural areas as
were those in post-war Taiwan and in both pre- and post-war Japan. The
Land Reform dispossessed those who might have organised political
opposition to the leadership and rural voters appear to have turned out
obediently when required to vote for the ruling president (Moon and Kang
1991:53; Moore 1985:172).

Park Chung Hee’s accession to the presidency is generally taken as
marking a change in attitude towards agriculture. Park himself and others of
the new military leadership came from rural backgrounds and their
government exhibited a ‘strong puritanical and antiurban tone’ (Haggard,
Kim and Moon 1991:857).12 However, changes in policy towards agriculture
were also made necessary by non-ideological factors: inadequate agricultural
output growth would constrain the speed of the drive towards industrialisation
through its effect on food prices and, as was borne out by the end of the 1960s,
PL480 imports could not be relied on to meet food shortages at no foreign
exchange cost for ever. The worsening security situation on the Korean
peninsula during the 1960s also put a premium on food self-sufficiency.

The 1960s therefore saw a shift towards heavier state intervention in the
agricultural sector with the aim, initially at least, of achieving secure supplies
of domestically produced food and, as long as rice remained the dominant
and preferred basis of the diet, such intervention was bound to focus on rice
production and the rice market. Informing agricultural policy in Korea as
elsewhere in East Asia was the basic assumption that it is the state’s
responsibility to ensure an adequate supply of the ‘staple food’ to the
population. ‘Most Koreans believe that direct government intervention in
grain procurement and distribution is necessary to maintain economic stability
and to ensure a steady flow of grain supplies to consumers. Many also believe
that the government should take whatever action may be appropriate or
necessary for this end’ (Moon and Kang 1991:30).

Thus, the maintenance of adequate food supplies to the urban industrial
labour force and the achievement of ‘food security’, defined, as elsewhere in
East Asia, as national self-sufficiency in rice, were the main objectives of policy
towards the agricultural sector through the 1960s. By the end of the decade,
however, the emergence of a widening urban-rural income gap was beginning
to be seen as threatening to the state’s development strategy, just as it was
launching the drive towards ‘heavy and chemical industrialisation’. The gap
was seen as generating ‘excessive’ migration, resulting in the appearance of
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shanty towns around Seoul inhabited by rural migrants, and as threatening
the political stability which had underlain economic growth up till then
(Moore 1985:175). It became increasingly clear that rural dwellers had to be
provided with greater incentives to stay on the farm producing more rice, if
development goals were to be met. The Korean state thus began to support
agriculture, and agricultural incomes, in the interests of industrialisation but
in due course, as will be described in Chapter 6, this policy evolved into the
kind of agricultural protection characteristic of agricultural adjustment in the
developed world.

The mechanisms of intervention

Much of the legislative and institutional framework for state intervention in
agriculture during the rapid industrialisation period dates back to the
immediate post-war years, if not earlier. During the pre-war colonial period,
the Japanese authorities did not intervene directly in the Korean rice market,
although they did provide border protection against rice imports into the
Empire as a whole (Anderson 1989:111) and they did intervene in the
Japanese rice market to which a substantial amount of Korean rice was
exported (see Chapter 4). Once the war in China began, however,
requisitioning and rationing of rice in Korea were begun and low prices
were paid for compulsory deliveries to the state. The post-war American
Military Government attempted to abolish all these controls and reintroduce
a free market but, with over a million Koreans being repatriated from abroad
and refugees flooding in from the North, this resulted in food shortages and
rapidly rising prices. Attempts to enforce ceiling prices for basic commodities
only produced hoarding and black markets and eventually the free grain
market was ended and compulsory deliveries and rationing reintroduced.

The independent government after 1948 attempted to continue this policy,
but since the only price it could afford to pay for compulsorily purchased grain
was below estimated production costs, it found itself unable to procure
sufficient to meet the rations of all who required them, while a black market
flourished. Consequently it shifted to a system under which rations were
provided, out of what could be procured, for priority groups in the
population—the military and other government employees, along with
workers in key industries—whilst a free market operated for everyone else.

This dual system, combining government purchases and procurement
with free-market transactions, was enshrined in the Grain Management Law
of February 1950 which, like its Japanese counterpart, the 1942 Food Control
Law, continued to provide the legal basis for state intervention in the markets
for rice and the other main food-grain, barley. Moreover, although the Grain
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Management Law, unlike the Food Control Law, did recognise the existence
of a free market, its underlying principle appears to have been the same, that
is that the government is responsible for securing and managing the supply
of the ‘staple food’. The Law obliged the government to draw up a supply and
demand plan for food grains and required producers to sell to the government
the amounts it considered necessary to ensure security of supply, up to a
theoretical maximum of one-third of the grain produced (Chu 1994:194). It
gave the government the power to control imports and exports and, as Ban
et al. put it, to ‘give orders to hotels, restaurants, grain dealers, transporters
of grain, and grain processors when it considers necessary’, so that free market
transactions continued to take place ‘only by sufferance of the government
and not from lack of legal authority to control the grain market’ (Ban et al.
1982:237).

During the 1950s however, the government clearly found it difficult to
procure adequate supplies of grain for the rations of priority workers through
purchase at the prices it was willing or able to pay and relied mainly instead
on other methods of acquiring the grain it needed. In particular, farmers were
required to pay their taxes and their repayments of loans under the Land
Reform provisions in grain and, as in Taiwan, a rice-fertiliser barter system
was set up. From 1955, PL480 imports eased the government’s situation and
it proved possible to achieve adequate supplies and relatively low food prices
without recourse to substantial government purchases and sales.

This situation began to change after the advent of the new government in
1961. In most years up to 1960, the price that the government had paid for
the rice it effectively requisitioned from farmers was lower than costs of
production (Table 5.5). In 1961, however, the new government, more ‘rural-
biased’ than its predecessor, promulgated the Law for the Maintenance of
Farm Product Prices, the purpose of which was ‘to maintain proper prices of
agricultural products and to insure the stability of agricultural production and
the rural economy’ (quoted in Ban et al. 1982: 239–42). Thereafter the
government buying price always exceeded production costs, although it was
lower than the market price throughout the 1960s (Table 5.5), and
government purchases began to increase as the policy focus shifted from
providing rations for key workers to controlling and stabilising food prices.
According to Moon and Kang (1991:34), the share of government-controlled
rice in the total marketed had averaged less than 10 per cent during the 1950s
but rose to 20–25 per cent during the 1960s. Meanwhile, the 1962 Fertiliser
Control Law placed the procurement and marketing of fertiliser entirely in
government hands and a programme of construction of large-scale fertiliser
plants was inaugurated. This enabled the government to begin to subsidise
fertiliser use, procuring supplies from the manufacturers and selling at a lower
price, paid in rice, to farmers. Altogether, therefore, the early 1960s
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represented a brief golden age for Korean farmers, as the government buying
price for rice was raised, input costs were reduced and farm incomes were
maintained at a level more-or-less equivalent to urban ones.

From the mid-1960s onwards, however, as the export-oriented
industrialisation drive took off and urban industrial employment and incomes
grew, intervention in the grain market, through government purchases and
sales at below market price, increasingly served to keep food prices from rising.
As we have seen, the terms of trade turned against agriculture and the rural-
urban income gap widened. Although this may well have promoted industrial
capital formation, it also had the effect of encouraging rice consumption and
discouraging efforts to increase its production. Increasing difficulties in
meeting urban food demand from domestic production were reflected in rising
levels of imports (Table 5.2) and this, combined with the prospective phasing

Table 5.5 The government purchase price of rice

Source: Ban et al. 1982:240.
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out of PL480 imports, convinced the government that something had to be
done to increase domestic food production.

The government set about tackling the problem from two angles, both of
which involved growing costs to the state, as will be examined in Chapter 6.
First, the existing system for state intervention in the markets for agricultural
output and inputs was redirected in an attempt to provide improved incentives
to farmers. The government buying price for rice was sharply increased in
1970 (Table 5.5) and remained at a level above the free market price for most
of the 1970s. Meanwhile, the volume of government purchases was also
increased, rising from less than 10 per cent of total production during the
1960s to over 20 per cent by the late 1970s (Table 5.6). Purchases of barley
increased even further, with the government buying almost 30 per cent of the
crop by the mid-1970s, as it tried to increase the consumption of this (less
preferred) grain as a supplement to rice (Ban et al. 1982:130). However, since
industrial growth remained the state’s overriding policy goal, urban
consumers were not required to bear the costs of the improved incentives to
farmers and a two-tier pricing system was initiated from 1970. Thus
government rice and barley were sold at prices below purchase cost, the losses
being met mainly by loans from the Bank of Korea (for more on this, see
Chapter 6).

Second, the government attacked the supply side of the problem, again
utilising the intervention system to make use of the opportunity provided by
the new high-yielding variety of rice, T’ongil, which became available to
farmers in 1971. In practice, the high government buying price for rice was
only available for T’ongil and the bulk of government purchases were of this
variety, while the traditional varieties (which consumers preferred) continued
to be handled by the free market. The government backed up its price policy
with an intensive campaign to diffuse T’ongil, making use of every means at
its disposal, from propaganda, through credit allocations to the physical
destruction of non-T’ongil seed-beds (Moore 1985:175). In its best year, 1977,
over half the rice acreage was planted to T’ongil, national average rice yields
peaked at around 490 kg/10 ares, compared to 327 in 1970, and rice self-
sufficiency was achieved. After, this T’ongil’s vulnerability to drought and
pests, combined with consumer preference for traditional varieties,
undermined the policy, but these developments will be considered later in
Chapter 6.

The campaign to diffuse T’ongil was itself a major part of a wider
programme, launched in the early 1970s and known as the Saemaul
movement, which aimed to raise living standards in the villages largely
through collective action. The programme began with increased government
expenditure on road-building and other infrastructure projects in rural areas,
designed to improve conditions so as to reduce ‘excessive’ outmigration from
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the villages and increase output and incomes. It acquired an ideological
dimension, closely associated with Park’s leadership, and village Saemaul
associations were expected to work collectively to ‘beautify’ their villages and
improve facilities in them. In due course, the movement also began to be
utilised to achieve ‘agricultural adjustment’ goals, such as the development
of larger-scale joint farming and the use of shared machinery, and its later
evolution will be discussed in the next chapter.

Through this period of rapid growth into the 1970s, the mechanisms of
state intervention in Korean agriculture evolved to try to deal with the
emerging contradiction between the objectives of maintaining low food prices
for urban consumers and achieving adequate levels of food output and
national self-sufficiency. The basis of intervention lay in the principle of state
responsibility for the management of the rice market as the means of ensuring
the supply of ‘staple food’ and, as in Japan and Taiwan, it emerged out of
efforts to achieve this in the immediate post-war period. However, this posed
greater problems in Korea than elsewhere, given the poorer initial conditions
and greater disruption of the time, resulting, of necessity, in a larger initial role
for the free market. Thereafter, as rapid industrialisation proceeded on the
basis of a less adequate domestic food supply, the two-tier price system soon

Table 5.6 Government rice acquisitions as a
proportion of total production

Source: calculated from Yearbook of Agricultural
Statistics, various years.
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emerged as essential to the achievement of output growth, rather than, as in
Japan and Taiwan, a means of coping with agricultural adjustment problems.
At the same time, however, the implementation of intervention policies
required the development of an institutional structure, the characteristics of
which have much in common with counterpart structures in the other
bureaucratic developmental states of the region.

The institutions of state intervention

Prior to colonisation by Japan, Korean village communities appear to have
resembled their Tokugawa-period Japanese counterparts in being relatively
autonomous units, largely left to govern themselves as long as taxes were
paid and peace and order maintained (Aqua 1982:275). During the colonial
period, the Japanese proceeded to construct in Korea a hierarchical
administrative structure, linking the village through to the central government,
clearly modelled on that which had existed in Japan since the Meiji reforms.
This has remained the basis of the administrative structure and is composed
of four tiers, reaching from the central government ministries through the
nine provinces to the counties and then the townships. Below the township
and not part of the official government structure are village groupings (ri)
which date back to pre-modern times. From the beginning of the Park regime
in 1961, the county office was the focal point of local administration,
supervising the activities (including those connected with the Saemaul
movement) of the township officials whose job was to liaise with and organise
village leaders.13 Under the Occupation and subsequent governments, some
attempts were made to introduce elections of local representatives at the
township level, but this practice was ended under Park and the administrative
structure of the industrialisation period was very much a top-down one,
driven from the centre by technocratic bureaucrats and the military.

Agricultural policy and rural affairs have largely been the responsibility
of two central ministries: the Ministry of Home Affairs and the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.14 The Home Ministry controls the local
government structure and the police and has therefore had considerable
influence over what goes on in rural areas, but the Agriculture Ministry has
central responsibility for agricultural policy and its implementation. During
the rapid growth period, it, like other ministries, was closely directed and
monitored by the Economic Planning Board, the ‘economic general staff’ of
Korea’s developmental state (Wade 1982:23). Within it, various bureaux were
responsible for the different areas of its activity, such as planning and
budgeting, irrigation development, etc. and its Food Administration Bureau
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managed the government’s intervention in food markets under the Grain
Management Law.

The Agriculture Ministry, like its counterparts in Japan and Taiwan, also
made use of various parastatal organisations to carry out some of its activities.
For example, agricultural extension was the responsibility of the Office for
Rural Development which ran a hierarchy of provincial, county and township
organisations known at the local level as Rural Guidance Offices. Clearly in
the same category was the pyramidal organisation of agricultural co-
operatives. Co-operative organisation in various forms has a long history in
Korean villages (e.g. in traditional types of credit co-operative and labour
sharing) and the Japanese established formal co-operatives which continued
to operate after a fashion in the post-war period. However, in 1962, as part
of the Park government’s drive for rural development, the existing central co-
operative organisation was merged with the Agricultural Bank to form the
National Agricultural Co-operatives Federation (NACF). Membership
control of local-level co-operatives was abolished and the Federation became
a centrally directed, hierarchical organisation with provincial, county and
‘primary’ levels, to which virtually all farm households belonged. As Ban et
al. remark, almost the only thing co-operative about this organisation was its
name, and the NACF existed as ‘a centrally controlled and directed
bureaucracy engaged in planning and implementing policies, either on behalf
of the government or to achieve its own institutional goals’ (Ban et al.
1982:272–3).

It was through this structure of co-operatives that most of the intervention
policies described above were implemented. The co-operatives were given the
monopoly on government-supplied agricultural credit, amounts of which
substantially increased under the Park government, augmenting the supply
of farmers’ own savings which were predominantly deposited in the co-
operatives’ banking facilities. They were the only source of fertilisers under
the government’s monopoly on supply and, like their counterparts in Japan
and Taiwan, they carried out the government’s grain purchases, storing,
transporting and marketing what they acquired on its behalf. Special-purpose
co-operatives were also set up for the development and marketing of non-grain
crops (principally horticultural ones) and for live-stock.15 As in Japan and
Taiwan, the co-operatives came to combine their role as the agents of state
intervention in agriculture with the business of supplying a wide range of
services to farmers, from banking and insurance through the provision of
inputs and technical advice to the running of local retail stores. However, with
their national hierarchical organisation paralleling the structure of local
government, they have acted, even more strongly than elsewhere, as the means
of implementing agricultural policy and carry-ing out state intervention in
rural areas.
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The operation of the system for state intervention, and the role of the co-
operatives within it, can be illustrated by means of the example of government
management of the grain market.16 Whereas in the 1950s and into the 1960s,
the bulk of the government’s grain acquisitions were made through tax and
other payments by farmers in kind and the rice-fertiliser barter, as the 1960s
progressed government purchase of rice and barley became increasingly more
significant. The Agriculture Ministry’s Food Administration Bureau was
required to draw up an annual plan of grain supply and demand and on the
basis of this determined the scale of purchases required to achieve a secure
supply to urban markets at stable and acceptable prices. Planned purchase
quotas were then handed down through the layers of local government, with
the agriculture departments of county governments eventually determining
delivery quotas for individual villages. A delivery schedule was drawn up in
collaboration with local grain inspection stations and passed to village heads
to be communicated to households. Local co-operatives were supplied with
the money to pay for deliveries and arrangements were made to store the grain
in government granaries. Some of the government’s stock continued to be
used as rations, for example for the army, but through the 1960s more and
more was sold on to the market when prices threatened to rise, through the
co-operatives’ wholesale network.

Alongside this of course, private-sector rice dealers continued to handle
the majority of the grain not consigned to the government. Estimates for
the 1970s and later suggest that around 70 per cent of the grain not
consumed on the farm was collected and marketed by private rice traders,
15–20 per cent went to the government, and the remainder was purchased
by co-operatives on their own account (Asian Productivity Organisation
1976: 173; Usui and Mishima 1994:66). Private-sector rice trade routes
varied between regions, but in general involved local-level collectors who
milled and stored rice in their own granaries, rice shippers who transported
the rice to wholesale centres in consuming areas, and layers of wholesalers
and retailers who transmitted it through to consumers (Asian Productivity
Organisation 1976:175).

In this situation where, as compared to Japan and Taiwan, a large
proportion of marketed grain continued to be handled by private-sector rice
traders, manipulation of the rice market also required the kind of control of
private-sector rice distribution which was provided for by the Grain
Management Law. Thus there was heavy regulation of the grain trade and
even of consumption—for example ‘rice-free days’ were decreed and
restaurants ordered to mix barley with the rice they served (Anderson
1989:120).
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In these ways, the Korean state combined bureaucratic regulation with
direct involvement in the market, making use of the co-operative network as
the institutional mechanism for its intervention, much as its counterparts in
Japan and Taiwan did. Despite the differences in its initial conditions and its
generally more authoritarian stance, the institutional mechanisms which it
devised to ‘guide the market’ in the key food items thus have much in common
with those of the other bureaucratic developmental states of the region.

Conclusion

There seems little doubt that agriculture’s role in Korea’s industrialisation
process was a more limited and passive one than those of the rural sectors of
Japan and Taiwan. The lower level of agricultural development, and of the
commercial infrastructure of rural areas, at the time when the process began
meant that industrial growth had to be based on non-agricultural sources of
capital and enterprise and on other than domestic rural markets. At the
same time, the lack of income-earning opportunities in rural areas meant
that workers readily migrated to the towns as the demand for industrial
labour grew. The Japan/Taiwan pattern of dense interrelations between
agriculture and industry, through pluriactivity within households and through
the development of small-scale manufacturing operations within rural areas,
did not emerge in Korea and the characteristics of Korean industrialisation,
centring on the growth, especially by the 1970s, of large-scale urban industrial
enterprises, more nearly resembles the classic ‘dual economy’ model, within
which agriculture’s role is simply to give up its surplus resources.

Nonetheless, it is clear that the bureaucratic developmental state that led
Korea through its rapid industrialisation did not neglect or ignore agriculture
and devised mechanisms of state intervention designed to ensure that the
agricultural sector could not put a brake on the speed of industrial growth.
For a time these mechanisms were used simply to provide a supply of food
at low prices for the urban industrial sector, but before long they were
redirected towards encouraging the expansion of domestic food output,
which was seen as essential to continued industrial growth and national
security. In many respects they bore the hallmarks of the ‘East Asian
approach’ to the role and responsibility of the state in agriculture, including
the focus on the regulation of rice markets and the use of the parallel
hierarchical organisations of local government and agricultural co-
operatives as the vehicles of intervention. However, the greater need in
Korea, given its less favourable environment and poorer initial conditions,
to generate output growth in agriculture meant that the protection and
support of agricultural producers and their incomes began while the rapid
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industrialisation process was still in full swing. In due course it evolved into
support for farmers in the face of agricultural adjustment, as Korea emerged
as an industrial economy in the 1980s, and the next chapter will seek to show
how the mechanisms of state intervention in agriculture in an industrialising
economy became the weapons of protection in an industrial one.
 



6 Agricultural adjustment in
industrial Korea

 

Over the course of the 1970s and 1980s, Korea emerged as a developed
country in both economic and political terms. By the early 1990s, its
acceptance into the OECD had been agreed and democratically elected
governments were bringing their authoritarian predecessors to account
for past abuses of power. In 1970, the agricultural sector was still
employing almost half the labour force, but by the 1990s farmers had
become a small, though not necessarily thereby powerless, interest group
within the economy. Within these two decades, therefore, the process of
agricultural adjustment was taking place, in the context of the
transformation of a bureaucratic developmental state of the highest order
into a pluralist democracy.

The story of this process exhibits in some respects the universal
characteristics of agricultural adjustment in an industrial economy. As
consumers spent larger proportions of their growing incomes on non-
agricultural goods and industrial productivity growth caused comparative
advantage to shift away from agriculture, the maintenance of rural incomes
came to depend increasingly on intervention to raise prices. Given the
remarkably rapid transformation of the economy, levels of protection and
support for agriculture rose at exceptional rates to rival those of Japan, while
dependence on imports at the same time increased significantly. In other
respects, Korea’s agricultural adjustment followed the ‘East Asian’ pattern,
with the small-scale rice cultivator continuing to play the dominant role in the
agricultural structure. Yet it was also conditioned by features peculiar to Korea,
as regards the initial conditions from which it began, the particular nature of
Korean industrialisation and Korea’s insecure situation in the world. This
chapter will trace the interactions between these forces, as Korean farmers and
agricultural policy-makers sought to define and develop a role for agriculture
within Korea’s industrial economy.
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Economics and politics from the 1970s to the 1990s

The 1970s were a time of both rapid growth and growing instability in the
Korean economy. While the industrial growth of the 1960s, especially the
sharp expansion in the later years of the decade when manufacturing
employment and wages rose exceptionally fast, had centred on export-oriented
light industries, the 1970s saw the pursuit of the government’s ‘Heavy and
Chemical Industrialisation’ drive (1973–9). Whereas the industrial promotion
policies of the 1960s had involved generally across-the-board assistance to
exporting industries and firms, the new drive was pursued through industrial
targeting, with the favoured heavy industrial producers provided with priority
credit allocations from the financial system and ‘infant industry’ protection
against imports. The drive resulted in a surge in borrowing from overseas,
increasing Korea’s already quite large-scale foreign indebtedness, and
strengthened the position of large chaebol firms within the economy.

High growth rates of both industrial output and exports were thus
maintained, despite the impact of the first oil crisis in 1973. Korea’s industrial
structure was significantly deepened and the country acquired the capacity
to produce a new order of heavy industrial goods which were viewed as
essential both to the establishment of a fully industrial economy and to defence
needs at a time when, after the fall of Vietnam, the United States appeared to
be a less reliable protector. However, the very high rate of investment in
industry produced overheating in both labour and product markets and the
inflation rate was rising fast by the end of the decade. By this stage too, rising
wage costs were affecting the competitiveness of Korean exports and the slow-
down in export growth produced a growing current-account deficit which had
to be financed through further foreign borrowing. In the midst of this situation,
the second oil crisis occurred in 1979, substantially increasing Korea’s import
bill and the interest costs of its foreign debt. By 1980, the inflation rate was
over 30 per cent, unemployment was at its highest level for ten years and the
economy recorded its first negative annual growth rate in over two decades
(Suh 1992:24–5).

These tensions also generated increasing political instability. The heavy
industrialisation drive had favoured big business, which was closely aligned
with the Park government, and there was some tendency for income
distribution, which had become more equal during the 1960s, to widen again.
Strikes and political protests were becoming more common, despite increasing
repression, and in 1979 President Park was assassinated. Amidst growing
political disorder, the army, under General Chun Doo Hwan, took control
and by 1981 a new government, with Chun as President, had established itself.
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During the first half of the 1980s, the Chun government pursued what has
generally been regarded as an exemplary set of stabilisation and adjustment
policies. Government spending was cut and tight monetary policies limited
the credit that had previously flowed into targeted industrial sectors. An
incomes policy restricted the growth of wages and labour costs and inflation
was curbed, with assistance from improvements in the terms of trade resulting
in particular from declining energy prices. GNP growth resumed and rising
exports generated an improvement in the balance of trade such that, by the
second half of the decade, the size of the current account surplus had become
an economic and diplomatic problem.

Meanwhile, the government began to move away from the high levels of
direct intervention that had characterised the heavy industrialisation drive and
to introduce measures of market liberalisation. The banks were de-
nationalised and measures such as the establishment of a Fair Trade and Anti-
Monopoly Act were supposed to introduce a greater element of market
competition into the activities of the chaebol. At the same time, barriers to
foreign competition were lowered. With pressure from the United States
growing as the current account surplus expanded, the majority of quantitative
restrictions on imports were removed and tariffs were substantially reduced
(Haggard et al. 1994:98–9).

Alongside these measures of economic liberalisation, pressures for political
liberalisation also grew. Protests against the scandal-ridden Chun government
intensified, demonstrators demanded revision of the constitution and
presidential elections, and labour militancy increased. The government
eventually bowed to this pressure and a new democratic constitution paved
the way for direct presidential elections in 1987. Under the more open political
system that has prevailed since, the role of politicians and political parties in
the process of government was strengthened and interest groups became much
better able to fight their corners. Where once the power of the Economic
Planning Board, with the President behind it, was enough to override sectional
interests, now bureaucrats needed to take account of the demands of
politicians and their supporters (Haggard et al. 1994:102).

Nonetheless, despite the scope for protest on the part of those adversely
affected, liberalisation and internationalisation continued under the presi-
dents elected after 1987. Further reductions in trade barriers and measures
to liberalise the financial sector were undertaken in order to bring Korea in
line with the requirements of the OECD, and the Uruguay Round and the
establishment of the WTO generated further pressures to open up protected
sectors of the economy. The process of liberalisation was by no means
complete by the mid-1990s—the heavy indebtedness of significant companies,
producing large amounts of non-performing assets within the banking system,
placed constraints on financial liberalisation, for example— but, nonetheless,
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Korea’s acceptance into the OECD in 1995 was recognition that it possessed
the structures and institutions of a sophisticated industrial economy. The
1997–8 crisis exposed the weaknesses within those same structures and
institutions, but at the same time highlighted Korea’s interdependence with
global economic forces.

Between the 1970s and the 1990s, therefore, Korea’s interventionist and
authoritarian developmental state metamorphosed into a politically controlled
and much more open market economy, in which fiscal and monetary policy
were held to be the main weapons of economic management and bureaucrats
could retain their influence only through collaborating with interest groups
to ‘guide the market’. It was against this background that the agricultural
sector was required to effect its adjustment to life within a predominantly
industrial economy. Yet paradoxically it was the wider economic and political
developments of the period that provided farmers with the opportunity to
buck the trend and guarantee themselves the government support and
protection from market forces that much of the rest of the Korean economy
was beginning to lose.

Agricultural trends in industrial Korea

As pointed out in Chapter 1, as industrialisation takes place and incomes
start to rise, consuming households tend to reduce the proportion of their
income that they spend on food and to demand a more diversified range
of agricultural products. Agricultural producers need to respond to these
changes in demand, but at the same time rising industrial productivity
will be bringing about a shift in comparative advantage away from
agriculture, resulting in an increasing tendency to import at least some
agricultural products. Meanwhile, as industrial wages rise and labour moves
away from the agricultural sector, labour productivity on farms must be
raised through, for example, mechanisation and increased scale of
cultivation, if agriculture is to remain a viable occupation. This section
will consider the ways in which these trends manifested themselves in Korea
and the economic responses of farm households. The attempts of Korean
farmers and their government to deal with these agricultural adjustment
problems through policy and state intervention will be considered
subsequently.

The diversification of demand and supply

Korea’s real per capita GDP (measured in thousands of 1985 won) rose
from 736 in 1970 to 1,374 in 1980 and 2,844 in 1990 and real wages were
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growing at a little over 8 per cent p.a. through the two decades (Haggard et
al. 1994:4). Table 6.1 provides some indicators of the impact of this rapid
growth in incomes on food consumption. Food’s share of consumption
expenditure declined steadily, if not spectacularly, and the per capita
consumption of staple grains fell somewhat, while that of meat, dairy produce,
fruit and vegetables, and oils and fats rose quite dramatically. The proportion
of per capita calorie consumption derived from grains declined from 76.8
per cent in 1970 to 59.5 per cent in 1990 (Usui and Mishima 1994:200) and
in broad terms the Korean diet diversified along the lines predicted for
industrialising countries.

However, the trend in per capita consumption of rice, the staple grain, was
not a straightforward downward one. Whilst it had been broadly rising,
with some big fluctuations, during the 1960s, it declined quite sharply
during the first half of the 1970s and then rose again to peak in 1979 before
beginning a fairly steady decline during the 1980s. The picture is
complicated by the gradual substitution, as consumers grew richer, of rice
for barley and by resistance to T’ongil, which was being strongly diffused
during the early 1970s. Nonetheless, Usui and Mishima, who compare per
capita rice consumption in Korea, Japan and Taiwan at the same levels of
per capita GDP, point out that rice consumption in Korea declined more
slowly and remained higher, as incomes rose, than in either of the other
countries (Usui and Mishima 1994:197). At the same time, consumption
of meat and dairy products has risen extremely fast and it appears that in
Korea, which, unlike Japan at least, has a historical tradition of meat-
eating, increased consumption of animal products has been
accommodated within a rice-based diet, whereas in Japan it has involved

Table 6.1 Changes in the demand for food

Sources: Major Statistics of the Korean Economy 1995; Usui and Mishima 1994:199.
a Food and beverages as a percentage of total consumption expenditure of all urban
  households.
b 1972.
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the popularisation of forms of cuisine (imported or ‘Japanised’ versions
of foreign foods) not centring on rice.    

Korean farmers therefore had to respond to a changing pattern of
demand which, although perhaps providing them with greater justification
for continuing to grow rice than was the case in Japan and Taiwan, still
required shifts in the production structure towards livestock, fruit and
vegetables. Reflecting the relatively slow rate of growth in the demand for
food, the overall growth rate of agricultural output slowed from 3.6 per cent
p.a. in 1970–4 to 3.0 per cent p.a. in 1975–9 and then to 1.8 per cent p.a.
during the 1980s (Song 1991:4). This compares with mining and manufac-
turing-sector growth rates of well over 10 per cent for most of the period and
resulted, as earlier tables have shown, in a decline in agriculture’s share of
GNP from around 30 per cent at the end of the 1960s to less than 10 per
cent by 1990 and in its share of employment from 50 per cent to less than
20 per cent.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3, meanwhile, show the changing structure of
production. In broad terms, the trends in output growth and in shares of
cultivated acreage and overall output correspond to the changing pattern
of demand, with rapid growth (from quite low bases) in the importance
of meat and livestock products and a steady increase in the output of fruit
and vegetables, alongside a drastic decline in the cultivation of wheat and
barley. Rice output, however, grew quite fast during the 1970s, as a result
of the diffusion of T’ongil, and rice retained its dominant position in the
production structure.

Table 6.2 Output growth and share of the cultivated area for individual crops

Source: Kuramochi 1994:250–3.
a   1971–81 and 1981–6 for livestock products.
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Nonetheless, despite the growth and diversification of agricultural
supply, Korean farmers’ ability to meet domestic demand for food
steadily declined. As labour productivity growth rates in industry and
agriculture increasingly diverged, comparative advantage shifted away
from agriculture and where border protection did not interfere with
market forces, imports—particu-larly of land-intensive and less highly
perishable crops—increased. Moreover, even in the case of rice, a series
of bad harvests in the late 1970s, culminating in the disastrous 1980 one,
led to a resumption of imports, which reached a record-breaking level
of over two million tonnes in 1981 (see Table 5.2). Table 6.4 details
changing rates of national self-sufficiency in major grains and livestock
and demonstrates that, while self-sufficiency in rice was re-established
in the 1980s, reliance on imports of wheat and other grains, for
consumption as bread etc. but principally for use as feed-grains, became
almost total. As elsewhere in the region, the expansion of domestic
livestock production was based on freely imported feed, and Korean
cattle, like their Japanese counterparts, live on grain grown in the United
States and other countries which retain a comparative advantage in
extensive grain cultivation.

Altogether, therefore, as Korea became an industrial country, demand
and supply trends for agricultural products followed the expected
pattern, with increasingly better-off consumers diversifying their diets.
The output of fruit and vegetables, meat and dairy products steadily
grew but, as comparative advantage shifted away from the agricultural
sector in general, imports of agricultural products also became
increasingly significant. The predicted trend of a shift away from the
consumption and production of basic grains did not extend to rice
however, and, even more than in Japan and Taiwan, rice retained its
position in the diet and the production structure.

Table 6.3 Share of the value of agricultural output (%)

Source: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years.
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Industrialisation changes the economic conditions facing farmers, in terms
not just of consumer demand but also of the supply and relative price of the
inputs they use. In Korea’s case in particular, the massive out-migration of
rural workers drastically reduced the available labour force and rising labour
productivity in industry meant that incomes earned on the farm needed to
increase sharply, if workers were to be retained. In the absence of state
intervention to support farm incomes (to which we will return shortly),
increases in agricultural labour productivity and incomes are usually assumed
to depend on the scope for mechanisation and increased scale of cultivation.
In this section we will consider how, in the light of this, Korean farmers
adapted technologically and organisationally to life within an industrial
economy.

Over the course of the 1970s and 1980s, Korea’s cultivated area tended
to decline, falling by about 10 per cent between 1970 and 1990 (see Table 5.3).
It was therefore principally through increased application of yield-increasing
inputs to the available land supply that increases in output and labour
productivity were achieved. Substantial investment in land improvement was
carried out under government programmes,1 fertiliser consumption increased
significantly (see Table 5.3), and the average rice yield rose from 330 kg/10
ares in 1970 to around 450 by the end of the decade, subsequently maintaining
and sometimes exceeding that level through the 1980s (Major Statistics of the
Korean Economy 1995).

The driving force behind the increases in fertiliser application and yields
in the 1970s was the diffusion of T’ongil, which was a high-yielding, fertiliser-
responsive, indica variety. From the time of its introduction in 1972 to its high
point in 1977, T’ongil’s yields were consistently 20–30 per cent (around 100
kg/10 ares) higher than those of traditional varieties and by 1977–8, 75 per
cent of the rice acreage was planted to it (Kuramochi 1994: 264–6). In later
years, use of T’ongil was largely abandoned as a result of its vulnerability to
pests and in response to consumer resistance to it, but the fertiliser-intensive

Table 6.4  National self-sufficiency rates in grain and livestock (domestic
production as a proportion of domestic consumption, %)

Source: Kuramochi 1994:465.
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techniques that had gone with its cultivation were subsequently applied to
improved varieties of traditional and, to Koreans, tastier japonica varieties,
the yields of which steadily rose through the 1980s.

Meanwhile, employment in agriculture continued to decline, from four and
three-quarter million in 1970 to a little over three million in 1990 (see Table
5.3). Cultivated area per employed worker thus rose from 0.48 ha to 0.67 ha
over the twenty years and mechanisation proceeded apace, as farm
households substituted capital for departing workers. As Table 6.5 shows, the
numbers of machines in use have risen fast, although the majority are of small-
scale types. However, the distribution rate for even the most widely used piece
of machinery, the power tiller, did not reach 50 per cent of farm households
until the early 1990s.2 A scheme to provide low-interest credit for farm
investment of this sort was discontinued during the structural adjustment
programme of the early 1980s and Korean farmers have often found it difficult
to gain access to capital without getting heavily into debt (Song and Ryu
1992:152–3).

The implication of the nature of technical change and mechanisation
is that, as Korea became an industrial economy, farm households
responded by intensifying the application of capital inputs in ways which
did not depend on increases in the scale of cultivation. Table 6.6. shows
that changes in the size distribution of holdings have been no more than
marginal. There have been slight decreases in the proportions of very
small-scale cultivators and slight increases in the proportion of larger-scale
ones, producing a very gradual increase in the average cultivated area per
farm household,3 but the vast majority of farm households remain in the
middle-sized, 0.5–2.0 ha size categories. There has been some tendency
towards concentration in livestock production: whereas in the early 1970s
virtually all Korean beef cattle were reared in households owning only one
or two head, by 1990 the proportion had dropped to two-thirds (Yearbook
of Agricultural Statistics) and large-scale livestock producers, vertically
integrated with feed-grain importers within chaebol groupings, have come
into being (Moore 1985:180–1). But in general, small-scale, household-

Table 6.5 Mechanisation in Korean agriculture (no. of machines in use)

Source: Major Statistics of the Korean Economy 1995:17.
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based farm organisation has remained predominant in Korea, as it has in
Japan and Taiwan.  

Work, income and rural life

Industrialisation in Korea, like its counterparts in Japan and Taiwan, has
not therefore brought about the emergence of large-scale, mechanised farm
units but instead has tended to consolidate the position of the household
as the basis for agricultural organisation. However, in such a situation,
agriculture is likely to prove a decreasingly viable basis for the survival of
the small-scale farm household, in competition with urban employment
as a source of income, because of the limitations placed on the growth of
labour productivity. East Asian farm households have therefore adopted
a range of economic and political strategies to maintain and develop their
income position. As Table 6.7 shows, Korean farmers have been relatively
successful in this: as pointed out in Chapter 5, measures to raise agricultural
output and prices in the 1970s resulted in a significant improvement in
farm incomes, relative to urban ones, and although there was some erosion
of these gains at the end of the decade, farm households remained relatively
well off through to the mid-1980s. Thereafter, there does appear to have
been some tendency for a slight relative decline, but in general Korean
farm households have managed, for the most part, to maintain relative
equality with urban households within the industrial economy that Korea
has become.

In Japan and Taiwan, the most important means adopted by farm
households to secure their income position in the face of industrialisation has
been the expansion of their earnings from non-agricultural sources. As we saw
in Chapter 5, during the early stages of Korean development, industrial
growth was concentrated in urban areas and provided relatively little scope
for combining agricultural and non-agricultural work within the rural
household. Table 6.8 shows that, as industrialisation proceeded during the

Table 6.6 Distribution of farm households by area cultivated (ha; %)

Source: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various years.
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1970s and 1980s, farm households did begin to derive a larger proportion of
their income from non-agricultural sources. However, this proportion
remained much lower than that observed in Japan and Taiwan (see Table 2.5).
Furthermore, whilst in Japan and Taiwan wages and salaries from non-
agricultural work provided the major element in non-agricultural income, the
breakdown in Table 6.8 demonstrates that transfer income, in the form of
remittances from relatives, pensions and other kinds of social assistance, has
been equally significant for Korean farm households (Kuramochi
1994:328–31; Kim 1991:7–11). The differing patterns of industrialisation
have meant that, while in Japan and Taiwan it has been possible for those
still resident within farm households to earn income from outside sources,
in Korea those seeking industrial employment have generally had to leave
the village.

Korean policy-makers have been aware of the difference between Korea
and the other East Asian industrial countries in this respect and the
Saemaul programme in the 1970s included measures to promote ‘Saemaul
factories’ in the countryside, through tax-breaks and other incentives.
Only around half of those established survived into the 1980s, however,
and the majority of these were in fact in the countryside around Seoul and
Pusan rather than in truly agricultural parts of the country (Kim 1991:13–
14). The underdevelopment of the communications network in rural areas
seems to have been the major cause of the scheme’s failure to do much to
generate employment for members of farm households, causing as it did
difficulties in moving parts and products in and out and in bringing in
workers (ibid.). Korea’s lack of the accumulated inheritance of rural

Table 6.7  Farm household income as a proportion
of urban household income (%)

Source: Haggard et al. 1994:211 updated from
Korea Statistical Yearbook.
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commercial development on the basis of which Japan and Taiwan
industrialised thus pro-foundly affected the nature of the interaction
between agriculture and industry and the possible survival strategies of
farm households within the industrial economy.

Non-agricultural employment did not, therefore, provide the key to the
maintenance of farm household incomes. Rather, this lay, on the one hand,
in the price support for agricultural products to be considered in the next
section and, on the other, in measures to develop and diversify agricultural
production itself. As previously mentioned, government investment in land
improvement increased during the 1970s and the agricultural extension service
was revived and expanded. Rice yields continued to rise, as we have seen,
and with fertiliser prices held down and rice prices supported, the terms of
trade moved in agriculture’s favour throughout the 1970s (Song and Ryu
1992:153). At the same time, efforts were made to promote diversification,
especially through programmes to encourage farm households to rear beef
cattle. In practice, however, protection for livestock producers tended to benefit
the emerging large-scale meat and dairy-product producers (Anderson
1989:129–31) and although, as earlier tables showed, some diversification
did take place, farm incomes remained heavily dependent on the value of
rice sales.

With rising rural incomes, living conditions in the countryside
undoubtedly continued to improve. A major objective of the Saemaul
movement was to develop infrastructure facilities in rural areas, through ‘self-
help’ as well as government assistance, and it included projects dealing with
electrification, health and hygiene services, roads, bridges and so on, as well
as those concerned with raising incomes directly. Meanwhile, the distribution
of consumer durables expanded towards the levels of urban areas and the farm

Table 6.8 The composition of farm household income (%)

Source: Kim 1991:8, updated from Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 1995.
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households Wade met in 1979 were already ‘revelling in their new-found
comforts’ (Wade 1982:21). Korean farm households thus appear to have
found reasonably successful survival strategies within the industrial economy,
even if these do demonstrate some variations from the Japan/ Taiwan pattern.
Moreover, with the decline of the Saemaul movement in the late 1970s, their
freedom to take their own economic decisions increased and the rural
economy and society began to move in a more pluralist direction (Moore
1988:146–7). These developments are closely entwined with the evolution
of agricultural policy and it is to the political economy of the state’s role in
Korea’s agricultural adjustment that we now turn.

Agriculture and the state in industrial Korea

By the 1970s, as Chapter 5 described, the Korean government had established
the institutional structure for intervention in agricultural production and
markets and was already beginning to use it to provide price incentives to
achieve output growth and greater national self-sufficiency in food. As Korea
matured into an industrial economy during the 1970s and 1980s, the objective
of supporting farm incomes became increasingly important and the system
was used to provide rapidly rising levels of protection for agricultural
producers. This imposed mounting costs on the government and consumers,
at a time when ‘structural adjustment’ was the order of the day in the non-
agricultural sectors of the economy, and by the 1990s, Korea had one of the
highest levels of agricultural protection in the world (see Tables 2.11 and
2.12). This section will consider how and why this situation emerged, within
the context of the growing pluralism and democratisation of Korean society
and politics.

The growth of agricultural protection

As Chapter 5 showed, intervention in grain markets, and principally in the
market for rice, had represented the main mechanism of Korean state policy
towards agriculture since the end of World War I I. Government
requisitioning, purchase and sale of rice had been used consistently to try to
ensure adequate supplies of food, at affordable prices, to urban workers and
consumers, and the network of co-operatives had been built up to act as the
government’s arm in the countryside. By 1970, however, the need to promote
agricultural growth had led to the introduction of dual pricing for rice and
barley and to a similar system for subsidising inputs under which fertiliser
was sold to farmers through the co-operatives at a price lower than that paid
by the government’s fertiliser-buying agency to fertiliser manu-facturers.4
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Grain imports were quantitatively controlled and only permitted to the extent
that domestic producers were unable to meet demand.

Through the 1970s and 1980s, the government continued to use this
system to provide increasing levels of support for farm incomes through the
maintenance of a high producer price for rice. Table 5.6 showed how
government purchases expanded as a proportion of the marketed crop.
Meanwhile, as Table 6.9 shows, the divergence between the government’s
buying and selling prices increased and the loss made on government rice
continued to rise steadily, apart from a slight decline during the period of
financial adjustment in the early 1980s, through to the 1990s. The same dual-
pricing system was used to try to promote the cultivation and consumption
of barley as a substitute for rice and both the extent of government purchases
and the government buying/selling price gap were even greater for barley than
for rice (Anderson 1989:120–1).

Table 6.9 The dual-pricing system for rice (won per 80 kg)

Source: Usui and Mishima 1994:22.
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Meanwhile, protection for non-grain agricultural products also increased
steadily over the period. Various buffer-stock and ceiling-price schemes were
introduced in the 1970s to try to stabilise prices of a range of products, but
the chief means of protection and price support were quantitative import
restrictions which covered, in addition to rice, major items such as beef, pork
and soya beans and altogether, by the mid-1980s, 250 agricultural products
(Moon and Kang 1991:33). Imports of fruit and vegetables, for example, were
heavily restricted and their prices rose exceptionally fast as demand grew
(Anderson 1989:119). All these interventions are reflected in the dramatic
increase in the nominal rate of agricultural protection from around the second
half of the 1970s (Table 2.11), at a time when Korea’s trade in manufactured
products was being increasingly liberalised.5

Both Anderson and Moon and Kang have attempted detailed estimates
of the results of agricultural protection in Korea. As far as agricultural output
is concerned, Moon and Kang conclude that, whereas during the 1960s the
negative effect of exchange rate overvaluation on agricultural prices meant
that output of the major crops was lower than it would have been without
intervention, by the 1970s measures to raise domestic prices were resulting
in significantly higher levels of output (Moon and Kang 1991:40). On the
other hand, consumption of rice and barley, but also especially of livestock
products, would have been significantly higher in the mid-1980s, if protection
had not raised prices (Anderson 1989:127–8). These effects combined mean
that, whereas in the 1960s food imports were higher than they would have
been without intervention, by the 1970s, intervention policies were resulting
in higher self-sufficiency rates and foreign exchange savings (Moon and Kang
1991:43–4; Anderson 1989:127).

Taken altogether therefore, protection and market intervention produced
a significant reallocation of resources. This involved a transfer of income from
consumers to farmers and a substantial loss in overall economic welfare as a
result of the misallocation of resources.6 These losses were felt more heavily
by poorer households, who spend a greater proportion of their income on
food, and the benefits accrued more especially to larger-scale farmers, being
proportional to output produced and marketed. All in all, Anderson estimates
that, by the mid-1980s, the costs of food price distortions to Korea’s consumers
and taxpayers were at least as high as those to Japan’s and were much greater
than those imposed on EC citizens.7

The mechanisms of price support

While agricultural support was thus imposing increasing costs on Korean
consumers, the methods by which agriculture was supported and protected
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also generated their own problems for policy-makers and the bureaucracy.
Direct measures to promote agricultural output increases resulted, from the
end of the 1960s onwards, in increased government expenditure on rural
infrastructure, irrigation, extension services, subsidised credit, etc., and agri-
culture’s share of the government’s budget began to increase.8 At the same
time, the costs of the dual price system for rice and barley were rising even
faster, constituting an ever-growing share of government spending on
agriculture (Song and Ryu 1992:142).9

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the government’s grain-buying operations
were managed by the Food Administration Bureau of the Agriculture
Ministry, which had its own account, the Grain Management Fund (GMF),
to finance its activities. As government purchases increased and the Bureau’s
buying and selling prices diverged, the Fund’s deficit steadily grew and Moon
and Kang estimate that its losses between 1970 and 1986 amounted to 2,707
billion won (about US$4.5 billion) (Moon and Kang 1991:56). It was allowed
to finance its losses by borrowing directly from the Bank of Korea and, up to
1984, this lending constituted the largest item in central bank lending to the
government (Haggard et al. 1994:128). It thus constituted a large but
unpredictable element in the expansion of the money supply, dependent as
it was on the size of the harvest and farmers’ sales to the government, and when
the borrowings of the Fertiliser Account, which operated in a similar way, are
added in, loans to support agricultural prices made up anything between 5
and 34 per cent of the growth of M1 in the years between 1973 and 1983
(Haggard et al. 1994:164). In 1984, this inflationary method of financing
agricultural price support was ended and the GMF’s losses were thereafter
met directly from the budget. This did not stop them from occurring however
and indeed, whereas during the 1970s the Bureau was making a loss
equivalent to about 25 per cent of the purchase and handling cost on each kilo
of rice that it sold, during the 1980s the percentage loss rose to around 45–
50 per cent and by 1992 its accumulated deficit had risen to 6,914 billion won
(Table 6.9; Usui and Mishima 1994:21–2).

Although handling costs and interest payments contributed quite
significantly to the GMF’s losses, the growth in its deficit was basically a
function of the determination of the buying and selling prices that it used.
Initially the Bureau’s buying price was based on estimates of production costs,
but as these were actually very hard to assess, its price during the 1950s often
did not cover costs (see Table 5.5). During the 1960s, a ‘parity price’ system
was introduced, designed to maintain the buying power of farmers’ receipts,
but this failed to combat the growing divergence, towards the end of the
decade, between farm and non-farm incomes and increasingly incentive
payments were added to the buying price. During 1970 and 1971, other
indicators, such as the rise in agricultural wage rates and the consumer price
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index in Seoul, were used as the basis for determining the price rise, but in
1972 the Grain Management Law was revised and thereafter there appears
to have been no fixed system (Usui and Mishima 1994:19). This situation
lasted through until 1988, when the Law was revised again to set up a Grain
Distribution Committee to determine the price on the basis of costs of
production. Usui and Mishima conclude that, throughout the 1960–90
period, no consistent method for determining the price was laid down and
the government was free to set it on the basis of its own political and economic
considerations.

Rice pricing policy was also complicated by the use of the system to
encourage the cultivation of T’ongil. From the mid-1970s onwards, the
government restricted its purchases to T’ongil, using the high government
buying price to offset the fact that the market price for T’ongil was lower than
that for the traditional varieties which consumers preferred, and between 1976
and 1988 government purchases were entirely of T’ongil. However,
increasingly better-off consumers were prepared to pay a higher price for
tastier traditional varieties, so that T’ongil became increasingly difficult to sell.
Government stocks piled up, putting yet more pressure on the GMF deficit,
and eventually, from 1989 onwards, the buying price for traditional varieties
was raised above that for T’ongil and T’ongil purchases ceased (Usui and
Mishima 1994:13).

In Korea therefore, just as in Japan, the state’s attempt to use intervention
in the rice market as the principal means of supporting farm incomes resulted
in ever-growing costs and the accumulation of unsaleable ‘rice mountains’,
in the face of trends in consumer demand. And as in Japan too, the growth
of this costly and inefficient form of agricultural support has to be viewed in
the context of the political background to agricultural policy, to which we now
turn.

Politics and agricultural protection

As noted earlier, it is paradoxical that, in general, agriculture is exploited
during the early stages of development when farmers are in the majority
and urban industrial interests small and unorganised, but subsidised once
industrialisation has been achieved and farmers represent only a minority
group in the population. In part, this must be the result of the fact that, as
consumers become richer and spend a smaller proportion of their incomes
on food, high food prices affect them less. In 1960, expenditure on food
constituted 45 per cent of the total expenditure of urban households in Korea;
by 1970, this had fallen to 38 per cent and by 1990 to 29 per cent (Korea
Statistical Yearbook, various years). However, it must also reflect the ability
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of the dwindling band of farmers to put pressure on the government to pursue
policies which continued to involve, in Korea and Japan even more than in
most other industrial countries, a substantial reallocation of income from
consumers to farmers. Korea has generally been regarded as, until relatively
recently, the most authoritarian and ‘statist’ of the three countries under
consideration here and yet agricultural protection has risen, if anything, the
fastest of the three. This section will therefore attempt to explore the political
and institutional background to the rise of state support for Korean farmers.

As pointed out in Chapter 5, Korean rural society after the Land Reform
lacked any kind of hierarchical leadership structure mediating between the
village and the state. Village solidarity and collective organisation were strong,
but above the village there was only the nation with which to identify (Moore
1985:170–1). During the 1950s and 1960s, farmers appear to have acquiesced
in the ‘urban-biased’ policies pursued by the government, turning out to vote
for the authorities as required. Farmers’ organisations, such as co-operatives,
irrigation associations or farm-level extension facilities, were either moribund
or state-run and imposed from above, and farmers had no organisational
structure such as that provided by the co-operatives in Japan or, to a lesser
extent, the Farmers’ Associations in Taiwan, through which to represent their
interests. Lower levels of development of the communications network and,
perhaps, of rural education facilities may also have restricted the ability of the
rural population to operate beyond the village.

However, as the rural-urban income gap began to widen during the second
half of the 1960s, it ceased to be possible to take rural docility for granted.
The Park government was at this time beginning to encounter serious
opposition in the cities, both from labour unions representing those in
employment and from organisations of migrants (mainly from the
countryside) living in urban slums, and recognised that it needed to take steps
to consolidate its rural support base to counter this (Haggard et al. 1994:27,
65). As we have seen, measures to promote agriculture and to provide better
price incentives for farmers were introduced at this time and the strategy
worked as far as the 1967 presidential election campaign was concerned. By
the time of the 1971 election, however, the rural-urban divide had widened
yet further and the opposition candidate, Kim Dae-Jung, fought on a platform
that included calls for agricultural reform (Haggard et al. 1994:28). Although
Park won the election on the basis of rural votes, there was for the first time a
substantial rural vote against the President and the importance of maintaining
a support base in the countryside was made clear.

Following the election, Park instituted on the one hand a series of measures
of political repression but on the other the dual-pricing system for rice. The
Saemaul movement and the promotion of T’ongil intensified, and the rural-
urban divide in incomes and living conditions narrowed. However, this
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‘golden age’ for farmers did not last long: in 1978, the crop of T’ongil, which
farmers had been pushed into growing by the government, was badly hit by
rice blast and cold weather, and a series of poor harvests followed. Meanwhile,
the new Chun government was trying to cope with the recession resulting
from the second oil crisis and with the necessity for ‘stabilisation’ and
‘structural adjustment’. The rate of rise in government grain-buying prices
was slowed in an effort to reduce the GMF deficit, and the rural-urban income
gap briefly widened again (see Tables 6.7 and 6.9).

Although government spending on rural areas in fact continued to grow
and, after the immediate crisis of the early 1980s was over, the GMF continued
to be used to maintain a high producer price for rice, subsequent years saw
the emergence of more active and organised rural interest groups, pressing
for greater agricultural support. In elections held in 1985, opposition parties
did unexpectedly well, even in rural areas, reflecting farmers’ worries about
their growing debts and the threat of trade liberalisation and reduced support
for agriculture (Haggard et al. 1994:93). Two Christian-based organisations,
the Catholic Farmers and the Christian (= Protestant) Farmers, emerged, both
radical and anti-government and claiming to speak for farmers’ interests.
Although neither seems to have had very strong grass-roots organisation, the
government appeared anxious not to give them any cause to stir up rural
opposition (Moore 1985:597). Meanwhile, at the other end of the agricultural
spectrum, the increasingly important large-scale livestock producers had
found a voice in the National Livestock Co-operatives Federation, which had
been separated off from the Agricultural Co-operatives’ Federation in 1980
and given the monopoly on beef imports. As Korea came under increasing
US pressure in the mid-1980s to liberalise its trade regime, agricultural
interests joined those of the small- and medium-sized business sector to fight
for continued protection. ‘It is a testimony to the pivotal political importance
of the rural sector that negotiations between the United States and Korea on
beef and other agricultural items were completely stalled in 1986–7’ (Haggard
et al. 1994: 99).10

Thus, even before the achievement of democracy in 1987, it is clear that
the Korean government needed to take account of agricultural interests and
that, through the 1980s, these interests were becoming increasingly organised
and articulate. Moreover, as politicians became more sensitive to the need to
develop support bases, the potential of securing the agricultural vote became
clear to them. For example, Haggard et al. cite the case of the large-scale debt
relief scheme for farmers, set up in March 1987, which was apparently
‘initiated by members of the ruling party in co-operation with the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries and over the opposition of the EPB, the Ministry
of Finance and the Bank of Korea’ (Haggard et al. 1994:100). By this stage,
the central technocracy of the EPB, with the President behind it, could no
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longer over-rule politicians and interest groups, especially where, as in the case
of agriculture, the Ministry concerned had close links with its ‘client’ groups
such as the NLCF.11 With the establishment of the Grain Price Deliberation
Committee and the requirement for parliamentary approval of the Food
Administration Bureau’s buying plans, scope for political influence over the
government buying price was also increased. Thus, Usui and Mishima
suggest that parliamentary pressure lay behind the government’s large-scale
purchases, mostly of unsaleable T’ongil rice, in 1988–9 (Usui and Mishima
1994:13 and see Table 5.6).

As the 1980s gave way to the 1990s and the Uruguay Round negotiations
continued to threaten the basis for agricultural protection in Korea as in Japan,
agricultural interests became increasingly active and an organised protest
movement developed (Bello and Rosenfeld 1992:92–3). The Korean
government found itself in the same impossible situation as the Japanese one,
torn between big business demands for the acceptance of liberalisation and
awareness of the political dangers of ‘abandoning agriculture’. As we shall see
later, the Korean government took the same way out as the Japanese one,
promising farmers never to give in until the moment when it did, suggesting
that by this stage it had been forced to recognise the political significance of
the agricultural interest just as its Japanese counter-part had. Despite a post-
war history of authoritarian, and indeed military, rule, the government of
Korea had come to accept the political strengths of organised agriculture in
an industrial economy.

Korean agriculture in the 1990s

During the first half of the 1990s, farmers and agricultural policy-makers in
Korea were obliged to face up to the consequences of twenty years of
supporting agriculture through high prices, principally for rice, and border
protection. The catalyst which concentrated minds was the looming Uruguay
Round process, but behind the threat that trade liberalisation posed to the
support structure lay the budget costs of the system and the deeper problems
faced by small-scale cultivators attempting to make a viable living from
farming. This section will first trace Korea’s response to the pressures of the
Uruguay Round and then consider the nature of farmers’ problems and of
the policies adopted to deal with them.

Korea and the Uruguay Round

As previously noted, Korea’s industrialisation strategy depended heavily
on access to the world market for its exports. At the same time, despite the
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‘free trade’ environment created for exporters and continued dependence
on a high level of imports of raw materials, significant import restrictions
continued to exist and were intensified during the Heavy and Chemical
Industrialisation drive of the 1970s. Korea acceded to the GATT in 1967,
but continued to be able to claim favourable treatment as a developing country
with balance-of-payments difficulties. This enabled it to gain most-favoured-
nation status as regards access to developed-country markets for its exports,
whilst still maintaining its own quantitative and other import restrictions
(Young 1989:10). However, attacks on Korean protectionism began to be
mounted, especially by the United States, from the late 1970s onwards and
the Korean government itself, reacting to the problems of over-investment
and inefficiency generated by protection during the heavy industrialisation
drive, also launched programmes of import liberalisation on its own initiative
during the 1980s. Thus, by the time that the Uruguay Round negotiations
got underway in the second half of the 1980s, relatively few products remained
subject to import restrictions.

However, of the 547 (out of a total of 10,241) product categories still under
restrictions in 1989, only 46 were industrial products (Young 1989: 28). While
protection of the manufacturing sector was steadily being reduced,
agricultural protection was rising, as we have seen, and most significant
agricultural products, including rice, beef, pork, soya beans and feed-corn,
remained subject to both quantitative restrictions and tariffs. The US had been
applying pressure on Korea to increase imports of beef, tobacco and wine from
the mid-1980s and various programmes to reduce agricultural tariffs and
remove agricultural items from the restricted list were introduced from the
late 1980s onwards. However, the persistent protection of key items, rice above
all, was bound to bring Korea into conflict with the Round’s goal of
significantly reducing barriers to free trade in agricultural products.

At the initial stage of the negotiations, Korea refused to consider lifting
import restrictions on a number of agricultural products, but in due course
fell back to the final barrier of rice imports. Korea argued, like Japan, that an
exception should be made for ‘staple foods’ and President Kim Young Sam
responded to nation-wide protests against rice liberalisation by promising, like
his Japanese counterpart, that imports would not be allowed. However, in the
last resort, the Korean government appeared to accept that the political costs
of opening up the rice market could not be allowed to outweigh the benefits
to be derived from freer access to world markets for manufactured goods or
the dangers of alienating the United States at a time when tension with the
North was mounting (Kirby and Harris 1996:252). Thus, on 9 December
1993, just before Prime Minister Hosokawa made the same ‘heartbreaking’
announcement to the Japanese people, President Kim apologised to the nation
for breaking his promise not to allow rice imports, arguing that ultimately
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Korea could not afford to isolate itself from the international community
(Chosun Ilbo 10.12.93). His announcement led to widespread protests and
demonstrations and to the formation of a National Emergency Committee
for the Protection of Rice and Major Food Crops against Foreign Imports,
composed mainly of opposition politicians and farmers’ representatives
(Chosun Ilbo 12.12.93). By 16 December, the Prime Minister and the whole
cabinet had resigned to take responsibility for the decision (Kirby and Harris
1996:252). However, by December of the following year, the Final Act,
embodying the agricultural agreement, under which Korea would join the
WTO was ratified by parliament, the lack of opposition coming as a surprise,
just as was the case in Japan at the same time (Kirby and Harris 1996:252).

This may have reflected the fact that, as the details of Korea’s Uruguay
Round agreement emerged, it was clear that relatively favourable
arrangements had been negotiated. Korea had invoked its status as a
developing country to obtain a ten-year (as opposed to Japan’s five-year)
transition period before tariffication of rice, and ‘minimum access’ imports
during that time would rise from 1–4 per cent (as opposed to Japan’s 4–8 per
cent) of domestic sales. Tariffication of barley, corn, pulses and potatoes was
to take place in 1995 but that of other major agricultural products, such as
pork and poultry, was to be phased in by July 1997 and quantitative
restrictions on beef could remain until 2001 (OECD 1996:55; OECD
1997:58–9; Chosun Ilbo 15.12.93). Agricultural subsidies were to be reduced
by 13 per cent over the ten-year period from 1995 (Kirby and Harris
1996:252).

Perhaps even more than in Japan, therefore, the immediate impact of the
Uruguay Round agreement was more symbolic than real. The ability of the
political opposition and farmers’ organisations to mobilise public sentiment
in favour of traditional rice-based agriculture had been made clear, but in the
end the realities of Korea’s situation in the world economy were accepted and
protests died down as it became apparent that at least a significant breathing
space had been achieved. Nonetheless, estimates at the time suggested that
around 30 per cent of those cultivating rice in 1990 had production costs too
high for them to survive the impact it was predicted the agreement would have
on rice prices (via the effect of imports) and subsidies by 2001 (Sul 1994:27).
In this kind of light, the Uruguay Round acted as a catalyst, both before and
after the agreement was reached, forcing government, farmers and the public
to accept a shift in the nature of agricultural support away from intervention
in the market and towards the promotion of supply-side adjustment.

In pursuit of this, the Rural and Fisheries Restructuring Programme had
been launched in 1992, providing funds to promote increased scale,
mechanisation and commercialisation in anticipation of the agreement, and
this continued to be developed as the Round’s prospective impact became
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clearer. In 1994, a special Rural Development Tax was instituted: this was to
be levied for ten years and the proceeds were to contribute to the funding of
the structural adjustment programme in agriculture (OECD 1996:55; Kirby
and Harris 1996:252). Meanwhile, in 1994 the Grain Management Fund was
abolished and its expenditure incorporated into the overall government
budget (OECD 1997:58), thus ending the existence in Korea of that
characteristic feature of East Asian agricultural policy, the bureau-cratically
controlled special account for intervention in the rice market. Government
purchases of rice began to be reduced, in order to meet Uruguay Round
requirements to cut support expenditure, and measures to promote the
private-sector rice market were introduced (OECD 1997:58). Thus, the
emphasis in agricultural policy began to shift towards trans-parently funded
and publicly accepted programmes of support and away from bureaucratic
intervention in the market.

Although the actual impact of the measures agreed by Korea was in practice
gradual and relatively limited in its effect, the Uruguay Round thus acted as
the ‘outside pressure’, the catalyst, excuse, justification or motiva-tion for the
reform of the system of agricultural support and protection built up over the
preceding decades. The underlying problems within the structure of Korean
agriculture that those reforms were designed to confront are the subject of the
next section.

‘Structural adjustment’: problems and policies

As Korea became an industrial economy, agricultural adjustment, as
conditioned by the initial environmental, economic and social structures of
agriculture and by government policy, had focused on the survival and
development of the small-scale farm, principally cultivating rice. As a result,
farm household incomes had been maintained at levels more-or-less equivalent
to those of urban households and, by the 1990s, national self-sufficiency in
rice had been achieved. However, at the same time the conditions under
which this form of adjustment had taken place were changing, undermining
the extent to which it could provide the basis of a viable future for Korean
agriculture. On the one hand, consumers were coming to demand a wider
range of food products, so that a strategy based on the centrality of rice in
production and consumption was bound to result in growing budget costs,
as rice became harder to sell, and increasing reliance on imports to meet a
more diversified consumption pattern. On the other hand, given that Korea
had become a developed country through interaction with the world economy,
the methods by which agriculture had been supported were becoming
increasingly untenable as they came into conflict with the maintenance of
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the free-trading environment on which Korean industry depended. The
constraints which the adjustment policies of the past had produced became
increasingly apparent as farmers and agricultural policy-makers sought a
survival strategy for Korean agriculture through improved use of land and
the diversification of income sources.

As previous sections have shown, Korea’s rapid industrialisation had
brought about a massive migration of labour away from rural areas. The
resulting increase in cultivated area per farm worker could in theory have
created scope for raising labour productivity and farmers’ incomes through
increased scale of cultivation and mechanisation. However, in practice,
constraints on the development of the land market, resulting from past
investment in the infrastructure of rice cultivation, land reform legislation and
the speculative value of landholding in a fast-industrialising economy, limited
the possibilities for the consolidation and enlargement of farms and hence for
large-scale mechanisation.

As Table 5.3 showed, although the area of cultivated land did begin to
decline gradually in the 1980s, it was still larger in 1990 than it had been in
1960. Most of the decline involved loss of unirrigated dry land which, if not
converted into paddy, might be sold for alternative uses or abandoned.
Meanwhile, the majority of the land once worked by those who left for the
towns remained under cultivation. However, as Table 6.6 showed, the
availability of more land per worker did not produce significant increases in
the numbers of households farming larger holdings but rather consolidated
the position of the household farming 1–2 hectares. Although the use of
machinery increased, even the small-scale, Japanese-style equipment which
farmers were encouraged to buy could not be used to full capacity on holdings
of this size.12 A number of factors produced the causes and mechanisms for
this.

On the one hand, those who left for the towns found it difficult, undesir-
able or unrewarding to sell their land in the village to other cultivators. The
overall shortage of land in Korea has meant that the price of land with potential
alternative industrial or residential uses has been very high and speculative
landholding, by migrants who have left or by those to whom they have sold
their land, became common from the 1970s onwards (Moon 1995:82). On
the other hand, the 3-hectare ceiling on land ownership imposed by the Land
Reform, combined with the difficulties of consolidating holdings enmeshed
in a long-standing irrigation system, limited the development of a land market
within villages through which larger-scale holdings could be built up. By 1990,
over 80 per cent of the paddy acreage had been covered by a land
reorganisation project designed to facilitate consolidation and the use of
machinery (An 1996:186) but the scope of such projects was generally small
and their impact on cultivation scale clearly not great.
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In practice, therefore, although tenancy was technically illegal under the
Land Reform legislation, those who left the countryside hung on to their land
but rented it out in its small parcels to the remaining 1–2 hectare farmers within
the village. An’s estimates suggest that the proportion of the cultivated area
farmed by tenants rose from 16 per cent in 1966 to 21 per cent in 1980 and
43 per cent in 1990 (An 1996:184). According to Moon, by 1985 63 per cent
of farm households rented in some of the land they farmed (Moon 1995:82).
Where family labour forces were no longer able to meet peak labour demands,
labour was hired in and the use of contractors for intensive tasks such as
ploughing and transplanting became widespread.13

Through the 1970s and most of the 1980s, government intervention did
little to alter this situation. While rice self-sufficiency remained a major goal,
the main concern of policy lay in preserving the agricultural area and limiting
the sale of land for non-agricultural uses. During the 1970s, a series of laws
was enacted, categorising land as ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ farmland, and
imposing severe restrictions on the conversion of ‘absolute’ farmland to other
uses, whilst giving it priority as regards investment in irrigation and land
reorganisation. In 1986, the passage of the Farmland Lease and Rent
Management Law finally marked official acceptance of the de facto existence
of tenancy, but continued to embody the principle that only farm households
(not e.g. companies) could own land.

The shift in emphasis towards supply-side restructuring as the Uruguay
Round progressed is reflected in the development of this land legislation in
the 1990s. In 1992, areas of ‘absolute’ farm-land were redesignated as
‘agricultural promotion zones’, covering around 50 per cent of the cultivated
area (OECD 1996:55), and the rules and regulations operating within the
zones were intended to promote the development of larger-scale farms. The
3-hectare limit on the size of farms was removed within the zones and
corporate landownership permitted (OECD 1997:59), while funds were
made available for land consolidation, infrastructure improvement and
mechanisation (An 1996:226).

Just as in Japan therefore, generations of practice and policy designed to
support the small-scale cultivator have finally given way, under the influence
of the Uruguay Round, to active promotion of larger-scale (by East Asian
standards) rice cultivation, the impact of which remains to be seen.
Meanwhile, as suggested previously, larger-scale livestock production has
been emerging, but Anderson for one has been highly pessimistic as to the
prospects of Korean producers of beef and dairy produce being able to survive
greater international competition (Anderson 1989:140). Given the land
resource endowments available to agriculture in Korea (and elsewhere in East
Asia), doubts must exist as to whether large-scale cultivation can provide the
route to survival in a less protected international environment.
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Viewing agriculture’s prospects, as many Korean commentators and
policy-makers do, from the perspective of Japanese and Taiwanese experience,
the expansion of non-agricultural employment in rural areas has represented
an alternative strategy for maintaining farm household incomes. As
previously shown, although the proportion of farm household income derived
from non-agricultural sources has risen in Korea, it has not reached the levels
achieved in Japan and Taiwan, and efforts have been made to raise it since
the 1970s.

Whereas Japan and Taiwan have long traditions of small-scale rural
manufacturing industry and institutional arrangements, most notably the
widespread use of sub-contracting, which integrate small and medium
businesses into the networks of larger companies, Korea did not appear to
possess the preconditions under which rural industrial development could
occur ‘naturally’. However, early government attempts to promote rural
industry, such as the Saemaul Factory Programme, also failed to have much
impact on rural income-earning opportunities. Factories set up under the
incentives offered by these programmes ran up against inadequate
communications facilities, lack of marketing and banking support and
shortages of suitably trained labour, and many failed to survive (Kim
1991:13–14).

A new programme for the development of ‘rural industrial estates’, set up
in 1984, attempted to learn from these failures. The locations of new factories
were more carefully chosen, with a view to infrastructure, labour supply and
the provision of business services, and improved incentives were offered.
Although many of the factories continued to bring their skilled managers and
technicians with them from the cities, the impact on employment was more
significant than that of past programmes and a higher proportion of the
factories operated in modern industries, rather than in the kinds of traditional
crafts promoted previously (Kim 1991:15). The high costs of land and labour
in urban Korea may also have provided incentives for firms to move out to
the country and a more favourable environment for the development of rural
industry in general.

That such developments did have some impact on the economies of
farm households was clear from Table 6.8, which showed how income
from non-agricultural sources did increase during the 1970s and 1980s.
Kuramochi provides data, derived from the Farm Household Economy
Surveys, which show that, at the same time, the proportion of farm labour
provided by women rose from 27 per cent in 1965 to 47 per cent in 1990
(Kuramochi 1994:127). This suggests that Korean farm households have
been moving towards the ‘part-time farming’ model typical in Japan, in
which the bulk of day-to-day work on the farm is carried out by women,
while men pursue more-or-less full-time jobs off the farm. However,
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Korea’s still rather different industrial structure, with a lesser role played
by small enterprises than in Japan and Taiwan, has continued to limit the
extent to which part-time farming can provide the solution to the problems
of the small-scale farm.

For the government, therefore, increased cultivation scale and specialisation
on the one hand and rural industrial development on the other have been seen
as the routes whereby Korean agriculture can survive into the twenty-first
century. Whether rural Koreans themselves share this view may perhaps be
open to doubt, however, and the continuing ‘ageing’ of the rural population
suggests that, despite government programmes to foster ‘young agricultural
experts’, shortages of suitable labour continued to limit possibilities. Table 6.10
shows how, by 1990, over half the agricultural labour force was aged over 50.
Meanwhile, only 13 per cent of those managing farms had been educated
above middle-school level and although there has been some tendency for
larger holdings to be managed by younger and better-educated farmers, over
half of the farms over 2 hectares in size in the 1990 Agricultural Survey were
run by farmers over 50 and only one-quarter of these larger-scale farmers had
been educated above middle-school level (Kuramochi 1994:473). The impact
of outmigration and ageing on the prospects for Korean agriculture is most
tellingly illustrated by evidence that the proportion of farm households
containing an inheritor to the present head declined from 43 per cent in 1980
to 16 per cent in 1990 (Kuramochi 1994:470). As elsewhere in the region, it
is possible that, whatever the scenarios proposed by the government, in the
end the agricultural adjustment problem will literally die away.

Conclusion

Korea has experienced, over the course of no more than two decades, the
agricultural adjustment process that took a generation or more in the
industrialised West. The spectacular speed of industrial growth and of
intersectoral labour transfer, along with the declining importance of
expenditure on food in consumers’ budgets, clearly underlie the equally
remarkable growth of protection and support for agriculture and the growing

Table 6.10   Distribution of the labour force in agriculture and forestry
  by age group (%)

Source: Adapted from Kuramochi 1994:125. 1990 data include employment in fisheries.
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dependence on imports of agricultural products in which comparative
advantage has been lost. Meanwhile, as Korea has become a more democratic
as well as a more industrial society, the political mechanisms through which
agricultural support is secured in industrial societies have also emerged.

At the same time, however, Korea’s agricultural adjustment has shared
some of the peculiar features of the process as experienced elsewhere in East
Asia. The small-scale rice cultivator continued to dominate the agricultural
structure, constraining the processes of diversification and mechanisation, and
the state continued to make use of intervention in the rice market as the chief
means of providing income support to farmers. However, the initially lower
level of development of Korea’s rice economy, as compared with Japan’s and
Taiwan’s, meant that the drive for self-sufficiency in rice continued through
the adjustment period and the problems of surplus production with which
Japan’s agricultural bureaucracy wrestled were delayed. In addition, to the
extent that the pattern of Korean industrial growth has differed from that in
Japan and Taiwan, providing a lesser role for small-scale and rural enterprises,
the part-time farming strategy which has represented the major means by
which Japanese and Taiwanese farm households have maintained their
incomes has not been open to the same extent in Korea.

Given the continued centrality of rice in the structures of production and
consumption, and the limitations on alternative sources of income for farmers,
the prospect of liberalisation of the rice market was a particularly traumatic
one for Korea. Resistance to the demands of the US and others within the
Uruguay Round was however ultimately impossible, in the light of industrial
Korea’s reliance on trade and the importance of good relations with the US
from a security point of view. Whilst there is continuing support from both
government and public for the maintenance of rice cultivation and other forms
of agriculture, the younger generation in rural areas appears less sanguine
about the prospects for a viable future for Korean farmers. The contradictions
generated by the forms that agricultural adjustment has taken seem set to
bedevil the process of determining agriculture’s role in industrial Korea for
many years to come.
 



7 The role of agriculture
in Taiwan’s economic
development

 

Taiwan is generally adjudged to have been the most successful of the East
Asian Newly Industrialising Countries, if not of all post-war developing
economies. Maintaining a GNP growth rate of 8–9 per cent from the 1950s
through to the 1980s, its economic structure and standard of living were
transformed within the space of thirty years. From being a ‘typical’ less-
developed country, heavily agricultural and dependent on primary-product
exports in the 1950s, it had become by the 1980s a major industrial exporter
with an income per capita equivalent to that found in the lower ranks of
developed countries. Nonetheless, it maintained a remarkable level of
macroeconomic stability: inflation remained under control throughout; apart
from brief periods around the two oil crises, growth continued without
recession, and instead of foreign debts, Taiwan accumulated one of the world’s
biggest foreign exchange reserves. Meanwhile, however, its income
distribution remained one of the most equal in the world, improvements in
life expectancy and literacy were greater than in any other country except
Hong Kong, and it outperformed almost all industrialising countries in terms
of ‘quality of life’ indices.1 At each stage of its development, it proved to be
several years ahead of Korea and did not suffer the same fluctuations and
crises as accompanied Korean industrialisation.

For many analysts, therefore, Taiwan represents the ideal model of
development. If it did not perform quite so well as regards progress towards
democratisation, this could perhaps be excused by reference to its peculiar
political status in the world and the security problems to which this gave rise.
In everything else, it proved that, contrary to the predictions of dependency
theory and much of the development thinking of the 1960s and 1970s,
industrialisation could be achieved through increasing involvement in the
world economy and without growing inequality and dualism. The question
was of course how, and, as with the other successful East Asian industrialisers,
the debate centred on the scale, nature and significance of state intervention
in the economy. For some, Taiwan’s case demonstrated that an ‘open trade
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regime’, which encouraged a pattern of production based on comparative
advantage, was the key to ‘growth with equality’; for others, industrialisation
would not have happened without the pervasive but pragmatic intervention
of Taiwan’s bureaucratic developmental state ‘guiding the market’; and for
still others, Taiwan’s historical background and unusual political situation in
the world made it just an exception from which no general conclusions could
be drawn.2

In the light of the significant part that agriculture plays in most theorising
about the development process, Taiwan’s status as a model has encouraged
some consideration of the contribution of its agricultural sector to the growth
of the economy. This dates back to Lee’s major study of the transfer of the
agricultural surplus and has generally led to the conclusion that agriculture
also played a model role in providing resources for the first stages of Taiwan’s
industrialisation.3 This chapter will consider how and why agriculture was
able to play this role and, in the light of the controversy over the significance
of state intervention in promoting the growth of the industrial sector, will look
in particular at the mechanisms and institutions of government policy towards
agriculture. The switch from ‘exploitation’ to ‘subsidisation’ of agriculture
occurred quite distinctly in Taiwan in the early 1970s and this chapter will
take the story up to then. However, Chapter 8 will show how, as in Japan and
Korea, the policy approaches and institutional structures which had grown
up, over the 1950s and 1960s, as the means to mobilise agriculture’s
contribution to industrialisation were subsequently adapted to provide
support to farmers during the course of agricultural adjustment.

Industrialisation and agricultural growth in the 1950s and 1960s

Although Taiwan differs considerably from Japan and Korea in size,
environment and political structure, its industrialisation process followed
the broadly similar lines of the East Asian model. Within that context, its
agricultural sector experienced what was probably the most successful growth
process of the three, and this section outlines, first, the background of
industrialisation against which this process took place, and, second, its
dimensions and characteristics, before we go on to examine in more detail
the relationships between the two.

The political economy of Taiwan’s industrialisation

Taiwan is an island, about 100 miles from the coast of mainland China and
about half the size of Korea in terms of both land area and population. Its
aboriginal inhabitants were tribes who lived by hunting and slash-and-burn
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agriculture, but from the seventeenth century onwards immigrants from
the mainland began to settle. They brought with them the techniques for
the cultivation of rice and sugar cane and these became the major crops for
local consumption and export. Taiwan remained a Chinese outpost until it
was ceded to Japan at the end of the Sino Japanese War of 1894–5 and it
was a Japanese colony until 1945. Its strange political status in the post-war
world, however, dates from 1949, when the Nationalist army of the
Kuomintang party, under Chiang Kai-shek, retreated on to the island after
its defeat by Mao Tse-tung’s Communists. The Nationalists represented an
invading influx, thereafter making up about 15 per cent of the population,
who took over the government and continued to dominate the military and
the bureaucracy. Whilst retaining a tight and at times repressive hold over
society, they were also anxious not to repeat the mistakes they believed had
lost them the Mainland and set about promoting economic recovery and
development within a stable, non-inflationary macroeconomic context.

During the colonial period, the Japanese had made substantial investments
in their colony: road and rail communications had been developed; irrigation
and other agricultural infrastructure had been much improved, as we shall
see; educational facilities had been widely provided and, in the later part of
the period, support had been given for some industrial growth, particularly
in food processing, but also in import-substitution areas such as textiles.4 The
Nationalist government after 1949 faced large problems resulting from
rampant inflation and the disruption of Taiwan’s export markets, but by the
early 1950s inflation had been brought under control and pre-war levels of
output had been regained. Thereafter, the import substitution industrialisation
strategy begun by the Japanese was continued, with protection in many
different forms provided to domestic producers of consumer goods, while
agricultural exports remained the main source of foreign exchange. Growth
rates in manufacturing were impressive, with output expanding at around 10
per cent p.a. and employment by 6 per cent p.a. through the 1950s (Ranis
1979:218).

By the end of the decade, however, growth was beginning to slow as
domestic markets became saturated and, as in Korea, the government faced
the prospect that American aid, which had provided substantial investment
in agriculture and infrastructure and helped to cover the balance of trade
deficit, would not go on for ever. The radical decision to shift to an export-
oriented strategy was taken and the early 1960s saw the dismantling of
significant areas of industrial protection and the establishment of a structure
of incentives for exporters and foreign investors. The growth in industrial
output and in manufactured exports that followed was spectacular: between
1958 and 1973, the share of manufacturing in net domestic product increased
from 16 per cent to 36 per cent, while agriculture’s share declined from 31
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per cent to 14 per cent; by 1973, exports accounted for 42 per cent of GDP
and whereas in the 1950s almost all exports were primary products, by 1973,
85 per cent were industrial goods (Chan and Clark 1992:83–4). Exporters
continued to exploit Taiwan’s comparative advantage in labour-intensively
produced products, but production gradually shifted towards the more
technologically sophisticated end of the spectrum, from food processing
through textiles to consumer electronics.

Much of the growth of industrial output and exports was the result of the
activities of small businesses, whose role within the industrial structure
remained remarkably large. Moreover, many of these small businesses
continued to operate in rural areas away from the main cities. The proportion
of industrial establishments located in the five largest cities remained almost
unchanged at just under 35 per cent through the 1950s and 1960s and the
share of urban manufacturing employment declined from 43 per cent to 37
per cent in the decade from 1956 (Ranis 1979:222). On the basis of the good
communications infrastructure, widespread rural electrification and the
availability of well-educated workers within rural households, the small-scale
rural businesses which had become established during the import-substitution
phase of Taiwan’s industrialisation responded to new export markets,
developing the complex networks of sub-contracting relationships which
enabled them to perform specialised but labour-intensive functions within the
overall manufacturing process.

However, although private-sector small businesses provided the engine
driving industrial growth, it would be a mistake to ignore the complementary
role of the state and the public sector. The Nationalist government inherited
from the Japanese a number of public enterprises in fields such as fertiliser and
chemical production and continued to use public investment to establish
production facilities in heavy industrial fields and in the provision of public
utilities. Public enterprises generated over half of industrial output through
the 1950s (Wade 1990:78), providing employment for Main-landers alongside
the Taiwanese-dominated small-business sector. As private-sector industry
grew during the 1960s, the public enterprise share in output declined, but state-
owned enterprises remained important in heavy-industrial fields such as petro-
chemicals and meanwhile, Taiwan’s economic bureaucracy continued to
develop other mechanisms for achieving its plans to promote targeted
industries, for example through the management of incoming foreign
investment, the allocation of subsidised credit and ‘administrative guidance’
(see Wade 1990, e.g. ch. 7).

Taiwan’s industrial growth during its ‘miracle’ in the 1960s was thus in
part conditioned by the developments of the past, which had created a stronger
industrial and agricultural base than that existing in many other developing
countries at the time and the infrastructure which enabled small-scale rural
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enterprises to respond to market opportunities. But it also depended on a large-
scale mobilisation of resources for investment in industry—savings as a
proportion of GNP rose from around 9 per cent in the 1950s to 12 per cent
in 1968 and 35 per cent in 1973 (Chan and Clark 1992:85)—and the transfer
of labour from agriculture to industry. In the earlier stages of the process, a
significant proportion of investment resources was mobilised through the state,
while gradually the bureaucracy shifted towards subtler methods of ‘guiding
the market’, but throughout the government remained committed to a
planned process of industrialisation. Given these characteristics of Taiwan’s
development, agriculture’s role was central, both as the source of those
investment resources which the government was able to mobilise and as the
partner to the small-scale rural industrial sector. The next section will outline
the changes which were taking place in Taiwan’s agriculture as
industrialisation took off, before we go on to assess both these aspects of
agriculture’s role in more detail.

Taiwan’s agriculture in the 1950s and 1960s: initial conditions and
output growth

By the 1930s, Taiwan’s rice yields were the highest in Asia apart from Japan
(Barker, Herdt and Rose 1985:47) and there seems little doubt that the initial
conditions on the basis of which agriculture played its part in the
industrialisation process were significantly more favourable than those
prevailing in most pre-industrial economies. This was due in large part to
the nature of Japan’s interest in Taiwan during the colonial period.

Initially, the economic value of Taiwan to the Japanese Empire was seen
as lying in its development as a sugar producer. However, what the Japanese
faced when taking over Taiwan was a structure of small-scale family farms
within a layered network of tenancy relations. Rather than establishing large-
scale sugar plantations, they proceeded to utilise this structure, reforming and
simplifying the tenancy system but using small-scale cultivators to supply cane
to Japanese-owned refineries. By the inter-war period, however, Japan’s
requirements for rice imports from its colonies were coming to receive priority
(see Chapter 4) and Taiwanese farmers faced a dramatic increase in the
demand for their rice. Substantial investment was made in irrigation systems
to facilitate multiple cropping and to accompany the introduction of a new,
high-yielding japonica variety (known as Ponlai); farmers’ associations and
co-operatives, modelled on their Japanese counterparts, were set up
throughout the country to provide extension advice and credit; fertiliser input
increased sharply and average rice yields rose by about 50 per cent between
1923 and 1937 (Thorbecke 1979:136). Sugar refiners and rice merchants
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came to compete for the services of farm households and Ka suggests that,
despite the continued ‘extraction of the surplus’ through taxes and rental
payments, rice cultivators were in a strong position to increase their incomes
during the late 1920s and 1930s (Ka 1995: e.g. 185–7). At any rate, the
colonial period in Taiwan saw the consolidation of the position of the small-
scale, family-based farm household within an agricultural sector which had
already undergone what many commentators refer to as a Green Revolution.

In the immediate post-war period, agricultural output growth was rapid,
as pre-war levels of input availability were restored, and recovery was complete
by about 1953. This process was assisted by American aid, administered by
the influential Sino-American Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction
(JCRR). As elsewhere in East Asia, post-war American advisers advocated
land reform and the Nationalist government, anxious to consolidate support
in rural areas and to limit the power of the landlord class, proceeded to draw
up measures. Although, following Ka’s argument, the position of Taiwanese
landlords had been weakening in the pre-war period, the distribution of land
ownership remained highly unequal. The Land Reform, generally adjudged
more moderate than those of Japan and Korea, was carried out in three stages,
reducing rents, redistributing publicly owned land and then, under the so-
called Land-to-the-Tiller Act, applying a 3-hectare ceiling on paddy land rented
out. Landlords who lost land were compensated with bonds worth 2.5 times
the annual yield and payable over 10 years, together with shares in
government enterprises. The legislation did not, as in Japan and Korea,
effectively abolish legal tenancy, instead reducing the tenanted proportion of
the cultivated area from 38.6 per cent to 15.7 per cent (Yen 1994:373).
However, the protection of tenants’ rights which it established meant that few
landowners were thereafter willing to rent out their land and Taiwan’s land
reform, like Japan’s and Korea’s, in practice cemented in place an agricultural
structure composed of small-scale owner farmers.

With the completion of the Land Reform, agricultural output growth
continued at a significant rate. Table 7.1 uses Thorbecke’s divisions to show
the phases of growth in total agricultural output and in the output of various
categories of crop over the course of Taiwan’s initial rapid industrialisation.
Growth was especially fast during the immediate post-war phase, as
cultivation of the central pre-war crops, rice and sugar cane, recovered and
livestock production revived. Thereafter, agricultural output as a whole
continued to increase at a respectable rate through to the late 1960s, with rice
output growing steadily, while fruit, vegetables and livestock production
expanded fast. Thorbecke’s phasing shows how growth, especially in rice and
sugar cane, began to slow down at the end of the decade and this preludes
the agricultural adjustment period to be considered later. Table 7.2 shows the
consequences of these trends for the structure of agricultural production: while
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rice remained the dominant crop, its share in the value of output was beginning
to decline in favour of fruit and vegetables and, especially, livestock.

Table 7.3 brings together data on the sources of output growth in this
period. This makes clear that, through to the late 1960s, increases in output
were largely achieved by means of more intensive use of land and labour. The
cultivated area increased only marginally and by the 1960s the scope for rises
in the rate of multiple cropping was limited. The irrigated area was already
large and did not increase, but significant improvements were made in the
capacity to drain land as a result of a sharp rise in the use of pumps (Thorbecke
1979:147). The agricultural labour force was still rising up to 1968 and man-
days per agricultural worker were also increasing from around 170 in the mid-
1950s to 200 by the early 1970s (Thorbecke 1979: 147–8). Labour hours per
hectare of rice crop rose quite sharply during the 1950s and remained high
through the 1960s, although they were beginning to decline by the end of the
decade (Mao 1993:25). Fertiliser input increased at a steady, though not
spectacular, rate, with chemical sources gradually replacing organic, farm-
produced ones. The changing structure of production shown in Table 7.2
reflects the fact that farm households were also beginning to diversify into
higher-value crops: the cultivation of specialist export crops such as bananas,
mushrooms and asparagus increased significantly during this period.

Thus, while agricultural output growth was nowhere near as fast as the
growth of other sectors of the economy,5 it continued at a steady pace and
succeeded not only in meeting domestic demand but also, in contrast to the
agricultural sectors of both Japan and Korea, providing the bulk of Taiwan’s
exports through into the 1960s. As Table 7.4 shows, per capita consumption
of rice rose only a little over the 1950s and 1960s, while consumption of  wheat
increased somewhat and that of sweet potatoes, the inferior basic staple,
declined sharply. Consumption of fruit, vegetables, meat and dairy produce
changed little during the 1950s, but was beginning to rise during the 1960s,
as the impact of industrialisation on incomes first began to be felt. Table 7.5

Table 7.1 Growth rates of agricultural output 1947–74 (average % p.a.)

Source: Adapted from Thorbecke 1979:145.
a Principally sugar cane. Other significant components are tea and peanuts.
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Table 7.2 Changes in the composition of the value of agricultural output (%)

Source: BAS: 51–2.
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shows how Taiwan’s farmers succeeded in meeting domestic demand in the
vast majority of food categories, failing only as regards non-rice cereals (wheat
for human consumption but also corn etc. for fodder), pulses and dairy
products. Moreover, moving on to Table 7.6, in a number of categories,
including initially rice and sugar and later tinned fruit, vegetable and fish
products, exports remained significant, accounting for the bulk of total exports
in the 1950s and a still significant share in the 1960s.

A consequence of these trends was an undoubted improvement in
farmers’ incomes. The Land Reform represented a significant
redistribution of wealth, since the compensation that landlords received
was almost certainly well below the market value of the quarter or so of
the cultivated area that was redistributed (Thorbecke 1979:174–7). Almost
half of all farm households received land under the reform and the increase
in owner-cultivation, together with reductions in rental levels, meant a
substantial improvement in the position of the majority of small-scale
cultivators. Thereafter, rural incomes appear to have continued to grow,
if not as fast as urban ones, at least at a steady rate during the 1950s and
somewhat faster during the 1960s (Park and Johnston 1995:184–5). As
a result, as Park and Johnston also show, rising and relatively equally
distributed rural incomes provided the main source of demand expansion
for Taiwan’s industrial sector. Over 60 per cent of the growth in demand
through to 1966 came from domestic sources (Park and Johnston
1995:183) and Taiwan’s small and medium rural enterprises established
themselves, within their protected home market, as suppliers of the kinds
of consumption goods that rural households wanted to buy.

Table 7.5 Food self-sufficiency rates (%)a

Source: Mao 1993:47.
a Domestic supply/domestic consumption × 100.
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Of the three agricultural sectors under consideration here, Taiwan’s was
thus the most successful in meeting the growth and diversification of food
demand, at home and for export. Part of the explanation for this must lie in
the initial conditions prevailing in agriculture as industrialisation began:
Taiwan’s climate and natural environment are more favourable to
agriculture than those of the more northerly East Asian countries, permitting
multiple cropping and the cultivation of a wider range of semi-tropical crops;
irrigation facilities and other forms of infrastructure were well developed
as a result of investment during the colonial period and Taiwanese farmers
were already experienced in the techniques of high-yielding, fertiliser-
intensive cultivation. On this basis, farmers continued to expand their
output through increased application of inputs and improvements in
technology. By the late 1960s, growth was slowing as agricultural
adjustment problems began to emerge, but until then agriculture continued
to meet food demand on non-inflationary terms and to generate a significant
proportion of Taiwan’s foreign exchange income. This was despite, as the
next section will show, a substantial transfer of resources out of agriculture
and the manipulation of the terms of trade against farmers. The policies,
mechanisms and institutions that produced this situation are the subject of
the rest of this chapter.

Table 7.6 Taiwan’s agricultural trade (millions US$; %)

Source: Adapted from Mao 1993:38–41.
a Principally tinned fruit and vegetables and processed fish products.
b Total also includes major non-food items such as cotton, hides and leather,

and logs and lumber.
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Agriculture’s resource contribution to industrialisation

If Taiwan’s agriculture was successful in achieving output growth and meeting
demand, it is also held up as a model provider of resources for investment in
the industrial sector, via extremely effective mechanisms for ‘mobilising and
transferring the agricultural surplus’. This section will first summarise the
available estimates of the scale of the transfer, before going on to look at the
methods by which it was accomplished.

The scale and sources of surplus transfer

All analysis of the scale of intersectoral transfers in Taiwan takes as its starting
point Lee’s pioneering estimates. These start from the ‘balance of trade’
between the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, that is to say the
difference between agriculture’s sales to the rest of the economy and its
purchases from it. However, this real surplus (where resources are being
transferred out of agriculture) or deficit (where the reverse is taking place)
must be financed in some way and Lee divides this financing into ‘visible’
and ‘invisible’ forms. Visible forms are flows of income and capital between
sectors, such as taxation, wage payments or investment transfers. The invisible
form involves terms-of-trade effects: if, for example, agricultural prices fall
relative to industrial ones, it takes fewer sales of non-agricultural goods to
purchase the outflow of agricultural goods and a greater transfer of agricultural
resources can be financed.

Lee’s original study covered the period 1895–1960 and thus details
resource transfers during the colonial period and the initial import-substitution
phase of post-war industrialisation. He is able to show that resource transfers
under the Japanese were substantial, amounting to 40–50 per cent of gross
agricultural sales in the 1910s and 1920s, declining to 30 per cent during the
1930s (Karshenas 1995:101).6 Since the terms of trade on the whole moved
in favour of agriculture in this period, the principal transfer mechanism was
rental payments, much of the revenue from which found its way, alongside
farmers’ tax payments, to Japan, where it was invested in financial assets.
Taiwan’s agriculture was thus already generating a significant surplus, at this
stage mainly used to fund investment in Japan.

In the post-war period, the scale of the surplus transfer remained much the
same as it had been in the 1930s, but its sources changed significantly. Table
7.7 provides a summary of Lee’s findings on the sources of the outflow and
this shows that, by the late 1950s, government taxation, rather than the
payment of rent, represented the major component. Private-sector savings,
which were negligible as an element in the transfer before the war, had also
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begun to play a significant part, reflecting rising farm incomes, a high
propensity to save and the well-developed provision of financial services in
rural areas.7 On the other hand, the increasing opportunity for members of
farm households to earn income outside agriculture is reflected in the
substantial inflow of labour income, which in fact more than offset the outflow
through taxation. The lower part of the table considers the net outflow in terms
of the visible/invisible division and shows that, in contrast to the pre-war
period, the main mechanism for effecting the transfer was the movement of
the terms of trade against agriculture. Of the countries covered in Ishikawa’s
comparative analysis, including China in the 1960s and 1970s, India in the
1960s and pre-war Japan, post-war Taiwan is the only one in which the terms
of trade were used against agriculture to produce a resource outflow (Ishikawa
1988:290–1).

Fu and Shei (1996:9–10) bring together alternative estimates of the
‘squeeze’ on agriculture, which also give some indication of its trend in the
period after 1960. They suggest that transfers due to terms-of-trade distortions
amounted to 6.3 per cent of total agricultural production in 1952–5, 5.8 per
cent in 1956–60 and 0.6 per cent in 1961–5, with the terms of trade thereafter

Sources: Original data from Lee 1971. The accounting framework within which
the data are presented here is Ishikawa’s; see Ishikawa 1988:288–90. Karshenas
1995:108 and 113 summarises the data in almost the same way.

Table 7.7 The scale and sources of agricultural surplus transfer 1956–60
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beginning to turn in agriculture’s favour. Although the outflow of private
savings continued to increase,8 the total real capital outflow declined as a
percentage of agricultural production from 22 to 12 to 9.8 per cent over the
same time periods, and stood at 6.7 per cent in 1966–70. Thus, the scale of
the transfer diminished through the 1960s, as the government’s pressure on
agriculture lessened and as inflows of non-agricultural income increased, and
by the 1970s, as we shall see, the tables had been turned, with the non-
agricultural sector beginning to supply resources to support farmers.

Nonetheless, the magnitude of the resource transfer out of Taiwanese
agriculture during the first stages of industrialisation is striking and stands out
in comparison with other industrialising countries. The ‘invisible tax’ which
terms-of-trade effects levied on farmers exceeded the total value of income
tax through to the mid-1960s and was substantially larger than it during the
1950s.9 Moreover, since a large proportion of industrial investment during
the 1950s and into the 1960s was carried out by public enterprises using
government funds, it is not unreasonable to argue that agriculture’s
contribution led quite directly to industrial growth. Given that Taiwan’s
population was growing at 3 per cent p.a. at the time, the capacity to generate
such a surplus is all the more remarkable and, as Karshenas points out,
depended principally on the increases in land and labour productivity in
agriculture which technological improvements made possible. In this light,
the next section will examine the mechanisms whereby, without apparently
dampening the agricultural growth which was its source, this surplus was
extracted.

The mechanisms of surplus transfer

As the Nationalist government tried to establish itself on Taiwan after 1949,
it faced a number of both immediate and long-term problems as regards
the agricultural sector, which was still the most important contributor to
output and employment in the economy. In the short term, food remained
in short supply and the influx of Mainlanders had to be fed. Inflation was
rampant and its control was seen as an absolute priority, given the
Nationalists’ prior experience on the Mainland. In the longer term, security
and stability depended on ensuring an adequate national supply of food,
whilst at the same time agriculture represented the only possible source of
foreign exchange and of the resources the government would need to
develop the economy, provide for the military and ensure the survival of
the nation and its government. The Land Reform represented a first step,
securing the position of the mass of small-scale cultivators and their support
for the regime in the countryside. Thereafter, the policy devices adopted
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to achieve the government’s goals resulted in the establishment of the main
routes whereby the agricultural surplus was transferred, in both its visible
and invisible forms.

As elsewhere in East Asia, policy focused on rice as the crop best suited
to the achievement of the government’s aims, as regards both producers and
consumers, but sugar was also taken into the structure of state intervention
as a major source of foreign exchange. As far as rice was concerned, the
government’s aim was to procure as much as it could, in kind, to use as
rations for the Mainlander military and government employees and to
ensure low and stable prices. As regards sugar and other export crops, it
sought to control the terms on which they were traded in the outside world
and the foreign exchange which they earned. The detailed forms of
intervention which were perfected have much in common with those we
have seen used elsewhere in East Asia and similarly supplied both the
institutional framework and the basic philosophy for agricultural policy
during the adjustment period.

Rice procurement took a number of forms and resulted in surplus transfer
out of agriculture, both visibly as taxation and invisibly through its effect on
prices and the intersectoral terms of trade. Farm households were legally
obliged to grow rice on land designated as paddy and to pay taxes on it in rice
(taxes on dry land were paid in cash). Their repayments for land acquired
under the Land Reform were paid in rice, and government credit to rice
cultivators had to be repaid in kind. Meanwhile, the government was also
permitted to make compulsory purchases of rice, which it regularly did,
assessing farmers on the same basis as for the land tax. Finally, and most
importantly, the government monopoly on fertiliser supply made it possible
to allocate it to specific crops and to require rice farmers to pay for it in rice.
The shares of the various sources of government rice in the late 1960s are
shown in Table 7.8 and indicate the central role of the rice/fertiliser barter
system.

It is estimated that, by these means, the government was procuring
around 60 per cent of all rice marketed in the 1950s, or around 30 per
cent of the total harvest (Moore 1985:146). Its share of the market
declined somewhat during the 1960s, falling to 38 per cent by 1970 (see
Table 7.9, final column). Around half of the rice collected was distributed
as rations to military personnel, teachers and other government
employees, compen-sating them for otherwise low pay. Varying amounts
were then released on to the market when the price threatened to rise.
Up to the mid-1960s, it was also possible to export a substantial amount
of the remainder and the government monopolised rice exports, which
all came from its stocks.10
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Apart from the straightforward taxation of farmers, all the other methods
used by the government to procure rice from them involved the conversion
of some other value (cash amount or quantity of fertiliser) into a quantity of
rice. As we have seen, use of ‘invisible’ terms-of-trade effects represented the
most important form of surplus transfer out of agriculture and the conversion
rate for government-procured rice was thus crucial to the process. Table 7.9
compares, for various years, the price paid for compulsory purchases by the
government, which was also the value used in converting cash into rice, with
the wholesale and retail prices prevailing in the free market. These data
broadly confirm Moore’s calculation that the government price averaged 70
per cent of the market price over the 1952–68 period (Moore 1985:146). Since
the government held a monopoly on fertiliser supply, there was no market
price against which to assess the rice/fertiliser barter rate, but it is widely
accepted as having made fertiliser expensive in terms of rice and farmers
certainly seem to have thought so. Although the rate was gradually made more
favourable over time, the growth in fertiliser consumption virtually ceased in
the mid-1960s, but then accelerated sharply after 1973 when the barter system
was abolished (Thorbecke 1979:180, 185–7). The government was thus
clearly using its various procurement systems, not only to acquire rice for its
own uses, but also as a means of taxing farmers through the payment of low
prices for their rice.

At the same time, government intervention also served to keep the market
price of rice lower than it would otherwise have been. A condition for this was
control over Taiwan’s international rice trade, but the government also used
sales of its own stocks to keep prices down and the provision of rice rations
to a significant part of the population served to reduce market  demand. Whilst

Table 7.8 The sources of government rice appropriation 1966–73 (%)

Source: Xu 1975:201.
a Includes rice bought in the free market.
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and sellers (Chen, Hsu and Mao 1975:406), it was subject to numerous rules
and regulations limiting, for example, movement of rice between regions
(Moore 1985:146). To the extent that a significant proportion of Taiwanese
industrial workers remained resident in rural households and may not have
had to buy their rice in the market, a low rice price was of less benefit to the
industrial sector than was the effect of similar policies in Korea, but
nonetheless, it continued to represent another way in which the agricultural
sector contributed to industrial growth and to the control of inflation.

Meanwhile, the one in seven of all farm households who grew sugar cane,
predominantly small-scale cultivators concentrated in the south of the island
(Moore 1985:145), were also required to play their part. Sugar refining and
marketing was the monopoly of the Taiwan Sugar Corporation, a
government-owned public enterprise. Sugar producers paid their rents and
taxes in sugar and bartered sugar for fertiliser, so that their terms of trade could
be manipulated just as those of rice-growers could. In broad terms, under the
system of multiple exchange rates operating during the import-substitution
phase, exporters of agricultural products had to operate with an unfavourable
exchange rate (giving them less domestic currency in return for their foreign
currency earnings than would otherwise have been the case) and even in the
1960s were not allowed to sell their foreign exchange at the best market rates,
so that it could be argued that agriculture (an exporting sector) subsidised
industry (a protected, importing sector). However, given the Taiwan Sugar
Corporation’s monopoly on export sales (and the same was true of rice
exports which were monopolised by the government), the rate at which foreign
exchange earnings from agricultural exports were converted into domestic
currency was simply a matter of the division of the spoils between two sections
of the government. Whatever happened, farmers could still be taxed through
the prices paid for the output that state organisations procured.

Table 7.9 The impact of government intervention in the rice market

Sources: Taiwan Food Statistics Book 1995; Chen, Hsu and Mao 1975:405.
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Thus, the Taiwanese government, much like its counterparts elsewhere
in the region, used intervention in agricultural markets, and especially in the
market for rice, as a means of achieving its industrialisation objectives. The
surplus was expropriated through visible and invisible forms of agricultural
taxation and food prices were kept low in the interests of industrial employers
and the control of inflation. The principle and practice of state regulation of
the rice market, as well as the institutions (to be considered shortly) through
which it was carried out, were thus firmly established and, as elsewhere, could
be turned towards the achievement of other objectives later during the
adjustment period.

Labour transfer

As we saw earlier, Taiwan’s industrial sector was growing at a significant
rate even during the 1950s, and growth accelerated after that with the
expansion of labour-intensively produced manufactured exports. The workers
required to sustain this growth had to come from the agricultural sector and
the labour transfer mechanisms through which Taiwanese farm households
made their contribution to industrial growth appear to have been particularly
effective, both in meeting industrial labour demand and in minimising the
costs, to individuals and to the economy as a whole, of the shift from farm
to factory.

In Taiwan, this transfer did not take the form of migration out of rural
households to anything like the extent that it did in Korea. The population
in farm households did not begin to decline in absolute terms until the early
1970s, sustained by quite high rates of natural increase but also by a relatively
low rate of outmigration. According to Thorbecke, the rate of net
outmigration of the agricultural population averaged 0.9 per cent p.a. between
1952 and 1965, speeding up to 2.1 per cent p.a. in 1965–74 (Thorbecke
1979:169). Huang quotes a somewhat higher estimate of 2.4 per cent for the
1960s (Huang 1993:63), but at any rate it is clear that members of farm
households did not leave to become part of the industrial labour force at a rate
at all commensurate with the growth in industrial production.

Instead, many of them remained resident on the farm but increasingly took
up the non-agricultural employment opportunities that became available to
them in rural areas. Table 7.10 brings together available data on the growing
importance of non-agricultural income for farm households, showing how,
by 1970, fewer than one-third of them relied on agricultural income alone. The
vast majority of this non-agricultural income came from wages and salaries,
rather than from transfers and remittances,11 and a survey carried out in 1968
showed that, of those regarded as ‘moved out members of farm households’,
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48 per cent were in fact commuting from the farm to their non-agricultural
jobs.12 Ho’s analysis of the 1970 Agricultural Census shows that, of those with
either full- or part-time jobs off the farm, around one-third were employed in
agriculture, forestry or fishing, but just over one-quarter worked in industry
or mining and 17 per cent in commerce, public administration or education
(Ho 1979:89). Around 10 per cent held clerical jobs, suggesting that rural
educational levels were high enough to generate a significant number of non-
manual employees. Forty per cent of those engaged full-time in non-
agricultural work were women, some working at home but others employed
in factories in the industries such as textiles, clothing and electronic goods on
which Taiwan’s export growth depended (ibid.).13

The scope for members of rural households to find outside employment
within commuting distance of their family farms was clearly a consequence
of the decentralised pattern of Taiwan’s industrialisation. In the pre-war
period, and indeed up to the mid-1950s, non-agricultural employment
growth, such as it was, had tended to take place in urban areas, although in
some significant industries such as food processing and textiles production
facilities were often located in the countryside (Ho 1979:81–2). As
industrialisation speeded up after the mid-1950s, however, the growth of
employment in rural areas began to exceed that in urban ones. According to
Ho, 46 per cent of those newly hired in manufacturing in the period 1956–
66 went to work in rural areas and around half of those recruited in commerce,
communications and services worked outside the major cities (Ho 1979: 83).
Manufacturing employment consistently grew faster in rural areas than in
urban, and by 1971 manufacturing establishments located outside the main
cities accounted for 50 per cent of manufacturing employment and 48 per cent
of manufacturing value-added (Ho 1979:83). Taiwan’s population thus
remained predominantly rural—63 per cent lived in rural areas in 1956 and
still 59 per cent in 1966 (Ho 1979:79) —while at the same time increasingly
finding industrial employment in the predominantly small- or medium-scale,

Table 7.10 Non-agricultural employment and income of farm households

Sources: BAS and Ong 1984:77.
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labour-intensive enterprises that were springing up in the countryside to meet
first domestic and then export demand for manufactured consumer goods.

As a result, farm households were able to contribute their labour to the
industrial sector without having to migrate to the cities. They could retain
ownership of their rural houses and land, and the cultivation of rice, which
can be combined relatively easily with other employment (see Chapter 2),
enabled them to remain within the ‘barter economy’, supplying their own rice
for consumption and paying taxes and fertiliser costs without taking on the
risks of market transactions. Those with very small holdings were offered the
means to survive and to increase their incomes without abandoning
agriculture altogether. Indeed, the extent of part-time employment off the farm
tended to be inversely correlated with the size of holding, so that those with
small holdings were able to enhance their household incomes more than those
with larger holdings, resulting in a further equalisation of the income
distribution in rural areas (Ho 1979:92). Meanwhile, the intersectoral transfer
of capital and entrepreneurship was facilitated and industrial employers were
able to tap a supply of relatively low-cost but well-educated workers, taking
advantage of the established communications network and commercial
infrastructure of rural Taiwan which enabled them to reach domestic and
international markets for their products.

As Ho (1979), Park and Johnston (1995) and many others have pointed
out, the implications of this form of decentralised, rural industrialisation for
the nature of the development process are large, affecting not just the structure
of the economy, industrial organisation and employment patterns but also the
social and cultural impact of rapid economic growth. In addition, by providing
small-scale cultivators, especially if they grow rice, with the means to survive
as part-time farmers, it will also affect the speed of the later adjustment process
and the costs and conflicts involved in it, as we shall see in Chapter 8. However,
above all, by facilitating the transfer of labour within the structure of farm
households, it enabled Taiwan’s agricultural sector to complete its
contribution to industrialisation without much of the trauma associated with
urban industrialisation elsewhere.

The institutions of the developmental state in agriculture

The previous sections have led to the conclusion that the agricultural sector
in Taiwan grew and developed to meet the changing needs of the economy,
whilst at the same time, as a result of both state intervention and the market
forces generating rural industrial growth, contributing resources on a
significant scale to the industrialisation process. This section will consider
how this was achieved in institutional terms, by looking at the structure
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through which policy was pursued and at the farm-level organisation with
which it interacted. Taiwan’s case enables us to view the methods and
institutions of the bureaucratic developmental state in action in agriculture,
promoting and facilitating output growth whilst at the same time engin-
eering the surplus transfer required for the achievement of national
industrialisation goals. Moreover, as Chapter 8 will show, the institutions
and structures established for these purposes went on to provide the
framework within which agricultural adjustment was to be pursued in later
years.

The JCRR and the state’s role in promoting output growth

As we saw earlier, the pre-war Japanese rulers of Taiwan invested
considerable resources in the creation of rural infrastructure and extension
services, as they sought to expand the production first of sugar and later
of Japanese-style rice in their colony. They not only invested heavily,
during the 1920s and 1930s, in improvements to irrigation systems, but
also established the research and development and extension services
required to enable farmers to master the technology of high-yielding,
fertiliser-intensive rice cultivation and, following Japanese practice (many
of the technical staff were Japanese), extension officials worked closely
with farmers’ organisations in the villages.14 However, the post-war
continuation of this kind of irrigation-led, small-farmer-centred
programme of agricultural development, way ahead of its time and only
really rediscovered by ‘Western experts’ with the advent of the Green
Revolution in the later 1960s, was in some ways the result of a historical
accident, the establishment in Taiwan of the Sino-American Joint
Commission for Rural Reconstruction (JCRR).

The JCRR had been set up in 1948 on the Mainland to act as the
organisation administering American aid to rural areas in support of the
Nationalist government. It followed the Nationalists on to Taiwan and
continued to operate as the vehicle channelling US funds into rural
reconstruction. Thorbecke estimates that, from 1951 until 1965, around one-
third of the total aid provided went to agriculture, most of it administered by
the JCRR. The organisation carried out nearly 6,000 projects over the period
and its investments represented just under 60 per cent of net domestic capital
formation in agriculture (Thorbecke 1979:182– 3). It was able to offer high
salaries to recruit good staff, both American and Chinese, and it possessed a
largely independent status, not being part of the official bureaucracy, as well
as the prestige derived from its American connection. Whilst it had no power
to influence agricultural policy at the macro level, in areas such as trade
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protection or agricultural pricing, at the micro level of investment and
extension activity in the villages it was the dominant institution through to
the late 1960s. The Provincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry, the
official organisation in charge of government extension activities, helped
implement JCRR projects but had no say in its policies (Moore 1985:154).
The JCRR continued in existence after the cessation of American aid in 1965
until 1979, when it was converted into the Council for Agricultural Planning
and Development and became part of the official bureaucracy in the
Department of Agriculture.

The JCRR appears to have been remarkable in the advanced and
enlightened approach it took to rural development and the promotion of
agriculture. It accepted the importance of investment in irrigation and other
aspects of the rural infrastructure and used this as the basis for research and
extension work on high-yielding varieties, new crops and improved cultivation
techniques. It provided agricultural credit and sought ways to improve farmer
access to inputs, markets and information. More broadly, its Rural Health
Division was instrumental in developing family planning programmes and
reducing infant mortality. Above all, its philosophy involved working closely
with farmers—its independent status enabled it to by-pass official channels—
and it used the previously established Farmers’ Associations as the main
providers of its services in the villages. It was thus able to implement policies
based on ‘irrigation as a leading input’ and the importance of taking local
conditions into account in successful extension work, at a time when
(admittedly less expensive) ‘top down’ strategies for the promotion of
agricultural development were still the rule in much of the rest of the Third
World.

Largely by chance, therefore, an important element in Taiwan’s early
agricultural development programme became the responsibility of a relatively
independent bureaucratic organisation, staffed by highly qualified technical
experts and in close contact with the representatives of its ‘clients’ in the field.
Ultimate political control over the JCRR and over agricultural policy at the
macro level may have rested with the government, but the organisation
retained a high degree of independent influence over the implementation of
agricultural development programmes, whilst apparently largely refraining
from acting as a pressure group on behalf of farmers’ interests (Moore
1985:155). Thus, while other arms of the state extracted the surplus from
farmers, a separate, relatively independent, well-funded organisation,
conforming in some respects, despite its ‘Western’ origin, to the model of a
bureaucratic institution within a developmental state, was providing
significant aid and support of a highly appropriate and successful kind.
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The Provincial Food Bureau and the organisation of state
intervention and surplus extraction

Bureaucratic organisation in Taiwan has been complicated by the fact that
government was held to operate at both the ‘National’ level, purportedly
administering the whole of China, and the ‘Provincial’ level, governing
Taiwan as a province of China. There could be considerable overlap of
responsibilities between organisations at different levels (for instance between
the Department of Agriculture within the [national] Ministry of Economic
Affairs and the Provincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry) and also
within the same level (e.g. both the Provincial Department for Agriculture
and Forestry and the Provincial Food Bureau could carry out extension work),
so that the identification of one bureaucratic organisation with policy
implementation in one particular area was less clear-cut than in, for example,
Japan and Korea. Pressure to create a proper Ministry of Agriculture was
consistently resisted, at least until the creation of the Council of Agriculture
in 1984 (Bain 1993:70–6), so that state intervention in the agricultural sector
has been carried out by a number of different, and at times overlapping,
bureaucratic bodies.

Through the 1950s and 1960s, agriculture was subject to a series of four-
year plans, drawn up by the JCRR, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the
Economic Planning Council of the national government, and involving
detailed crop production targets for each local area. However, these appear
to have been purely indicative plans, setting out what the government would
like to happen, and in fact actual output growth was greater than the targets
for the first two plans (Thorbecke 1979:181; for summaries of the plans, see
Ong 1984:11–18). The design and implementation of agricultural policy,
within the framework of the plans, was in theory the responsibility of the
national government’s Department of Agriculture, which operated within the
Ministry of Economic Affairs. However, it had very few staff and in practice
other organisations (including the JCRR and the provincial-level agricultural
bureaucracies) carried out many of the functions that were supposed to belong
to it (Bain 1993:63–4). It was eventually merged in 1984 with the Council
for Agricultural Planning and Development (formerly the JCRR) to form the
Council of Agriculture.

At the Provincial level, various organisations were concerned with
aspects of agricultural policy but the most significant were the Provincial
Department of Agriculture and Forestry (PDAF) and the Provincial Food
Bureau (PFB). The PDAF was responsible for agricultural administration
and extension. It ran the specialised research institutes for the various areas
of agriculture, forestry and fishing and a number of local-level experiment
stations. Although formally answering to the national Ministry of
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Economic Affairs, in practice it had close links with the JCRR. However,
its staff were mainly Taiwanese, many of them originally Japanese-trained,
and it was located in the provincial centre of government in central Taiwan,
away from the base of the Mainlander government in Taipei (Moore
1985:150; Bain 1993:77). More significant in many ways for the
implementation of state intervention in agriculture, therefore, was the
PFB, staffed principally by Mainlanders, located in Taipei, and responsible
for the government’s programmes for the promotion, production,
collection and marketing of grain.

The PFB had many of the same functions and powers as its equivalents
in Japan and Korea and in its heyday controlled many more resources than
the other agricultural agencies in Taiwan (Moore 1985:150). It organised the
collection of government rice in the villages through taxation, compulsory
purchase and the rice/fertiliser barter although, as we shall see shortly, it
required the Farmers’ Associations to carry out most of the work; it then
distributed the rice rations to government personnel; through the monopoly
of the Taiwan Fertiliser Corporation it was able to use the allocation of fertiliser
supplies to determine the pattern of crop production and hence, for example,
between 1952 and 1968, 78 per cent of all chemical fertiliser was allocated in
exchange for rice (Moore 1985:147); it manipulated the market price for rice
by releasing its stocks on to the market and it licensed and regulated all rice
traders; it was able to issue regulations over rice consumption, storage and
movement and, as a necessary concomitant of its control of the rice market,
it held the monopoly on foreign trade in grain. Through its control over the
production and distribution of the crop that was still central to farmers’
operations, it was able both to procure agricultural resources and to
manipulate agriculture’s terms of trade, so that it acted as the manager of the
surplus transfer out of agriculture.

Thus, as long as rice remained the key crop and surplus transfer was the
main aim of government policy towards agriculture—Ong labels the objective
of the four four-year plans in operation between 1953 and 1968 ‘the
development of agriculture to foster industry’ (Ong 1984:14)—the PFB was
able to do what was required, and the absence in Taiwan of a single dedicated
bureaucratic organisation responsible for agriculture did not prevent the
developmental state from achieving its objectives. In later years, as we shall
see in Chapter 8, conditions changed and although the institutions of state
intervention in agriculture in Taiwan were converted to deal with the
agricultural adjustment problem, their ability to control economic change in
the sector declined more rapidly than that of their counterparts in Japan and
Korea.
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Farmers’ Associations

There has been considerable debate as to the nature of Taiwan’s Farmers’
Associations (FAs) and their role in agriculture’s economic and political
relations with the state during the period of rapid growth. This is because,
in many ways, they appear to have faced in two directions, on the one hand
representing farmers and providing them with services, and on the other
hand acting as the agent of the government as it sought to extract the
agricultural surplus and keep political control over the countryside. In this
way they functioned as the intersection between the two strands of state
intervention in agriculture, promoting agricultural growth but also acting
as the channel through which resources were transferred to aid
industrialisation.

The origins of the FAs in Taiwan lie in the colonial period, when they were
established, along with agricultural co-operatives and irrigation associations,
on the basis of Japanese models. They were used both to supply extension
services and inputs to farmers and to facilitate the marketing of the commercial
crops which Japan required from its colony. The new government after 1949
rationalised the FAs and co-operatives into a simpler hierarchy, with FAs at
township, county and provincial level exactly paralleling the structures of both
local government and the Kuomintang party organisation.15 Below this, ‘small
groups’ were organised in each village, choosing a chairman to act as their
point of contact with the township FA (Stavis 1982:216). Membership was
voluntary but membership fees were not large and virtually all farmers
belonged to their local FA, however actively they participated in it. Non-
farming households could also belong as ‘associate members’ in order to
benefit from the services provided. Full members elected representatives to
their local township FA and these chose the board of directors and manager.
Elected representatives at the township level did not, however, go on to
represent the FA at county level, separate elections being held for county and
provincial-level representatives, and Moore argues that the state did
everything it could to prevent the structure of FAs from developing into a
national organisation representing the native Taiwanese rural population.16

In theory, the FAs answered to the Ministry of the Interior, and the PDAF also
had a unit to supervise them (Stavis 1982:218), but in practice they had much
closer connections with the PFB, which apparently posted ‘intelligence
operatives’ in the township FAs to check on the conduct of the large amount
of business which, as we shall see, the FAs did for it (Moore 1985:156).

The FAs were set up as self-financing organisations, deriving income from
their various activities and using it to pay for staff and facilities, with any profits
recycled to provide services for members. The bulk of their income came from
their credit departments, with FAs acting as the main depository for farmers’
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savings and the chief source of their credit. All JCRR credit was also
channelled through the FAs. In addition, they could organise collective
marketing of produce, on which they received commission, and sell inputs
and consumer goods at a (regulated) profit (Stavis 1982:220). However, the
other main area of their activity was as the government’s agent both in the
collection of tax and compulsorily purchased rice and in the administration
of the rice/fertiliser barter. Farmers had to hand their procured rice over to
the FA, which processed, stored and transported it, in return for a handling
fee from the PFB which apparently rarely covered costs (Moore 1985:146).
The government monopoly on fertiliser was administered by the FAs, who
allocated supplies, almost always in return for rice. In these areas of their
activity, the FAs were clearly highly regulated by the PFB, which dictated the
prices and margins that were used, and as far as the state was concerned, the
FAs provided a cheap and effective means of intervening in the production
and distribution of rice in the interests of industrialisation goals. Through the
profits that their FAs made on, for example, credit, farmers thus, in a sense,
financed the cost of their own exploitation.

On the other hand, however, the FAs do appear to have provided farmers
with a very effective extension service. The extension departments of the
township FAs were in contact in one direction with the PDAF’s experiment
stations and in the other with the ‘small groups’ in the villages and were thus
able to act as channels of information. They appear to have been the chief
source of information and advice about the cultivation of new varieties and,
especially, new crops such as mushrooms and asparagus. Since the FAs limited
supplies of inputs and agreements to purchase these highly profitable new
crops, in order to sustain their prices and maintain rice cultivation, there was
an incentive to keep in contact with the extension officials who virtually
decided who would be able to grow them (Stavis 1982:227–8). Extension staff
were apparently always available in their offices to provide advice to farmers
when they came into town to collect their fertiliser, and in general the FAs seem
to have acted to try to ensure that all farmers, not just, as in some countries,
a better-off and more commercialised elite, had access both to inputs, such
as fertiliser and new seed varieties, and to technical advice. In addition, FAs
organised a range of other activities, from agricultural machinery stations and
livestock insurance programmes, through schools and educational clubs to
social events.

The FAs thus represented a crucial link in the structure of state intervention
in agriculture as regards both the promotion of output growth and the transfer
of the surplus, providing the agricultural bureaucracy with the means not only
of regulating what farmers did, but also of ensuring their access to inputs and
extension advice. Meanwhile, the other significant local-level farmers’
organisations, the Irrigation Associations, were used in the same way,
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allocating water by means of farmer-run bodies but in conformity with rules
and regulations from above that made it possible to control what was grown
(Stavis 1982:244–8; Moore 1985:146–7). However, it is clear that, despite
their apparently voluntaristic and democratic forms, neither the FAs nor the
Irrigation Associations at this stage used their crucial position in the
administrative structure to act as pressure groups on behalf of farmers, in the
way that the agricultural co-operatives did in Japan. Taiwan’s farmers
undoubtedly benefited from the existence of the FAs, which enhanced the
availability of, and relatively equal access to, the means to increase output and
incomes, but the price they paid was political submission to the state’s
industrialisation strategy.

The Taiwan Sugar Corporation

As far as sugar cultivation was concerned, state intervention was carried
out, not through farmers’ organisations, but through the mechanism of
a parastatal organisation, the Taiwan Sugar Corporation. As noted earlier,
the Nationalist government made substantial use of public enterprise,
especially in the early stages of its industrialisation drive and, like various
other public enterprises, the Sugar Corporation was formed to take over
Japanese assets, in this case cane-growing land and sugar refineries,
acquired by the new government. It resisted pressure to carry out land
reform on its territory and remained Taiwan’s largest landowner,
continuing to rent out land to small-scale cultivators on contract to provide
cane to the refineries. It also held the monopoly on sugar exports, although
with the loss of the captive Japanese market sugar exports increasingly
declined in importance.

Like other public enterprises, the Sugar Corporation provided employment
for Mainlanders and was expected to help in the achievement of the
Nationalist government’s objectives. Although the terms on which contracts
for cane supply were made were probably more favourable to cultivators than
they had been under the Japanese, prices were still well below free market ones
(Moore 1985:144) and rents, taxes and the cost of fertiliser had to be paid in
sugar, so that procurement of sugar and manipulation of the terms of trade
could be used, just as with rice, to extract surplus from sugar-growers. At the
same time, however, the Corporation invested heavily in research and
extension and encouraged increases in output through the provision of
fertiliser and technical services. As the market for sugar declined, it began to
diversify, providing its tenants with assistance to move into other activities,
and it became a major livestock producer, concentrating particularly on pigs.
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As such, it was able to retain much of its political and economic influence, as
Chapter 8 will show.

The farm household

Last but not least, it must be remembered that the institutional organisation
of agricultural production in Taiwan, throughout the industrialisation period,
remained based on the farm household. Table 7.11 shows how the dominance
of the small-scale, owner-farmer continued to grow in the period after the
land reform. Tenancy, which the reform had not completely removed,
continued to decrease as landowners found renting out land increasingly
unprofitable and insecure. Meanwhile, cultivators of very small holdings
survived as opportunities for by-employment expanded. Most accounts
suggest that, despite the transfer of resources out of agriculture, rural incomes
and living standards were rising during the 1960s, as evidenced by improving
health and life expectancy, better clothing, nutrition and housing and
widespread diffusion of basic consumer durables (see e.g. Stavis 1982:173–
5). The small-scale, pluriactive farm household thus appears to have remained
economically viable.

Underlying this was the ability of the small-scale farm household in Taiwan
to respond to the opportunities industrial growth created. This involved, on
the one hand, as we have seen, the development of non-agricultural
employment as a source of household income and, on the other, the
beginnings of diversification to meet changes in demand. The nature of
colonial development had meant that Taiwanese farm households were

Table 7.11 The distribution of farm households by size of holding and ownership
status (%)

Source: Adapted from Ong 1984:73–4.
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already far from being straightforward subsistence producers, with around
45 per cent of the rice crop and 90 per cent of the sugar harvest leaving the
farm for export to Japan in the 1930s (Park and Johnston 1995:194). In the
early 1950s, the proportion of the rice crop which left the farm, either as
government rice or on the free market, was around 50 per cent and by 1970
it had risen to 59 per cent (Chen, Hsu and Mao 1975:405). At the same time,
as earlier tables have shown, the share of non-rice commercial products such
as fruit, vegetables and livestock was beginning to rise, and exports of a variety
of processed agricultural products remained significant through the 1960s.
Taiwanese farm households thus became familiar with production for the
market, often with assistance from their local FA, and Park and Johnston
describe them as ‘experienced users of the market, in both a physical and a
psychological sense’ (Park and Johnston 1995:194). This was clearly made
possible by the high level of communications and infrastructure development,
rural educational improvements, the expansion of industry, together with the
commercial services it required, into the countryside, and in general both the
initial conditions of Taiwan’s industrialisation and the refusal of the authorities
to neglect rural areas in their development plans.

Stavis concludes his study of local government in rural Taiwan in the
1950s and 1960s by pointing out the ‘intensity of administration’. ‘Fertiliser
is allocated precisely to every small plot of land. Taxes and irrigation fees
are collected on all land. All the population is registered; census data are
complete. Virtually every male does serve in the army…Postal service goes
to every household. Police offices have records of every household. In short,
in a variety of ways, the administrative system reaches directly every
individual, every house, every square meter of land’ (Stavis 1982:257). By
means of an institutional structure that reached down from (admittedly
several different) bureaucratic organisations, through the Farmers’
Associations to individual households, the state sought to regulate what was
produced and how and to extract from farmers the resources it needed for
industrial and military development. This does not mean that farmers
always passively allowed themselves to be regulated: Moore hints that
Irrigation Association regulations on crop rotations, for example, were
widely evaded (Moore 1985:166) and farmers clearly tried to resist pressure
to grow rice, which was relatively unprofitable given government price
policies, rather than new export crops. However, as long as there were
benefits to be derived from government promotion of agriculture and, at
the same time, the Mainlander government was able to maintain strict
political control, the institutional structure of the bureaucratic
developmental state made sure that Taiwan’s agriculture played its role in
the process of industrialisation.
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Conclusion

As preceding sections have shown, the agricultural sector played a text-book
role in Taiwan’s industrialisation process. It contributed resources of capital
and labour to the industrial sector and it provided the main source of
government revenue. At the same time, it achieved ‘concurrent’ growth of
output, meeting growing and changing demands for food at home and for
export. The basis for this lay in appropriate technological developments
which were widely adopted by small-scale cultivators, limiting the emergence
of both inter- and intrasectoral dualism. ‘Urban bias’ was conspic-uously
absent, both in policy and in the pattern of industrial growth. Without the
benefit of advice from a development establishment which did not learn the
lessons of the neglect of agriculture until the results of the industry-centred
development strategies of the 1950s and 1960s became clear, Taiwan appears
nonetheless to have followed most of the prescrip-tions derived from those
lessons. Elements of all three of the approaches to the Taiwan model outlined
at the beginning of this chapter can be used to explain this.

There is, first of all, no doubt that, as a result of the chances of history, the
initial conditions on the basis of which agriculture played its part in
industrialisation were exceptionally favourable. The nature of Japanese
colonialism in Taiwan meant that much of the investment in irrigation and
infrastructure which has proved to be an essential pre-condition for ‘Green
Revolution-style’ output growth, for the commercialisation of small-scale
farmers, and for effective taxation and administration in rural areas was
already in place before industrial growth began. Moreover, thereafter the aid
which Taiwan received from the United States took a remarkably advanced
and enlightened form, concentrating on rural development for the benefit of
the mass of small-scale farm households. It could also be argued that the
peculiar status of the Mainlander government, divorced as it was from
prevailing structures of power and influence in rural areas, made it easier to
carry out effective policies, both for surplus transfer and for the widespread
and equal provision of development resources. Altogether, Taiwan’s particular
historical, political and economic position in the world on the eve of its
industrialisation placed it in a very different position, as regards its relations
with its formal and informal colonial powers and the level of agricultural
development already achieved, from that of most post-war developing
countries.

On the other hand, second, it is clear that the Taiwanese state employed a
highly effective strategy towards agriculture, promoting agricultural growth
while extracting a significant surplus, and that the institutional framework
within which this was carried out had a number of elements in common with
the ‘bureaucratic developmental states’ elsewhere in the region. Although the
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Taiwanese bureaucratic structure was perhaps less focused than those of Japan
and Korea, the PFB played much the same role as its counterparts elsewhere,
as it intervened in and regulated the rice market to extract the surplus and
ensure low wage costs for industry, while the JCRR liaised closely with ‘client’
farmers’ groups in the villages to promote output growth. For both purposes,
as in Korea and Japan, a hierarchical network of more-or-less official farmers’
organisations provided the mechanism for bureaucratic control and support
down to the level of the farm household. Thus, it could be argued that it was
intense but effective state intervention, taking the form of bureaucratic
regulation ‘guiding’ private-sector producers towards national goals, which
converted favourable initial conditions into a successful agricultural
contribution to industrialisation.

Finally, however, it has to be recognised that the market responses of farm
households to the opportunities opened up by Taiwan’s industrialisation
strategy were central to the nature of agricultural growth and labour transfer.
Farmers proved remarkably versatile and adaptive, both in diversifying their
production towards new crops, including those in export demand, and in
developing new sources of non-agricultural income. The rural enterprises that
produced many of Taiwan’s manufactured goods relied on the
entrepreneurship and productive labour which farm households supplied and
the rural economy provided the framework for the business networks of sub-
contractors generating many of Taiwan’s labour-intensive exports. Responses
to the permeation of national and international market forces into rural areas
can therefore also be seen as fundamental to the process whereby favourable
initial conditions produced a successful development process.
 



8 Agricultural adjustment
in industrial Taiwan

 

Over the course of the 1970s and 1980s, Taiwan preceded Korea into the
ranks of industrial countries. As it emerged as the world’s fifth largest trading
nation, however, its strategic status as a front-line state in the Cold War was
undermined by the collapse of Communism and China’s rapprochement
with the West. While its consumers became some of the richest and most
sophisticated in the world, its government desperately sought to achieve
diplomatic acceptance and to retain the protection of US support. Taiwan’s
farmers, who had contributed so much to the rise of industry, were thus
forced to adjust in a short space of time to their changed position in the
economy, within a political context which, although undergoing the same
process of liberalisation as occurred elsewhere, was heavily conditioned by
the nation’s precarious international status.

The sections which follow will describe the emergence of Taiwan’s
agricultural adjustment ‘crisis’ and outline the often contradictory policies
pursued in the face of the problem, together with their overall impact. They
will reveal a policy response in many ways paralleling that in Korea and Japan,
and a set of institutional mechanisms for state intervention in the agricultural
sector which has much in common with those employed elsewhere in East
Asia. Moreover, in Taiwan as in Japan and Korea, the combination of the
policy tools adopted and the responses of farm households to the opportunities
created by East Asian forms of industrialisation failed to produce a structural
model for a viable agriculture in a post-Uruguay Round world.

At the same time, however, Taiwan stands out, in the East Asian context,
for a level of agricultural protection which, although still relatively high by
international standards, is comparatively low when compared to Japan and
Korea. The causes of this are to be sought, on the one hand, in the
commercialised and diversified economy of rural Taiwan, which limited the
effectiveness of ‘East Asian’, rice-centred forms of agricultural support, and,
on the other, in Taiwan’s particular political circumstances. As a consequence
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of it, Taiwan’s farmers have had to face the forces of ‘liberalisation and
internationalisation’ with less protection than their Korean and Japanese
counterparts and their experience might point the way towards a form of East
Asian agriculture that could survive in a more open trading environment. As
later sections of the chapter will suggest, however, progress in establishing such
a form has been limited and it is not clear that Taiwan, any more than Japan
or Korea, has discovered the solution to the East Asian agricultural adjustment
problem.

Agriculture in the economy in industrial Taiwan

During the 1970s and 1980s, Taiwan emerged as an industrial country and,
as the generation of Mainlanders who had come over in 1949 began to
move off the scene, the first steps were taken towards the establishment of
more democratic political processes. However, these developments which
should have served to integrate Taiwan into the world of the industrial powers
coincided with large-scale changes in the international political situation that
in many ways made its position more isolated and insecure. It was against
this background that the symptoms of the agricultural adjustment problem
started to appear and this section, after setting the economic and political
scene, will outline the particular features of the problem which the policies,
to be described in later sections, sought to tackle.

Economics, politics and international relations in the 1970s and
1980s

On the eve of the first oil crisis in 1973, Taiwan could already have been
described as an industrial economy. The industrial sector was contributing
44 per cent of GDP, compared to agriculture’s 12 per cent, although 30 per
cent of the labour force were still recorded as employed in agriculture (BAS).
Eighty-five per cent of Taiwan’s exports, which themselves constituted over
40 per cent of GDP by the early 1970s, were of industrial goods, mostly
destined for developed-country markets (Chan and Clark 1992:84).
Moreover, the structure of the industrial sector was deepening fast, with
heavy industry accounting for half of industrial production in the early 1970s
as industries such as textiles and food processing gave way to chemicals,
machinery and electronic goods (Wade 1990:44–5). Meanwhile, income
per capita had increased steadily, on the basis of a remarkably equal
distribution, and living standards were beginning to rise, at least in terms of
mass ‘basic needs’ such as the quantity of food consumed and overall levels
of literacy and schooling. In Chan and Clark’s words, Taiwan had achieved
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the ‘take-off towards becoming a middle-class society’ (Chan and Clark
1992:86).

The oil crisis temporarily derailed Taiwan’s miracle, resulting in a spurt
of inflation, a sudden deficit in the balance of payments and a dramatic drop
in the growth rate. However, the government’s stiff deflationary response
brought the economy out of the crisis sooner than many other countries,
exports were booming again by 1976 and double-digit growth resumed. The
second oil crisis in 1979 was dealt with in a similar way and while other
developing countries in the 1980s struggled to keep growing in the face of their
mounting debt crises, Taiwan’s exports surged, its foreign exchange reserves
became embarrassingly large and its industrial structure deepened into that
of a mature, developed economy. Taiwanese consumers were able to acquire
all the trappings of modern life and the standard of living rose qualitatively
as well as quantitatively, with the spread of college education, improvements
in the quality of food and housing and a sharp rise in health standards and
longevity (Chan and Clark 1992:44–5).

The growth of the 1960s had to some extent ‘privatised’ the Taiwanese
economy, as the role of small- and medium-sized private-sector businesses,
operating in a highly competitive environment, increased at the expense of
public enterprise. Furthermore, measures to liberalise the economy, such as
the deregulation of interest rates and the removal of many quantitative import
restrictions, continued to be taken. However, the government used a large-
scale package of public investments to pull the economy out of the oil crisis
and the role of public enterprises actually increased somewhat during the
1970s as the heavy and chemical industries in which they were predominant
expanded (Wade 1990:97). Moreover, the government continued to plan and
target growth industries and the economic bureaucracy retained the use of a
wide range of carrots and sticks as the means of ‘guiding the market’ in desired
directions.1

Meanwhile, the increasing maturity of the economy was producing
political effects. The expanding native Taiwanese business class could no
longer be ignored in the making of economic policy, and rising levels of income
and education within the population led to growing demands for greater
popular participation in the political system. Opposition groups were
increasingly tolerated through the 1970s and eventually, in 1986–7, non-
Kuomintang political parties were made legal and martial law, which had been
in force since the Nationalist take-over of the island, was lifted. Elections
became multi-party affairs, although the Kuomintang continued to win, and
the first direct presidential elections were held in 1996. By the late 1980s,
political protests and street demonstrations had become common.
Democratisation, if of what Chan and Clark call a ‘raucous’ kind, had thus
progressed steadily alongside the maturing of the economy and opened up
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new routes for interest-group influence within the once monolithic and
authoritarian political structure.

Finally, Taiwan’s growing political and economic maturity also interacted
with changes in its international relations. During the 1970s, as the economy
became increasingly strong, Taiwan’s international political status was
undermined by the re-establishment of relations between China and the West,
culminating in the withdrawal of US diplomatic recognition of Taiwan at the
end of 1978. Economic dependence on the US as an export market remained
however, and by the 1980s the trade surplus was generating ‘trade friction’
disputes between Taiwan and its military protector. Increasing efforts were
made to diversify export markets away from the US (and import sources away
from Japan), while using trade and aid to try to improve Taiwan’s diplomatic
status with other countries. Nonetheless, Taiwan’s strategic vulnerability has
continued to place it in a weak position as regards resisting US demands for
liberalisation and to put a diplomatic premium on acceptance by international
organisations such as GATT and then the WTO.

As Taiwan’s economic and political structures and trade relationships have
grown increasingly complex, therefore, the difficulties and constraints posed
by its peculiar status have in some respects become more intense.
Democratisation and political pluralism at home have complicated the once
straightforward relationship between the ruling Mainlanders and the subject
Taiwanese; export-led economic growth has produced growing tensions in
the all-important relationship with the US. It is within the context of these
difficulties and constraints that Taiwan’s agricultural adjustment has had to
take place.

The emergence of the agricultural adjustment problem

Taiwan’s agricultural adjustment problem emerged on cue in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, just as the transition to an industrial economy was being
completed. It took the forms observed throughout the industrialised world
but, in the wake of the smooth and successful process of agricultural
development described in the previous chapter, its emergence constituted
something approaching a crisis for farmers and the state and produced, as
later sections will show, a sharp reversal of policy towards the support of the
agricultural sector.

Data presented in Chapter 7 (Table 7.1) showed how the rate of growth
of agricultural output was beginning to slow down towards the end of the
1960s. Different phasing and weighting structures give slightly different
results, but the pattern is in all cases the same, with the growth rate of
agricultural production as a whole significantly lower during the late 1960s
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and early 1970s than it had been earlier.2 The decline was principally the result
of quite a sharp drop in the rate of growth of crop output, with rice output
stagnating or falling over the period, while growth in livestock and fisheries
production was largely maintained.

Looked at from the demand side, per capita consumption of rice peaked
in 1967 and thereafter fell quite sharply, while that of meat, fish, fruit and
vegetables increased (Table 7.4). Recipients of rice rations were beginning to
demand payments in cash which they could use to buy other kinds of food
or higher-quality rice than that provided by the government (Moore
1985:164). Meanwhile, the value of agricultural exports continued to grow,
but their share in Taiwan’s total exports declined dramatically, from 58 per
cent in 1965 to 22 per cent in 1970 and 17 per cent in 1975, and processed
fruit, vegetables and fish products were taking over from sugar and rice as the
main items (Mao 1993:38–40). Agricultural imports had started to grow,
increasing in value from US$154.2 million in 1965 to US$376.5 million in
1970 and US$1244.2 million in 1975, although their share in total imports
still fell somewhat, from 28 per cent in 1965 to 21 per cent in 1975. The major
source of the increase in imports was corn and fish-meal, for use as fodder in
the livestock and aquaculture industries, and beef and dairy produce (Mao
1993:38–41). Overall self-sufficiency in food, which had been more-or-less
complete in the 1960s, began to fall, reaching 92 per cent by 1980 (Table 7.5).

Underlying the decline in agricultural output growth was the constraint
imposed by the increasing reallocation of labour into the industrial sector. The
agricultural labour force started to decline in absolute terms after 1969 and
real agricultural wage rates rose sharply (Thorbecke 1992:29; Mao 1993:48).
The multiple cropping index peaked in 1968 and continued to decline as the
labour resources necessary to maintain intensive cultivation dwindled. The
mechanisms of labour transfer remained much the same, with opportunities
for non-agricultural employment in rural areas continuing to expand (Table
7.10), and the proportion of average farm household income derived from
agriculture dropped sharply from 66 per cent in 1966 to 45 per cent in 1973
(BAS).3

Thus, Taiwan’s agricultural sector was beginning to exhibit the classic
symptoms of declining comparative advantage. As better-off consumers
demanded a wider range of food products and reduced their consumption
of basic grains, the domestic livestock industry, like its counterparts in Japan
and Korea, although in Taiwan’s case centring on pork rather than beef,
expanded through reliance on imported feed-grain. Meanwhile, it was
becoming increasingly difficult for agriculture to generate levels of labour
productivity and hence incomes sufficient to retain labour in agricultural
work. Although Taiwanese farms diversified more speedily and successfully
out of rice and into higher-value and even export products than did Korean
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and Japanese ones, the fundamental forces of changing demand and supply
conditions in an industrialising economy could not be avoided.

The impact of declining comparative advantage on the relative incomes
of farmers and non-farmers is, however, not altogether easy to estimate,
especially given the increasingly pluriactive character of rural households.
Nonetheless, the official figures set out in Table 8.1 show total income (from
agricultural and non-agricultural sources) per farm household declining from
95 per cent of that of non-farm households in 1966 to a low of 73 per cent in
1973, equivalent in per capita terms to a drop from 70 to 60 per cent (BAS).
There seems little doubt, moreover, that farmers perceived their position as
deteriorating and that the local political leadership, which had hitherto been
able to sustain the Kuomintang/farmer alliance through the factional and
clientelistic politics of the FAs and Irrigation Associations, was aware of their
discontent.4

The turn-around in agriculture’s position in the economy, from a growing
sector contributing to the industrialisation process to a stagnating and
problematic one, occurred in a relatively short period of time over the late
1960s and early 1970s and began to present particular economic and political
problems for the government. The decline in agricultural growth and falling
self-sufficiency in food produced especial worries over food security, given
Taiwan’s vulnerable international position. In 1973, a relatively poor harvest
coincided with world food shortages at the time of the energy crisis and
brought the issue of food security to a head (Chen 1994:5). At the same time,
rural discontent threatened to provide a power base for native Taiwanese
politicians which would undermine the control structure imposed by the
urban Mainlanders. Urban consumers were beginning to demand, and be

Table 8.1  Farm household income as a proportion
of non-farm household income 1966–90

Source: BAS: 45.
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prepared to pay for, a more varied and higher-quality diet than farmers were
willing or able to produce under the system that had been ‘squeezing’ them
for the past twenty years. In this light, the agricultural authorities had little
choice but to abandon the policies through which agriculture had supported
the industrial sector and move towards a situation in which the reverse would
occur.

Agricultural policy and the adjustment problem

The agricultural adjustment problem which industrial Taiwan faced
manifested itself, on the one hand, as a question of how to meet demand
and guarantee what was seen as food security and, on the other, as a matter
of supporting farmers’ incomes. As far as the authorities were concerned,
rice was central to the achievement of both kinds of objective, being still the
one crop that most farmers grew and the ‘staple grain’ in consumers’ diets,
and the institutional and administrative mechanisms of rice price policy were
already in place. However, the use of the rice price to support farmers’ incomes
and ensure food security produced effects that in many ways negated efforts
to create an agricultural sector which could meet food demand in a broader
sense and provide a viable living for farmers in the long term. It also gave
rise to increasing agricultural protection which, through the trade friction
which it generated, could be seen as threatening Taiwan’s security on another
level. In what follows, we shall look first at the ways in which rice price
policy was transformed from being the vehicle of surplus transfer out of
agriculture into the means of supporting farm incomes, and then at the
structural measures which sought to counteract the effects of that policy on
the efficiency and viability of agriculture. This will then make it possible to
assess the overall impact of policy on the major symptoms of the agricultural
adjustment problem.

Rice price policy and the growth of agricultural support

Through the late 1960s, the government appears to have been becoming
increasingly aware of agriculture’s growing adjustment problem. In 1967
the rice/fertiliser barter ratio was lowered in farmers’ favour, following criticism
within the Provincial government, and a series of JCRR studies and
government proposals for new policies followed over the next few years,
alongside further reductions in the rice/fertiliser barter rate and in rural taxes,
culminating in the announcement at the end of 1972 of the Accelerated Rural
Development Programme to begin in 1973.5 In March 1973, a Statute for
Agricultural Development was promulgated, embodying, rather as the Basic
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Agricultural Law in Japan did, the government’s commitment to supporting
agriculture. On the basis of these pronouncements, farmers were exempted
from land tax, imports of agricultural products were placed under government
control, and a significant increase in public expenditure on measures to support
farmers was permitted (Fu and Shei 1996:15). Central to this was the provision
of funding to enable the system for state intervention in the rice market to
be used to support farmers’ incomes.

Table 8.2 brings together data on the ways in which this was done and
their impact. It shows how the government’s buying price was beginning
to be raised a little in the late 1960s, accompanying the improvement in
farmers’ terms of trade under the rice/fertiliser barter, and in 1973 the barter
system was ended altogether. Then, in 1974, the government established
the Food Stabilisation Fund, to be managed by the PFB, giving it NT$3
billion to use to raise the rice price as a means of encouraging production
and supporting farmers’ incomes. It instituted a floor price determined as
production costs plus 20 per cent and on this basis the government buying
price doubled in 1974 and continued to be raised periodically, in what
appears to have been a fairly ad hoc way, thereafter.6 Initially, the
government agreed to buy unlimited quantities at its price, which was soon
higher than prevailing market prices.

Officials were immediately given a vivid demonstration of the price
responsiveness of Taiwan’s farm households. With the sharp rise in the
guaranteed price, rice output increased dramatically, the total harvest reaching
an all-time high of 2.7 million tonnes in 1976 (Table 8.2, column 1). With per
capita consumption of rice declining, the increase in government acquisitions
from 187 thousand tonnes in 1974 to 729 thousand tonnes in 1976 resulted
in a massive increase in government-held stocks (Table 8.2, final column). By
1977, the Food Stabilisation Fund was running a deficit (Table 8.3) and
beginning to have to dispose of its surplus stocks on the world market,
exporting half a million tonnes of rice in 1980 at a price well below that at
which it had been bought from farmers (Thorbecke 1992:43). Difficulties in
selling rice on the world market, including US protests at Taiwanese
‘dumping’, meant that thereafter much of the surplus which continued to
accumulate in government stocks had to be sold as animal feed.

In order to try to control the cost of its accumulating stock therefore, the
government placed a limit, from 1977, on the amount it would buy from
farmers at its official ‘planned-purchase’ price. This was set at 970 kg per
hectare through to 1989, when it was raised to 1600 kg/ha for the first rice
crop and 1200 kg/ha for the second, and was equivalent to around one-
quarter, rising to around one-third, of average rice yields at the time. However,
at the same time a new scheme was introduced under which the government
obliged the FAs to buy additional quantities of rice from farmers at a so-called
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‘guidance price’ not as high as the planned-purchase price but still above
market prices. Quantities bought in this way appear to have varied somewhat
but were fixed in 1986 at 850 kg/ha for the first crop and 500 kg/ha for the
second, increasing to 1200 and 800 kg/ha respectively in 1989 (Chen 1994:6;
Chen 1990:20–1). In this way, some of the cost of supporting the price was
transferred to the FAs.

Through purchases at planned and guidance prices, and through other
sources such as remaining payments for tax, credit, etc., the government,
through the FAs, came therefore to control a substantial proportion of the
available rice harvest.7 The remainder, after allowing for what was retained  

Table 8.2 Prices and quantities of government-supported purchases of rice under
the Food Stabilisation Programme (Japonica rice; quantities in
metric tonnes; prices for first crop in NT$/kg)

Sources: Taiwan Food Statistics Book 1995; Thorbecke 1992:40; Council of
Agriculture 1994:61.
a  Average 1974–5.
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for consumption and use as seed on farms, was marketed through an elaborate
network of private-sector rice wholesalers, brokers and retailers.8 The
distribution system remained subject to a high degree of regulation, with
rules specifying prices to be charged at each level and requiring precise
reporting of sales and business activities (Hua 1984:771). With imports of
rice effectively banned, it was thus possible to maintain a market price for
rice significantly higher than international prices, even allowing for the
existence of private-sector distribution and marketing.

Meanwhile, schemes to ‘stabilise’, or in practice raise, the prices of various
other crops were also being introduced. The Sugar Stabilisation Scheme was
in fact a forerunner of the scheme for rice, being established in 1967. However,
it was organised by the Taiwan Sugar Corporation and was initially largely
funded through a levy on export earnings. When the world sugar market
collapsed in the mid-1970s, prohibitive tariffs were imposed on sugar imports
and the domestic price was raised dramatically. The price stabilisation scheme
for pig producers, introduced in 1976, was largely self-funding, through a levy
imposed when prices exceeded the ceiling. As in Japan, the remaining
producers of non-rice grains, imports of which were freed in 1966 to ensure
fodder supplies for the domestic livestock industry, were granted support
prices funded out of profits on imports, and a similar scheme was introduced
for dairy farmers in 1976. Unlike the case with rice however, government
subsidy of these schemes was relatively limited and it was the consumer who

Table 8.3 Financial status of the Food Stabilisation Fund
(NT$ million;-=deficit)

Source: Taiwan Food Statistics Book 1995:179–80.
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bore the cost of price support, mainly as a result of high levels of border
protection.9

This was not the case, however, with a whole array of other benefits
introduced over the years in support of farmers and fishermen. These included
land tax exemption, subsidies on irrigation fees, fertiliser prices, electricity use
and fishing-boat fuel, and subsidised credit for machinery purchase and other
purposes.10 In 1985, a health insurance programme for farmers was
introduced, with the government’s contribution rising to 70 per cent of the
premiums in 1989. Chen’s detailed analysis of the value and structure of
benefits received by farmers from the state produces an estimated transfer of
NT$331 billion in total between 1973 and 1990.11 Of this, one-half to two-
thirds each year came from direct benefits, such as price supports and
subsidies, with the remainder derived from public investment in rural
infrastructure and agricultural research. Rice price support consistently
generated the largest share of the direct benefits for farmers,12 although the
value of the land-tax exemption and the health insurance scheme increased
in later years.

Thus, in the early 1970s, the Taiwanese government switched quite
abruptly to a policy of providing support to farmers’ incomes, centring on
rice price support but also involving a wide range of other benefits.
Alongside these, a series of structural policies was adopted, largely in an
attempt to counteract the effects of income-support policies on the
economics of farming, and these will be considered in the next section,
before we go on to assess the overall impact of policy on Taiwan’s
agricultural adjustment.

Structural policy

Underlying the agricultural adjustment problem throughout the industrial
world is the inability of agriculture to generate levels of labour productivity,
and hence incomes, equivalent to those available elsewhere in the economy.
Given that in Taiwan’s case the potential for yield-increasing intensification
of agriculture had been more-or-less exhausted by the 1970s, improvements
in labour productivity would have to depend on increases in the availability
of capital and land per worker, i.e. on an enlarged scale of cultivation and
mechanisation. Diversification into higher-value crops would also help, as
farmers recognised, to raise income per worker, but the main thrust of the
series of measures introduced from the time of the Accelerated Rural
Development Programme of 1973 onwards was to promote mechanisation
and increased scale.
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As far as the former was concerned, progress was relatively rapid. Credit
subsidies for the purchase of machinery were made widely available and farm
households had every incentive to make use of equipment which would free
them to undertake other kinds of work, on or off the farm. Hence, the number
of power-tillers, for example, began to rise in the late 1960s and there were
28,000 in use in 1970, but this number had risen to 60,000 by the mid-1980s
and to 86,000 by 1990 (Wu 1972:6; Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook 1996).13

The number of tractors rose from under 500 in the late 1960s to around
10,000 by the late 1980s (Thorbecke 1992:23; Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook
1996), but the vast majority of equipment used in Taiwanese agriculture has
to be small-scale and able to operate within the context of very small holdings
made up of scattered plots. On the other hand, it is clear that by no means all
the approximately 900,000 farm households in Taiwan invested in their own
machinery and it was therefore on the basis of contract work that the major
operations of rice cultivation (field preparation, transplanting and harvesting)
were almost completely mechanised by the 1980s (Mao 1993:26–7). Thus,
capital may have had to be embodied in small-scale equipment, but it appears
to have been utilised relatively efficiently.14

More effective use of larger-scale equipment would however have
depended on an enlargement in the scale of cultivation. By the 1970s, the small-
scale owner-cultivator, farming a holding of less than 1 hectare composed of
scattered plots, was as dominant within the agricultural structure as he had
been ever since the Land Reform. It appears to have been deemed politically
and culturally unacceptable to alter the legal framework to make possible the
consolidation of larger holdings, either through land sale or tenancy
(Thorbecke 1992:36). Households would anyway have been unwilling to sell
family land, especially given that its value continued to rise, and tenancy was
widely distrusted, in the light of fears that rented out land could not be
recovered and might be subject to land reform all over again. Larger-scale
farming, if it was to occur, would therefore have to be achieved within the
existing structure of landownership and would have to involve the pooling
of resources in some kind of group farming.

Taiwanese farmers of course had considerable experience of working
together in FAs and Irrigation Associations, and it was also thought that
kinship groups might form the basis for co-operative forms of organisation.
Various experiments in group farming took place during the 1960s, but from
around 1970 the enlargement of cultivation scale began to appear as an
objective in government plans and the Accelerated Rural Development
Programme announced in 1972 included it as one of nine key policy goals
(Ong 1984:32). Various forms of group farming were to be promoted, ranging
from joint organisation of particular operations (e.g. transplanting) through
to ‘entrusted farming’ whereby the landowner contracted out the cultivation
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of his land for a fixed period of time. However, although joint use of machinery
seems to have become common at this time, rural households did appear to
be reluctant to surrender any control over the management of their farms and
progress towards establishing genuine forms of larger-scale farm organisation
was limited.

In 1983 the government launched a new initiative. The Agricultural
Development Statute was amended to give greater legal protection to
households who ‘entrusted’ land to others and a new programme of
investment and incentives to encourage land consolidation and group
farming was launched as the ‘Second Stage Land Reform’. The aim was to
create rice production units of 20–30 hectares and pig farms with 200–500
head (Thorbecke 1992:53). Nonetheless, most commentators agree that
little progress was made towards long-lasting increases in scale. Farmers
were blamed for their cultural inability to create co-operative groups beyond
the family and ‘it frequently happens that as soon as the incentives [to engage
in group farming] are terminated, the interest in group farming subsides’
(Ong 1984:28). On the other hand, legal restrictions on the sale of land
remained—the 3-hectare ceiling still operated; farm land could only be sold
to genuine farmers and zoning regulations limited the possibility of selling
land for non-agricultural use, whilst preserving the incentive to hang on to
it in case, one way or another, conversion might be permitted (Lin 1994) —
and, as will be discussed later, the government’s agricultural support policies
in many ways continued to provide incentives to remain as a small-scale,
part-time cultivator.

Accelerated diversification thus remained as the only other means of
improving the agricultural structure and raising farmers’ incomes. However,
the chief incentive behind diversification programmes no doubt lay in the costs
of surplus production, especially of rice and sugar cane, that the government
had to bear. The introduction of the limit on government purchases of rice
in 1977 did little to reduce the accumulation of stocks in the government
warehouses and, with consumption of rice continuing to decline, these began
to grow even larger in the early 1980s. In 1984, therefore, the Taiwanese
government followed its Japanese counterpart in introducing a scheme to
subsidise the cultivation of other crops in place of rice on paddy fields. Farmers
who converted to cultivation of corn, sorghum or soya beans received a
subsidy in kind of one tonne of rice per hectare and one and a half tonnes was
paid to those who could switch into other crops.15 In addition, of course, the
domestic prices of these crops were supported through levies on imports of
them.

The programme certainly appears to have encouraged a sharp drop in
the acreage planted to rice, which fell from 645,000 hectares in 1983 to
455,000 hectares in 1990 (Taiwan Food Statistics Book 1995), although
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output declined rather less dramatically. Meanwhile, corn output rose
from 143,000 tonnes to 339,000 tonnes and sorghum output from 14,000
tonnes to 102,000 tonnes over the same period (Mao 1993:51). However,
the incentives offered under acreage diversion schemes contradicted
efforts to promote the livestock (especially pig) production industry, which
relied on feed crops such as corn and sorghum, the import costs of which
were raised by the schemes. As a kind of compromise, therefore, the
subsidies and guaranteed prices offered under the schemes were not raised
in line with increases in the guaranteed price for rice, so that the incentives
offered tended to decline over time. Meanwhile, the impact on the costs
of the rice price support programme appears to have been negligible.

At the same time, it was also recognised that agriculture’s weakening
position in the economy, and especially the outflow of agricultural
labour, might be affected by the relative decline in the economic and
social attractiveness of rural life. By 1975, Cai Song-Zhu, a member of
the JCRR, was arguing that ‘the solution to Taiwan’s present problems
in agriculture lies in the rural village, and not in the nature of Taiwanese
agriculture per se’ (Cai 1975:637) and a range of programmes for the
development of rural infrastructure was being put in place. These date
back to the Accelerated Rural Development Plan of 1973 which was
extended through to 1979 and consumed a budget of NT$22.9 billion,
although including NT$13.6 billion for the Food Stabilisation Fund (Fu
and Shei 1996:15). Thereafter, a series of programmes for the
enhancement of rural infrastructure was carried out, costing NT$125.7
billion over the 11 years to 1989, and public infrastructure investment
was receiving altogether about one-third of the agricultural budget by
the mid-1980s (ibid.). Certainly, the decline in the recorded numbers of
farm households and farm population had been stemmed by the end of
the 1980s and, given the considerable difficulty in defining a ‘farm’
household under Taiwanese conditions, this could well have had
something to do with the availability of benefits such as free medical
insurance for those who qualified as farmers.16

The Taiwanese government thus tackled agriculture’s structural
adjustment in much the same ways as did its Japanese and Korean
counterparts, trying to find methods to promote increased scale, subsidising
acreage diversion and increasing public spending on rural areas, in many
respects attempting to counteract the structural effects of concurrently pursued
price support policies. With policies thus pulling in different directions, we
must now therefore move on to consider the overall impact of state
intervention on Taiwan’s agricultural adjustment.
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The impact of agricultural adjustment policies

As we have seen, in the years following the recognition of the agricultural
adjustment problem in the early 1970s, state assistance to farmers, in a variety
of forms but centring on rice price support, expanded and became entrenched.
As a necessary concomitant to this, border protection for Taiwanese
agriculture steadily increased and one way of assessing the impact of
agricultural support policies on farmers and consumers is through
measurement of the extent of protection. Table 2.12 showed Taiwan’s nominal
rate of agricultural protection rising steadily through the 1970s to levels which,
while not as high as those of Japan and Korea, by 1990 matched the rate for
the EC. USDA’s estimates of producer subsidy equivalents (PSE) (Table
2.11) which measure, as a proportion of the value of production, the benefits
to farmers not just from border protection but also from other forms of
income transfer (e.g. subsidies), show a similar trend of rising values through
the 1980s, although again the level reached in Taiwan is not as high as those
of Japan and Korea.

Hou and Tu’s breakdown of the structure of PSE by individual product
for 1986 and 1988 shows that it is the diversification of Taiwanese agriculture,
as compared to Japanese and Korean, that explains the rather lower cost of
support to farmers. By this time, pork, the PSE of which was very low,
accounted for one-third of the value of agricultural output, and although levels
of support for a number of crops, including wheat, corn, sugar and soya beans,
were high, the amounts of them grown were relatively small. Moreover,
although the government’s guaranteed price for rice was 150 per cent higher
than the world market price for Thai rice in 1988, there were limits to how
much of the crop could be sold at the support price (Hou and Tu 1993:166–
7).

Nonetheless, there is no doubt that protection and subsidisation generated
a substantial transfer of income from consumers and taxpayers to farmers.
Hou and Tu’s estimates for 1988 suggest that farmers gained US$1.477 billion
as a result of agricultural support policies, while consumers lost US$1.726
billion through high food prices resulting from protection and inefficient
allocation of resources, and taxpayers paid US$0.556 billion in state
expenditure on agriculture (Hou and Tu 1992: 168). On this basis, Fu and
Shei suggest that policy transfers to farmers represented 20–30 per cent of the
value of agricultural production in the 1980s (Fu and Shei 1996:19). From
the government’s point of view, agriculture’s budget was rising from around
NT$9,000 million in the first half of the 1980s to NT$32,656 million in 1990
(and over NT$50,000 million by 1994), representing 4.8 per cent of the total
budget in 1990 (Fu and Shei 1996:29; Council of Agriculture 1994:15).17
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However, it has to be pointed out that, high and growing as it was,
agricultural support in Taiwan did not have the impact on rural/urban income
differences of its equivalents in Japan and Korea (see Table 8.1). Although
there was some improvement in the relative position of farm households after
the initiation of agricultural support programmes in the 1970s, there was little
change thereafter and farm household income remained at around 70–75 per
cent of non-farm household income, while the position of Korean and
Japanese farmers improved substantially. In per capita terms, farm incomes
remained at 65–70 per cent of non-farm ones through the 1970s and 1980s
(BAS). This must reflect in part the lower level of protection and support
provided to Taiwanese farmers, as compared to Japanese and Korean ones,
but it was exacerbated by the inability of structural policies to develop viable
forms of larger-scale farming.

Tables 8.4 and 8.5 reveal the limited extent of structural change over the
1970s and 1980s, despite the intensification of policy efforts to develop larger-
scale farm operations. Although the average cultivated area per farm
household did increase gradually, from around 1 hectare in the mid-1970s to
about 1.25 hectares by the end of the 1980s (BAS), the proportion of
households farming very small holdings of less than half a hectare actually
increased over the 1975–90 period, whilst there was virtually no increase in
the proportion of holdings of the larger-scale type that the government was
promoting. The trend towards part-time farming was finally halted in the
1980s, but it was still the case that almost 90 per cent of households combined
farming with another occupation, and the proportion of all farm households
for whom agriculture had become the sideline had reached 70 per cent by the
end of the decade. By this time, after outmigration had taken its toll of the rural-
born young, almost 60 per cent of those managing farms were aged 45–65
and a further quarter were over 65, while only around 3 per cent had received
anything above middle-school education (Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook

Table 8.4 Distribution of farm households by area cultivated 1975–90 (%)

Source: BAS: 9.
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1996:304–5). It was thus difficult to see where the dynamic young managers
of larger-scale group farms were to come from.

As in Japan, therefore, though perhaps to an even greater extent, rural
industrialisation and the part-time farming which it made possible enabled
the very small farm to survive and limited the effectiveness of structural
policies designed to increase scale. Yet it must be said that agricultural price
support policies, especially for rice, have also worked against the aims of
structural policy. The system for rice price support provided part-time farmers
with a more-or-less risk-free source of income and the efficient provision of
marketing and other services, while subsidised mechanisation made it possible
to contract out the most time-consuming operations of rice cultivation.
Households were thus able to hang on to their land as industrial growth, in
the countryside as well as in the towns, steadily raised its value, earning the
bulk of their income from non-agricultural sources but qualifying for the
benefits of farmer-status. Meanwhile, improvements in rural infrastructure
have meant that farmers live longer and stay fitter, and mechanisation anyway
enables older farmers to remain in business until a greater age (Lin 1994:436–
7). As long as the rice-price support policy stays in operation, therefore, it may
be that Taiwanese policy-makers have no option but to wait, alongside their
Japanese counterparts, for the agricultural adjustment problem to die away.

On the other hand, although rice remained the mainstay of many of the
older part-time farmers and over 50 per cent of farm households were still
growing rice in 1990 (Lee 1996:74–5), more has been done in Taiwan to
diversify out of rice and into crops in greater demand than in Japan and Korea.
Rice accounted for 50 per cent of farm households’ on-farm income (one-
quarter of total income) in 1974, but only 27 per cent (less than 10 per cent of
total income) by 1990 (Lee 1996:75). Table 8.6 (which is a continuation of
Table 7.2) shows the continually growing importance of fruit and vegetable
production, each of which was generating over 20 per cent of the value of crop
output by 1990. The production of pork, dominated by the Taiwan Sugar

Table 8.5 Full-time and part-time farm households (%)

Source: BAS: 11.  .
Full-time = not more than thirty days worked off the farm.
Agriculture as main occupation = income from agriculture greater than income from
non-agriculture; non-agricultural main occupation = vice versa.
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Corporation, has expanded and become more large-scale, and has been
sufficiently competitive on world markets to be able to achieve significant
exports. Altogether, although livestock production  remains heavily
dependent on imported feed grains, climate on the one hand and the active
diversification of farmers on the other have enabled Taiwan to maintain much
higher levels of food self-sufficiency than Japan or Korea (Table 7.5).

In general, therefore, the provision of support to Taiwanese farmers in the
face of the agricultural adjustment problem has a good deal in common with
the ‘East Asian model’ as regards the methods and institutional mechanisms
employed. Government acquisition of rice, which had been the central means
of extracting the surplus from farmers in earlier years, became the chief
mechanism for providing income support and promoting food security, and
the network of FAs, like its equivalents in Japan and Korea, became the vehicle
for transferring benefits to farmers. However, although Taiwanese farmers
may have been in a better position than their counter-parts in Japan and Korea
to diversify to meet changing demand as consumers grew richer, the extent
of the protection and support offered by the system in Taiwan was not as great
as that elsewhere and neither was its success in resisting the forces making for
relative decline in farm household incomes, as comparative advantage shifted
away from agriculture. To some extent this reflected the more diversified and
complex structure of farm businesses in Taiwan, which reduced the
effectiveness of rice price support as an income-raising measure. However, the
political and diplomatic background, together with the agricultural sector’s
lack of a powerful bureaucratic voice, may also have played a part. It is to the
political factors, both at home and internationally, conditioning Taiwan’s
agricultural policy that we now turn.

Table 8.6  Changes in the composition of the value of agricultural output
1975–90 (%)

Source: BAS: 18–19.
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Trade liberalisation and agricultural politics

As outlined earlier, by the 1980s Taiwan was experiencing both economic
and political liberalisation, though with the passage of time and the lessening
of East-West confrontation, its diplomatic situation in the world was becoming
more complex. Nonetheless, as elsewhere in the region, reductions in state
regulation and protection of the now much more mature industrial sector
coincided, as we have seen, with rising levels of protection and support for
agriculture. In the context of Taiwan’s large-scale exports to the developed
West, and especially to the US, ‘trade friction’ was, again as elsewhere, an
almost inevitable consequence. However, Taiwan’s vulnerable security
position was bound to weaken its ability to resist international attacks on its
agricultural policy. On the other hand, however, the democratisation of politics
at home was opening up new possibilities for organised interest groups, such
as those representing farmers, to exert influence over policy, as the structures
of Mainlander/Kuomintang control began to weaken. The sections that follow
will examine first the international and then the domestic dimensions of the
agricultural conflicts that Taiwan faced as a mature industrial state.

Agricultural trade friction and the Uruguay Round

Despite Taiwan’s switch to export promotion as an industrialisation strategy
in the 1960s, it is widely agreed that import controls dating back to the
import-substitution phase remained significant through the 1960s and 1970s
and the mercantilist mind-set of Taiwanese officials was by no means
transformed overnight. In 1984, largely in response to US pressure over the
trade surplus, the government committed itself to ‘liberalisation and
internationalisation’, but progress in this direction remained slow. In 1986
the NT dollar was allowed to appreciate and more significant plans for the
reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers were put in place. By the early
1990s, tariff rates on manufactured goods had been drastically reduced and
Taiwan’s overall tariff protection had fallen to a level that was low by
international standards. Non-tariff barriers had also been attacked and
government and business had come to accept that Taiwan could gain from
freer trade.18

The situation with agricultural products was however very different. As
we have seen, measured levels of protection for agricultural goods began to
rise in the 1970s and remained high through the 1980s. The forms of
agricultural protection, like their precursors in the industrial sector, were
varied, including border tariffs and domestic price supports but also different
levels of import licensing which effectively allowed officials to regulate when
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and from where, if at all, imports were permitted. Rice could in theory be
imported and its tariff rate was low, but an import licence had to be obtained
and, as Hou and Tu (1993:161) put it, this ‘usually limits the importation of
the item’. Sugar and fresh milk were subject to both high tariffs and strict
import controls. Tariffs on fruit and vegetables were also high and were
seasonally variable. Beef could be imported, but only from certain countries.
Poultry was on the ‘import controlled’ list, so that imports required a licence
from the Board of Foreign Trade. A range of products, including peanuts, red
beans, garlic and various kinds of fish, which were politically sensitive because
their producers were deemed to be particularly vulnerable to import
competition, were categorised by the Council of Agriculture as ‘strategic
products’, the import of which could be controlled as it saw fit.19 Considering
this complex set of import controls alongside internal price support and
subsidy schemes, it is clear that Taiwan’s agricultural markets were not subject
to the same movement towards ‘liberalisation and internationalisation’ as were
the markets for manufactured goods.

As a consequence, trade friction over agricultural products, especially with
the US, began to emerge during the 1970s. A first bilateral agreement was
reached between the US and Taiwan in 1978–9, providing for scheduled
reductions in tariffs on wheat, corn, soya beans, pork and various other
products (Huang 1993:57). US criticism over Taiwanese efforts to deal with
the government’s surplus rice stocks through subsidised exports goes back
into the 1970s, and in 1984 a bilateral agreement was finally made to limit
such exports. Meanwhile, through the mid-1980s, negotiations continued
over tariff reductions on a range of products of interest to US farmers,
including beef, oranges and poultry. The Taiwanese side appears to have
made minor concessions, reducing tariffs on items such as chocolate, cherries
and prunes (Mao and Tu 1993:94), but to have remained firm on the products
that mattered, so that the overall reduction in agricultural tariff levels was not
great.

As the 1980s progressed and political life in Taiwan became more open,
the ability of Taiwanese negotiators to respond to US demands became more
constrained. This was illustrated by the domestic and international conflict
that occurred in 1987–9 over imports of US turkey meat.20 During 1987, there
was a sudden increase in the scale of imports of turkey parts, on which there
were no import restrictions, from the US into Taiwan.21 Poultry prices
dropped and Taiwan’s chicken producers, predominantly part-time farm
households, organised to lobby their government. Demonstrations were held
and Chou estimates that substantial sums must have been spent in the effort
to gain political support for the campaign to stop the imports (Chou
1993:211). In 1988, the Board of Foreign Trade responded by instituting a
system under which licences for turkey imports would have to be obtained
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from the Council of Agriculture and, needless to say, no licences were
forthcoming. The success of the poultry-producers’ lobby was however short-
lived. The US government, fearing that turkey meat might prove just the thin
end of the wedge,22 immediately demanded talks with the Taiwanese
authorities and threatened use of the ‘Super 301’ clause of the Omnibus Trade
Bill, which permitted generalised retaliation against specified countries
deemed to be trading unfairly. After three rounds of negotiations, an
agreement was reached in January 1989 under which all restrictions on turkey
imports would cease on 1 September 1990. In the end, whatever the domestic
political pressures, ‘the turkey trade conflicts threatened a good US-Taiwan
relationship’ (Chou 1993:209) and the special interests of chicken farmers had
to be sacrificed to maintain peaceful relations with Taiwan’s most important
export market for manufactured goods and the guarantor of its security.

Against this background, it is clear that Taiwan’s position in the context
of the Uruguay Round negotiations was even weaker than those of Korea and
Japan. Taiwan was not a member of GATT and was not therefore a participant
in the Round, nor obliged to recognise any agreement made. However, ever
since its diplomatic derecognition in the 1970s, Taiwan has been desperate
to be accepted into international organisations and the prize of membership
of the WTO, to which acceptance of the Uruguay Round agreement could
lead, provided the incentive to agree to measures of trade liberalisation which
paralleled those of the Round itself. Hence the Taiwanese government
announced that the overall level of agricultural tariffs would be cut from its
existing level of over 20 per cent as soon as Taiwan joined the WTO, with
further staged reductions lowering it to 12 per cent after six years, and all the
major agricultural products would face programmes of gradual
liberalisation.23 On rice, Taiwan accepted the same formula as Japan, with
imports scheduled to rise from 4 per cent of domestic consumption in the first
year of WTO entry to 8 per cent after six years. Tariffs on beef and sugar
would be reduced and imports of chicken would be allowed up to a gradually
rising ceiling. Imports of an assortment of other politically sensitive
agricultural products, such as peanuts and garlic, would be permitted for the
first time, although high tariffs were to be imposed.

However, since Taiwan cannot join the WTO until after China has done
so, the agricultural authorities were likely to be able to enjoy the luxury of a
considerable breathing space before they had to confront the political
problems import liberalisation was likely to generate. The Food Stabilisation
Programme, the major component of which is the rice-price support system,
was to remain in place for the time being and the agricultural authorities were
thus given time to deal with the reactions of farmers to the potential impact
of imports of products into which they had been encouraged by government
policy to diversify. Nonetheless, there has been considerable opposition to the
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prospect of agricultural liberalisation and we will return to this as we consider
the domestic political context of agricultural policy during the adjustment
period.

Agriculture and political liberalisation

As we saw in Chapter 7, the determination and implementation of agricultural
policy in Taiwan during the period of rapid growth from the 1950s through
the 1960s were largely the preserve of government officials and the JCRR.
Although there was not the single, centralised, bureaucratic body concerned
with agriculture that existed in Japan and Korea, officials were nonetheless
able to regulate and control what went on in rural areas to a high degree.
Despite the importance of the theoretically autonomous FAs and Irrigation
Associations in the implementation of government policy, Kuomintang
factional politics, backed up by government surveillance, generally succeeded
in dividing and ruling (Moore 1985:157; Rigger 1996: 302–5).

By the late 1960s, however, this situation was beginning to change, if only
in relatively subtle ways. The commercial development and diversification
of agriculture, alongside the growth in non-agricultural employment in rural
areas, was beginning to undermine the ability of the state, through the FAs,
to control agricultural life by means of rice acquisition and fertiliser
distribution. Meanwhile, farmers’ perception of the growing farm/non-farm
income gap appears to have been leading to some discontent. Bain reports
research showing a sharp increase after 1969 in the number of questions asked
on agricultural issues in the Legislative Yuan (national-level parliament), with
almost as many agricultural questions tabled between 1970 and 1972 as in the
previous sixteen years altogether (Bain 1993:82). She also notes that this
coincided with an increase in the number of non-Mainlander members in the
Yuan, and the threat that native Taiwanese politicians might use rural
discontent as a means of strengthening their power bases does seem to have
played a part in the policy switch towards support for agriculture. This switch
took place under the auspices of Chiang Kai-shek’s son, Chiang Ching-kuo,
who took control of economic policy in 1969 and who represented a new
generation of Kuomintang leadership with much closer connections to native
Taiwanese politicians with rural interests (Moore 1985:103). In place of what
Bain calls ‘the Old Guard’, whose belief in the necessity of ensuring cheap
supplies of basic foodstuffs had been honed on the Mainland before 1949,
there came to power a leadership prepared to regard agriculture as an
economic activity and to provide farmers with incentives to grow what
consumers demanded (Bain 1993: 89–93).
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The growing political significance of agricultural policy during the 1970s
was reflected in persistent demands for the creation of a proper Ministry of
Agriculture (see Bain 1993:70–6). The government resisted, on the grounds
that agriculture should not be given a status different from that of other areas
of economic activity, and agreed only to promote the Department of
Agriculture within the Ministry of Economic Affairs into a Bureau.
Continuing attacks on this compromise, for instance on the grounds that the
Minister of Economic Affairs did not know anything about agriculture,24

eventually produced the decision to merge the Bureau of Agriculture with the
Council for Agricultural Planning and Development (formerly the JCRR)
to form the Council of Agriculture in 1984. The Council’s terms of reference
made it de facto an Agriculture Ministry, although the Provincial Departments
concerned with agricultural matters did continue to exist, and its
establishment marked recognition of the fact that the needs of agriculture and
industry no longer necessarily coincided, in the same way as did the division
of the pre-war Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce into separate
agriculture and industry ministries.

Meanwhile, there appears to have been a gradual growth of resistance to
government policy in the countryside. Moore cites the case of the
government’s attempt, from 1975, to take over direct control of the Irrigation
Associations from their elected leaderships, partly to reduce administrative
costs but possibly also because they were becoming the basis for local political
networks (Moore 1985:160–1). Resistance to this move went as far, in some
cases, as refusal to pay irrigation fees, and eventually, in 1982, the government
was obliged to restore the elected assemblies. However, the ‘organised’
opposition to the government, as it began to emerge in the 1980s in the form
of the increasingly tolerated ‘non-Party’ politicians, did not take up agricultural
issues in any consistent way, being (according to an agricultural expert quoted
by Bain) ‘too busy campaigning for democratic political rights to speak out
on agricultural matters’ (Bain 1993:84).

The lifting of martial law in 1987 therefore represented the first real
opportunity for the public expression of rural grievances, and farmers’ groups
were among those who took part in the outburst of street demonstrations that
followed.25 Two farmers’ organisations, the Association to Promote the Rights
and Interests of Farmers and the United Farmers’ Association were formed
in 1987, and there were fierce street battles in May 1988 in protest at the growth
of agricultural imports from the US, including those of turkey meat (see
above). However, farmers’ protests in general focused only on the interests
of particular groups and even the two broader farmers’ organisations
represented different types of farmers, so that united and organised interest-
group pressure, such as the agricultural co-operatives were able to apply in
Japan, has not emerged in Taiwan.26
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Thus, although the government clearly had to take note of the high-profile
protest activity that farmers were able to set up, and Rigger argues that
Kuomintang candidates came to have to put in much more effort than in the
past if they wished to win rural elections (Rigger 1996:31), organised
agricultural interests in Taiwan do not seem to have been able to mobilise the
political power of their Japanese counterparts, despite the establishment of
political pluralism. The FAs did not take on the interest-group role of the co-
operatives in Japan and agricultural diversification lessened their influence
in the countryside, except as credit and banking organisations (Moore
1987:142). At the same time, Taiwanese farmers have never had access to a
single bureaucratic organisation really committed to their interests. Thus,
although the larger-scale livestock producers may perhaps have been in a
position to exercise political influence, in the end, as the turkey imports issue
demonstrated, the government was always liable to sacrifice small-scale
farmers in the interests of the wider economy and of what it saw as national
security. Broad fears of unrest in the countryside and threats to food self-
sufficiency led to the same switch from exploitation to support of agriculture
as occurred elsewhere, but Taiwan’s peculiar political past, combined with
its precarious international present, appear to have limited the ability of
agricultural pressure groups to secure the level of protection and subsidy
achieved elsewhere in the region.

Conclusion: a future for Taiwanese agriculture?

Of the agricultural sectors of the three countries under consideration
in this study, Taiwan’s almost certainly contributed most to the growth
of the industrial sector and ended up receiving the least from it. The
agricultural growth and rural industrialisation of the 1950s and 1960s,
dependent on favourable initial conditions but themselves the conditions
for the significant transfer of resources to industry, meant that the same
means of agricultural support, centring on the rice price, had less impact
on farm household incomes than in Korea and Japan. At the same time,
Taiwan’s political structures, inherited from the past, and its strategic
vulnerability limited the ability of Taiwanese farmers to achieve the
same levels of protection as their Korean and Japanese counterparts.
Thus, while Taiwan came to face the same structural problems in its
agriculture—persistent small scale, limited mechanisation, an ageing,
part-time labour force and so on— and adopted broadly the same policies
and institutional mechanisms in the effort to solve them as Japan and
Korea, Taiwanese farmers seemed most vulnerable to the impact of
liberalisation and internationalisation. Whereas Bello and Rosenfeld
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(1992) call their chapter on agriculture in Korea ‘Sacrificing Agriculture’,
that on Taiwan is called ‘The Road to Extinction’.

Nonetheless, for strategic and domestic political reasons, the Taiwanese
government cannot abandon agriculture altogether and it might be argued
that, in terms of their natural environment and commercial experience,
Taiwan’s farmers may be in a better position than Japanese and Korean ones
to survive in a more competitive trading world. In this light, in 1991, the
government announced its ‘Comprehensive27 Agricultural Adjustment
Programme’, aimed at creating the kind of viable agriculture that might hold
out a future for Taiwanese (and perhaps other East Asian) farmers.28 The
plan assumed that trade liberalisation, in the form of tariff reductions, would
continue and targeted for development a range of designated products
intended to meet diversifying domestic demand for higher-quality food and
to provide environmental benefits. Meanwhile, some products, including
rice and sugar cane, which were likely to be hard hit by import competition,
were to continue to benefit from price support and compensation for the
effects of liberalisation. The future of farming was to lie in the hands of an
80,000-strong ‘army’ of core farmers, well educated and able to manage fully
mechanised group farms of 10 hectares or more, and their agricultural land
was to remain protected from conversion into non-agricultural uses. Non-
core farmers would be encouraged to retire on the basis of pension schemes
and welfare payments. In general, agricultural policy would cease to be
‘production-driven’, becoming ‘market-driven and environmentally
sensitive’ and embracing ‘landscape management and agro-tourism’ (Huang
1993:61).

Since many of the plan’s proposals involved substantial expenditure of
government money, few of them were actually approved and put into effect.
Moreover, a number of commentators have pointed out that the plan did
not really get to the root of the structural problems faced by Taiwanese, and
indeed Korean and Japanese, agriculture in a more liberal trading
environment. Price supports for crops such as rice would continue to sustain
the part-time farmer. It was not clear what was going to induce small-scale
landowners to entrust, much less sell, their land to larger-scale operators,
whilst continued restrictions on the conversion of agricultural land to other
purposes would do nothing to lessen the pressure on space for housing and
industry which had led to the dramatic rises in land values of recent years
(see e.g. Lin 1993:434–5). Thorbecke notes Mao Yu-kang’s somewhat
sceptical comment that: ‘It would be a truly unprecedented achievement if
Taiwan as well as other small farm countries can create a dual structure with
a small number of internationally competitive full-time farmers, with the
rural majority consisting of part-time farmers who continue to hold titles
to their land and to live in the villages as they earn the bulk of their income
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from non-farm occupations’ (quoted in Thorbecke 1992:65). Whilst it may
be possible to envision an economically viable, internationally acceptable
and environmentally friendly Taiwanese agriculture, the road towards the
achievement of that vision is likely to be long and bumpy.
 



9 Conclusions  
The past and future of
East Asian agriculture

As preceding chapters have shown, over the course of industrialisation in
East Asia, as elsewhere in the developed world, agriculture’s role in the
economy has been transformed. Once the major source of income and
employment, the agricultural sectors of Japan, Korea and Taiwan gave up
resources to the growing non-agricultural sector until, after remarkably short
periods of time by international standards, protection and subsidisation
became essential to their survival. At the same time however, within this
broadly universal pattern, East Asian agriculture has followed its own path,
related both to the region’s initial conditions and to the particular
characteristics of its industrialisation. Thus it has been within a framework
of small-scale, predominantly rice-cultivating, farm households that the
agricultural sector has played its part in the development process and sought
to adjust to the political economy of the industrialised states that Japan, Korea
and Taiwan now are. And meanwhile, of course, differences in their historical
circumstances and levels of development, and in their domestic and
international political and economic situations, have generated variations
in the responses of the farm sector in each individual country.

The pattern of similarity and difference within the overall picture of
agricultural transformation in the region is thus a complex one. Nonetheless,
since Japan, Taiwan and Korea represent the first countries to industrialise
on the basis of agricultural sectors which do not operate, in all respects, with
the same sorts of technology, environmental infrastructure and farm
organisation as those of the earlier industrialisers of Europe and North
America, much could be learnt from any general conclusions that can be
drawn from their experience. In what follows, we will attempt to assess how
far such conclusions can be drawn, as regards both agriculture’s role in
industrialisation and the subsequent adjustment problem, and conclude by
considering the challenges which East Asian agriculture must face in the
globalising and liberalising world of the twenty-first century.
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Agriculture and industrialisation

When considering agriculture’s place in the industrialising economies of
our East Asian countries in the context of the experience of much of the rest
of the post-war Third World, the feature which most clearly stands out is
the continued growth of agricultural output and the overall dynamism of
the rural sector centring on farming. The speed and timing of agriculture’s
growth phases varied from country to country—a longer, cumulative process
in Japan, significant growth concurrent with industrialisation in Taiwan and
Korea—but in all three cases, the agricultural sector succeeded in achieving
growth in output sufficient to provide the basis for agriculture’s contribution
to industrialisation. Moreover, this growth was achieved within the context
of a relatively unfavourable environment for agriculture, and in particular
very limited availability of cultivable land relative to population, by means
of similar, indeed historically related, forms of technological development.

These technological developments were derived from advances in rice
cultivation methods which date back into the nineteenth century in Japan and
which have been adapted over time both to environmental conditions and to
the economic organisation of the small-scale cultivators who have continued
to dominate the region’s agricultural structure. Higher-yielding varieties,
heavy application of fertiliser and intensive use of family labour have made
possible the increases in yield per hectare which have enabled East Asian
agriculture both to meet the food demands of the industrialising economy and
at the same time to release resources from agricultural production. Although
land reforms have transferred the ownership of land to the cultivator
throughout the region, the organisation of agriculture, within the farm
household and the village group, has changed little despite the upheavals of
industrialisation, and East Asia has not seen the kinds of institutional change,
either towards larger-scale farm businesses or towards collectivisation,
experienced elsewhere as development has occurred.

The extent to which output growth has enabled agriculture to play its
model role as contributor of resources to industrialisation has however varied
somewhat amongst the countries. The provision of supplies of staple food was
broadly achieved throughout, although Japanese farmers ceased to be able
to ensure supply in the inter-war period and the availability of food aid
complicated the picture in Korea, while Taiwan’s farmers continued to be able
to produce for export as well as for home demand. The contribution of
agricultural savings to investment in industry has proved very hard to assess
and was clearly greater in Taiwan and Japan, with their higher initial levels
of agricultural productivity, than in Korea, but, even on the most favourable
interpretation, it is clear that other sources of industrial capital accumulation
were increasingly of greater significance. On the other hand, the provision of
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adequate food supplies at relatively low and stable prices, whether achieved
by the market or through state intervention, was a major factor promoting
the non-inflationary growth of industrial employment.

As far as labour is concerned, however, there is no doubt that it was the
farm household that constituted the major source of supply during the
industrial take-off in all three countries, and given that this take-off was driven
by the growth of relatively labour-intensive forms of manufacturing, the
smooth transfer of rural workers into industrial employment was crucial. The
mechanisms of labour transfer included the kinds of straightforward rural-
urban migration which most industrialisation models assume, but also
involved, especially in Japan and Taiwan, the expansion of industrial
employment in rural areas and the transformation of rural households into
‘pluriactive’ organisations, deriving income both from the non-agricultural
work of household members and increasingly from part-time farming.
Industrial employers, by no means all of them large-scale enterprises, reacted,
eventually even in Korea, to the costs of urban location by adapting their
recruitment practices and their methods of operation so as to enable them to
tap sources of labour within the farm household. Meanwhile, given the pattern
of agricultural labour use especially in rice cultivation, rural households
themselves were able to continue to farm, maintaining ownership of their land
and supplementing their agricultural proceeds with income from outside
sources.

The combined effect of output growth and the scale and nature of resource
transfer during East Asian industrialisation was to limit the emergence of the
rural/urban dualism and agricultural stagnation from which many post-war
developing countries have suffered. Although the manufacturing sector grew
much faster than agriculture in all three cases, the rural economy remained
relatively dynamic, as a result both of agricultural development and of the
expansion of rural industry and commerce; rural/ urban income differentials
widened significantly only once the potential for agricultural growth had
finally become exhausted at the end of the industrial take-off periods, and rural
demand continued to provide a market for the products of the developing non-
agricultural sector. The relative equality within the farm sector, which the land
reforms intensified and cemented in place, was thus complemented by relative
rural/urban equality and contributed significantly to the persistent overall
equality in incomes and welfare which forms such a central feature of the East
Asian model.

The reasons why this was possible lie, in varying combinations in each of
the countries, in both the initial conditions of agriculture and in the policies
and strategies pursued. Although, as suggested earlier, environmental
conditions were relatively unfavourable to agriculture, the level of
development of rural infrastructure and of agricultural productivity was
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almost certainly higher, actually or potentially, in all three countries on the
eve of the industrial take-off than has been the case in many developing
countries. Moreover, communications in rural areas were relatively well
developed, the provision of education and effective administration was
advanced by the standards of other pre-industrial societies, and a wide range
of farm households had experience of production for the market and of the
use of commercial inputs with new forms of agricultural technique. In Japan,
this was the result of the relatively long period of agricultural and proto-
industrial development which preceded the start of modern industrial growth
in the late nineteenth century; in Taiwan and Korea, it owed a good deal to
the policies and investments of the Japanese colonial administrations as they
sought to develop the production of rice and other food crops for the mainland
Japanese market. Nonetheless, in all three cases, output increase could be
achieved through the use of improved varieties and intensive fertiliser
application on the basis of prior investment in the irrigation infrastructure,
and the pre-existing development of communications and commerce in the
countryside facilitated the involvement of rural areas in the growth of the
economy, once industrialisation began.

In all three cases, therefore, prior developments provided the framework
within which the market responses of farm households generated agricul-
ture’s contribution to industrialisation, but at the same time state intervention
was also, if to varying degrees, conditioning agriculture’s role. All three
governments—the Meiji government in late nineteenth century Japan and the
post-war Korean and Taiwanese administrations—saw agriculture as a major
source of resources to use in the promotion of industry, and their effective
administrative structures enabled them to levy relatively heavy taxation on
farmers and/or to manipulate the terms of trade against them. However, none
appears to have regarded agriculture as no more than a source of taxation or
cheap food supplies and all avoided the kind of ‘urban-biased’ neglect of rural
areas that typified some post-war Third World governments. In nineteenth-
century Japan, a ‘rural development strategy’ was not a conscious option for
the state, but out in the countryside, as Chapter 3 showed, the class of
‘cultivating landlords’ provided the economic and technological impetus
which generated the diffusion of higher-yielding methods and commercial and
industrial development. In post-war Taiwan and Korea, the requirements of
political and social stability in the countryside, of control over inflation and
of strategic self-sufficiency in food meant that neglect of agricultural
development was impossible. Investment in infrastructure and the provision
of extension and other services in rural areas continued alongside the
‘squeezing’ of agriculture and helped to offset the disincentive effects of the
tax and price policies deemed essential for the accomplishment of industrial
goals.
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The ability to achieve the best of both worlds in this way must in large part
be ascribed to the methods by means of which policy towards the agricultural
sector was pursued. Because of the dominance of rice within both the
agricultural economy and the diets of consumers, intervention in its
production and distribution provided East Asian states with a uniquely
powerful mechanism for influencing the supply and price of food. In Japan,
the government only began to make significant use of this mechanism in the
inter-war period, but thereafter, as in Korea and Taiwan, war-time rationing
systems provided the basis for the continued high level of state control over
the market in rice. The systems for intervention which evolved under the
‘bureaucratic developmental states’ of all three countries made the
maintenance of relatively low food prices possible, but at the same time could
be used to ensure that resources, especially fertiliser, were distributed in the
interests of increasing food output. Thus the rice/fertiliser barter systems
utilised in both Taiwan and Korea combined the ‘squeezing’ of farmers via
the terms of trade with the effective distribution of the key input for achieving
output increases.

Central to the systems of state intervention in agriculture in all three
countries were the networks of farmers’ organisations which served to link
the central agricultural bureaucracy with the villages. Thus, the bureaucratic
‘pilot organisations’—the Food Agency in Japan, the Provincial Food Bureau
in Taiwan and the Food Administration Bureau in Korea—operated through
the hierarchies of co-operatives and farmers’ associations, to which all farmers
belonged and these, while with one hand taking away from farmers on behalf
of the state through taxes, compulsory purchases and manipulated prices, were
also providing with the other hand the services, such as extension advice,
marketing, credit and access to inputs, which small-scale farm households
could not provide for themselves. Just as in the industrial sector, interaction
between bureaucrats and producers’ representatives proved a highly effective
means of ‘guiding the market’ towards developmental goals; just as with the
industrial sector too, however, it entrenched a structure of relationships which
were to go on to pose considerable obstacles to deregulation and
‘internationalisation’.

Such instances of the price which had to paid later in the adjustment period
for agriculture’s contribution to industrialisation are the subject of the next
section. In the mean time, it cannot be denied that agriculture’s role in the East
Asian industrialisation model was a relatively successful one and that its main
elements lay not so much in the direct transfer of resources as in the provision
of incomes and employment in the countryside, through agricultural output
growth and rural development more widely. The question of whether
agricultural development or industrialisation ‘came first’ hardly makes sense
in the case of the small-scale pluriactive farm household that has predominated
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in the East Asian countryside and it is clear that in these cases the two have
interacted to contribute towards the ‘growth with equity’ of the East Asian
model. We must now turn to the consequences of the path that agriculture
followed during the industrialisation period for its ability to adjust to the
conditions of the industrial economies that Japan, Korea and Taiwan have
become in recent decades.

Agricultural adjustment

By 1960 in Japan and 1970 in Taiwan and Korea, the growth that had enabled
the agricultural sector to become involved in and contribute to the economic
miracle had started to slow down, urban/rural income differentials had begun
to widen, and it is clear that a ‘turning point’ had been reached in agriculture’s
role in the economy.1 The almost immediate response in all three countries
was a switch towards protection and support for farmers, the levels of which
rose sharply through the 1960s and 1970s in Japan and the 1970s and 1980s
in Taiwan and Korea. Although operating under political systems which
were in many ways quite different, all three governments were prepared to
convert their systems for taxing and promoting agriculture into mechanisms
for subsidising and supporting farmers, and to redistribute income towards
them on a scale witnessed only rarely in the rest of the world. In Japan, the
ways in which interest-group pressure was exerted in support of agriculture
within the context of the democratic political system have been well
documented; under the still authoritarian governments of Taiwan and Korea
the pressures were more subtle, arising from the need to preserve stability in
the countryside and subvert the basis for any potential political opposition,
as well as from external threats to national security. At any rate, East Asian
experience suggests that even politically and militarily strong authoritarian
governments can be suscept-ible to fears of trouble ‘down on the farm’.

As a result, levels of income subsidy and border protection for farm
products began to rise as they had done in other industrial countries as the
agricultural adjustment problem emerged, although the rates of rise and the
levels reached were generally higher in East Asia. In part, as a number of
analysts have pointed out, this must be attributed to the miraculous speed with
which productivity rose in the industrial sector, making the level of support
required to slow down the outflow of agricultural resources and maintain
urban/rural income equality correspondingly greater. At the same time,
however, the methods and mechanisms employed in the provision of
agricultural support in many ways hindered the achievement of agricultural
adjustment and entrenched a structure of interests and institutions which
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depended on the continuation of exceptionally high levels of protection and
subsidy.

Fundamental to this was the fact that all three governments made use of
their pre-existing systems of intervention in the market via the networks of
farmers’ organisations as the vehicles for the provision of agricultural support.
Thus, with the majority of farmers still growing rice, the simplest way to raise
their incomes was to ensure that they received high prices for it. Given the
economic and political difficulties in the way of any corresponding increase
in the consumer price for rice, the result in all three countries was a growing
deficit in the accounts of the bureaucratic agencies managing the government’s
rice purchases and sales and, in Taiwan and Japan especially, accumulating
surpluses of rice which could not be sold to consumers who were increasingly
diversifying their diets away from staple grains. At the same time, the co-
operatives and farmers’ associations became enmeshed in the structure of
agricultural support, often not just through their role as agents for government
rice purchases, but also as intermediaries in the provision of subsidies for
credit, inputs and investment projects. The centrality of rice price support to
the structure of agricultural protection and subsidy ensured that small-scale,
part-time farm households would continue to find it worthwhile to grow rice,
while the hierarchy of farmers’ organisations had every incentive to support
them in this and to continue to provide the services they required. Moreover,
as a result of their roles in the system, the farmers’ organisations were well
placed to ensure that both the bureaucratic agencies responsible for agriculture
and, increasingly, politicians continued to be aware of farmers’ problems and
needs.

As this system became entrenched it increasingly precluded, despite the
published plans of all three governments for the establishment of larger-scale,
viable farms managed by a new breed of young and business-like specialist
farmers, the kinds of structural change that long-term agricultural adjustment
would have required. Farm households continued to hang on to their land,
fearful of losing ownership of it within any kind of collective management and
mindful of its rising value in land-short industrial economies. With the
assistance of the co-operatives and farmers’ associations, rice continued to be
relatively easy to cultivate on a part-time basis, and measures to encourage
diversification had to be accompanied by high levels of protection and subsidy
for alternative crops. Thus, increasingly elaborate structures of protection
came into being, radiating out from rice price support, while the small-scale,
part-time farm household continued to dominate the economics and politics
of agriculture.

The East Asian response to the agricultural adjustment problem has had
both domestic and international consequences. At home, farming has tended
to remain a side-line occupation, unattractive to younger generations, and the
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average age of those operating farms has risen sharply in all three countries.
As farmers become too old to farm, those without successors are forced to
abandon land which does not have alternative uses, causing problems for
other farmers and environmental degradation. On the other hand, families
owning agricultural land in or near urban areas have sought to carry on
cultivating in the expectation of profiting from the increasing value of their
holdings in other uses, and the development of effective markets in land has
been restricted by such speculative land-holding and by regulatory attempts
to limit the loss of agricultural land. It is often argued, for example, that the
huge rises in land prices which fuelled the Bubble Economy in Japan were
partly the result of the shortage of supply of land for new building caused by
‘urban farmers’ hanging on to their city plots.2 Meanwhile, however, domestic
agriculture, structured as it is, has found it difficult to meet the changing and
diversifying food demands of increasingly well-off populations and reliance
on imports, especially for feed-grains for livestock producers, has steadily
increased. While the rice self-sufficiency which makes East Asian consumers
and governments feel secure has generally been achieved, the price has been
a growing import bill for other agricultural products.

Despite this, the continued protection of rice and other domestically-
produced crops and livestock has generated international pressure which the
‘export-oriented’ East Asian countries have found it increasingly hard to resist.
‘Agricultural trade friction’ between East Asia and agricultural exporting
countries, most notably the United States, intensified during the 1980s and
came to a head during the Uruguay Round. In the course of this process, the
interests of increasingly ‘globalised’ manufacturing businesses in the
maintenance of free trade and open markets clashed with those of agriculture’s
representatives, in the context, for Taiwan and Korea, of a newly politicised,
democratic environment. This produced street demonstrations, political soul-
searching and strong consumer reactions in support of home-grown rice. In
the end, however, all three governments accepted that farmers would have
to be sacrificed on the altar of wider national interests, in the face of the
demands of the outside power which in many ways guaranteed their
economic, political and military survival.

It might be argued altogether, therefore, that, in agriculture as in other areas
of economic life, the successes of the miracle period in East Asia exacted their
price, in terms of the pains and problems of adjustment, once industrialisation
had been achieved. The system of the bureaucratic developmental state in
agriculture, that is to say the mechanisms for intervention in rice production
and distribution via the network of farmers’ organisations, which had so
effectively facilitated agriculture’s positive role in the industrialisation process,
could be converted to use in the provision of support for agriculture only at
the cost of the survival of the small-scale, mainly rice-cultivating, family farm
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households who depended on it and were represented within it. Although,
judging from experience elsewhere in the industrial world, a rising level of
agricultural protection was inevitable in East Asia, the forms which it took
were conditioned by the historical and environmental context of the region
and by the nature of its industrialisation experience and their implications for
the future of agriculture in the globalised and liberalised economies which the
industrial East Asian nations have been obliged to become are considerable.
It is to that future that we now turn.

The future of East Asian agriculture

Whilst schemes for structural reform and the establishment of viable farming
had been produced regularly in all three countries as the budget costs and
trade friction problems of agricultural adjustment grew, East Asia’s Uruguay
Round agreements were accompanied by a new and more urgent set of
plans and packages designed to define and provide support for the kinds of
agriculture which might be able to survive and prosper in the new world of
more open markets and lower levels of subsidy. All envisaged, on the one
hand, the concentration of agricultural resources in larger, specialist farms
producing rice or other crops under mechanised conditions and, on the other,
the promotion of alternative activities, e.g. tourism, in areas where such
agriculture could not be sustained without excessive protection. The success
of such plans in promoting a viable future for East Asian agriculture would
however require both a dismantling of the system of regulation and support
which has underpinned the prevailing agricultural structure throughout the
post-war period and a conversion in attitudes towards farming, so that instead
of being regarded as the activity whereby farm households produce the
nation’s staple food, it becomes a specialist business meeting market demands.

As Chapter 4 showed, Japan has perhaps come furthest along the road
towards ‘controlled deregulation’, especially as regards the rice market.
Through reforms dating back into the 1980s, the Japanese state has gradually
extricated itself from direct intervention in rice purchases and sales, handing
the regulation of the market over to the co-operatives and, in a limited way,
to market forces. The role of the Food Agency in the ‘rice crisis’ of 1993–4
demonstrated that old habits die hard, but the incident also provided a vivid
demonstration of the extent to which market forces were able to turn rice into
a differentiated product. East Asian consumers have demonstrated
preferences, which they are prepared to pay to satisfy, not only between the
broad indica/japonica categories but also, within those categories, according
to taste and brand image. Although the Japanese rice crisis and the first
‘minimum access’ imports have begun to demonstrate that producers
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elsewhere in the world are able to grow rice which consumers might just have
trouble differentiating from the home-grown product, East Asian farmers
themselves are uniquely well placed to satisfy consumers’ preferences and it
seems clear that, if there is a future for rice cultivation in the industrial countries
of the region, it must involve production of the differentiated, high-quality rice
for which discerning consumers are prepared to pay, if given the choice in the
market.

The fact must remain, however, that East Asian consumers will continue
to diversify their food expenditure away from rice, no matter how tasty and
expensive it might be. Recent studies of trends in dietary patterns in Japan for
instance (e.g. Food and Agriculture Policy Research Center 1997) show that,
as elsewhere in the developed world, as life-styles change, especially as regards
the role of women in the household, families are spending more of their food
budgets not only on a wider range of items but also on convenience foods and
eating out. However, what is also striking about the results of such studies is
their demonstration that such trends do not necessarily involve the
straightforward ‘Westernisation’ or even ‘globalisation’ of East Asian diets.
Whilst Japanese consumers enjoyed a ‘gourmet boom’ as food imports
increased with the rising yen in the later 1980s, and Tokyo restaurants offer
diners more-or-less any cuisine from around the world that they care to
choose, family meals still tend to follow the Japanese pattern, even if nowadays
coming pre-packaged, frozen and micro-waved. As we have seen, the Korean
diet, less influenced by passing fads for exotic food than the Japanese one, has
remained rice-centred, but has adapted to new dietary possibilities by
incorporating more meat and dairy produce within it.

East Asian consumers are therefore likely to continue to demand the kinds
of food items which form part of their own particular cuisine, thus creating
market niches for specialist producers at home and possibly abroad. So, for
example, the particular emphasis of Japanese consumers on the freshness and
appearance of produce has meant that, while imports of fruit and vegetables
from South East Asia have increased considerably in recent years, such
products are principally used for processing and restaurant sales, while
Japanese fruit and vegetable growers continue to supply the perfect specimens
retailers display (Food and Agriculture Policy Research Center 1997:65–75).
Taiwanese pork producers have specialised in cuts of meat suitable for the
Japanese market and achieve substantial exports there. In such ways, the
particularities of individual markets and consumer tastes may yet leave scope
for specialist East Asian producers.

The kind of agricultural structure within which such producers might
operate remains uncertain, however. Taiwanese agriculture has clearly gone
furthest along the road towards diversification and yet retained the small-scale,
part-time farming structure, and Taiwan’s small farmers seem consistently to
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have been able to respond to market demands for particular products. In
Korea, the government has continued to see growth in rural industrialisation
and part-time farming, up to the levels achieved in Japan and Taiwan, as a way
out of agriculture’s problems. Amsden has suggested that ‘urban push’,
principally resulting from high land prices in the cities, may represent a
continuing force driving industry into rural areas in Taiwan (Amsden 1991).
However, the young ‘core farmers’ who are to be nurtured under each
country’s agricultural development plans are clearly not envisaged as
operating within pluriactive rural households, but rather as possessing the
kinds of technical and marketing skills which would enable them to manage
specialist farm businesses. It remains to be seen whether a truly pluriactive
path lies open to East Asian farmers in the future, or whether agriculture and
industry may simply operate alongside one another in rural areas, without
the intimate intra-household linkages of former times.

Against the possibilities that more open and liberalised markets in food
might offer to East Asian farmers, however, must be set the problems that still
face them and the politicians and bureaucrats who seek to foster them. These
include the continual ageing of the labour force and the difficulty of attracting
younger and better educated men and women into farming; the barriers to
increased scale and mechanisation imposed by the existing agricultural
infrastructure and by attitudes to land ownership, and the achievement of the
delicate zoning balance between, on the one hand, preserving agricultural land
and the rural environment and, on the other, meeting the particularly acute
demand for land for factories, offices and housing. Whilst the state may try
to retain a degree of control over agriculture, new and powerful players,
including trading companies, supermarket chains and agri-business firms,
both domestic and international, are entering the market and making it harder
for governments and farmers’ organisations to protect and support the kinds
of farming they may want to see in operation. As farmers and their
governments struggle to deal with this new and challenging environment, it
seems clear that the Uruguay Round marked, symbolically if not yet in the
scale of its impact, the end of the era in agriculture and agricultural policy in
industrialising East Asia which this study has sought to describe.

Meanwhile, East Asian-style industrialisation, focused on export-oriented
manufacturing growth and guided by the state in collaboration with private
enterprise, has begun to transform economic life throughout the Asia Pacific
region, bringing with it the ‘globalisation’ that can cause both miracle growth
and spectacular crisis. It remains to be seen, as this process proceeds, how far
agriculture elsewhere in the region will follow, as industry has done, the
outlines of the pattern laid down in Japan, Korea and Taiwan, witnessing
growth on an economic and technological basis appropriate to the pluriactive
farm household, within a framework of state regulation which both extracts
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resources and promotes ‘growth with equity’. To the extent that this pattern
is followed, its consequences for the subsequent process of agricultural
adjustment, constrained as it will be, even more than in ‘the West’, by the
political power of well-organised farmers and the lure of ‘food security’, will
represent key factors determining agricultural trade and international politics
in the global economy for many years to come.



Notes
 

1 Agriculture and industrialisation: the East Asian case

1 For convenience, therefore, the term ‘East Asia’ will be used throughout the
book to refer to Japan, Taiwan and Korea collectively. In addition to the
South East Asian countries which are still in the process of undergoing
industrialisation, there are clearly other countries, such as North Korea, the
Philippines and indeed China, which belong to East Asia, or even North
East Asia, geo-graphically, but which are not necessarily held to have
conformed, institution-ally or strategically, to the ‘East Asian model’.

2 Taiwan’s GNP per capita in 1949 was below US$ 100 and about the same as
India’s. South Korea’s did not reach this level until 1963 (Vogel 1991:13,
430).

3 For a neat summary, see Rigg 1997:9.
4 For data, see World Bank 1993:29–32.
5 Johnson 1982. For a summary of the application of the approach to Taiwan

and Korea as well as Japan, see Johnson 1987.
6  See e.g. Johnson 1987:65–7. The characteristics of zaibatsu/keiretsu and chaebol

in Japan and Korea are well known. For more on business groups in Taiwan,
see Amsden 1991.

7 However, even in Korea, employment in small and medium enterprises
grew sharply in the 1980s and accounted for over 50 per cent of total
manufacturing employment in 1988 (Campos and Root 1996:63).

8 For a summary of various such models, see Ghatak and Ingersent 1984: ch.
5.

9 For a detailed analysis of the growth of agricultural protection and its causes,
see Tyers and Anderson 1992: chs 2 and 3.

10 As one of the ESRC’s anonymous rapporteurs points out, the World Bank’s
well-known East Asian Miracle study devotes only five out of four hundred
pages to the region’s agricultural sectors.

11 For a general analysis of the protection of rice in Asia, see David and Huang
1996.

12 For the argument that the whole pattern of the development process may be
different in ‘the rice economies’ from that followed by Western societies
under-taking different forms of agriculture, see Bray 1986.
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13  There is, however, growing criticism of the neglect of the ‘pluriactive’ farm
household in the literature on agriculture in both developed (see e.g. Fuller
1990 on Europe) and developing (see e.g. Grabowski 1995) economies.

14 See for example Anderson’s suggestion that China may be moving in the
same direction as Japan, Korea and Taiwan (Anderson 1996:7).

15 For a brief comparison of policies towards the rural sector in Thailand and
Indonesia, see Rigg 1997:81–3.

2 East Asian agriculture: patterns and trends

1 The national statistical sources used throughout this study do not always
make clear whether or not forestry and fisheries are included in ‘agriculture’.
As far as possible, however, subsequent data and discussion will be restricted
to agriculture.

2 Chinese governments as far back as the first century BC had attempted to
operate an ‘ever-normal granary’, with officials buying up grain at times of
surplus to release at times of shortage. The same term is used to describe
Japanese government intervention in the rice market in the Tokugawa and
inter-war periods. I am grateful to my colleague Ellis Tinios for information
on this.

3 In pre-war Japan, although about two-thirds of farm households rented all
or part of the land they farmed, the vast majority of landlords owned less
than 5 ha, with only around 300 owning more than 50 ha (Francks 1992:133;
Waswo 1977:8). In colonial Taiwan, where 60–70 per cent of paddy land
and 40–50 per cent of dry land was tenanted, only around 5 per cent of
landowners possessed more than 5 ha and the most significant of these were
Japanese sugar corpor-ations who owned dry-land plantations in the south
of the island (Ka 1995:146– 53). Tenancy appears to have grown during the
colonial period in Korea and was probably somewhat more widespread
than in Japan and Taiwan, but the majority of landlords were of the kind
known as ‘cultivating landlords’ in Japan, who farmed some of their land
themselves and rented out the rest (Lee 1936: 157–8).

4 The concept of the ‘agricultural household’, which is written with the same
two characters in Japanese as in Taiwan’s Chinese and in early Korean sources
in which Chinese/Japanese characters are still commonly used, appears to
be taken for granted to the extent that statistical sources rarely define it.
Where definitions are given, the basic principle is in general that such a
household is one which cultivates land, usually above a (very low) minimum.
In Taiwanese statistics, for example, a farm household is one which cultivates
a minimum of 0.05 ha, although it is also possible to qualify as a ‘non-
cultivating household’, cultivating less than this and/or raising a minimum
number of livestock, e.g. one cow or three pigs (see Taiwan Agricultural
Yearbook). Statistical authorities in all three countries also break down part-
time agricultural households into ‘class 1’ and ‘class 2’ types, where class 1
households earn more from agriculture than from non-agriculture and class
2 vice versa. For detailed notes on changes in the definition of the agricultural
household in Japan, see Kayo 1958:134–7.

5 Brandt (1993) argues that, by the inter-war period at least, the ‘labour surplus’
conditions which would have induced land-saving technical change in Japan
had ceased to exist and that the inability of Japanese farmers to respond
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technologically to rising labour costs was a major factor in the slow-down in
agricultural growth rates in the 1920s and 1930s. For more on the agricultural
problems of inter-war Japan, see Chapter 4.

6 For the similarities between Japan and Italy, for example, in this respect, see
Francks (1995).

7 There are exceptions to this generalisation, however. Switzerland, for
example, has practised a still higher level of agricultural protection than
East Asia.

8 Taiwan is not a participant in GATT, but has voluntarily undertaken to adopt
measures to reduce agricultural protection, along the lines of Japan’s Uruguay
Round agreement, in the hope of gaining entry to the World Trade
Organisation. For more on this, see Chapter 8.

3 The role of agriculture in Japanese industrialisation

1 The complete historical series on agriculture appeared as LTES 1966. More
‘user-friendly’ sources of LTES data include Hayami 1975, Hayami and
Yamada 1991, and Ohkawa and Shinohara 1979.

2 The Meiji government came to power in 1868, overthrowing the ‘feudal’
regime of the Tokugawa shoguns. The Meiji period lasted until 1912.

3 See for example the work of T.C.Smith, e.g. Smith 1969, and of Saito Osamu,
e.g. Saito 1986.

4 For more detail on this controversy, see Francks 1992:103–11.
5  The seminal work arguing this point is Ishikawa 1967. For a summary, see

Francks 1992: ch. 7.
6 For a statistical analysis of the sources of output growth, see Hayami and

Yamada 1991: ch. 1.
7 Van der Meer and Yamada’s estimates show the terms of trade moving in

agriculture’s favour at a rate of 1.6 per cent p.a. on average between 1885
and 1913. The trend in Japan broadly parallels that in other industrial
countries at the time (Van der Meer and Yamada 1990:14). See also Table
3.5.

8 Direct taxation as a proportion of sectoral income stood at 15.5 per cent for
agriculture and 2.3 per cent for non-agriculture in 1890. Agriculture’s figure
declined to around 10 per cent by the 1920s, while non-agriculture’s rose to
around 5 per cent (Karshenas 1995:142).

9 See Table 2.2. For more data on this, see Francks 1992:132–3.
10 The best estimate is that the proportion of land farmed by tenants increased

from 29 per cent in 1872 to 45 per cent in 1908. See Francks 1984:65.
11 Although even this is disputed by Smethurst, who argues that the growth of

tenancy at this time was the result of land reclamation rather than farmers’
difficulties (Smethurst 1986:57–73).

12 Tax was payable as a proportion (3 per cent later reduced to 2.5 per cent) of
the assessed value of the land. This system of agricultural taxation contrasts
with those adopted by the post-war Korean and Taiwanese governments
under which rice was requisitioned or paid as tax in kind. The Meiji
government appears to have been more concerned to secure a source of
revenue than to ensure a supply of rice to the urban sector.

13 For the steps that led to the division of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Commerce, see Johnson 1982:91–5. The Imperial Agricultural Association
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(see later) pressed for the establishment of an Agriculture Ministry as part of
its campaign for agricultural protection. Compare the (failed) campaign for
a dedicated Agriculture Ministry in Taiwan (see Chapter 8).

4 The state and agricultural adjustment in industrial Japan

1 Cultivated area per farm household did rise gradually, from 1 ha in 1955 to
around 1.25 ha by the mid-1980s (ABARE 1988:91). However, as Table 4.2
shows, the proportion of households farming larger holdings remained very
small.

2  The array of supportive agricultural policies to be described in later sections
encouraged households to invest in their own sets of equipment, despite the
impossibility of utilising even Japanese-style, small-scale machinery to full
capacity on typical holdings. The use of contractors and shared ownership
of larger-scale equipment is a relatively recent phenomenon in Japan.

3 For more detail on inter-war agricultural policy, and for Japanese sources,
see Francks 1997.

4 For a more detailed account of the operation of the Food Control System in
the post-war period, see Francks 1998.

5  For example, farmers’ receipts for their rice sales to the government were
credited to their accounts in their local co-operative, providing the basis for
the growth of the co-operative organisations’ eventually massive credit and
finance operations.

6 Saeki estimates that, by 1955, about one-third of the rice crop was marketed
in this way (Saeki 1987:83).

7  The formula valued farm labour costs at what was taken to be the prevailing
industrial wage rate and the price was meant to enable farm households to
earn from agriculture an income equivalent to an average industrial one.
This was much more favourable to farmers than pre-war versions of the
formula, which had used farm wage rates, and of course did not take account
of the fact that increasingly the bulk of farm household income came from
non-agricultural employment.

8 Ouchi and Saeki estimate that the proportion of the rice supply sold as jiyu
rice rose from 13–14 per cent to 26 per cent over the 10 years up to 1990
(Ouchi and Saeki 1995:54).

9 The Heisei imperial reign began in 1989.
10 According to a survey by the Housewives’ Federation, by 1990 almost one-

quarter of households were buying rice directly from producers, a larger
proportion than used supermarkets (Ouchi 1993:133).

11 For a detailed description in English of price support schemes and border
controls as they existed in the 1980s, see Rothacher 1989: ch. 8.

12  Under this agreement, the beef quota was removed in 1991. A high tariff
(70 per cent) was initially imposed, but this has subsequently come down.

13 For more detail in English on the background to this and on Japan’s
negotiating stance in the Round generally, see Rapkin and George 1993.

14 It is generally thought the food security line was a non-starter which the US
and multilateral negotiators could never have accepted within the principles
of GATT (Rapkin and George 1993:77–9).

15 Details of the New Law are to be found in, for example, Ouchi and Saeki
1995: 65–74 or Domon 1995:52–3.
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5 Agriculture and industrialisation in Korea

1 This is the view taken by the large-scale project on the ‘economic and social
modernization of Korea’ carried out by the Harvard Institute for International
Development and the Korea Development Institute and published in a series
of volumes around 1980. See e.g. Mason et al. 1980:209–13; Ban et al. 1982:
ch. 2.

2 FAO estimates given by Ban et al. 1982:16 for 1952–6 show yields (in kg per
ha) of 3,340 for Korea, 4,340 for Japan, 2,810 for Taiwan, 1,280 for India
and 1,350 for Thailand. Barker, Herdt and Rose 1985:47, confirm that Korean
yields were substantially above those of China and, even more so, much of
S.E. Asia.

3 Public Law 480 of the United States permitted the export of surplus grain as
aid.

4 Around 17 per cent of pre-war tenanted land had been owned by Japanese
landlords, the rest by Koreans (Mason et al. 1980:83).

5 For a pre-war comparison of irrigation and double-cropping ratios in Taiwan
and Korea, see Hayami and Ruttan 1971:208. According to Ban et al.
1982:119, 37 per cent of Korean paddy acreage was double-cropped in 1955.
The equivalent figure for Japan in the pre-war period is estimated to have
been about 45 per cent (Francks 1984:61). In Taiwan in the early 1950s, the
multiple cropping index (planted area/cultivated land area) was around 175
(BAS: 8).

6 Labour-using operations which could be carried out using static machinery,
such as threshers or irrigation pumps, were beginning to be mechanised
from the later 1950s onwards, but field operations were not generally
mechanised until a later stage.

7 The World Bank’s East Asian Miracle study comes to a similar conclusion.
World Bank 1993:33–6.

8 Korea’s population growth rate declined from just under 3 per cent in the
early 1960s to just under 2 per cent in the early 1970s and to 1.2 per cent by
the mid-1980s (Moon and Kang 1991:15).

9 Two-thirds came from the 15–35 age group during the 1960s (Sloboda 1982:
378).

10 For data and discussion on changes in the size distribution of holdings over
time, see Chapter 6.

11 E.g. Bello and Rosenfeld 1992, who call their chapter on rural Korea
‘Sacrificing Agriculture’.

12 This is reminiscent of the attitudes of significant sections of the military in
pre-war Japan. Like the ‘young officers’ in Japan, the Park group seems to
have been reacting against what they saw as urban corruption and to have
advocated a return to ‘traditional rural values’ (Haggard, Kim and Moon
1991).

13 In 1975 there were on average 74 households per ri, 27 ri per township, and
10 townships per county (Wade 1982:22).

14 Previously called at various times the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

15 Livestock co-operatives were separated out in 1980 under the National Live-
stock Co-operatives Federation. This has become an important organisation
representing livestock producers and will be discussed in Chapter 6.

16 The following is based on Usui and Mishima 1994:15–16.
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6 Agricultural adjustment in industrial Korea

1 According to Song and Ryu 1992:152, between 1970 and 1985 the proportion
of irrigated paddy land rose from 62 per cent to 72 per cent, that of
consolidated paddy land from 20 per cent to 63 per cent, and that of paddy
with improved drainage from 1.5 per cent to 26 per cent.

2 In Japan, there have been more power-tillers in use than the number of
agricultural households since the mid-1980s.

3 This rose from around 0.9 ha in the late 1960s to reach the 1-ha level around
1980 and increased to around 1.2 ha by the end of the decade (Yearbook of
Agricultural Statistics, various years).

4 Anderson 1989:120–2 who also points out that, on the other hand, since
fertiliser producers were protected against imports and the domestic price
exceeded the border price, farmers were at the same time being ‘taxed’ to
support the fertiliser industry. However, the difference between the border
and domestic prices of fertiliser had largely disappeared by the end of the
1970s, so that by then the implicit ‘tax’ had been removed.

5 There are no complete estimates for the effective (as opposed to nominal)
rate of protection, measuring the impact of distortions to both output and
input prices, but there would seem little doubt that it also rose sharply. Moon
and Kang 1991: 35 suggest that the effective rates of protection for rice and
beef had reached 81 per cent and 87 per cent respectively by 1986.

6 Anderson (1989:129) estimates that in 1987 on average $1,700 (1985 US$)
was transferred from each non-farm household, representing about one-
fifth of its total income. Only about one-half of this materialised as increases
in farm household incomes, however, the remainder being simply a welfare
loss as a result of resource misallocation.

7  The cost per capita was highest in Japan ($170 in 1980 US$ as opposed to
$120 in Korea and $40 in the EC), but as a percentage of GNP the cost in
Korea was significantly higher than in Japan (5.6 per cent as compared with
1.2 per cent; the figure for the EC is 0.3 per cent) (Anderson 1989:128).

8 Agriculture’s share of total government expenditure and lending was around
6 per cent in the 1970s and rose to over 11 per cent by the late 1980s (Korea
Statistical Yearbook, various years; see also Song and Ryu 1992:142).

9 Expenditure made from the Grain Management Special Account was running
at about 3,000 million won p.a. in the mid-1970s. By the early 1980s, it had
reached 11–12,000 million won and by 1990 amounted to 19,500 million
(Korea Statistical Yearbook, various years).

10 The government did however secretly agree to increase imports of American
beef (Tongch’on Academic Club 1989:192).

11 Moore argues that ‘the Ministry of Agriculture is not a disinterested
spokesman for the livestock industry’ and describes practices very like those
of the Japanese bureaucracy (amakudari) whereby Ministry personnel retire
into posts with major livestock companies (Moore 1985:181).

12 At the end of the 1980s, it was estimated that, even allowing for the substantial
government subsidies on farm machinery purchase, the break-even size of
farm for a rice-transplanter was 2.9 ha, for a combine 4.5 ha and for a tractor
9.5 ha (Kim 1991:6–7), yet 90 per cent of farm households cultivated less
than 2 ha.
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13 According to An, in the early 1990s around half of farm households were
contracting out their ploughing and/or transplanting (An 1996:189).

7 The role of agriculture in Taiwan’s economic development

1 For comparative assessments of Taiwan’s growth performance, see e.g. Wade
1990:38–41 or Chan and Clark 1992: ch. 4.

2 For the ‘neo-classical’ view, see Little 1979; for an analysis and critique of it,
together with a detailed exposition of the ‘developmental state’ argument,
see Wade 1990; for the ‘exceptionalist’ case, see Amsden 1979.

3 Lee’s study was published as Lee 1971. For a summary of its findings, see
Karshenas 1995: ch. 6. Lee Teng-hui went on to become the first native-
born president of Taiwan and possibly the only agricultural economist to
become a head of state. In 1995, the granting of a US visa for his return visit
to Cornell University, where his study had been carried out, caused a
diplomatic storm.

4 For example, electricity production grew at about 15 per cent p.a. between
1920 and 1943, and by 1940 Taiwan had 907 km of railway and 12,076 km
of roads, almost all built during the colonial period (Park and Johnston
1995:201).

5 Chowdhury and Islam, using different data derived from international
sources, give an agricultural growth rate during the 1960s of 3.4 per cent,
compared with a manufacturing one of 17.3 per cent p.a. According to their
sources, over the same period agricultural growth in Korea was a little higher
(4.5 per cent) than in Taiwan, but the gap between the two sectors was of
much the same order (Chowdhury and Islam 1993:60).

6 Note that these are proportions of sales, not output. However, the marketed
proportion of agricultural value-added stood at around 56 per cent in 1911–
15 and rose to over 70 per cent in the 1930s, indicating the high level of
commercialisation of agriculture in pre-war Taiwan (Karshenas 1995:104).
Rental payments to landlords were however the largest source of marketed
output.

7 Government investment in agriculture represented only a small offset to the
outflow of private savings, but it should be remembered that substantial
resources were provided to the agricultural sector in aid under the JCRR.

8 It represented 12.3 per cent of total agricultural output in the first half of the
1960s and 17 per cent in the second (Fu and Shei 1996:10).

9 From a study by Shirley Kuo, cited in Huang 1993:55, Thorbecke 1979:180
and elsewhere.

10 Chen, Hsu and Mao 1975:414, whose discussion permits the rough
calculations of proportions above.

11 In 1971, for example, 71 per cent of farm households’ non-agricultural income
came from wages, salaries and other professional income (calculated from
BAS: 44).

12 26 per cent were long-term employees elsewhere and the remaining 26 per
cent were engaged in seasonal work, much of it on other farms. Comparison
with a similar survey carried out in 1963 reveals that the proportion of
commuters had risen from 26 per cent to 48 per cent and that of long-term
employees from 17 to 26 per cent, while seasonal workers had declined
from 57 to 26 per cent (Thorbecke 1979:190).
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13 The parallels with the recruitment of female members of farm households
to work in the textile industry in pre-war Japan are clear. Taiwanese families
understandably preferred their daughters to commute to outside work rather
than migrate (Ho 1979:91).

14 Thorbecke 1979:136–7 who quotes an estimate that, in the early 1930s,
Farmers’ Associations and agricultural co-operatives employed 13,000
extension workers, equivalent to one per 32 farm households.

15 The average rural township had a population of about 23,000 living in around
20 administrative villages, themselves composed of all, part or a number of
natural villages. In 1974 there were 328 township FAs (Stavis 1982:183, 214).

16 Moore 1985:156–7. Other commentators (e.g. Stavis 1982, Jacobs 1980, Wade
1990:263) agree that, despite their role as outlets for democratic
representation of the native population, FAs and other local government
organisations had little real political power or influence.

8 Agricultural adjustment in industrial Taiwan

1 For the full details, see Wade 1990: chs. 4–7.
2 By comparison with Thorbecke’s figures shown in Table 7.1, Mao shows the

growth rate of total agricultural production declining from 4.8 per cent p.a.
in 1965–70 to 2.5 per cent p.a. in 1970–5. The corresponding rates for crop
production are 2.2 per cent (compared to 5.1 per cent in 1960–5) and 1.0
per cent (Mao 1993:35). The official figures in BAS show a decline in total
production growth from 6.2 per cent p.a. in 1965–8 to 3.2 per cent p.a. in
1969–72, with crop production growth declining from 4.5 per cent to 0.3
per cent over the same periods.

3 Thorbecke gives average figures for this proportion according to his phases,
the percentage of agricultural income falling from 59.3 per cent in 1966–8
to 46.3 per cent in 1973–5 and 30.9 per cent in 1979–81 (Thorbecke 1992:32).

4 On the methods of controlling political opposition in Taiwan at this time,
see Rigger 1996, especially 304–5. The political background to the shift
towards supporting farm incomes will be discussed in greater detail in a
later section.

5 See the chronology of agricultural events in Appendix C of Bain 1993,
especially 382–6.

6 This contrasts with the annual, and highly politicised, wrangling over the
size of the increase in the government buying-price in Japan.

7 Exact data on the proportion of the rice harvest passing through government
hands appear not to be available. The official data for planned and guidance-
price purchases show around 30–40 per cent of the harvest disposed of in
this way in the 1980s (Table 8.1, column 5). Various commentators (e.g.
Huang 1993:56) refer to a figure of around half by the late 1980s and Hou
and Tu (1993:167) suggest somewhat more. Chen (1994:5–6) lists various
other schemes (besides planned and guidance-price purchases) under which
the government periodically bought rice (e.g. in the case of ‘abundant
harvests’) and suggests that, in value terms at least, sales under government
programmes have been much more significant than other market sales.

8 Official figures recorded 15,514 rice dealers in 1993 (Council of Agriculture
1994:79).
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9 For a little more detail on price support schemes for non-rice crops, see Hou
and Tou 1993:156–7.

10 For a detailed list, see Chen 1990.
11 Based on Chen 1990 and the summary of his results in Fu and Shei 1996:18.
12 The subsidy on fishing-boat fuel was also a major item.
13 The number of draft animals fell correspondingly fast, from 417,000 in 1960

to 78,000 in 1981 (Ong 1984:23).
14 This contrasts with Japan, where most farm households sought to acquire

not just their own power-tillers but also transplanters, harvesters, etc.
15 The scheme thus also helped to dispose of surplus rice stocks. However, the

subsidy was converted into cash in 1988.
16 The availability of the medical insurance scheme apparently explains the

surge in the number of ‘farmers’ in 1991 (Lin 1994:437–8).
17 About one-third of the agricultural budget was taken up by price supports

and subsidies and a further one-third by infrastructure investment.
18 For a summary of Taiwan’s trade liberalisation, see Mao and Tu 1993:93–4;

Hou and Tu 1993:158–60.
19 For a more detailed list of forms of protection, see Shih and Fu 1992:67–70.
20 The following relies principally on Chou 1993:207–12.
21 The imports mainly took the form of turkey wings for use in Taiwan’s growing

fast-food industry.
22 Several groups of US fruit-growers pressed the government to ‘get tough’

because they believed that concessions on turkey meat would lead to
increased demands for restrictions on US fruit exports to Taiwan (Chou
1993:208–9).

23 The details of Taiwan’s Uruguay Round agreement are taken from EIU
1994: 17 and Council of Agriculture 1995.

24 He retorted that he had spent his holidays touring rural areas (Bain 1993:74).
25 According to Hou and Tu (1993:173), there were 41 demonstrations involving

farmers between December 1987 and January 1989. See also Bello and
Rosenfeld 1992:183–93.

26 See Liao 1992. The United Farmers’ Association mainly represented fruit
farmers, who tended to own land in mountainous central Taiwan which was
of little value for anything else and who opposed liberalisation, especially of
the land market. Members of the APRIF, on the other hand, tended to own
land nearer to urban centres and stood to gain from land market liberalisation
and rezoning.

27 In some sources, ‘Integrated’.
28 For details, see Mao and Tu 1993:98–102. The programme is also summarised

in Huang 1993:60.

9 Conclusions: the past and future of East Asian agriculture

1 As pointed out in Chapter 4, it could be argued that this turning point was
reached during the inter-war period in Japan, but the importance of
agriculture during the war and post-war recovery periods temporarily
obscured its declining trend within the economy.

2 For example, significant changes to the system for taxing agricultural land
and in its liability for inheritance tax were made in the wake of the Bubble
(see Noguchi 1994:309–10).
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